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The N ew Time

H E  vast storm in E urope, like nothing we have ever

heard of before, may not last long now. B ut the

dark heavy rolling of that perturbed sea of human

consciousness will not die away at once when the great

guns have been fi nally dragged from the fi eld and the

armies have been taken back into their homes.

There will however come a day when there is full peace

and the locked mind-energies are freed for other and

better service.

W hat of that new day, not so far ahead?  H ow shall

we feel?  Does anyone think he will feel nothing in par-

ticular?  H ere in A merica we have been, in yard-measure

space, far from the confl ict. B ut in the deeper parts of

our minds we have felt the storm and been weighed down

and darkened by it every hour. O ur deeper and fi ner

mind-energies have been locked and on strain. O nly

those who live altogether on the surface of themselves

have felt no inner change, no tying up of inner forces since

the fatal A ugust of two years ago. Certainly we have

had our usual little surface ups and downs of pleasure

and trouble, the little events and changes that alone we
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The New Time
I-IE vast storm in Europe, like nothing we have ever
heard of before, may not last long now. But the
dark heavy rolling of that perturbed sea of human

consciousness will not die away at once when the great
guns have been finally dragged from the field and the
armies have been taken back into their homes.

There will however come a day when there is full peace
and the locked mind-energies are freed for other and
better service.

What of that new day, not so far ahead? How shall

i_..._;;.—:_-... ;; .- G0; _.8]e

we feel? Does anyone think he will feel nothing in par-
ticular? Here in America we have been, in yard-measure
space, far from the conflict. But in the deeper parts of
our minds we have felt the storm and been weighed down
and darkened by it every hour. Our deeper and finer
mind-energies have been locked and on strain. Only
those who live altogether on the surface of themselves
have felt no inner change, no tying up of inner forces since
the fatal August of two years ago. Certainly we have
had our usual little surface ups and downs of pleasure
and trouble, the little events and changes that alone we
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notice. B ut behind that has been the perturbation and

tension and wear, j ust as beyond the buzzing of the fl y

in my room and the ticking of my watch is the ceaseless

but unnoticed roar of the city, a roar of whose wear and

tear upon me I know nothing till I have sought escape

for a few days to the q uiet of the village.

Great will be the loosening and deliverance, a great j oy

and sense of freedom, new life and outfl ow for all.

To what real profi t for us, for each of us?  W hat shall

we do with the new energies that are surely coming out

soon from the depths of our natures?  E x pend them in

the customary nothings of wishing and thinking and

doing?

Perhaps many or most will do so. B ut some will feel and

understand that in a year of that new time they can go

further along the N ew W ay towards the great L ight ahead

for mind and soul than in a lifetime of former years

while the storm was gathering. They will have prepared

themselves. They will have been faithfully seeking the

L ight when their seeking seemed fruitless. They will

have practised self-discipline when there seemed no

achievement in it and no promise from it. They will

have held their eq uanimity and kindliness and forgive-

ness and forbearance when men and conditions seemed

conspiring against them. They will have held hope when

the way seemed hopeless and leading nowhere.

It is for these that the coming new time has its splen-

did promise. A ll the seeds they sowed and watered will

come up into leaf and flower and fruit.

O ur nation, as a nation, has not bestirred itself aright

from the fi rst of the war-months. A  great opportunity

came when we could as a people of one government have

called a halt in the name of brotherhood, have made an

appeal on that avowed ground which no combatant

would or could have ignored. A nd there came other and

other opportunities when the appeal on that ground

would have been more and more gratefully listened to.

B ut they all went by unused. W e have won no place

such as they would have given us, stepped up to no lead-

ership among the peoples.

The suffering of the warring nations will have changed

and sobered and deepened them. They will have become

ready for a new order, new ways. It will be the recom-

pense and the healing of their sufferings. They will

rebuild their national lives on a new and nobler scale.

They will look for and fi nd a new brotherhood and new

ex pressions of it within and between themselves. O ld

negations will give place to a new faith. There will be

new light on the eternal things of life, and the released

inner energies will produce a growth in art, in literature,

in philosophy, that has not been witnessed for centuries.

J

The E ternal Y outh

S  medical offi cer of one of our large asylums I had at

that time plenty of material for my favorite study:

human mind and character. B ut my patients were

never ‘specimens’  to me;  as far as possible I always tried

to gain their confi dence, to get at their real selves behind

that layer of mind that was diseased, to be their friend

and to make them my friends.

A t one time I had under my care a man who suddenly

developed a q uite remarkable instinct for painting. H e

would never associate with any other of the patients,

had partially lost his memory and could not often be

induced even to speak. I encouraged him in his paint-

ing whim and had him supplied with all he wanted. H e

spent most of his time at it, and in a year or two had

developed a strange mastery of his new art. N ature

scenes were his favorite material, and in most of his pic-

tures he got in the sun rising or setting.

O ne day I came into his room and found him as usual

at his easel and as usual he at once threw a cloth over his

work and turned it to the wall.

“Don’ t you want to let me see what you’ re doing? ”

I said. “I’ m interested in painting and you’ ve never

shown me anything you’ ve done yet.”

H e looked at me stolidly for a moment and then said

suddenly: “L ook at it, then,”  and turned it round.

Then he stood watching me as I studied it.

It represented a fi gure on a hilltop looking at the rising

sun: an ordinary fi gure in'  ordinary attire, perhaps meant

for himself. B ut j ust behind this was another, much

taller fi gure, robed in white, luminous, half-transparent,

haloed with light so that the fi rst fi gure stood partly in

the halo. The right arm of the white-robed fi gure was

raised as if in salute to the sun on the horizon, and the

left hand W as upon the man’ s shoulder. A nd the fi gure

was winged.

" B eautiful,"  I said;  “tell me something about it.”

H e looked at me silently for a little while and then

curtly said: “That’ s my moment."

“W hat do you mean? ”  I asked.

“It’ s the only moment I’ ve got, the one for the day.

It’ s me, I tell you. This isn’ t me”  — p0inting to his own

body, “nor what’ s in here all day ” —  indicating his head.

“Crazed?  Y es, all day. I know it as well as you. N ot

fi t for a kennel. B ut the sun gives me a moment of my-

self j ust when it comes up, all clear, no clouds, no fog.

I stand back of myself, light, I tell you, and know about

things. E verybody’ s got that thing, angel, in him;

can’ t get out. S eems like the sun. O nly a minute,

though. B ut it’ s worth being crazed j ust to have that

get out and meet the sun for that moment, and know

what you are inside and what you will be when this crazed

thing is dead and done with. I’ m not crazed. I’ m that”

—  pointing to the fi gure of the shining youth erect

behind the other. “I did this picture to show the rest

here what’ s in them, what is them if they could know it.

I don’ t mind their thinking I’ m crazy. There’ s one min-

ute when I’ m not, one minute of myself, beyond myself.

— — N ow get out;  I’ ve told you. Y ou’ re that too” —

pointing again to the fi gure behind. “B ut you’ ve never

had a notion of it yet, for all you think you’ re smart, no

more than the rest. Get out.”

To my amazement he suddenly held out his hand,
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2 THE NEW WAY

notice. But behind that has been the perturbation and
tension and wear, just as beyond the buzzing of the fly
in my room and the ticking of my watch is the ceaseless
but unnoticed roar of the city, a roar of whose wear and
tear upon me I know nothing till I have sought escape
for a few days to the quiet of the village.

Great will be the loosening and deliverance, a great joy
and sense of freedom, new life and outflow for all.

To what real profit for us, for each of us? What shall
we do with the new energies that are surely coming out
soon from the depths of our natures? Expend them in
the customary nothings of wishing and thinking and
doing?

Perhaps manyor most willdo so. But some will feel and
understand that in a year of that new time they can go
furtheralong theNew Way towards thegreat Light ahead
for mind andsoul than in a lifetime of former years
while the storm was gathering. They will have prepared
themselves. They will have been faithfullyseeking the
Light when their seeking seemed fruitless. They will
have practised self-discipline when there seemed no
achievement in it and no promise from it. They will
have held their equanimity and kindliness and forgive-
ness and forbearance when men and conditions seemed
conspiring against them. They will have held hope when
the way seemed hopeless and leading nowhere.

It is for these that the coming new time has its splen-
did promise. All the seeds they sowed and watered will
come up into leaf and flower and fruit.

Our nation, as a nation, has not bestirred itself aright
from the first of the war-months. A great opportunity
came when we could as a people of one government have
called a halt in the name of brotherhood, have made an

appeal on that avowed ground which no combatant
would or could have ignored. And there came other and
other opportunities when the appeal on that ground
would have been more and more gratefully listened to.

But they all went by unused. We have won no place
such as theywould have given us, stepped up to no lead-
ership among the peoples.

The suffering of the warring nations will have changed
and soberedand deepened them. They will have become
ready for a new order, new ways. It will be the recom-

pense and the healing of their sufferings. They will
rebuild their national lives on a new and nobler scale.
They will look for and find a new brotherhood and new

expressions of it within and between themselves. Old
negations will give place to a new faith. There will be
new light on the eternal things of life, and the released
inner energies will produce a growth in art, in literature,
in philosophy,that has not been witnessed for centuries.

of
The Eternal Youth

S medical oflicer of one of our large asylumsI had at
thattime plenty of material for my favorite study:
human mind and character. But my patients were

never ‘specimens’ to me; as far as possible I always tried

a
C0 glc

to gain their confidence, to get at their real selves behind
that layer of mind that was diseased, to be their friend
and to make them my friends.

At one time I had under my care a man who suddenly
developed a quite remarkable instinct for painting. He
would never associate with any other of the patients,
had partially lost his memory and could not often be
induced even to speak. I encouraged him in his paint-
ing whim and had him supplied with all he wanted. He
spent most of his time at it, and in a year or two had
developed a strange mastery of his new art. Nature
scenes were his favorite material, and in most of his pic-
tures he got in the sun rising or setting.

One day I came into his room and found him as usual
at his easel and as usual he at once threwa cloth over his
work and turned it to the wall.

“Don’t you want to let me see what you’re doing?”
I said. “I’m interested in painting and you‘ve never
shown me anythingyou’ve done yet.”

He looked at me stolidly for a moment and then said
suddenly: “Look at it, then,” and turned it round.
Then he stood watching me as I studied it.

It represented a figure on a hilltoplooking at the rising
sun: an ordinary figure in ordinary attire, perhaps meant
for himself. But just behind this was another, much
taller figure, robed in white, luminous, half—transparent,
haloed with light so that the first figure stood partly in
the halo. The right arm of the white-robed figure was
raised as if in salute to the sun on the horizon, and the
left hand was upon the man’s shoulder. And the figure
was winged.

“Beautiful,” I said; “tell me something about it.”
He looked at me silently for a little while and then

curtly said: “That’s my moment."
“What do you mean?” I asked.
“It’s the only moment I’ve got, the one for the day.

It’s me, I tell you. This isn’t me” —pointing to his own

body, “nor what’s in here all day"— indicatinghis head.
“Crazed? Yes, all day. I know it as well as you. Not
fit for a kennel. But the sun gives me a moment of my-
self just when it comes up, all clear, no clouds, no fog.
I stand back of myself, light, I tell you, and know about
things. Everybody’s got that thing, angel, in him;
can’t get out. Seems like the sun. Only a minute,
though. But it's worth being crazed just to have that
get out and meet the sun for that moment, and know
what you are inside and what you willbewhen thiscrazed
thing is dead and done with. I’m not crazed. I'm that"
— pointing to the figure of the shining youth erect
behind the other. “I did this picture to show the rest
here what’s in them, what is them if theycould know it.
I don’t mind their thinkingI’m crazy. There's one min-
ute when I'm not, one minute of myself, beyond myself.
—Now get out; I’ve told you. You're that too”-
pointing again to the figure behind. "But you've never
had a notion of it yet, for all you thinkyou're smart, no

more than the rest. Get out."
To my amazement he suddenly held out his hand,
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clasped mine a moment without looking at me, and then

pointed to the door.

I have never forgotten this, and it always mix es up

in my mind with a newspaper account I once read of the

escape of two convicts from a southern prison. O ne of

the two was a youth, hardly more than a boy, sentenced

to a life term for killing a girl he loved, who he found had

given herself to another man. The other was an old and

hardened offender,

regarded as of the

worst criminal

type, a j ail~bird for

decades in many

j ails. H ow they

arranged their es-

cape together I

don’ t remember.

They had had a-

bout four or fi ve

hours’  start into

the woods when

the boy fell over a

rock and broke his

leg. The broken

bone tore the mus-

cle and an artery

and cut the skin,

and there had been

much bleeding.

This the elder man

had tried to stop

with strips from

his coat and then

had given up his

chances of gel-away

lo carry the boy a

mile and a half to

the nearest cottage.

\Vasn’ t it the

same thing as the

picture?  H adn’ t

the real self of the

man, underneath

the crazed criminal

self, got out and

taken charge for a

while?  The man

wouldn’ t have put

it that way, prob-

ly wouldn’ t have admitted or understood that any par-

ticular change had come upon him for the time;  but

there had, j ust as in my lunatic at sunrise.

‘Ve’ re all insane, more or less, see everything out of

true, give wrong values to everything, make big things

of trifl es, trifl es of big things, act meanly and selfi shly.

B ut there’ s something better in us than all that, some-

thing that knows and sees true all the time. B ut mostly

it can’ t get itself into our brains.

A s I said, I shall never forget that lunatic who came

to himself with the sunrise in his heart and head, or the

convict called to himself by compassion for the inj ured

boy. If we could only all get to ourselves somehow!  It is

not so diffi cult. That O ther may always be found by

those who try. It stands closest to him who needs it

most. IN I. D.

J

The Two of Us

MA N ’ S  ‘deeper

self ’  —  what

is meant by

that?  Most of us

seem to ourselves

to be but one self.

W hat is this ‘deep-

er’  one?

W ell, what is it

happening when a

master in music

sits down to the

piano and impro-

vises?  Is it not

that there is some

music going on in-

side of him some-

where and he

wants to get it out

so that the outer

man of him can

hear it with his

ears?  H e wants to

get bolh of himself

occupied with the

music. Unless he

gets the music to

the outer man’ s at-

tention that outer

man will be dis-

turbing him (the

inner man) by lis-

tening to other

things. F or each

of these two men is

sensitive to what

the other is doing

and thinking.

Y ou and I are

not music-makers;

that is not in our line. O ur inner man does not ex press

his feelings to himself in that W ay. B ut we like music

and we go to hear it, go to hear another man’ s inner-man

music played out aloud. The musician who sits down to

the piano and improvises goes as it were to hear his own

inner-man music.

Many men talk to themselves when alone. This is the

same thing. It means again that we have two minds:

an outer, of the body and brain, connected with the
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THE NEW WAY 3
 

clasped mine a moment without looking at me, and then
pointed to the door.

I have never forgotten this, and it always mixes up
in my mind with a newspaper account I once read of the
escape of two convicts from a southern prison. One of
the two was a youth. hardly more than a boy. sentenced
to a life term for killinga girl he loved. who he found had
given herself to another man. The other was an old and
hardened offender,
regarded as of the

As I said. I shall never forget that lunatic who came
to himself with the sunrise in his heart and head, or the
convict called to himself by compassion for the injured
boy. If we could only all get to ourselves somehow! It is
not so difficult. That Other may always be found by
those who try. It stands closest to him who needs it
most. M. D.

J
The Two of Us

MAN‘S ‘deeper
worst criminal self’ — what
type, a jail-birdfor is meant by
decades in many that? Most of us
jails. How they seem to ourselves
arranged their es- to be but one self.
cape together I What is this ‘deep-
don't remember. er’ one?
They had had a-
bout four or five
hours‘ start into
the woods when
the boy fell over a
rock and broke his
leg. The broken
bone tore the mus-
cle and an artery
and cut the skin.
and there had been
much bleeding.
This the elder man
had tried to stop
with strips from
his coat and then
had given up his
¢-harm-.1 of gel-away
in carry the boy a
mile and a half to
the nearest collage.

Well. what is it
happening when a
master in music
sits down to the
piano and impro-
Vises? Is it not
that there is some
music going on in-
side of him some-
where and he
wants to get it out
so that the outer
man of him can
hear it with his
ears? He wants to
get both of himself
occupied with the
music. Unless he
gets the music to
the outer man's at-
tention that outer

\\'asn't ill? {nan will be dis-
same thing as the tn;-hing him (the
picture? l'ladn‘t inner man) by [is-
the real self of the tening to other
man. underneath things, For each
the crazed criminal
self, got out and
taken charge for a
while? The man
wouldn't have put
it that way. prob-
ly wouldn't have admitted or understood that any par-
ticular change had come upon him for the time: but
there had, just as in my lunaticat sunrise.

VVe're all insane. more or less, see everything out of
true, give wrong values to everything, make big things
of trifles, trifles of big things, act meanly and selfishly.
But there's something better in us than all that. some-
thingthatknows and sees true all the time. But mostly
it can't get itself into our brains.

l_.n.;.?.'I ';v'. c .'

of these two men is
sensitive to what
the other is doing
and thinking.

You and I are
not music-makers;

that is not in our line. Our inner man does not express
his feelings to himself in that way. But we like music
and we go to hear it, go to hear another man's inner-man
music played out aloud. The musician who sits down to
the piano and improvises goes as it were to hear his own
inner-man music.

Many men talk to themselves when alone. This is the
same thing. It means again that we have two minds:
an outer, of the body and brain, connected with the
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senses, with what can be seen and heard and smelt and

tasted and touched, which is thoroughly occupied with

all this and whose business it is to keep in touch with it

and think about it — - and an inner one with far higher

business. It often forgets that higher business, though,

and even forgets that it is anything different from the

outer one. W hen the inner one wants to communicate

very clearly with the outer one it may do more than

merely think its thoughts. F or if it confi nes itself to

that the outer one may not get the thoughts fully, or

even may not get them at all. People who talk to them-

selves fi nd that the outer man, the brain-mind man, can

think more clearly the thoughts they want him to think

—  can picture them better —  if he hears them;  so that

they get at him round the corner as it were as well as

directly from the inside. \Ve do not catch our own

thought very well, sometimes, till we have hammered it

out clear into words, spoken or unspoken. W e like to

see our thought, \dressed in the words that the brain

man puts on it.

The outer mind has two faces: it faces out to the world

by way of the senses, eyes, ears, etc.;  and it faces into

the deeper mind and so is able to get some of those

thoughts direct.

The inner mind, or deeper self, also has two faces.

O utwardly, it is in touch with the outer mind, the brain-

mind, the sense-mind;  inwardly, or at its upper pole,

it faces or touches the divine. It is the man' s real self.

S o we can always choose whether we will descend into

and lose ourselves in the lower or outer mind, thoroughly

share the bodily appetites, and even forget everything

else: or develop the upper end, connect up closer with

the divine, cultivate high thought and aspiration in the

silence, and so get into possession of our rightful power

to control the lower man at will.

S oiwe need always to remember our three natures:

(1) The innermost or highest, the purely Divine, always

in touch with the larger divine beyond us;  (2) The low-

est, or bodily, in touch with the outer world;  and (3)

The middle, the true man, who can choose which of the

other two, the one above him and the one below, he will

cultivate the acq uaintance of. The three can be called

souls, if you will: the purely Divine soul;  the animal or

bodily soul, which dies;  the human soul, which makes

its immortality more and more conscious according as it

gets closer to the divine. If a man during life has cul-

tivated that relation by right action, right thought, and

aspiration in the silence, after death he gets its full light

upon him, an illumination beyond our imaginings.

A ll this is not mere dogma. If we study ourselves

and think along this line, we presently fi nd it to be the

real fact. W e need teaching, all of us, about the deeper

matters of life;  but if the teaching is of the right sort

it shows us the way to know after a while for our-

selves the truth of what we have been taught.

E ducation means literally, leading out or drawing out:

drawing out for the outer man the knowledge that ir al-

ways in the inner man. S TUDE N T

L ooking Through Y our E yes

“ N Y  man I see, I always want to swap humanities

with him, want to get in touch with the real

thing in him and put him in touch with the

real thing in me.”

There’ s something in every man you can feel friendly

to, if you know how to get at it.

B ut that’ s a great art.

Most of us speak only from our brains. There is a

heart-note in us all, but it can’ t get out, can’ t fi nd any-

thing to say. S ome men have a positive yearning to let

their real hearts out into speech, but they can’ t do it.

don’ t know how. The moment they open their mouths

the part that takes control and does the talking is a part

they know to be j ust the outside, the part they live in

though they know it’ s not the best or deepest or the real,

the part they’ re accustomed to turn out to others and

do business with others with.

Unless we are born with the art we cannot without

considerable practice let ourselves out to others or get

in at their real selves. It is the chief of all arts for making

life everlastingly interesting and for giving ever richer

life to ourselves.

A s to the practice. W e must begin by looking at other

men in a new way. I mean that there must be something

in our eyes which we do not usually put there. W e must

get the heart-man to look out of our eyes instead of j ust

the brain-man.

There may be more than one sort of wrinkles and

crowsfeet round the eyes. There is a set that gathers

round the eyes of men that have long accustomed them-

selves to look keenly and critically and dissectingly upon

others. S ome business men, rapid at reckoning up every-

one they meet, have this set very marked.

B ut q uite another set gathers about the eyes of those

who have looked— — - maybe not less keenly, but kindly

and tolerantly and friendly-wise upon others, seeing

perhaps their weaknesses and fl aws but also seeing them

as fellow humans to be got at heart to heart.

It is that sort we must get, or rather the spirit that

gives at last that sort. W e must put the friend into our

eyes as we look, and call the same out into the other man' s

eyes. H e too is a brother soul, wandering about down

here like the rest. H e also has his deep thoughts, his

touches of heart-life, in behind that brain-life and brain

man which is all he can show to the world or even mostly

to himself. H e may be a q ueer or unpleasant looking

creature outside, with q uite unpleasant or tricky ways.

B ut try to look past that at the other and say something

friendly as you do so. Get the habit of this kindly

look and friendly state of mind, and of friendly memories

of men afterwards. Drop anything you saw that you

did not like.

B y this practice we learn at last to live among men in

a new way, in a new state of touch with them. W e live

wider, deeper, getting something from everyone as we

give something to everyone. F our-fi fths at least of our

own trouble lifts. A nd fi nally we become our own true
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4 T H E N E W W A Y

senses, with what can be seen and heard and smelt and
tasted and touched, which is thoroughly occupied with
all this and whose business it is to keep in touch with it
and think about it — and an inner one with far higher
business. It often forgets that higher business, though,
and even forgets that it is anything different from the
outer one. When the inner one wants to communicate
very clearly with the outer one it may do more than
merely think its thoughts. For if it confines itself to
that the outer one may not get the thoughts fully, or

even may not get them at all. People who talk to them-
selves find that the outer man, the brain-mind man. can
thinkmore clearly the thoughts they want him to think
— can picture them better — if he hears them; so that
they get at him round the corner as it were as well as

directly from the inside. lVe do not catch our own

thought very well, sometimes, till we have hammered it
out clear into words, spoken or unspoken. We like to
see our thought, ‘dressed in the words that the brain
man puts on it.

The outer mind has two faces: it faces out to the world
by way of the senses, eyes, ears, etc.; and it faces into
the deeper mind and so is able to get some of those
thoughts direct.

The inner mind, or deeper self, also has two faces.
Outwardly, it is in touch with the outer mind, the brain-
mind, the sense-mind; inwardly, or at its upper pole,
it faces or touches the divine. It is the man's real self.
So we can always choose whether we will descend into
and lose ourselves in the lower or outer mind, thoroughly
share the bodily appetites, and even forget everything
else: or develop the upper end, connect up closer with
the divine, cultivate high thought and aspiration in the
silence, and so get into possession of our rightful power
to control the lower man at will.

Soiwe need always to remember our three natures:
(1) The innermost or highest, the purely Divine, always
in touch with the larger divine beyond us; (2) The low-
est, or bodily, in touch with the outer world; and (3)
The middle, the true man, who can choose which of the
other two, the one above him and the one below, he will
cultivate the acquaintance of. The three can be called
souls, if you will: the purely Divine soul; the animal or

bodily soul, which dies; the human soul, which makes
its immortality more and more conscious according as it
gets closer to the divine. If a man during life has cul-
tivated that relation by right action, right thought, and
aspiration in the silence, after death he gets its full light
upon him, an illumination beyond our imaginings.

All this is not mere dogma. If we study ourselves
and think along this line, we presently find it to be the
real fact. We need teaching, all of us, about the deeper
matters of life; but if the teaching is of the right sort
it shows us the way to know after a while for our-
selves the truth of what we have been taught.

Education means literally,leading out or drawing out:
drawing out for the outer man the knowledge that ir al-
ways in the inner man. STUDENT

 
«C0 glc

Looking Through Your Eyes
“ NY man I see, I always want to swap humanities

with him, want to get in touch with the real
thing in him and put him in touch with the

real thing in me."
There’s something in every man you can feel friendly

to, if you know how to get at it.
But that’s a great art.
Most of us speak only from our brains. There is a

heart-note in us all, but it can’t get out, can’t find any-
thing to say. Some men have a positive yearning to let
their real hearts out into speech, but they can't do it.
don't know how. The moment they open their months
the part that takes control and does the talking is a part
they know to be just the outside, the part they live in
though they know it’s not the best or deepest or the real,
the part they're accustomed to turn out to others and
do business with others with.

Unless we are born with the art we cannot without
considerable practice let ourselves out to others or get
in at theirreal selves. It is thechief of all arts for making
life everlastingly interesting and for giving ever richer
life to ourselves.

As to the practice. We must begin by looking at other
men in a new way. I mean thatthere must be something
in our eyes which we do not usually put there. We must
get the heart-man to look out of our eyes instead of just
the brain-man.

There may be more than one sort of wrinkles and
crowsfeet round the eyes. There is a set that gathers
round the eyes of men that have long accustomed them-
selves to look keenly and critically and dissectingly upon
others. Some business men, rapid at reckoning up every-
one they meet, have this set very marked.

But quite another set gathers about the eyes of those
who have looked — maybe not less keenly, but kindly
and tolerantly and friendly-wise upon others, seeing
perhaps their weaknesses and flaws but also seeing them
as fellow humans to be got at heart to heart.

It is that sort we must get, or rather the spirit that
gives at last that sort. We must put thefriend into our

eyes as we look, and call the same out into theotherman‘s
eyes. He too is a brother soul, wandering about down
here like the rest. He also has his deep thoughts, his
touches of heart-life, in behind that brain-life and brain
man which is all he can show to the world or even mostly
to himself. He may be a queer or unpleasant looking
creature outside, with quite unpleasant or tricky ways.
But try to look past that at the other and say something
friendly as you do so. Get the habit of this kindly
look and friendlystate of mind, and of friendlymemories
of men afterwards. Drop anything you saw that you
did not like.

By this practice we learn at last to live among men in
a new way, in a new state of touch with them. We live
wider, deeper, getting something from everyone as we

give something to everyone. Four-fifths at least of our
own trouble lifts. And finally we become our own true
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selves, conscious all the while of being the heart-self.

A nd the depth and fullness and richness of that new self

grows all the time. It has no limit;  for the heart-self,

now become director of the brain-self, is at one with and

now has access to the great S elf of all.

They knew all this well in old times. H ere is a verse

from old India about this way of living and the reward

of it:

“H e whose heart is pure and good: who is without pride,

is mild, persevering, simple and plain;  who considers every

creature as his friend and who loves every soul as his own;

who behaves uniformly to everyone with kindness and love;

who wishes to do good and has abandoned vanity: in his

heart abides the L ord of L ife.”  S TUDE N T

J 0

Making O neself O ver

E S , it’ s a long business, this making oneself over into

a new man, a. new and fi ner character. O ne decides

to do it in a flush of enthusiasm. A ll looks easy and

inviting. There is already triumph. The old man is

gone. The

new one is

here. O ne

has already

become it.

B ut then

come the dif-

fi culties, per-

ha ps the very

nex t morn-

ing. A ll the

heart and

light seem to

have gone

out of our en-

thusiasm. W e

L -__-----~-.-__ ~_ -___ L  - 7

who haven’ t decided to make themselves over. This is

one of the worst enemies of all, because it is so subtle.

It breeds a whole raft of bad thoughts and bad actions

which lead a man back to a lower place than he started

from in the fi rst place.

The resolve we should make is, to try henceforth to

keep in touch with our diviner part, the Companion, the

W itness, the S oul, to keep worthy of its approval and

co-operation and help. E very man can feel that, when

he has stood up to his duty or done a kindly thing or

crushed out some lower impulse. It is the resolve to live

henceforth nearer our own inner light, rather than to be

or do some particular thing or reach some special state.

F ollowing up this resolve day by day, repeating it as a

sort of pledge morning by morning, looking back evening

by evening to see where we failed, we at last achieve much

more than anything we could have pictured at the fi rst.

It is a long business. B ut if we do not bother ourselves

about any fi nal result, knowing it will come by j ust

keeping on;  and if we have not made the mistake of

confusing enthusiasm for the actual steady work ahead,

the way will

not seem so

long. Indeed

we shall pres-

ently forget

that it is a

way at all,

and be per-

fectly happy

in the appar-

ently small

victories of

the moment

and the.day

and with the

felt approval

are in the L omaland Pholo. &  E ngraving Dept. . 0f the inner

backwash of L O O K IN G our O N  A  L O MA L A N D GA R DE N  Companion,

things. The the higher

moment comes for not doing —  according to last night' s

decision —  something we have always been accustomed

to do. Maybe we stand up to the resolution and don‘t

do the thing, but that makes us more irritable than

before. W e think: “lhat!  not do that any more?  The

prospect seems too terrible to face.

A nd then follow all manner of other diffi culties and an—

noyances, q uite unex pected and unusual, and with an

ex traordinary power to sidetraek us.

The thing seems hopeless, and many of us give up

our fi ne program before the end of the fi rst day.

Mostly we begin wrong. W e think on towards some

defi nite results we have decided to achieve in ourselves,

and that wakes up a lot of hostile elements in us that

think they see in that picture an end of all their fun.

“A  man’ s foes shall be they of his own household.”

)Ioreover the picture may have a good deal of vanity

lying behind it and a sense of superiority to other men

S elf. W e shall know that we are progressing somewhere,

to some great thing, to a light, without troubling to pic-

ture what that will be when we get there. F or we cannot

yet picture what it will be like to haVe won the light, to

have got reborn, made all over in mind and feeling, to

have got real knowledge of how to live.

S o though the way is long, it will not seem long;  and,

taken in this manner, hopefully, but without thought of

fi nal result, taken from day to day, there are no enemies

waked up within us, and there is that steady happiness

that comes of increasing nearness to the Companion and

increasing goodwill to all other men and indeed all

that lives. S TUDE N T

a!

l

TR UL Y  of will is man formed;  according as is his will

in this world, so is the man when he has departed hence;

therefore should a man strive after right will.
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THE NEW WAY 5

selves. conscious all the while of being the heart-self.
And the depth and fullness and richness of that new self
grows all the time. It has no limit: for the heart-self.
now become director of the l)rain—sclf. is at one with and
now has access to the great Self of all.

They knew all this well in old times. Here is a verse
from old India about this way of living and the reward
of it:

“He whose hear! is pure and good: wrlm is acilhoulpride,
is mild. peramrrring, aim plc and plain: who considers ercry
crmlure as his friend and who loves emery soul as his own;
who brlzarcs uniformly lo ereryone with lrirulnexx and lore:
who uriahes to do good and has abamlomvl vanity: in his
hmr! abides the Lord of L-ifc." S'rl'm:1\'T

.93 u

Making Oneself Over
ES. it's a long business. this making oneself over into

a new man. a new and finer character. One decides
to do it in a flush of enthusiasm. All looks easy and

inviting. There is already triumph. The old man is
gone. The
new one is
here. One
has lready
become it.

llut then
cumt‘ the dif-
ficulties. per-
ha ps the very

who haven‘t decided to make themselves over. This is
one of the. worst enemies of all, because it is so subtle.
It breeds a whole raft of bad thoughts and bad actions
which lead a man back to a lower place than he started
from in the first place.

The resolve we should make is. to try henceforth to
keep in touch with our diviner part. the Companion. the
Witness, the Soul. to keep worthy of its approval and
co-operation and help. Every man can feel that. when
he has stood up to his duty or done a kindly thing or
crushed out some lower impulse. It is the resolve to live
henceforth nearer our own inner light, rather than to be
or do some particular thing or reach some special state.

Following up this resolve day by day. repeating it as a

sort of pledge morning by morning, looking back evening
by evening to see where we failed.we at last achievemuch
more than anythingwe could have pictured at the first.

It is :1 long business. But if we do not botherourselves
about any final result. knowing it will come by just
keeping on; and if we have not made the mistake of
confusing enthusiasmfor the actual steady work ahead.

the way will
not seem so

long. Indeed
we shall pres-
ently forget
that it is a

way at all.
and be per-
fectly happy

next morn- in the appar-
iug. All the cntly small
heart and victories of
light seem to the moment
have gone and the day
out of our eu-
thusiasm.We
are in the
backwash of
things. The
moment comes for not doing — according to last night's
decision — something we have always been accustomed
to do. Maybe we stand up to the resolution and don't
do the thing. but that makes us more irritable than
before. We think: What! not do that any more? The
prospect seems too terrible to face.

.-{nd then follow all mannerof otherdiflicultiesand an-

noynnces. quite unexpected and unusual. and with an

extraordinary power to sidetrack us.
The thing seems hopeless, and many of us give up

our fine program before the end of the first day.
Mostly we begin wrong. We thinkon towards some

definite results we have decided to achieve in ourselves.
and that wakes up a lot of hostile elements in us that
think they see in that picture on end of all their fun.
“.-\ man's foes shall be they of his own houselmltl."

Moreover the picture may have a good deal of vanity
lying behind it and a sense of superiority to other men

LOOKING OUT ON A

lL'..;It1.-'::r.'i:,' GO; ‘ygle

 
and with the
felt approval
of the inner
Companion.
the higher

Self. We shall know that we are progressing somewhere.
to some great thing. to :1 light. without troubling to pic-
ture whnt that will be when we get there. For we cannot
yet picture what it will be like to have won the light. to
have got reborn. made all over in mind and feeling. to
have got real knowledge of how to live.

So though the way is long, it will not seem long; and.
taken in this manner, hopefully. but without thought of
final result. taken from day to day. there are no enemies
walked up within us. and there is that steady happiness
that comes of increasing nearncss to the Companion and
increasing goodwill to all other men and indeed all
that lives. Sruonsr

LcmalandPhoto. xi Eswmvingapt. .

LOMALAND GARDEN

at

TRULY of will is man formed; according as is his will
in this world. so is the man when he has departed hence:
therefore should a man strive after right will.
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K eep O n K eeping O n

MA N  who is trying to make himself over into some-

thing better should remember that the obstacles

in front of him, no matter how many he overcomes,

always try to discourage him by looking as if they were

j ust as many as they always were, in spite of his efforts.

A nother trick they have. S ome very important one,

perhaps the support or leader of many of the rest— —

even all the rest —  will make itself look very small

and unimportant, so as to seem not worth bothering

about. S ome omission of a ‘trifl ing’  duty which the man

is accustomed to allow himself may be this very ring-

leader. A nd even when he has attended to this and put

it right it will whisper to him that he hasn’ t really gained

anything by correcting such a trifle as that. Then he

very likely lets it in on him again.

O r it pleads for “j ust this once;  you’ re tired, you know.”

H e forgets that by doing a ‘trifl e’  j ust when he is tired

he makes more progress than by ten times when he isn’ t.

Then he may get headed off j ust before a big victory,

especially the victory. They catch him when he is a bit

depressed or has had some irritation or worry of some

sort, make themselves look as big and threatening as they

can and whisper: “W hat’ s the use?  Just look at us.

Y ou know you can’ t do anything against such a crowd as

this. W hy, you can’ t see any light at all, we’ re so many."

They make great play with a failure. The man forgets

himself or loses hold, lets one of them in on him, and slips

back two inches. They make the slip look like a mile;

make the man feel that he has made an utter wreck of

the whole business and that he might as well give up.

They may make it seem that there is no goal at all,

that even when they are all overcome nothing will have

been gained and all the trouble taken for no reward of

light whatever.

They can’ t make circumstances really more diffi cult

for a man, though they would like. to. B ut they try what

is j ust the same:- they make him more sensitive to the

little worries and annoyances from events and other

people that there always are anyhow, matters that in

former times he might hardly have noticed. S o it seems

to him as if everything was against him and too many

for him.

These are j ust a few of the ways in which the elements

of a. man’ s own nature will seem to rise up against him.

In fact he has declared war on them, and if he goes ahead

with his campaign they can’ t beat him. S o all they can

do is to try to prevent him from going ahead with it by

means of various deceptions. “A  man’ s foes shall be

they of his own household.”  S TUDE N T

6'

The Great A rt of S itting S till

“ O  I sat down and took up a book,”  — seems all

natural, doesn’ t it?

B ut why take up a book?

To give my mind something to do, of course. It

would go half mad in an hour without that.

L et us transpose this into a lower key, in this way:

“S o I sat down and began to rock to and fro and eat

candy.”

B ut why do these things?

To give my body something to do, of course. It would

be twitching all over and gnawing its fi ngers, my coat-

sleeves and the window-curtains if I didn’ t.

S uppose that was the only way to keep the body from

twitching all over and gnawing its fi ngers and nails

W e should call this a case of disease. The twitchings

and gnawings would certainly prevent the mind from

doing any thinking;  and the remedy —  the rocking and

candy-eating —  would almost prevent it. To such a man,

the possessor of such a body, who wanted to think deep-

ly or learn some science, we should say:

“My friend yori must practise getting that body of

yours to remain q uite still. F or six  or seven minutes two

or three times a day sit down and don’ t rock, don’ t eat

candy and put your will into keeping your body q uite

still. Practise will make perfect and after a while you

will' gain mastery and become free for your thinking and

study.”

N ow turn back to the man who is perhaps you and

I—  who wants to know something about his real self,

what it is, what its proper work is, what its consciounesss

is like, who wants to be it. W e should say to him:

“Y our self that you ask about is as much fi ner a kind

of life-than your brain-mind as your brain-mind is beyond

your muscle and stomach life. If you want to under

stand it you must practise treating your brain-mind, your

inside chatterer, as you have j ust recommended our poor

diseased friend to treat his body. Y ou must practise

for a little while now and then — —  perhaps only a minute

or so at fi rst —  stopping its chatter while you get after

that true self of yours, while you try to get the feeling of

it in the silence. W hen you have got it, or developed

yourself into it, you will know that you are in the body,

not of the body, the director of mind, not its victim, a

center of light and of permanent j oy, a something of

eternal youth, a ray of that creative power which gives

motion and consciousness to the universe, and that the

universe will go the better and all other men feel the

better for your having come to yourself. Y ou must man-

age to think over all this without letting the mind worry

it to pieces or get off the track, and then gradually bring

the brain to a sort of standstill in the full feeling and con-

ception of it. Do a little of this work before you take up

your book and before you rush out of your room to break-

fast, and before you let yourself drop into bed. Practise

makes perfect.”

W e should try to preach a kind of sermon like this and

after a minute we should fi nd —  you and I — that W e

were preaching it to ourselves and getting a lot of good

out of it. In the end we should fi nd that we were not so

dependent upon books and could sit still in mind and

body while remaining more alive and more conscious

than ever we were before when we were in bondage to

a novel, the chewing-gum and the rocker. S TUDE N T
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6 THE NEW WAY

Keep On Keeping On
MAN who is trying to make himself over into some-
thing better should remember that the obstacles
in front of him, no matter how many he overcomes,

always try to discourage him by looking as if they were

just as many as they always were, in spite of his efforts.
Another trick they have. Some very important one,

perhaps the support or leader of many of the rest-
even all the rest — will make itself look very small
and unimportant, so as to seem not worth bothering
about. Some omission of a ‘trifling’duty which the man
is accustomed to allow himself may be this very ring-
leader. And even when he has attended to this and put
it right it will whisper to him thathe hasn’t really gained
anything by correcting such a trifle as that. Then he
very likely lets it in on him again.

Or it pleads for "just thisonce; you’re tired, you know."
He forgets that by doing a ‘trifle’ just when he is tired
he makes more progress than by ten times when he isn’t.

Then he may get headed off just before a big victory,
especially the victory. They catch him when he is a bit
depressed or has had some irritation or worry of some

sort, make themselves look as big and threateningas they
can and whisper: “What's the use? Just look at us.
You know you can’t do anythingagainst such a crowd as

this. Why, you can't see any light at all, we're so many.”
They make great play with a failure. The man forgets

himself or loses hold, lets one of them in on him, and slips
back two inches. They make the slip look like a mile;
make the man feel that he has made an utter wreck of
the whole business and that he might as well give up.

They may make it seem that there is no goal at all,
that even when they are all overcome nothing will have
been gained and all the trouble taken for no reward of
light whatever.

They can’t make circumstances really more diflicult
for a man, though they would like to. But they try what
is just the same:- they make him more sensitive to the
little worries and annoyances from events and other
people that there always are anyhow, matters that in
former times he might hardly have noticed. So it seems

to him as if everything was against him and too many
for him.

These are just a few of the ways in which the elements
of a man’s own nature will seem to rise up against him.
In fact he has declared war on them, and if he goes ahead
with his campaign they can’t beat him. So all they can
do is to try to prevent him from going ahead with it by
means of various deceptions. “A man’s foes shall be
they of his own household.” STUDENT

J
The Great Art of Sitting Still

“ O I sat down and took up a book,"—~sccms all
natural, doesn't it?

But why take up a book?
To give my mind something to do, of course. It

would go half mad in an hour without that.

.L.-lo glc

Let us transpose this into a lower key, in this way:
“So I sat down and began to rock to and fro and eat

candy.”
But why do these things?
To give my body somethingto do, of course. It would

be twitching all over and gnawing its fingers, my coat-
sleeves and the window-curtains if I didn't.

Suppose that was the only way to keep the body from
twitching all over and gnawing its fingers and nails
We should call this a case of disease. The twitchings
and gnawings would certainly prevent the mind from
doing any thinking; and the remedy — the rocking and
candy-eating — would almost prevent it. To such a man,
the possessor of such a body, who wanted to thinkdeep
ly or learn some science, we should say:

“My friend you must practise getting that body of
yours to remain quite still. For six or seven minutes two
or three times a day sit down and don’! rock, don’t eat
candy and put your will into keeping your body quite
still. Practise will make perfect and after a while you
will‘gain mastery and become free for your thinkingand
study.”

Now turn back to the man — who is perhaps you and
I— who wants to know something about his real self,
what it is, what its proper work is, what its consciounesss
is like, who wants to be it. We should say to him:

“Your self that you ask about is as much finer a kind
of life~thanyour brain-mind as your brain-mindis beyond
your muscle and stomach life. If you want to under-
stand it you must practise treating your brain-mind,your
inside chatterer, as you have just recommended our poor
diseased friend to treat his body. You must practise
for a little while now and then —— perhaps only a minute
or so at first — stopping its chatter while you get after
that true self of yours, while you try to get the feeling of
it in the silence. When you have got it, or developed
yourself into it, you will know that you are in the bod)’.
not of the body, the director of mind, not its victim,a
center of light and of permanent joy, a something of
eternal youth, a ray of that creative power which gives
motion and consciousness to the universe, and that the
universe will go the better and all other men feel the
better for your having come to yourself. You must man-

age to thinkover all this without letting the mind worry
it to pieces or get ofl‘ the track, and then gradually bring
the brain to a sort of standstill in the full feeling and con-

ception of it. Do a little of this work before you take up
your book and before you rush out of your room to break-
fast, and before you let yourself drop into bed. Practise
makes perfect.”

We should try to preach a kind of sermon like thisand
after a minute we should find —you and I —that we

were preaching it to ourselves and getting a lot of good
out of it. In the end we should find that we were not so

dependent upon books and could sit still in mind and
body while remaining more alive and more conscious
than ever we were before when we were in bondage 10
a novel, the chewing-gum and the rocker. Srrvnsxr
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K l

TH E  K IN GS

MA N  said unto his angel:

My spirits are fallen through,

A nd I cannot carry this battle;

0 brother!  what shall I do?

The terrible kings are on me,

W ith spears that are deadly bright;

A gainst me so from the cradle

Do fate and my fathers fi ght.

Then said to the man his angel:

Thou wavering, foolish soul,

B ack to the ranks!  W hat matter,

To win or to lose the whole,

A s j udged by the little j udges

W ho harken not well, nor see?

N ot thus, by the outer issue.

The wise shall interpret thee.

Thy will is the very, the only,

The solemn event of things;

The weakest of hearts defying

ls stronger than all these kings.

Though out of the past they gather,

Mind' s Doubt and B odily Pain,

A nd pallid Thirst of the S pirit,

That is kin .to the other twain,

A nd Grief, in a cloud of banners,

A nd ringleted Vain Desires,

A nd Vice, with the spoils upon him

O f thee and thy beaten sires,

W hile kings of eternal evil

Y et harken the hills about —

Thy part is, with broken sabre,

To rise on the last redoubt;

To fear not sensible failure,

N or covet the game at all,

B ut fi ghting, fi ghting, fi ghting,

Die, driven against the walll " —  L . I. Cuiney

3

TH E  B A N D

TH E . man who plays the big F rench horn

Makes music with the rest,

B ut he can' t say his instrument

ls of them all the best;

The man who pumps the trombone slide

Does well, but then, you know ~

H e can' t look down upon the man

W ho plays the piccolo. '

A nd so it is in general,

In life' s tremendous plan,

E ach gets a special instrument

To play the best he can.

S o always do your very best

W hile you are here on earth,

Just take the instrument you get

A nd play for all you' re worth.

— $ omer0illc j ournal

VICTO R IE S

TH E N  I was glad. . . . .

Glad that the old, hereditary ghosts,

The swift-embracing gloom, the torpid moods that

bound you,

B y your strong stubbornness and stronger faith

H ad been dispelled forever. . . ..

W atching you tear veil after veil aside and scatter them

light-heartedly,

S eeing you look at last on things— not shadows and

distortions,

H earing you laugh out loud,

I knew, victorious companion,

N one but ourselves can fi ght the battles of ourselves;

A nd I was glad,

K nowing your victory was real — —  because it W as

your own.— —  L ouis U ntermeyer

H O W  many a man, deep down in his heart, knows to a

certainty that he has escaped being an outcast, not be-

cause of any real moral strengthor resolution of his own,

but because S ociety has bolstered him up, hedged him

about with customs and restrictions until he never has

had a really good opportunity to transgress. H ow many

men in their vanity take to themselves credit for the

built-up virtues of men who are dead!  There is no cause

for surprise when we hear of a ‘foremost citizen,’  the

‘leader in all good works,’  suddenly gone wrong;  not

the least cause for surprise. F or it was not he that was

moral, but S ociety. Individually he had never been

tested, and when the test came he fell. It will give us a

large measure of true wisdom if we stop sometimes when

we have resisted a temptation and ask ourselves why, at

that moment, we did right and not wrong. W as it the

deep virtue, the high ideals in our souls, or was it the

compulsion of the S ociety around us?  A nd I think most

of us will be astonished to discover what fragile persons

we really are — ~ in ourselves.—  David Grayson

IL L  fortune never crushed that man whom good for-

tune had not deceived. I have therefore counselled my

friends never to trust to her fairer side, though she

seemed to be making peace with them, but to place all

things that she gave them so as she might ask them

again without their annoyance, so as she might take them

easily and not pull, to keep always a distance between her

and themselves. H eaven prepares good men with

crosses;  but no ill can happen to a good man.

— B en Jonson

.9 !
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THE NEW WAY 7

THE KINGS

A MAN said unto his angel:
My spirits are fallen through.

And I cannot carry this battle;
0 brother! what shall I do?
The terrible kings are on me,
With spears that are deadly bright;
Against me so from the cradle
Do fate and my fathers fight.
Then said to the man his angel:
Thou wavering, foolish soul,
Back to the ranks! What matter,
To win or to lose the whole,
As judged by the little judges
Who harken not well, nor see?
Not thus, by theouter issue.
The wise shall interpret thee.
Thy will is the very, the only,
The solemn event of things;
The weakest of hearts defying
ls stronger than all these kings.
Though out of the past they gather,
Mind's Doubt and Bodily Pain,
And pallid Thirst of the Spirit,
That is kin .to the other twain,
And Grief, in a. cloud of banners,
And ringleted Vain Desires.
And Vice, with the spoils upon him
Of thee and thybeaten sires,
While kings of eternal evil
Yetharken the hills about —-

Thy part is, with broken sabre,
To rise on the last redoubt;
To fear not sensible failure,
Nor covet the game at all,
But fighting, fighting, fighting.
Die, driven against the wall! — L. I

. Cuincy

.93

THE BAND
THEman who plays thebigFrench horn

Makes music with the rest,
But he can't say his instrument

ls of them all the best;
The man who pumps the trombone slide

Does well, but then. you know —

He can't look down upon the man
Who plays the piccolo. '

And so it is in general,
In life's tremendous plan,

Each gets a special instrument
To play the best he can.

So always do your very best
While you are here on earth,

Just take the instrument you get
And play for all you're worth.

—Somervr'IIe Journal

C0 Sit’

Vicromns
THEN I was glad. . . . .

Glad that the old, hereditary ghosts,
The swift-embracinggloom, the torpid moods that

bound you,
By your strong stubbornness and stronger faith
Had been dispelled forever.

.

Watching you tear veil after veil aside and scatter them
light—heartedly,

Seeing you look at last on things—not shadows and
distortions,

Hearing you laugh out loud,
I knew, victorious companion,
None but ourselves can fight the battles of ourselves;
And I was glad,
Knowing your victory was real —-— because it was

your own.— Louis Untermeyer
How many a man, deep down in his heart, knows to :1

certainty that he has escaped being an outcast, not be-
cause of any real moral strength or resolution of his own,
but because Society has bolstered him up, hedged him
about with customs and restrictions until he never has
had a really good opportunity to transgress. How many
men in their vanity take to themselves credit for the
built-up virtues of men who are dead! There is no cause
for surprise when we hear of a ‘foremost citizen,’ the
‘leader in all good works,’ suddenly gone wrong; not
the least cause for surprise. For it was not he that was
moral, but Society. Individually he had never been
tested, and when the test came he fell. It will give us a.

large measure of true wisdom if we stop sometimes when
we have resisted a temptation and ask ourselves why, at
that moment, we did right and not wrong. Was it the
deep virtue, the high ideals in our souls, or was it the
compulsion of the Society around us? And I thinkmost
of us will be astonished to discover what fragile persons
we really are —-— in ourselves.—— David Grayson

ILL fortune never crushed that man whom good for-
tune had not deceived. I have therefore counselled my
friends never to trust to her fairer side, though she
seemed to be making peace with them, but to place all
things that she gave them so as she might ask them
again without theirannoyance, so as she might take them
easilyand not pull, to keep always a distance betweenher
and themselves. Heaven prepares good men with
crosses; but no ill can happen to a good man.

—Ben Jonson
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S K UL L  and cross-bones, and underneath the device:

W hat’ s the use?  That is the dark fl ag fl ying at the

head of the hosts of despair.

“W hat’ s the use!  "  says the girl. S he is tired of trying.

E very circumstance seems a push of F ate. The arts of

bad men and the indifference of good, the heartlessness

of women, and the persistency of evil luck —  all combine

against her. S he ‘takes the easiest way.’

The bank clerk yields, embezzles;  the ex -prisoner

struggles a while to be straight and gives up;  the har-

assed wife turns to betrayal;  the bankrupt merchant

fl ees by the way of suicide. “ W hat' s the use?  ”  they say.

It is a coward’ s q uestion. It is the pusillanimous whine

of the weakling. It is the despicable ex cuse of the traitor.

F or there is always Use. If you have failed, it is only

that you are to succeed in a better way, if you will. If

you have done folly, it is that out of it shall come a ma-

turer wisdom. If you have sinned, it is that by repent-

ance and reformation you shall enter into a more human,

a warmer purity.

The one great teaching that runs through all religions

is that we may step upon our dead selves, and make our

faulty past he the stairs whereon to climb to a fi ner future.

N o more damnable gospel was ever spread than that for

you, or any other man or women, there is no hope.

If you have a stout heart left and any piece of sovereign

will, rise up, take the open road, adj ust your burden

better on your shoulders, and breast once more this ad-

venturous ex istence. The fi rst belief is a belief in your

star, in your partnership with favorable destiny.

S ay to Despair and Gloom and all their maudlin sis-

ters, “W hat' s the use? "  A nd rise up and come away!

— Dr. F rank Crane

W H E N  a dreadful obj ect is presented, or when life as

as a whole turns up its dark abysses to our view, then the

worthless ones among us lose their hold on the situation

altogether and either escape from its difficulties by avert-

ing their attention, or, if they cannot do‘ that, collapse

into yielding masses of plaintiveness and fear. The

effort req uired for facing and consenting to such obj ects

is beyond their power to make, B ut the heroic mind does

differently. To it too, the obj ects are sinister and dread-

ful, unwelcome, incompatible with unwished-for things.

B ut it can face them if necessary without on that account

losing its hold on the rest of life. The world thus fi nds

in the heroic man its worthy match and mate;  and the

effort which he is able to put forth to hold himself erect

and keep his heart unshaken is the direct measure of

his worth and function in human life. H e can stand

this Universe. H e can meet it and keep up his faith in

it in presence of those some features which lay his weaker

brethren low. A nd hereby he makes himself one of the

masters and lords of life. W e fi nd new life from the heroic

ex ample. The prophet has drunk more deeply than

anyone of the cup of bitterness, but his countenance is

so unshaken and he speaks such mighty words of cheer

that his will becomes our will, and our life is kindled

at his.— —  Professor W illiam James

The N ew W ay Q uotebook

IT is a tremendous victory, the acq uirement of the

power to accept slights, rebuffs, discomforts, without

resentment or shrinking. B ut the reward corresponds:

new strength, completed power of self-mastery, peace,

dignity, self-respect, insight, the unshackling of mind,

bettered health.

W H O  am I that I demand that my life shall be without

difficulties and pains and troubles?  Is anybody’ s?

I do not claim that my toothache is worse than any other

man' s toothache j ust because it is mine or because it

happens to be affecting a different tooth. \Vhy, then,

should I think my troubles worse than his merely

because they are mine or happen to be hurting me in

a different place?

S O ME , when they watch a man in his cups, say:

“N ow you can see his real nature."  O thers, when he

has come again to himself, say: “N ow, verily, can one

see once more his real nature.”  It is their own real

natures that these two are betraying in their opinion as

to which is which.

A N O TH E R  month gone by. H ow time fl ies!  L ooking

back over the month I can see how I let myself be de-

layed and worried by the trifl es that looked so large as

they came up. \Vhat growth could I not have accom-

plished in the month if I had refused them any power

over me?  S till, there is the month to come. L et us see

what can be done.

F on every day there is the opportunity of that day.

for every day the obstacle of that day. O n the day when

a man' s whole nature can take a step forward, when. if

he can hold his mind, he may gain a new clearness of

self-knowledge, then, facing his opportunity, is his ob-

stacle. S omething from outside to attract or irritate.

something in the mind that will lead off the arising

current of new thought.

W hence, therefore, the importance of practice in tolera-

tion of others, in charity, in acceptance and endurance of

conditions and men. S o, when the day' s opportunity

comes, we are ready.

VE R Y  small things used to make me angry. Then

I began to get more angry at being weak enough to be

made angry than at the things that did it. That was

progress, and at last I could understand that the part of

me which was made angry (the same part that a stroke

of good luck or a good turn from somebody made to

purr with satisfaction) was not strictly me at all. S o

by watching this part in its various humors and moods I

began to get some notion of my proper self.

A  MA N  has begun to be at one with his soul when he

feels love for everything he sees that lives;  when the

blows and caresses of fortune give him no pain and no

pleasure;  and when he is conscious of deep peace and

j oy abiding in his heart.
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8 THE NEW W A Y
 

SKULL and cross-bones, and underneath the device:
What's the use? That is the dark flag flying at the
head of the hosts of despair.

“\Vhat's the use! " says the girl. She is tired of trying.
Every circumstance seems a push of Fate. The arts of
bad men and the indifference of good, the heartlessness
of women, and the persistency of evil luck —— all combine
against her. She ‘takes theeasiest way.’

The bank clerk yields. embezzles; the ex-prisoner
struggles a while to be straight and gives up; the har-
assed wife turns to betrayal; the bankrupt merchant
flees by the way of suicide. “ What's the use?” theysay.

It is a Coward's question. It is the pusillanimouswhine
of the weakling. It is the despicable excuse of the traitor.

For there is always Use. If you have failed, it is only
that you are to succeed in a better way, if you will. If
you have done folly, it is that out of it shall come a ma-
turer wisdom. If you have sinned, it is that by repent-
ance and reformation you shall enter into a more human,
a warmer purity.

The one great teaching that runs through all religions
is that we may step upon our dead selves, and make our
faultypast he thestairs whereon to climb to a finer future.
No more damnable gospel was ever spread than that for
you, or any other man or women, there is no hope.

If you have a stout heart left and any piece of sovereign
will, rise up, take the open road, adjust your burden
better on your shoulders, and breast once more this ad-
venturous existence. The first belief is a belief in your
star, in your partnership with favorable destiny.

Say to Despair and Gloom and all their maudlin sis-
“What's the use?" And rise up and come away!

—Dr. Frank Crane
tcrs,

WHEN a dreadful object is presented, or when life as

as a whole turns up its dark abysses to our view, then the
worthless ones among us lose their hold on the situation
altogetherand eitherescape from its difficulties by avert-
ing their attention, or, if they cannot do‘ that, collapse
into yielding masses of plaintiveness and fear. The
effort required for facing and consenting to such objects
is beyondtheirpower to make; But the heroic mind does
differently. To it too, the objects are sinister and dread-
ful, unwelcome, incompatible with unwished-for things.
But it can face themif necessary withouton thataccount
losing its hold on the rest of life. The world thus finds
in the heroic man its worthy match and mate; and the
effort which he is able to put forth to hold himself erect
and keep his heart unshaken is the direct measure of
his worth and function in human life. He can stand
this Universe. He can meet it and keep up his faith in
it in presence of those some features which lay his weaker
brethren low. And hereby he makes himself one of the
masters and lords of life. We find new life from theheroic
example. The prophet has drunk more deeply than
anyone of the cup of bitterness, but his countenance is
so unshaken and he speaks such mighty words of cheer
that his will becomes our will, and our life is kindled
at his.— Professor William James

. G0 Sic

The New Way Quotebook
I1‘ is a tremendous victory, the acquirement of the

power to accept slights, rebuffs, discomforts, without
resentment or shrinking. But the reward corresponds:
new strength, completed power of self-mastery, peace.
dignity, self-respect, insight, the unshackling of mind.
bettered health.

WHO am I that I demand that my life shall be without
difficulties and pains and troubles? Is anybody's."
I do not claim thatmy toothacheis worse than any other
man's toothache just because it is mine or because it
happens to be affecting a different tooth. \Vhy, then.
should I think my troubles worse than his merely
because they are mine or happen to be hurting me in
a different place?

SOME, when they watch a man in his cups, say:
“Now you can see his real nature.” Others, when he
has come again to himself, say: “Now, verily,can one
see once more his real nature.” It is their own real
natures that these two are betraying in their opinion as
to which is which.

ANo'rHE1< month gone by. Ilow time flies! Looking
back over the month I can see how I let myself be de-
layed and worried by the triflcs that looked so large as

they came up. \Vhat growth could I not have accom-

plished in the month if I had refused them any power
over me? Still, there is the month to come. Let us see

what can be done.

Fon every day there is the opportunity of that day.
for every day the obstacleof thatday. On the day when
a man's whole nature can take a step forward, when, if
he can hold his mind, he may gain a new clearness of
self-knowledge, then, facing his opportunity, is his oh-
stacle. Something from outside to attract or irritate.
something in the mind that will lead off the arising
current of new thought.

Whence, therefore, the importance of practice in tolera-
tion of others, in charity, in acceptance and endurance of
conditions and men. So, when the day's opportunity
comes, we are ready.

VERY small things used to make me angry. Then
I began to get more angry at being weak enough to be
made angry than at the things that did it. That was

progress, and at last I could understand that the part of
me which was made angry (the same part that a stroke
of good luck or a good turn from somebody made to
purr with satisfaction) was not strictly me at all. So
by watching this part in its various humors and moods I
began to get some notion of my proper self.

A MAN has begun to be at one with his soul when he
feels love for everything he sees that lives; when the
blows and caresses of fortune give him no pain and no
pleasure; and when he is conscious of deep peace and
joy abiding in his heart.
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H O W  TO  DO  It luncheon, and a cordial afterward. In the afternoons I

N  a popular contemporary monthly an eq ually popular

writer tells the story of how he got over the drink

habit. Y es, and that' s the way to put it, too. H e

walked over it, passed it by, left it behind him. H e didn' t

fi ght it, struggle with it, win out slowly and painfully

over it. Just walked ahead and left it behind.

A nd it had q uite a hold on him. “I had a cocktail,

or a small glass of brandy, as soon as I got up in the morn-

ing. I had a cocktail, or two, or three, before luncheon;

I had a whiskey and soda, perhaps more than one, during

got to the club at an earlier and earlier hour, usually I

had time for two or three cocktails before the crowd

turned up and the real cocktailing began. Then came

the cocktail with dinner, champagne, cognac, and after

dinner the protraction and intensifi cation— by means

of indefinite whiskey and soda — of the effect already

produced."

There were times when he would swear off for a while

and honestly keep to his swear. “I began ‘going on the

wagon'  for a week, or three weeks, or ‘until Christmas' ;
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A QUIET CHAT AFTER SUPPER

How To Do It

IN a popular contemporary monthlyan equally popular
writer tells the story of how he got over the drink
habit. Yes, and that's the way to put it, too. He

walked over it. passed it by, left it behindhim. He didn't
light it, struggle with it. win out slowly and p:1inl'ull_\'
over it. Just walked ahead and left it behind.

And it had quite a hold on him. “I had a cocktail.
or a small glass of brandy. as soon as I got up in the morn-

ing. I had a cocktail. or two. or three. before ll.lll('llE0ll‘.
I had a whiskey and soda, perhaps more than one, during

L'..;2:I.'cr. i: ,1 GO; 3816

luncheon, and a cordial afterward. In the afternoons I
got to the club at an earlier and earlier hour. usually I
had time for two or three cocktails before the crowd
turned up and the real cocktailing began. Then came
the cocktail with dinner. cluimpagne. cognac. and after
dinner the protrnction and intensifieation—by means
of indefinite wliiskey and soda ——ol' the effect already
produced."

There were times when he would swear 03 for a while
and honestly keep to his swear. "I began ‘going on the
wagon‘ for a week, or three weeks. or ‘untilChristmas’;
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and there was once when I ‘stayed on’  for four months.”

B ut: “W henever I was ‘on the wagon,’  the thought

of the j olly time ahead was continually in my mind:

I felt virtuous and worthy of the reward of a great and

j ubilant fall from the tedious wagon. My imagination

was largely liq uor;  I thought of it, consciously, much

more than when I was ‘off the wagon.’  It was a time of

nervousness, irritability and yearning.”

F inally:

“Then the miracle happened. I q uit. Q uit complete-

ly. F orever. A ll in a minute —  j ust like that! ”

It was because he woke one morning, got out of bed for

a fi rst drink to steady his nerves —  and found he

couldn’ t even steady his hand enough to lift the glass to

his lips. “S o I made up my mind, not that I would

q uit but that I had q uit. There’ s an enormous difference!

If you make up your mind you will q uit, you face a strug-

gle, it’ s my belief you create a struggle. B ut if you say,

‘ It’ s over — —  I’ ve had my last,’  and say it with conviction,

knowing it, and are q uiet and resting when you say it,

I believe that’ s all there is to it, and there won’ t be any

struggle. There I was with the actual habit of years

fastened on me;  you’ d have ex pected me to be in a kind

of agony, summoning my will-power and fi ghting,

' wrestling with temptation,’  battling against the craving,

the terrible thirst. N othing of the kind. I had said to

myself that I was through, and I had actually meant it.

. . . There was no craving, no temptation, no thirst.

That’ s the point in my case: there isn’ t any struggle if

you q uit as I did. They tell me there are dipsomaniacs,

and there may be some abnormal people who can’ t

turn the trick;  but I almost doubt it. A nd I don’ t

believe there’ s the slightest q uestion of will-power.

N ever for one second did I consciously ex ert my will.

I didn’ t say to myself, ‘I will,’  or ‘I won’ t,’  I said, ' I’ ve

.had my last,’  and knew it was true. It didn’ t take the

will-power, or the strength of a caterpillar. It didn’ t

take any. I j ust rested a little, got my head clear.”

The key of the victory is in this account, and the writ-

er knows what the key is, and even says it rather round-

about-wise. More directly, it is our friend imagination

again.

H e went ‘on the wagon.’  N o use. W hy?  B ecause his

imagination was j ust spending the ‘wagon’  time in ar-

ranging a further program. A nd so of course when the

time came he had to accept and walk into that program.

“If you make up your mind you will q uit, you face a

struggle;  it’ s my belief you create a struggle.”

Y ou do;  you’ ve imagined one for the coming weeks,

and so again you must accept and walk into your pro-

gram. E very intentional action has to have an imagina-

tion of the action on ahead clearing the way.

“B ut if you say, ‘It’ s over — -—  I’ ve had my last,’  and

say it with conviction, knowing it, and are q uiet and

resting when you say it, I believe that’ s all there is to it,

and there won' t be any struggle.”

W hy won’ t there be?  B ecause, in imagination, you’ ve

created a calm no-struggle, no-crave period in front.

A nd into that you walk.

of a caterpillar.”

Y es it did. B ut the will worked at the right place where

very little of it was needed. It worked at creating a pic-

ture in the mind, a picture of the crave and habit as being

behind, done with, of himself going forward without the

crave and habit. It had been working away at this while

the man wasn’ t consciously attending to what it was do-

ing. The only change in the program for some other

man would be that he might need to do that consciously.

Perhaps once for all and, perhaps every day or night

for several times: perhaps q uite a number of times, be-

fore he could get his imagination properly fi x ed. A ny

way his victory would be j ust as sure. A nd of course

the principle applies to many other things besides drink.

“-It didn' t take the will— power

0‘

N ow To N ex t S pring

“IF  I only had my time to go over again! ”  Men think

they would do so differently. “S ee what I have

learned in all these years, learned that it doesn’ t

pay to live as I lived, do the things I did.”  W e want

to go back with what we have learned, thinking that be-

cause of that we should do differently.

B ut should we?  I did several wrong and foolish things

yesterday. L ooking back through the day in the even-

ing I saw how foolish they were and how they spoiled

that day. S o I might have said: “If only I could have

the day to go through again! ”

W ell, today I had it to go through again -— —  and I did

pretty much the same things, the same wrongs and fool-

ishnesses. A nd I suppose I shall do the same tomorrow,

lose my temper, q uarrel, eat too much, get the blues from

thinking over the past, scamp my work, and all the rest

of the usual program.

S o there is no reason to think that if we did “have our

time to go over again”  we should do any better. The

truth is that in most cases we are not really regretting

what we did, but only the unpleasant conseq uences.

W e should do the same again because we are the same

man. O ur proper j ob is to become another man. W e

have to stand back from the man we are, look at him.

and then gradually alter him to suit ourselves.

The only way to do that is to look on in the evening

at the man you were all day and then imagine him doing

differently and thinking differently under the same cir-

cumstances. Carefully recall all the places where you

failed, lost your temper, slopped your work, let the blues

in on you, or did or thought anything that was a mistake

to do or think. Then go over them again, putting them

right in imagination, this time not losing temper, not

neglecting that bit of work, not letting a painful memory

come in. Imagine yourself all you want to be in strength,

in kindly feeling;  put the situation all right. B uild the

man and the day. W hile you are doing it don’ t let the

thoughts be pulled off into any side tracks that have

nothing to do with the bit of mind-work you have in

hand. Do the thing so that you can fi nally say: “N ow
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THE New WAY

and there was once when I ‘stayed on’ for four months.”
But: “V\"henever I was ‘on the wagon,’ the thought

of the jolly time ahead was continually in my mind:
I felt virtuous and worthy of the reward of a great and
jubilantfall from the tedious wagon. My imagination
was largely liquor; I thought of it, consciously, much
more than when I was ‘off the wagon.‘ -It was a time of
nervousness, irritabilityand yearning."

Finally:
“Then the miracle happened. I quit. Quit complete-

ly. Forever. All in a minute — just like that!"
It was becausehe woke one morning, got out of bed for

a first drink to steady his nerves — and found he
couldn’t even steady his hand enough to lift the glass to
his lips. "So I made up my mind, not that I would
quit but thatI had quit. There's an enormous difference!
If you make up your mind you willquit, you face a strug-
gle, it‘s my belief you create a struggle. But if you say,
‘It’s over — I’ve had my last,’ and say it withconviction,
knowing it, and are quiet and resting when you say it,
I believe that’s all there is to it, and there won't be any
struggle. There I was with the actual habit of years
fastened on me; you'd have expected me to be in a kind
of agony, summoning my will-power and fighting,
‘wrestling with temptation,’ battling against thecraving,
the terrible thirst. Nothing of the kind. I had said to
myself that I was through, and I had actually meant it.
. . . There was no craving, no temptation, no thirst.

. .

That's the point in my case: there isn’t any struggle if
you quit as I did. They tell me there are dipsomaniacs,
and there may be some abnormal people who can't
turn the trick; but I almost doubt it. And I don't
believe there’s the slightest question of will-power.
Never for one second did I consciously exert my will.
I didn’t say to myself, ‘I will,’ or ‘I won't,’ I said, ‘I've
had my last,’ and knew it was true. It didn't take the
will-power, or the strength of a caterpillar. It didn't
take any. I just rested a little, got my head clear.”

The key of the victory is in this account, and the writ-
er knows what the key is, and even says it rather round-
about-wise. More directly, it is our friend imagination
again.

He went ‘on the wagon.’ No use. Why? Because his
imagination was just spending the ‘wagon’ time in ar-

ranging a further program. And so of course when the
time came he had to accept and walk into thatprogram.
“If you make up your mind you will quit, you face a

struggle; it's my belief you create a struggle.”
You do; you've imagined one for the coming weeks,

and so again you must accept and walk into your pro-
gram. Every intentional action has to have an imagina-
tion of the actionon ahead clearing the way.

“But if you say, ‘It's over —— I’ve had my last,’ and
say it with conviction, knowing it, and are quiet and
resting when you say it, I believe that's all there is to it,
and there won't be any struggle.”

Why won’t there be? Because, in imagination,you’ve
created a calm no-struggle, no-crave period in front.

L10 git’

And into that you walk.
of a caterpillar."

Yes it did. But thewill workedat theright placewhere
very little of it was needed. It worked at creating a pic-
ture in the mind, a picture of thecrave and habit as being
behind, done with, of himself going forward without the
crave and habit. It had been workingaway at this while
the man wasn’t consciously attending to what it was do-
ing. The only change in the program for some other
man would be thathe might need to do thatconsciously.
Perhaps once for all and, perhaps every day or night
for several times: perhaps quite a number of times, be-
fore he could get his imagination properly fixed. Any
way his victory would be just as sure. And of course
the principle applies to many other things besides drink.

.33
Now To Next Spring

“-It didn't take the will-power

“IF I only had my time to go over again!" Men think
they would do so differently. “See what I have
learned in all these years, learned that it doesn't

pay to live as I lived, do the things I did.” We want
to go back with what we have learned, thinkingthat be-
cause of that we should do differently.

But should we? I did several wrong and foolish things
yesterday. Looking back through the day in the even-

ing I saw how foolish they were and how they spoiled
that day. So I might have said: “If only I could have
the day to go through again!”

Well, today I had it to go through again -— and I did
pretty much the same things, the same wrongs and fool-
ishnesses. And I suppose I shall do the same tomorrow,
lose my temper, quarrel, eat too much, get the blues from
thinkingover the past, scamp my work, and all the rest
of the usual program.

So there is no reason to thinkthat if we did “have our
time to go over again” we should do any better. The
truth is that in most cases we are not really regretting
what we did, but only the unpleasant consequences.

\Ve should do the same again because we are the same
man. Our proper job is to become another man. We
have to stand back from the man we are, look at him.
and thengraduallyalter him to suit ourselves.

The only way to do that is to look on in the evening
at the man you were all day and then imagine him doing
differently and thinkingdifferently under the same cir-
cumstances. Carefully recall all the places where you
failed, lost your temper, sloppcd your work, let the blues
in on you, or did or thoughtanythingthatwas a mistake
to do or think. Then go over them again, putting them
right in imagination, this time not losing temper, not
neglecting thatbit of work, not letting a painful memory
come in. Imagineyourself all you want to be in strength,
in kindly feeling; put the situation all right. Build the
man and the day. While you are doing it don’t let the
thoughts be pulled off into any side tracks that have
nothing to do with the bit of mind-work you have in
hand. Do the thing so that you can finally say: “Now
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I‘m all right;  that was a man' s day and a man in it."

That’ s the keynote to turn into bed on. Y ou have

actually torn out one misshapen brick from your nature

and put in a good one.

O f course there are a great many bricks to change

night by night in that way. B ut a. man can rebuild his

mind and his whole character. Try it a year, from this

spring until nex t

spring, every night.

S pring is a g00d

time to begin this.

E verything is re-

newing itself, trees, '

birds, and animals.

The children do an

ex tra bit of growth.

E verything is more I

alive and respon-

sive, including us '

older folk. W e can

do something in I

ourselves now, for

mind and body,

that will go on all ‘

the year once we

start it. we ought

to stop right now,

from this moment,

thinking that we

are getting old, or

wearing out, or are

broken down or

past learning new

TH E  L IO N  O F  L UCE R N E

Thorwaldsen‘s gigantic lion was carved on the face of a cliff

at L ucerne, S witzerland, in memory of the Guard that fell in

defense of the F rench king, A ugust 10, 179 2.

N ot in the fabled influence of some star

B enign or evil do our fortunes lie;

W e are the arbiters of our destiny,

L ords of the life we either make or mar.

decided that the mind was not fi tted by its nature to

understand what things in themselves were;  it could only

understand them on the surface, as they appeared to our

senses.

N or—  he maintained _—  was the mind competent to

say whether God ex isted, or soul;  nor whether the soul

(if it did ex ist) had immortality. Y ou were at liberty to

believe j ust as you

wished, but the

constitution of the

mind was such that

it could not know.

B ut now there

is another point.

If you can' t pro-

fi tably study the

universe of things

‘ till you have fi rst

'  studied the mind

that you want to

know the universe

with, how can you

study the mind till

you know what you

are who are to do

the studying?

In the center of

youareyou; outside

that is the mind

you use;  outside

that are the senses

the mind uses;  out-

side that is the

world of things the

things. A ll such _ _

thoughts are poi- W e are our own impediment and bar

sons. Throw the To noble endings. W ith distracted eye

whole lot out of

doors once and for

all. N one of us

can realize what he

can do for himself

in a year, from now

to nex t spring.

W e let the golden moments pass us by,

Time’ s foolish spendthrifts, searching wide and far

F  or what lies close at hand. To serve our turn

W e ask fair wind and favorable tide.

F rom the dead Danish sculptor let us learn

To make O ccasion, not to be denied:

A gainst the sheer precipitous mountainside

senses look at, lis-

ten to, touch, smell

and taste. In the

old method they

began with the last

of these layers. In

the proper way we

should begin with

the fi rst: I, you,

L et’ s stand up

to the j ob and put

in a year’ s work on

ourselves: ‘see ourselves grow.’

0‘

My Mind and I

O R  many centuries men had been using their minds

to try and think out what the universe was made

of. “' as it spirit?  Miatter?  Thought?

Then came a philosopher who suggested that before

that great q uestion was taken up it might be well fi rst

to ex amine the mind itself and see whether it was com-

petent to deal with the q uestion at all.

S o he ex amined accordingly (in several volumes), and

S TUDE N T

Thorwaldsen carved his L ion at L ucerne. A s

the soul, the self.

soon as I

come to a true

feeling or knowledge of myself, I understand that I am

not the body or the senses. Then I understand that I

am not the mind either, for I use it, guide it, make it

think of what I choose. A  man cannot be identical with

a tool he uses or a horse he guides.

If I go the right way to work I gain at last a true, cer-

tain feeling or knowledge of what I am —  a step in ad-

vance of knowing what I am not. I hand this knowledge

out to the mind and order it to think the thought " immor-

lal. Inasmuch as I have come to know that I am immor-

tal, I refuse to let the mind raise any doubts about it.

I say to it:
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THE NEW WAY 3
 

I'm all right; that was a man's day and a man in it."
That's the keynote to turn into bed on. You have

actually torn out one misshapen brick from your nature
and put in a good one.

Of course there are a great many bricks to change
night by night in that way. But a man can rebuild his
mind and his whole t-liiiriieter. Try it t| year. from this
spring until next
spring. every night.
Spring is a good
time to begin this.
Everything is re-

newing itself. trees.
birds. and animals.
'l‘he children do an
extra hit of growth.
l'Iverythingis more
alive iind respon— i

sive. including us
older folk. We can
do something in
ourselves now, for
mind and body,
that will go on all i

the year onee we
start it. We ought
to stop right now,
from this moment.
thinking that we

are getting old. or

wearing out. or are

 
THE LION OF LUCERNE

Thon\aldsen'-4 gigantic lion was carved on the [ace of a clifi
at Luceme, Switzerland, in mem iry of the Guard that fell in

defense of the French king, August 10. 1792.

Not in the fabled influence of some star

decided that the mind was not fitted by its nature to
understand what thingsin themselves were; it could only
understand them on the surface. as they appeared to our

senses.
Nor ~— he maintained — was the mind competent to

say whether God existed, or soul: nor whether the soul
(if it did exist) had iininortnlity. You were at liberty to

brliere just as you
wished. hut the
constitution of the
mind was sueli that
it could not know.

But now there
is another point.
If _vou can't pro-
titahly study the
universe of things
till you have first
studied the mind
that you want to
know the universe
with. how can you
study the mind till
you know what you
are who are to do
the studying?

In the center of
_vouare_i/ou;cutside
that is the mind
you use‘. outside
that are the senses

Lmomlarri Phalo. & EngravingDept.

broken down or

past learning new

Benign or evil do our fortunes lie;
We are the arbiters of our destiny.
Lords of the life we either make or mar.

the mind uses; out-
side that is the
world of things the
senses look at. lis-

things. All such
_ _thougms are poi- We are our own impediment and bar

sons. Throw the To noble endings. With distracted eye
whole lot out of
doors once and for
all. None of us
t-an realize what he
can do for himself
in a year, from now
to next spring.

Let's stand up
to the job and put
in ii year's work on
ourselves: ‘see ourselves grow.‘ STL'l)B.\'T

,,II

My Mind and 1
OR many centuries men had been using their minds

to try and thinkout what the universe was made
of. Was it spirit? Matter? Thought?

Then came a philosopher who suggested that before
that great question was taken up it might be well first
to examine the mind itself and see whether it was vom-

petent to deal with the question at all.
So he examined accordingly (in several volumes), and

:...;:~:~.;.. ., G0; .8]e

We let the golden moments pass us by.
Time's foolish spendthrifts. searching wide and far
For what lies close at hand. To serve our turn
We ask fair wind and favorable tide.
From the dead Danish sculptor let us learn
To make Occasion. not to be denied:
Against the sheer precipitous mountainside
Thorwaldsen carved his Lion at Lucerne.

ten to. touch. smell
and taste. In the
old method they
began with the last
of these layers. In
the proper way we
should begin with
the first: I, you.
the soul, the self.

As soon as I
come to ii true

feeling or knowledge of ni_vself. I understand that I am
not the body or the senses. Then I understand that I
am not the mind either. for I use it. guide it, make it
thinkof what I choose. A man cannot be identieal with
a tool he uses or a horse he guides.

If I go the right way to work I gain at last a true, cer»
tain feeling or knowledge of what I am -—a step in ad-
vance of knowing what I am not. I hand this knowledge
out to the mind and order it to thinkthe thought immor-
tal. lnasmuch as I have come to know that I am immor-
tal. I refuse to let the mind raise any doubts about it.
I say to it:
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“Mind, you couldn’ t fi nd out such a matter as that,

the matter of my immortality;  you couldn’ t get that

sure knowledge by any of your thinkings. I know a lot

of things you can’ t even think of at all. I know other

things, such as my immortality as a soul, that you can

partly think of and imagine once that I tell you for sure

about them. B eside the immortality matter I have also

found out that there is a Great S oul in the universe, in

the world, supporting all things by its power, of which

S oul I am a part. That splendid piece of knowledge I

also hand out to you for you to think of as far as your

powers go, and I will tell you more and more about it

as fast as your powers grow.

“Y ou see, you and I can help each other. I can give

you splendid pieces of knowledge, and you can put them

for me into the best thoughts and the highest imaginings

you can. Y ou can try to imagine me, if you like, as well

as the Great S oul. Us two, the Great O ne and me, you

can imagine to yourself as light. Y ou know about light.

Y ou have seen it streaming from the sun into your eyes

and felt its warmth and life-giving q uality. Y ou may

therefore try to think of the Great S oul as a still higher

kind of light, more splendid, a light that is conscious.

Y ou know that you yourself are intelligent, though not

as much as you think you are. A nd you know something

about kindliness and compassion. S o with your bits

of knowledge on these things you can also think of the

Great S oul as infi nitely intelligent in a very high way,

and as the essence of compassion.

“N ow you and I will get on very well together and

win more and more knowledge. A t least I will win it by

coming to more and more realization of what ‘I A M’  means

‘ and how I am from and one with that Great S oul, and of

what ‘I W IL L ’  means in the conq uering of what is faulty

in my outer nature. A nd you shall share my winning of

this knowledge by thinking it in thoughts and imagina-

tion as fast as I get in touch with it. S o let’ s go ahead.”

S TUDE N T
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S eeing A cross Death

N  one of the cells of ‘condemned row’  a man lay

stretched out on his almost bare cot, brooding

heavily. It was a gloomy N ovember afternoon, but

the cell was dark and cheerless enough at any time to

need no help from the gloom outside.

A nother week of life remained to this man. That fact

now occupied his entire thought. H is mind would not

cease from picturing again and again the morning of his

death-day, the sounds of the other condemned men being

led out, the steps at last approaching his own door, the

keys in the lock, the guards “come,”  and then in another

moment the last act of his life-drama in the still grimmer

death-chamber.

A nd what after?  There was no answer in any corner of

his mind, no light, nothing but the picture of the last

moment, the:drop, himself dangling from the end of the

rope, the removal of himself, dead, into the ex amining-

room, the burial of himself in the convict’ s bleak grave-

yard. A nd the spirit of the dark, chill N ovember after-

noon hung low over everything.

S uddenly, without having moved, he was standing

beside the cot, looking down upon himself on it. H e no-

ticed his torn j acket, one stockinged foot, and the fallen

shoe on the fl oor. B ut the walls of the cell seemed to be

dissolving, getting transparent, letting in clear sunlight.

A nother moment and they had vanished along with the

cot and his body lying upon it. H e was in the open space

of the country, trees and pastures, all in rich sunlight,

and no cloud in the deep blue sky. _

The sudden change seemed all natural;  he was not

startled, was only conscious of the j oy of it all: a j oy that

left no room in him for anything more than a passing me-

mory, unreal-seeming, of where he had been a moment

before. 4

The light grew greater. E very speck of air seemed to

glitter with it. A nd now there was only the sunlit space

all about him, space no longer limited by an earth beneath

his feet with its trees and landscape —  as it were a great

freedom stretching out every way from him. A nd he

himself was somehow one with the light, full of the in-

tense j oy of his new freedom, the utter life of it. The

friendly sun was in midheaven, and it somehow looked

alive and seemed to be throwing a compassionate and

protecting infl uence around him, seemed to be saying

something to him. “There is nothing to fear, old man.

I am really everywhere."

Then he saw that once more he stood upon the earth,

and over all was still the great light, over city and coun-

try, down in the deep-sunken city streets and through

the houses, the very walls, and into and through the very

bodies of the people walking about and in the houses,

soaking everything. B ut he saw that they did not see

it, or hardly, did not feel its shining presence permeating

and penetrating everything. E ach was wrapped up in

his little mind and dark self-centered little life and his

pains and troubles and poor little aims and pleasures.

Just a gleam shot now and then across their minds and

for that moment they did have some pure, natural j oy

in life, some love and comradeship one to another.

F or it seemed to him that this sunlight, and natural

j oy, and the spirit of true comradeship, were one thing.

not three;  that light was always those other things and

they were it, if men could but open their minds and com-

prehend;  and that the whole universe was lit and sus-

tained and helped by this divine essence that soaked and

thrilled everything and guided everything. If men could

but see that as he saw it they would know there was no

death and naught anywhere or in anything to fear.

They would know there was no need to sin and to hurt

one another, that nothing hindered them from life and

j oy and light.

A nd then he was in his cell again. F or a passing mo-

ment he saw his body once more upon the cot and then

it was he himself there.
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“Mind, you couldn’t find out such a matter as that,
the matter of my immortality; you couldn't get that
sure knowledge by any of your thinkings. I know a lot
of things you can't even think of at all. I know other
things, such as my immortality as a soul, that you can

partly thinkof and imagine once that I tell you for sure
about them. Beside the immortality matter I have also
found out that there is a Great Soul in the universe, in
the world, supporting all things by its power, of \vhich
Soul I am a part. That splendid piece of knowledge I
also hand out to you for you to thinkof as far as your
powers go, and I will tell you more and more about it
as fast as your powers grow.

“You see, you and I can help each other. I can give
you splendid pieces of knowledge, and you can put them
for me into the best thoughts and the highest imaginings
you can. You can try to imagine me, if you like, as well
as the Great Soul. Us two, the Great One and me, you
can imagine to yourself as light. You know about light.
You have seen it streaming from the sun into your eyes
and felt its warmth and life-giving quality. You may
therefore try to thinkof the Great Soul as a still higher
kind of light, more splendid, a light that is conscious.
You know that you yourself are intelligent, though not
as much as you thinkyou are. And you know something
about kindliness and compassion. So with your bits
of knowledge on these things you can also think of the
Great Soul as infinitely intelligent in a very high way,
and as the essence of compassion.

“Now you and I will get on very well together and
win more and more knowledge. At least I will win it by
coming to more and more realizationof what ‘I AM’ means

and how I am from and one with that Great Soul, and of
what ‘I WILL’ means in the conquering of what is faulty
in my outer nature. And you shall share my winning of
this knowledge by thinkingit in thoughts and imagina-
tion as fast as I get in touch with it. So let’s go ahead.”

STUDENT

-3

Seeing Across Death

IN one of the cells of ‘condemned row’ a man lay
stretched out on his almost bare cot, brooding
heavily. It was a gloomy November afternoon, but

the cell was dark and cheerless enough at any time to
need no help from the gloom outside.

Another week of life remained to this man. That fact
now occupied his entire thought. His mind would not
cease from picturing again and again the morning of his
death-day, the sounds of theother condemned men being
led out, the steps at last approaching his own door, the
keys in the lock, the guards “eome," and then in another
moment the last act of his life-drama in the still grimmer
death-chamber.

And what after? There was no answer in any corner of
his mind, no light, nothing but the picture of the last
moment, the:drop, himself dangling from the end of the

£10 git’
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rope, the removal of himself, dead, into the examining-
room, the burial of himself in the convict’s bleak grave-
yard. And the spirit of the dark, chill November after-
noon hung low over everything.

Suddenly, without having moved, he was standing
beside the cot, looking down upon himself on it. He no-
ticed his torn jacket, one stockinged foot, and the fallen
shoe on the floor. But the walls of the cell seemed to be
dissolving, getting transparent, letting in clear sunlight.
Another moment an(l they had vanished along with the
cot and his body lying upon it. He was in the open space
of the country, trees and pastures, all in rich sunlight,
and no cloud in the deep blue sky.

.

The sudden change seemed all natural; he was not
startled, was only conscious of the joy of it all: a joy that
left no room in him for anythingmore than a passing me-

mory, unrcal-seeming, of where he had been a moment
before.

The light grew greater. Every speck of air seemed to
glitter with it. And now there was only the sunlit space
all about him, space no longer limited by an earth beneath
his feet with its trees and landscape — as it were a great
freedom stretching out every way from him. And he
himself was somehow one with the light, full of the in-
tense joy of his new freedom. the utter life of it. The
friendly sun was in midheaven, and it somehow looked
alive and seemed to be throwing a compassionate and
protecting influence around him. seemed to be saying
something to him. “There is nothing to fear, old man.
I am really everywhere."

Then he saw that once more he stood upon the earth,
and over all was still the great light, over city and coun-

try, down in the deep-sunken city streets and through
the houses, the very walls, and into and through the very
bodies of the people walking about and in the houses.
soaking everything. But he saw that they did not see

it, or hardly, did not feel its shining presence permeating
and penetrating everything. Each was wrapped up in
his little mind and dark self-centered little life and his
pains and troubles and poor little aims and pleasures.
Just a gleam shot now and then across their minds and
for that moment they did have some pure, natural joy
in life, some love and comradeship one to another.
For it seemed to him that this sunlight, and natural
joy, and the spirit of true comradeship, were one thing.
not three; that light was always those other things and
they were it, if men could but open their minds and com-

prehend; and that the whole universe was lit and sus-
tained and helped by this divine essence thatsoaked and
thrilledeverythingand guided everything. If men could
but see that as he saw it they would know there was no
death and naught anywhere or in anything to fear.
They would know there was no need to sin and to hurt
one another, that nothing hindered them from life and
joy and light.

And then he was in his cell again. For a passing mo-
ment he saw his body once more upon the cot and then
it was he himself there.
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B ut not as before. H e knew something now. The body

they might kill, might bury. B ut not him. N ay, even

the body and the earth into which they might put it were

themselves shot through and alive in some way with that

glorious all-penetrating light. Come to think of it, they

couldn' t even kill the body —  only let it change into

other ways of life, into sunlit air and sunlit trees and herbs.

A ll this he told me himself, long after. B ut the way

and the why of his return to the world need not be here

set down. R E PO R TE R

Great S pirit to direct them to another country where they

might acq uire a q uiet homeland. Impressive incan-

tations and ceremonial songs of peace were' performed

under the direction of the chief medicine-man. They

found special favor with the Great S pirit, by whom they

were directed to travel westward, and instructed that

they would be guided to their new home by a fi ery arrow.

A ccordingly the tribe started upon the j ourney. ()ne

moonless night, when the camp sentries had been posted,

there appeared across the vault of heaven a blazing

arrow, which took a‘ course westward, settling upon the

we- 1

> . ' -

W  I

L omaland Pholu. &  E ngraving Dept.

A R R O W H E A D MO UN TA IN , N E A R  S A N  B E R N A R DIN O , CA L IF O R N IA

The ‘A rrowhead,’  a bit of nature' s handiwork, covers seven and one half acres,

and is a patch of white q uartz and granite

The L egend of the A rrowhead

N  the days of long ago, the Coahuias dwelt across the

mountains to the eastward, near the S an L uis R ey

Mission. N ow although of a peace-loving disposition, they

were continually harassed by their warlike neighbors.

A nd many years they lived unhappy and in constant

fear, until at last the persecutions could no longer be

endured, and at the command of their chief the tribesmen

gathered in council for the purpose of calling upon the

mountain. The shaft was consumed in fl ame, but the

head embedded itself, clear-cut, in the mountain side.

The camp was aroused, and while yet the morning star

hung in the east heralded the approach of day, they

resumed their j ourney to the promised land, under the

shadow of the mountain, where they located and lived

in peaceful contentment until the coming of the whites.

The ‘arrowhead’ v is q uite bare of vegetation and is a

very conspicuous landmark.
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THE NEW WAY 5

But not as before. He knew somethingnow. The body
they might kill, might bury. But not him. Nay. even
the body and the earth into which they might put it were
thcIn.~.'.el\'es shot through and alive in some way with that
glorious all-penetrating light. Come to thinkof it. they
couldn't even kill the body — only let it change. into
otherways of life. into sunlit air and snnlit trees and herbs.

All am. he told Inc liimself. long after.’ But the way
and the why of his return to the world need not be here
set down. REPORTER

Great Spirit to direct them to anothercountry where they
might acquire a quiet homeland. Impressive incan-
tations and ceremonial songs of peace were‘performed
under the direction of the chief medicine-man. They
found special favor with the Great Spirit. by whom they
were directed to travel westward, and instructed that
theywould be guided to their new home by a fiery arrow.
Accordingly the tribe started upon the journey. One
moonless night. when thecamp sentries had been posted.
there appeared across the vault of heaven a blazing
arrow. which took a course westward, settling upon the

(' I_'\|.
LomalaudPhoto. & EngravingDIN.

ARROWHEAD MOUNTAIN. NEAR SAN BERNARDINO. CALIFORNIA
The ‘Arrowhead.’ a bit of nature's handiwork,covers seven and one half acres,

and is a patch of white quartz and granite

The Legend of the Arrowhead

IN the days of long ago, the Coahuias dwelt across the
mountains to the eastward, near the San Luis Rey

.\Iission. Now althoughof u peace-lovingdisposition, they
were continually harassed by their warlike neighbors.
And many years they lived unhappy and in constant
fear, until at last the persecutions could no longer be
endured, and at thecommand of theirchief the tribesmcn
gathered in council for the purpose of calling upon the

E':gitI.:eri L'»,' Got

mountain. The shaft was consumed in flame. but the
head embedded itself, clear-cut. in the mountain side.
The camp was aroused. and while yet the morning star
hung in the east heralded the approach of day. they
resumed their journey to the promised land. under the
shadow of the mountain. where they located and lived
in peaceful contentment until the coming of the whites.

The ‘arrowhead’ is quite bare of vegetation and is a

very conspicuous landmark.
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B ut the Dogs W ant to

W IS H  my dog could understand me as well as I

understand him.

F or instance, he likes sugar.

he’ s rheumatic for a week after.

H e looks up at me when I’ m at meals, and sees me put

a couple of lumps into my cup. Then he says (in his

way), “I want some.”  I reply, “It’ ll make you rheu-

matic.”  To which he returns, in the same tone and way

as before, “I want some.”  If I were to give him ten

reasons j ust as good, he would listen eagerly and respect-

fully and then say, “I want some.”

O h yes, I know, of course. H e hasn’ t understood what

I am saying and there is no way to get the idea into him.

S o I must simply say N o, and then I suppose he thinks

me unkind. In some deep way, though, he may know

that I am somehow acting in his interests.

B ut what am I talking about?  S ugar happens to make

me rheumatic also, and yet I often take it though I

well know the result. H ow is this?

S omething in me sees the sugar and wants it. I say

then, j ust as I say to my dog, “It’ ll make you rheumatic.”

A nd the reply is the same as the dog’ s, “I want some.”

B ut this something that desires the sugar is in my mind,

and the mind may thereupon get to work, inspired by

that, and invent plausible reasons why the sugar won’ t

make me rheumatic this time, or argue that it was some-

thing else that always made me rheumatic before. The

dog' s mind, of course, cannot do that. My mind' s

reasonings, inspired by desire, may in the end overpower

its own perfectly sure knowledge that sugar is bad for

my health.

S uppose the sugar caused instant nausea and vomiting,

both in my dog and in the other sort of dog that lives in

me (and in you, good reader).

N either dog would touch it after about the third try

at it. The sight of the sugar would by that time in the

same moment rouse the nausea. B ut you would not call

this refusal an intelligent mind-act, intellectual know-

ledge that trouble would follow the eating. It is merely

instant association of the sugar with the nausea. Intel-

ligence belongs to mind, not to desire, though desire

often gets hold of the mind and uses it. I take the sugar

sometimes, as I hinted, because my inner dog pushes his

unintelligent longing all over my mind’ s knowledge about

rheumatism and stifl es it;  or even boldly pushes his

wish over my will and takes command. O f course it

is very undignifi ed of me to permit this. B ut neither dog

is to blame. They simply cannot get my mind’ s know-

ledge that the rheumatism will follow. They can’ t

read my mind as I can read their feelings. They don’ t

know anything about the future, can indeed hardly

grasp any such idea as future at all. They both live in

the present and want whatever pleasant thing the present

offers. If they avoided sugar because it caused nausea it

would be because the nausea was also in the present

along with the sight of the sugar.

Y ou can see this same play higher up in our natures.

B ut if he gets any

‘I’  want (something in me wants) to do something

that is wrong. I know what ‘wrong’  means, even if I

cannot always fully make my mind understand and so

have it in words. A nd I know that sometime, somewhere,

somehow, pain will come upon me for the deed, though

my mind may not be able to know ex actly when or what

sort of pain. S o my knowledge may be greater than my

mind’ s, j ust as my mind’ s is greater than my inner dog’ s

(as showntby the rheumatism affair). A nd if I am weak,

that desire to do wrong may come to overlie my know-

ledge, make me thus lose sight of it, and so blind me as

to make me think that I want to do the thing. th mind,

impelled by the desire, may actively work against me

and acutely think out plausible reasons for that bit of

wrong conduct.

My proper method is, of course, as with the dog, is

to say N o, and stand by that. If I know a thing is wrong

and my desiring mind is striving to overrule my j udg-

ment and perhaps thinking out twenty reasons a minute

for doing that thing, the only course consistent with

my dignity as a soul —  is a fl at decision without appeal

granted. F or, all the reasons are only ‘I want to'

dressed up to look nice. It' s undignifi ed to listen or

argue. A nd we owe it to the ‘dogs’  themselves to take

this course, j ust as we owe it to a child to forbid it to

chew match-heads. B ad desires are parts of ourselves

that have gone astray and set up a sort of independent

life on their own account. R efusal to yield to them is the

way to redeem them and bring them back to good citi-

zenship.

A ll of which shows that our nature is threefold: (1) a

kennel of desires, in themselves unintelligent, mere urges,

but capable of getting the mind to work for them and

clothe them with reasons;  (2) the thinking mind;  (3) I

myself, with j udgment and will, with much deeper

knowledge that I cannot always as yet get into my mind;

mostly mistaking the mind for myself and so not only

losing sight of my own knowledge but becoming the vic-

tim of any reasonings the mind may present to me.

S TUDE N T

" 9 '

The Gods R emember

F lorence E arle Coates

TH E  Gods remember always. W e forget,

B ut they forget not;  every debt,

H owe' er we palter and evade,

Maturing, must be paid.

They pity us, the Gods, but naught forgive,

L est we, who slowly learn to live — —

Children scarce wiser in our age than youth —

S hould come to doubt their truth!

L oving the brave who strive and will not yield

Though hurt and fallen on the fi eld,

They teach us not from death to fly,

L est we, indeed, should diel

F or ' tis their will the soul shall rise

A bove its earthly agonies;

Triumphant rise, as from the pyre

A  phoenix , winged by fi rel--- S elected
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6 THE NEW WAY
 

But the Dogs Want to
WISH my dog could understand me as well as I
understand him.

For instance, he likes sugar.
he's rheumatic for a week after.

He looks up at me when I’m at meals, and sees me put
a couple of lumps into my cup. Then he says (in his
way), “I want some.” I reply, “It'll make you rheu-
matic.” To which he returns, in the same tone and way
as before, “I want some.” If I were to give him ten
reasons just as good, he would listen eagerly and respect-
fully and then say, “I want some.”

Oh yes, I know, of course. He hasn’t understood what
I am saying and there is no way to get the idea into him.
So I must simply say No, and then I suppose he thinks
me unkind. In some deep way, though, he may know
that I am somehow acting in his interests.

But what am I talking about? Sugar happens to make
ma rheumatic also, and yet I often take it though I
well know the result. How is this?

Something in me sees the sugar and wants it. I say
then,just as I say to my dog, “It'llmake you rheumatic.”
And the reply is the same as the dog’s, “I want some.”
But this somethingthat desires the sugar is in my mind,
and the mind may thereupon get to work, inspired by
that, and invent plausible reasons why the sugar won't
make me rheumatic this time, or argue that it was some-

thing else that always made me rheumatic before. The
dog's mind, of course, cannot do that. My mind's
reasonings, inspired by desire, may in the end overpower
its own perfectly sure knowledge that sugar is bad for
my health.

Suppose the sugar caused instant nausea and vomiting,
both in my dog and in the other sort of dog that lives in
me (and in you, good reader).

Neither dog would touch it after about the third try
at it. The sight of the sugar would by that time in the
same moment rouse the nausea. But you would not call
this refusal an intelligent mind-act, intellectual know-
ledge that trouble would follow the eating. It is merely
instant association of the sugar with the nausea. Intel-
ligence belongs to mind, not to desire, though desire
often gets hold of the mind and uses it. I take the sugar
sometimes, as I hinted, because my inner dog pushes his
unintelligent longing all over my mind’s knowledge about
rheumatism and stifles it; or even boldly pushes his
wish over my will and takes command. Of course it
is very undignified of me to permit this. But neitherdog
is to blame. They simply cannot get my mind’s know-
ledge that the rheumatism will follow. They can’t
read my mind as I can read their feelings. They don’t
know anything about the future, can indeed hardly
grasp any such idea as future at all. They both live in
the present and want whatever pleasant thingthe present
offers. If they avoided sugar because it caused nausea it
would be because the nausea was also in the present
along with the sight of the sugar.

You can see this same play higher up in our natures.

But if he gets any

» G0 gin:

‘I’ want (something in me wants) to do something
that is wrong. I know what ‘wrong’ means, even if I
cannot always fully make my mind understand and so
have it in words. And I know thatsometime, somewhere,
somehow, pain will come upon me for the deed, though
my mind may not be able to know exactlywhen or what
sort of pain. So my knowledge may be greater than my
mind's, just as my mind’s is greater than my inner dog’s
(as shown-by the rheumatism affair). And if I am weak,
that desire to do wrong may come to overlie my know-
ledge, make me thus lose sight of it, and so blind me as
to make me thinkthatI want to do the thing. l\Iy mind.
impelled by the desire, may actively work against me

and acutely think out plausible reasons for that bit of
wrong conduct.

My proper method is, of course, as with the dog, is
to say No, and stand by that. If I know a thingis wrong
and my desiring mind is striving to overrule my judg-
ment and perhaps thinkingout twenty reasons a minute
for doing that thing, the only course consistent with
my dignity as a soul — is a flat decision without appeal
granted. For, all the reasons are only ‘I want to‘
dressed up to look nice. It‘s undignified to listen or

argue. And we owe it to the ‘dogs’ themselves to take
this course, just as we owe it to a child to forbid it to
chew match-heads. Bad desires are parts of ourselves
that have gone astray and set up a sort of independent
life on theirown account. Refusal to yield to them is the
way to redeem them and bring them back to good citi-
zenship.

All of which shows that our nature is threefold: (1) a

kennel of desires, in themselves unintelligent, mere urges,
but capable of getting the mind to work for them and
clothe them with reasons; (2) the thinkingmind; (3) I
myself, with judgment and will, with much deeper
knowledge that I cannot always as yet get into my mind;
mostly mistaking the mind for myself and so not only
losing sight of my own knowledge but becoming the vic-
tim of any reasonings the mind may present to me.

STUDENT
.53

The Gods Remember
Florence Earle Coates

THE Gods remember always. We forget,
But they forget not; every debt,

Howe'er we palter and evade,
Maturing, must be paid.
They pity us, the Gods, but naught forgive.
Lest we, who slowly learn to live——
Children scarce wiser in our age than youth—~

Should come to doubt their truth!
Loving the brave who strive and will not yield
Though hurt and fallen on the field,
They teach us not from death to fly,
Lest we, indeed, should die!
For 'tis their will the soul shall rise
Above its earthly agonies;
Triumphant rise, as from the pyre
A phoenix, winged by fire!-n Selected
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S E L F -S IN CE R ITY

H ow many ex cuses does the drunkard [ or victim of

any other weakness]  fi nd when each new temptation

comes!  It is a new brand of liq uor which the interests

of intellectual culture in such matters oblige him to

test;  moreover it is poured out and a sin to waste it;

also others are drinking and it is churlishness to refuse.

O r it is but to enable him to sleep, or j ust because he

feels so cold;  or it is Christmas day;  or it is a means of

stimulating him to make a more powerful resolution in

favor of abstinence than any he has hitherto made;

or it is j ust this once, and once doesn’ t count, etc. etc.,

ad libitum— it is, in fact, anything you like ex cept

being a drunkard. That is the conception that will not

stay before the poor soul’ s attention. B ut if he once gets

able to pick out that way of conceiving the various op-

portunities which occur, if through thick and thin he

holds to it that this is being a drunkard and is nothing

else, he is not likely to remain one long. The effort by

which he succeeds in keeping the right name unwaveringly

' present to his mind proves to be his saving moral act.

E verywhere then, the function of the effort is the

same;  to keep affirming and adopting a thought which,

if left to itself, would slip away.—  Prof. W illiam James

at

B efore it is too L ate

John S tevens

IF  you have a gray-haired mother

In the old home far away,

S it down and write the letter

Y ou put off day by day.

Don' t wait until her tired steps

R each heaven' s pearly gate,

B ut show her that you think of her — ~

B efore it is too late.

If you' ve a tender message,

O r a loving word to say,

Don' t wait till you forget it,

B ut whisper it today.

W ho knows what bitter memories

May haunt you if you wait,

S o make the loved one happy

B efore it is too late.

W e live but in the present,

The future is unknown;

Tomorrow is a mystery,

Today is all our own.

The chance that fortune lends us

May vanish while we wait,

S o spend life' s richest treasures

B efore it is too late.

The tender word unspoken,

The letter never sent,

The long-forgotten messages,

The wealth of love unsent.

F or these some hearts are breaking,

F or these some loved ones wait.

S how them that you care for them — —

B efore it is too late. ~ S elected

The Game

W illiam F . K irk

H E N  the dice

Thrown by F ate

B eat you thrice

Clean and straight,

Take your knocks,

S tand the pain,

Grab the box  — —

Throw again!

Though L ife' s cards

Mock your play

A nd your pards

S troll away,

‘L uck'  can' t wreck

S tubborn men.

Grab the deck — —

Deal again!

Does the fi ght

S eem too grim

F or your might

A nd your vim?

Though .you grope

S orely hit,

There is hope

Till you q uit!

O nly clods

L eave the fray

W hen the gods

L ook away.

S ing your song,

K eep your grin,

F ight along — ' —

A nd you' ll win!  --- S elected

as

L ife

F O R E N O O N  and afternoon and night,

forenoon

A nd afternoon and night, forenoon and — —  whati>

The empty song repeats itself. N o more?

Y es, this is L ife: make this forenoon sublime,

This afternoon a psalm, this night a prayer,

A nd Time is conq uered, and thy crown is won.

a!

IT may be, it may be, that the F uture L ife of which we

have had such confusing but wistful prophecies is only

the re-living with a full understanding, of this marvelous

L ife we now know. To a full understanding, this day,

this moment even— here in this q uiet room—  would

contain enough to crowd an eternity. O h, we are child-

ren yet —  playing with things much too large for us —

much too full of meaning.—  David Grayson

.3
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THE NEW WAY

SELF-SINCERITY
How many excuses does the drunkard [or victim of

any other weakness] find when each new temptation
comes! It is a new brand of liquor which the interests
of intellectual culture in such matters oblige him to
test; moreover it is poured out and a sin to waste it;
also others are drinking and it is churlishness to refuse.
Or it is but to enable him to sleep, or just because he
feels so cold; or it is Christmas day; or it is a means of
stimulating him to make a more powerful resolution in
favor of abstinence than any he has hitherto made;
or it is just this once, and once doesn't count, etc. etc.,
ad libitum—it is, in fact, anything you like except
being a drunkard. That is the conception that will not
stay before the poor soul’s attention. But if he once gets
able to pick out that way of conceiving the various op-
portunities which occur, if through thick and thin he
holds to it that this is being a drunkard and is nothing
else, he is not likely to remain one long. The effort by
which he succeeds in keeping theright name unwaveringly
"present to his mind proves to be his saving moral act.
Everywhere then, the function of the effort is the
same; to keep affirming and adopting a thought which,
if left to itself, would slip away.— Prof. WilliamJames

.3
Before it is too Late

John Stevens

IF you have a gray-haired mother
ln the old home far away,

Sit down and write the letter
You put off day by day.

Don't wait until her tired steps
Reach heaven's pearly gate.

But show her thatyou thinkof her ~-

The Game
William 1’. Kirk
HEN the dice

Thrown by Fate
Beat you thrice

Clean and straight,
Take your knocks.

Stand the pain,
Grab the box -

Throw again!
Though Life's cards

Mock your play
And your pards

Stroll away,
‘Luck’ can't wreck

Stubborn men.
Grab the deck —

Deal again!
Does the fight

Seem too grim
For your might

And your vim?
Though you grope

Sorely hit,
There is hope

Till you quit‘.
Only clods

Leave the fray
When the gods

Look away.
Sing your song,

Keep your grin,

Before it is too late.
If you've a tender message,

Or a loving word to say,
Don't wait till you forget it,

But whisper it today.
Who knows what bitter memories

May haunt you if you wait,
So make the loved one happy

Before it is too late.
We live but in the present,

The future is unknown;
Tomorrow is a mystery.

Today is all our own.
The chance that fortune lends us

May vanish while we wait,
50 spend life's richest treasures

Before it is too late.
The tender word unspoken,

The letter never sent,
The long-forgotten messages,

The wealth of love unsent.
For these some hearts are breaking.

For these some loved ones wait.
Show them that you care for them-—

Before it is too late. — Selected

.
C0 glc

Fight along —

And you'll win! -—- Selected
-)3

Life
FORENOON and afternoon and night.

forenoon
And afternoon and night. forenoon and — what?
The empty song repeats itself. No more?
Yes. this is Life: make thisforenoon sublime.
This afternoon a psalm, this night a prayer,
And Time is conquered. and thy crown is won.

.9!

11' may be, it may be, that the Future Life of which we
have had such confusing but wistful prophecies is only
the re-living with a full understanding, of this marvelous
Life we now know. To a full understanding, this day,
this moment even—here in this quiet room— would
contain enough to crowd an eternity. Oh, we are child-
ren yet — playing with things much too large for us ~

much too f11ll of meaning.— David Grayson
.33
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The N ew W ay Q uotebook

Y E S TE R DA Y  has been, tomorrow yet is not, it is N ow.

In this N ow we are called upon to live, never elsewhere;

this present moment we are called upon to utilize, not

that hour that will come tomorrow. H uman destiny

lies enfolded in this one tiny moment, N ow. W hen we

have searched all science, worn out all psychology,

fathomed all N ature' s mysteries, we shall return eq uipped

with the two simple master key-words, H E R E  and N ow.

H E R E  must I labor;  N ow must I strive —  no other era

is mine, no other sphere may I reach.

The Dawn-F ires that fl ame in the morning skies are

for those who have eyes to behold them. N othing is

stationary in life, but all is progressing or retrogressing.

Therefore in this eternal H E R E  and N  0w each moment' s

achievement is the dawn of a new achievement, :1 new

step in the great Journey towards human perfection, on

whose highway the true warrior stands, eternally fronting

the Dawn. M. M.

TH E R E  is not a thought or a feeling, not an act of

beauty or nobility whereof man is capable, but can fi nd

complete ex pression in the simplest, most ordinary life.

In life' s small things be resolute and great,

To keep thy muscles trained. K now' st thou when F ate

Thy measure takes?  or when she' ll say to thee,

I find thee worthy —  do this thing for me?

MO DE R N  maj esty consists in work. W hat a man can

do is his greatest armament, and he always consults his

dignity by doing it.

TH E R E  is a perennial noblcness, even sacredness, in

work. B e he ever so benightedly forgetful of his high

calling, there is always hope in a man that actually and

earnestly works.

TH E  art of living is one that few men acq uire, most of

them not even knowing that there is such an art. They

live like a man who should bang about promiscuously

upon the keys of a piano, never knowing that the instru-

ment was built to make music, not noise, upon. They

get along through the days somehow, anyhow, never

dreaming of the possibilities of growth that are opened

to them every day and all day and in every event.

T H E  heart is the borderland between body and soul.

The heart can love and the body can love, but the body

can love only itself;  the heart is the wellspring of the

love that goes beyond self.

A s a blind man cannot see the sun although it lightens

the whole world, so those spiritually blind cannot per-

ceive the omnipresent E ternal Peace that encompasses

the whole universe.

L E T a man test his love of God by his love for his fel-

lows. They are two sides of one thing. If he fi nd one

of them lacking, let him be sure that the other likewise

is, and so cease to deceive himself. B ut the one thing

may at different times be more easily approached from

one or the other side.

Voices of Children

Meredith N icholson

VO lCE S  of children breaking

O n eve' s delaying hour;

Voices in low mirth calling

F rom the dusky garden bowerr—

They mock the late robin' s chanting.

They call the young moon in glee ~

A nd through the sweet lingering twilight

They steal in to me.

S hy girl with your low glad laughter,

W ee boy with your bubbling mirth,

The odorous garden around you

is a playground ' twix t heaven and earth!

A nd what can I do to keep you,

O  sweetest and dearest twain.

lgnorant of earth’ s harsh discords

A nd free of its stress and pain!

S oft trebles of golden laughter

F all faint through the starry eve;

A nd the robin in the maple

W ings home and ceases to grieve;

W hile with drowsy steps and reluctant

To their cots the children climb,

Their throats still bubbling laughter

A nd their lips still murmuring rhyme.

I turn away to the garden

Their goodnight sweet in my ears,

A nd ponder and dream and wonder

A t the mist-veiled tide of years;

A hl if only the mirth and laughter

F rom their hearts might never die;

lf‘the sweet. shy awe and wonder

in their gaze might always liel

B ut the slim, young moon fades westward;

- The night wind murmurs low,

A nd above me the planets q uestion

W hat man nor star may know. ~S elcclcd

,1

The L ife of L ove

H enry Timrod

MO S T men know love but as a part of life;

They hide it in some corner of the breast

E ven from themselves;  and only when

they rest

In the brief pauses of that daily strife

W herewith the world might else be not so rife,

They draw it forth (as one draws forth

a toy

To soothe some ardent, kiss-ex acting boy)

A nd hold it .up to sister, child, or wife.

A h me!  W hy may not life and love be one?

W hy walk we this alone, when by our side

L ove, like a visible god, might be our guide?

H ow would the marts grow noble, and the street,

W orn like a dungeon floor by weary feet,

S eem then a golden courtway of the sun!

S elected

TH E  advice of Pythagoras: H ave thou moderation in

all things;  keep thou thyself from wild j oy and from

wailing sorrow;  strive to hold thy soul in harmony and

concord, like the strings of a well-tuned harp.
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The New Way Quotebook
YESTERDAYhas been, tomorrow yet is not, it is Now.

In this Now we are called upon to live, never elsewhere;
this present moment we are called upon to utilize, not
that hour that will come tomorrow. Human destiny
lies enfolded in this one tiny moment, Now. When we
have searched all science, worn out all psychology,
fathomedall Nature's mysteries, we shall return equipped
with the two simple master key-words, HERE and Now.
HERE must I labor; Now must I strive — no other era
is mine, no other sphere may I reach.

The Dawn-Fires that flame in the morning skies are

for those who have eyes to behold them. Nothing is
stationary in life, but all is progressing or retrogressing.
Therefore in this eternal HERE and Now each moment's
achievement is the dawn of a new achievement, a new

step in the great Journey towards human perfection, on

whose highway thetrue warrior stands, eternally fronting
the Dawn. M. M.

THERE is not a thought or a _feeling, not an act of
beauty or nobilitywhereof man is capable, but can find
complete expression in the simplest, most ordinary life.

In life's small things be resolute and great,
To keep thymuscles trained. Know'st thou when Fate
Thy measure takes? or when she'll say to thee,
I find thee worthy — do this thingfor me?
Mom-:1iN majesty consists in work. Vlfliata man can

do is his greatest armament, and he always consults his
dignity by doing it.

THERE is a perennial noblcness, even sacredness, in
work. Be he ever so benightedly forgetful of his high
calling, there is always hope in a man that actually and
earnestly works.

THE art of living is one that few men acquire, most of
them not even knowing that there is such an art. They
live like a man who should bang about promiscuously
upon the keys of a piano, never knowing that the instru-
ment was built to make music, not noise, upon. They
get along through the days somehow, anyhow, never

dreaming of the possibilitiesof growth that are opened
to themevery day and all day and in every event.

THE heart is the borderland between body and soul.
The heart can love and the body can love, but the body
can love only itself; the heart is the wellspring of the
love thatgoes beyondself.

As a blind man cannot see the sun although it lightens
the whole world, so those spiritually blind cannot per-
ceive the omnipresent Eternal Peace thatencompasses
the whole universe.

LET a man test his love of God by his love for his fel-
lows. They are two sides of one thing. If he find one
of them lacking. let him be sure that the other likewise
is, and so cease to deceive himself. But the one thing
may at different times be more easily approached from
one or the other side.

» G0 glut

Voices of Children
lleredithNicholson

VOICES of children breaking
On eve’: delaying hour;

Voices in low mirth calling
From the dusky garden bower;-—

They mock the late robin's chanting,
They call the young moon in glee —

And through the sweet lingering twilight
They steal in to me.

Shy girl with your low glad laughter,
Wee boy with your bubbling mirth.

The odorous garden around you
Is a playground 'twixt heaven and earth!

And what can I do to keep you.
0 sweetest and dearest twain,

Ignorant of earth’: harsh discords
And free of its stress and pain!

Soft trebles of golden laughter
Fall faint through the starry eve;

And the robin in the maple
Wings home and ceases to grieve;

While with drowsy steps and reluctant
To their cots the children climb.

Their throatsstill bubbling laughter
And their lips still murmuring rhyme.

I turn away to the garden
Their goodnight sweet in my ears,

And ponder and dream and wonder
At the mist-veiled tide of years;

Ah! if only the mirth and laughter
From their hearts might never die;

lf‘thesweet. shy awe and wonder
In their gaze might always lie!

But the slim. young moon fades westward;
- The night wind murmurs low.

And above me the planets question
What man nor star may know.—~ Selected

,1
The Life of Love

Henry Timrod
OST men know love but as a part of life;

They hide it in some corner of the breast
Even from themselves; and only when

they rest
ln the brief pauses of that daily strife
Whcrcwith the world might else be not so rife.

They draw it forth (as one draws forth
a toy

To soothe some ardent, kiss-exacting boy)
And hold it.up to sister, child. or wife.

Ah me! Why may not life and love be one?
Why walk we this alone, when by our side
Love, like A visible god, might be our guide?
How would themarts grow noble. and thestreet.
Worn like a dungeon floor by weary feet.

Seem then a golden courtway of the sun!
Selected

Tm.-‘. advice of Pythagoras: Have thou moderation in
all things; keep thou thyself from wild joy and from
wailing sorrow; strive to hold thy soul in harmony and
concord, like the strings of a well-tuned harp.
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H ow H e Did It

H E  old man usually has his recipe. If you' ll fol-

low it you too can reach his age and like him

can keep your health, your teeth, your memory

and your good spirits. Y ou may be advised to take plenty

of sleep, or restrict your sleep to a minimum;  to get up

with the sun, or to stay in bed two hours after;  to eat

this and abstain from that, or to eat that and abstain
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from this;  to take life sternly, or to lie 05 now and then

and cultivate a hobby. S ometimes you hear pure wisdom

and sometimes you don’ t.

\Vhat follows appears to me to be wisdom. I got it

from a man who carried his eighty-odd years better than

most men carry their six ty —  when they can carry that

much at all. I asked him his secret. H e did not tell me

anything about sleep, diet, tobacco, ex ercise, hobbies
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HE old man usually hus his recipe. If you'll fol-
low it you too can reach his age and like him
can keep your health. your teeth, your meIIIor_\'

and your good spirits. You may beadvised to take plenty
of sleep, or restrict your sleep to a minimum; to get up
with the sun. or to stay in bed two hours after; to eat
this and abstain from that. or to eat that and nhstnin
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from this; to take life .~:ternly. or to lie ofl’ now and then
and cultivate ll hobby. Soniethm-syou hear pure wisdom
and sometimes you don't.

What follows appears to me to be wisdom. I got it
from a man who I-III-ried his eighty-odd _ve:Irs better than
most men carry their sixty — when they can carry that
much at till. I asked him his secret. He did not tell me

anything about sleep. diet, tobacco, exercise. hohhies
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or anything of that kind. In his opinion the secret of

keeping bodily life and health lay in keeping mental life

and health.

“It’ s perfectly natural. W hy shouldn’ t a man' s mind

stay alive?  It always would if he kept it in touch with

life. K eep in the stream, that’ s all. Don’ t get tied to a

post on the bank and stranded while the stream goes

forward. E very day’ s a new day;  let it be a new day,

not a hash-over of yesterday. L ook at it when it opens

in the spirit of ex pecting its novelties, which are always

there. Don’ t ex pect it to be like yesterday;  that’ s tying

yourself to yesterday. The duties you have to do may

happen to be the same as yesterday’ s, but you' re not the

same man doing them. L oosen up your mind so that you

can be the new man in correspondence with the new day.

W ipe yesterday and all yesterdays right off the slate.

Don’ t look back at any of them, whether they were

pleasant or unpleasant. L ook calmly and ex pectantly

forward towards something new in yourself opening'  out

that day, without making any program for some outward

event, without ex pecting any particular event or state

that has occurred to occur the same way again. There

may be the same old things to do. Do them as if they

were fresh and needed some new interest and attention.

G0 at them new and when you’ ve done them the best way

you can throw them behind and be thoroughly done

with them.

“F irst thing in the morning I always said to myself :

“I’ m alive;  L ife’ s alive, the great living stream. I’ m

in it and it’ s fl owing on to more life, getting more alive.

That’ s what it fl ows for, and I’ m on the move through

today with it.’

“W hat comes that day may be painful or pleasant.

Just as a stream may fl ow on now through a dark gloomy

rocky place or out along under the warm sun between

green and sunny banks. B ut it’ s fl owing on, never

harks back.

“A nd my stream, me, may be a-fl ow today through the

dark or out under the sun. B ut I’ m going on and the

stream that is me is working out a great purpose that I

can’ t yet see.

“S o keep your face forward and ex pect to be a fresh

man with some sort of new tone in your mind every day.

Don’ t mull over the past and don’ t admit that your life

is the same today as yesterday j ust because the outer

work and surroundings may happen to be. Y  ou’ re always

new and new and new.

“It’ s that line of thought, kept going, practised at

every day till in a few weeks it becomes sure and natural,

that keeps a man’ s mind more and more in touch with life

the older he gets. O ne day death itself will happen to be

on the program for that day. The river fl ows on along

through that and out beyond same as it fl ows through

any other day. A lways morelife, more mind-life and

soul-life.

“That’ s the secret, as well as I can give it to you. Y ou

can rely on it to renew mind and body and to keep mind

young for good.”  S TUDE N T

Make Y our O wn A tmosphere

H E  kindly-minded warden had given to as many

of us as he could the chance of going to our own

homes for the few days of the Christmas Time.

W hat this meant to us, after the years of the comfortless

prison with its cells, workrooms and walled-in yard, and

the daily drudgery of the work, I need not say.

A nd I need not say, either, what it meant to come back

to the same after those happy days!  I had been able

almost to put the prison out of my mind and live another

life. be another man.

B ut of course on the moment of my return, the moment

I trod again the stone passage and stood before the door

of my cell, I met again the man of the past fi ve years with

all the weight and gloom of his thoughts and memories.

I picked up the life ex actly where I had dropped it ten

days before. I faced again the grinding routine and

drudgery.

O ne of my sisters had told me how my mother had

fi x ed up my room in preparation for my visit. N  0 one

else must touch it, old and feeble as she was. N ot a thing

in place that she hadn’ t put there herself. S he had dusted

and swept everything herself, spent an entire day at the

hard j ob, was even heard singing now and then to herself

in her old cracked voice. The thought of my coming gave

j oy to the whole commonplace business.

My sister’ s tale came back to me the evening of my

return to prison, as I sat in my cell facing the situation.

N  othing’ s commonplace in itself, nothing is drudgery, no-

thing tedious;  and no sort of work and no place is necessa-

rily in itself delightful. It is the kind of thoughts and feel-

ings that we have in a place or at some work that make the

place or work ultimately hideous and drudgery, or beau-

tiful and delightful. My mother scrubbed and swept in

my room. but she wished there had been twice as much to

do in it. If a fellow had a string of pleasant thoughts and

feelings as he worked at the mill or sat in his cell in the

long evenings, he would come to think that the mill work

was pleasant and the q uiet of his cell soothing and agree-

able. Perhaps not at once. B ut after a while, directly he

entered the shop the current of all his past pleasant

thoughts there would meet him;  the very noises would

have got associated all together in his mind with his

thoughts and he would be apt to think that he found even

these noises pleasant. The smell of tobacco smoke isn’ t

really pleasant to anybody, but it seems so because of

long association with the pleasant feelings that smoking

has induced in him. There mayn’ t be really very much

in some tune, but a fellow may think it the fi nest music

that was ever written j ust because when he fi rst heard it

he happened for some cause to be at his top notch of

happiness.

The situation eased a little for me after I got to think

out these things. It seemed to me that I could begin to

change it for the better. W hat was done was done. In

the last years I’ d soaked every inch of the place with un-

happy thoughts and memories. and so every inch had a

gloom for me that didn’ t strictly belong to it. S uppO S e
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or anything of that kind. In his opinion the secret of
keeping bodily life and health lay in keeping mental life
and health.

“It's perfectly natural. Why shouldn’t a man's mind
stay alive? It always would if he kept it in touch with
life. Keep in the stream, that’s all. Don’t get tied to a

post on the bank and stranded while the stream goes
forward. Every day’s a new day; let it be a new day,
not a hash-over of yesterday. Look at it when it opens
in the spirit of expecting its novelties, which are always
there. Don't expect it to be like yesterday; that’s tying
yourself to yesterday. The duties you have to do may
happen to be the same as yesterday’s, but you’re not the
same man doing them. Loosen up your mind so thatyou
can be the new man in correspondence with the new day.
Wipe yesterday and all yesterdays right off the slate.
Don’t look back at any of them, whether they were

pleasant or unpleasant. Look calmly and expectantly
forward towards something new in yourself opening’ out
that day, without making any program for some outward
event, without expecting any particular event or state
that has occurred to occur the same way again. There
may be the same old things to do. Do them as if they
were fresh and needed some new interest and attention.
G0 at them new and when you've done themthebest way
you can throw them behind and be thoroughly done
with them.

"First thing in the morning I always said to myself:
‘I'm alive; Life’: alive, the great living stream. I'm
in it and it’s flowing on to more life, getting more alive.
That’s what it flows for, and I’m on the move through
today with it.‘

"What comes that day may be painful or pleasant.
Just as a stream may flow on now through a darkgloomy
rocky place or out along under the warm sun between
green and sunny banks. But it’s flowing on, never
harks back.

“And my stream, me, may be a-flow today through the
dark or out under the sun. But I’m going on and the
stream that is me is working out a great purpose that I
can't yet see.

“So keep your face forward and expect to be a fresh
man with some sort of new tone in your mind every day.
Don’t mull over the past and don’t admit that your life
is the same today as yesterday just because the outer
work and surroundingsmay happen to be. You’re always
new and new and new.

“It’s that line of thought, kept going, practised at
every day tillin a few weeks it becomes sure and natural,
thatkeeps a man's mind more and more in touch with life
the older he gets. One day death itself will happen to be
on the program for that day. The river flows on along
through that and out beyond same as it flows through
any other day. Always morelife, more mind-life and
soul-life.

“That's the secret, as well as I can give it to you. You
can rely on it to renew mind and body and to keep mind
young for good.” STUDENT

.
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THE NEW WAY

Make Your Own Atmosphere
HE kindly-minded warden had given to as many

of us as he could the chance of going to our own
homes for the few days of the Christmas Time.

What this meant to us, after the years of the comfortless
prison with its cells, workrooms and walled-in yard, and
the daily drudgery of the work, I need not say.

And I need not say, either, what it meant to come back
to the same after those happy days! I had been able
almost to put the prison out of my mind and live another
life. be another man.

But of course on themoment of my return, the moment
I trod again the stone passage and stood before the door
of my cell, I met again theman of the past five years with
all the weight and gloom of his thoughts and memories.
I picked up the life exactly where I had dropped it ten
days before. I faced again the grinding routine and
drudgery.

One of my sisters had told me how my mother had
fixed up my room in preparation for my visit. No one
else must touch it, old and feeble as she was. Not a thing
in place thatshe hadn't put thereherself. She had dusted
and swept everythingherself, spent an entire day at the
hard job, was even heard singing now and then to herself
in her old cracked voice: The thoughtof my coming gave
joy to the whole commonplace business.

My sister’s tale came back to me the evening of my
return to prison, as I sat in my cell facing the situation.
Nothing’scommonplacein itself, nothingis drudgery, no-

thingtedious; and no sort of workand no placeis necessa-
rily in itself delightful. It is the kind of thoughts and feel-
ings that we have in a placeor at some work thatmake the
place or work ultimately hideous and drudgery, or beau-
tiful and delightful. My mother scrubbed and swept in
my room, but she wished therehad been twice as much to
do in it. If a fellow had a string of pleasant thoughts and
feelings as he worked at the mill or sat in his cell in the
long evenings, he would come to thinkthat the mill work
was pleasant and the quiet of his cell soothingand agree-
able. Perhaps not at once. But after a while, directly he
entered the shop the current of all his past pleasant
thoughts there would meet him; the very noises would
have got associated all together in his mind with his
thoughtsand he would beapt to thinkthathe found even
these noises pleasant. The smell of tobacco smoke isn’t
really pleasant to anybody. but it seems so because of
long association with the pleasant feelings that smoking
has induced in him. There mayn't be really very much
in some tune, but a fellow may thinkit the finest music
that was ever written just becausewhen he first heard it
he happened for some cause to be at his top notch of
happiness.

The situation eased a little for me after I got to think
out these things. It seemed to me that I could begin to
change it for the better. What was done was done. In
the last years I’d soaked every inch of the place with un-

happy thoughts and memories. and so every inch had a

gloom for me that didn’t strictly belong to it. Suppose
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now I wasn’ t to let in any more painful memories either

while I worked or sat alone. It might take a few weeks

practice to keep them out, but I thought I could do it.

I would take up some study for the evenings and educate

myself here and there where I needed it. I’ d learn to

take some pride in keeping my mind serene and cheerful

all day long. It would need will and that would be a good

way to grow a man’ s will. I' d brush off the worries.

W hat’ s coming’ s coming. N o good looking ahead.

A nd maybe looking ahead is tempting troubles to come

that wouldn’ t have come otherwise. I’ d have a good

book of real thoughts about life in hand, perhaps a story

—  David Grayson‘s books, for instance — or poetry — —

perhaps W hitman— or some uplifting philosophy like

E merson' s — anything I could fi nd that would help a

man to live his best;  and I would think around it now

and then through the day. A nd I’ d try and get on the

real best side of each of the other fellows, the good that

was in him, and never let any other part of him in on my

thought of him. O ne way and another I reckoned I

might change things and get a pleasant atmosphere of

thinking and feeling around the place instead of a gloomy

one. The mere attempt, even if it failed, would be

interesting.

W ell, I put it through. It was a good deal of a fi ght

at fi rst. I kept forgetting, and when I didn’ t forget I

kept failing. S eemed a hopeless j ob, in fact, for a few

weeks. B ut when, after a year of it, and my time for

getting out began to come in sight, I found that I really

had done the j ob in a way. A nyhow, looking back after

I had come out, that last year or more did have q uite a

pleasant —  I was going to say homelike —  glow about it.

A nd my people told me I had somehow softened and

strengthened in a way they couldn' t altogether say.

B ut there had been fi ve years of the other keynote

before I took up the reform. A nd I' ve written all this in

the hope that some poor chap who gets inside the walls

may start in with the j ob sooner than I did and so ‘do it

up brown.’  Perhaps after a little, when the fi rst shock is

eased and he comes to himself, he may remember be-

cause of what I’ ve tried to write down that the atmos-

phere that seems to be all over a place or a line of work

is mostly made by the man that’ s in it;  and if he’ ll start

in good and early and keep making the best atmosphere

he knows how, his best will be always getting better and

he can win out on peace and happiness anywhere, to say

nothing of growing a man’ s will and a big fi ne character.

A N  E li— —

J'

Good Morning!  W ho A re Y ou?

H E  clothes make the man,”  says a F rench proverb.

“Man, make thyself,”  would lead to the other

ex treme. B ut as the man already ex ists and

needs no making, we alter that into “ Man, know thyself.”

N ow if a man feels q uite differently according to the

clothes he happens to have on, if he feels one way when he

is in dirty and perhaps ragged working clothes, entirely

“

different when he is in his best, and different again when

he is in the insignia of some fraternal order, it is obvious

that he does not know himself. F or himself has not

changed throughout. W hat has changed is his feelings of

himself, not himself that-has the feelings. H e is like an

actor who feels himself q uite different each successive

night as he plays different parts, yet is really one un-

changed self behind them all.

A gain a man feels q uite differently according as his

liver and spleen are out of order and congested, or doing

their work perfectly. H e feels q uite differently according

as his body is 18  years old or 48  or 8 8 . B ut yet, what says

I remains the same all the time, in behind all those chang-

ing feelings.

Getting up in the morning means getting into your

clothes, and, as we noticed, one feels differently according

to what clothes have been provided and are ready on the

chair. Getting born means getting into a body, and one’ s

general feeling, from beginning to end of life, must be

q uite different according to what sort of body has been

provided by heredity, bythe parents. The feeling is as

it were provided along with the body. A nd most men go

through life acting and thinking in accordance with con-

ditions thus provided for them. They never dig in to'

fi nd what sort of being they were before taking on those

provided conditions, and will be after the conditioned

feelings have been removed by death. a

This sort of digging is clearly necessary for him who

wishes to know himself. H e must know what I is under-

neath the feelings of himself due to his clothes— what we

ordinarily call clothes, and those far more intimate clothes

called the body.

W ho am I?  W hat am I?  —  that is our q uestion. To

answer this, we must in a certain sense disentangle our-

selves from the body;  we must assert ourselves against

it, not go along with it so much. W e must use our wills

so as to lead, little by little, some other kind of life than

that which the body mostly wants to live. In general,

for instance, the body W ants to shirk duty and any sort

of unpleasant work. The body is the root of selfi shness

and of feelings of dislike for others. It is the root of lazi-

ness and gluttony. A ll these things, and plenty of others

that will be easily seen, must be gradually antagonized,

held back from, over-lorded. I W IL L  is what is to be

aimed at for the understanding of who and what the I

is that proposes to do the willing.

There are certain moods that have always been found

favorable and even necessary in this search inward for

oneself, for the real I. O ne is kindliness;  another is peace

— like that which comes over the mind on still nights in

the country when there is silence on the fi elds;  another is

the ex ultant sort that fi lls a man when he fi rst sees the sun

in the early morning glowing on the horizon and awaken-

ing every energy he has, the mood of light, as if light were

all through the brain and body. A nother, req uiring a

good deal of practice, is content with what happens,

whether pleasant or unpleasant. The pleasant ones re-

fresh the mind;  the unpleasant serve as opportunities
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THE NEW WAY

now I wasn’t to let in any more painful memories either
while I worked or sat alone. It might take a few weeks
practice to keep them out, but I thought I could do it.
I would take up some study for the evenings and educate
myself here and there where I needed it. I'd learn to
take some pride in keeping my mind serene and cheerful
all day long. It would need will and thatwould be a good
way to grow a man's will. I'd brush oil’ the worries.
What’s coming’s coming. No good looking ahead.
And maybe looking ahead is tempting troubles to come
that wouldn’t have come otherwise. I'd have a good
book of real thoughts about life in hand, perhaps a story
—— David Grayson's books, for instance —or poetry —

perhaps Whitman—or some uplifting philosophy like
Emerson's-—anything I could find that would help a

man to live his best; and I would think around it now

and then through the day. And I'd try and get on the
real best side of each of the other fellows, the good that
was in him, and never let any other part of him in on my
thought of him. One way and another I reckoned, I
might change things and get a pleasant atmosphere of
thinkingand feeling around the place instead of a gloomy
one. The mere attempt, even if it failed, would be
interesting.

Well, I put it through. It was a good deal of a fight
at first. I kept forgetting, and when I didn't forget I
kept failing. Seemed a hopeless job, in fact, for a few
weeks. But when, after a year of it, and my time for
getting out began to come in sight, I found that I really
had done the job in a. way. Anyhow, looking back after
I had come out, that last year or more did have quite a

pleasant — I was going to say homelike — glow about it.
And my people told me I had somehow softened and
strengthenedin a way they couldn't altogether say.

But there had been five years of the other keynote
before I took up the reform. And I've written all this in
the hope that some poor chap who gets inside the walls
may start in with the job sooner than I did and so ‘do it
up brown.’ Perhaps after a little, when the first shock is
eased and he comes to himself, he may remember be-
cause of what I've tried to write down that the atmos-
phere that seems to be all over a place or a line of work
is mostly made by the man that’s in it; and if he'll start
in good and early and keep making th_e best atmosphere
he knows how, his best will be always getting better and
he can win out on peace and happiness anywhere, to say
nothingof growing a man's will and a big fine character.

AN Ex——
5

Good Morning! Who Are You?
HE clothes make the man." says a French proverb.

“Man, make thyself,"would lead to theother
extreme. But as the man already exists and

needs no making, we alter thatinto “ Man, know thyself.”
Now if a man feels quite differently according to the

clotheshe happens to have on, if he feels one way when he
is in dirty and perhaps ragged working clothes, entirely

(6
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different when he is in his best, and different again when
he is in the insignia of some fraternal order, it is obvious
that he does not know himself. For himself has not
changed throughout. \V'hat has changed is his feelings of
himself, not himself thatrhas the feelings. He is like an
actor who feels himself quite different each successive
night as he plays different parts, yet is really one un-

changed self behind them all.
Again a man feels quite differently according as his

liver and spleen are out of order and congested. or doing
their work perfectly. He feels quite differentlyaccording
as his body is 18 years old or 48 or 88. But yet, what says
I remains the same all the time, in behindall those chang-
ing feelings.

Getting up in the morning means getting into your
clothes,and, as we noticed, one feels differentlyaccording
to what clothes have been provided and are ready on the
chair. Getting born means getting into a body, and one’s
general feeling, from beginning to end of life, must be
quite different according to what sort of body has been
provided by heredity, by the parents. The feeling is as
it were provided along with the body. And most men go
through life acting and thinkingin accordance with con-
ditions thus provided for them.
find what sort of being they were before taking on those
provided conditions, and will be after the conditioned
feelings have been removed by death.

This sort of digging is clearly necessary for him who
wishes to know himself. He must know what I is under-
neaththe feelings of himself due to his clothes—what we

ordinarilycall clothes,and thosefar more intimateclothes
called thebody.

Who am I? What am I? —— that is our question. To
answer this, we must in a certain sense disentangle our-
selves from the body; we must assert ourselves against
it, not go along with it so much. We must use our wills
so as to lead, little by little, some other kind of life than
that which the body mostly wants to live. In general,
for instance, the body wants to shirk duty and any sort
of unpleasant work. The body is the root of selfishness
and of feelings of dislike for others. It is the root of lazi-
ness and gluttony. All these things,and plenty of others
that will be easily seen, must be gradually antagonized,
held back from, over-lorded. I WILL is what is to be
aimed at for the understanding of who and what the I
is thatproposes to do the willing.

There are certain moods that have always been found
favorable and even necessary in this search inward for
oneself, for the real I. One is kindliness; anotheris peace
—like that which comes over the mind on still nights in
the country when there is silenceon the fields; another is
theexultant sort thatfillsa man when he first sees thesun
in the early morning glowing on the horizon and awaken-
ing every energy he has, the mood of light, as if light were
all through the brain and body. Another. requiring a

good deal of practice, is content with what happens,
whether pleasant or unpleasant. The pleasant ones re-
fresh the mind; the unpleasant serve as opportunities

They never dig in to"
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to strengthen the will in enduring them courageously.

A ll these moods req uire will. A nd it is by the constant

attempt to hold them that at last, one day, true self-

knowledge ' will dawn —  knowledge of what one really

is behind birth and death, the immortality of oneself.

Those who have won this knowledge say it is the most

glorious ex perience that can be imagined, one that makes

an end forever of fear and sorrow, that in fact it is the

beginning of real life. S TUDE N T

'  .3

Y our " W eak W ill”

A  W E A K  will does not ex ist. There' s always

plenty of will inside us, j ust as there’ s plenty of

life. The weak-healthed man can' t get at the

one, nor the weak-willed man at the other.

A  weak will is a weak imagination, or an imagination

not brought to heel and controlled.

A ll intended actions come from imagination, from fi rst

imagining them. Y ou could not move your arm with

out a preliminary swift (and mostly unnoticed) imagining

of the movement.

A  weak, negative youth sees a ‘movie’  picture of a

stabbing scene pasted on the boarding as an advertise-

ment of the show. H is imagination gets to work on it

and holds it and keeps reproducing it. It is a live force

in him, charged —  though he does not know that — —  with

will. F inally, when he is in a fi t of rage against somebody,

that live thing breaks loose and he does a stabbing on

his own account.

W hatever you imagine yourself as doing or being, that

you already begin to do or be. K eep touching up the

imagining and you will fi nally fully do or be. F or ima-

gination is what attracts will, calls it out, sets it to work,

is the key to will, the mate of it.

If you ‘can’ t’  conq uer a failing, it is merely because

you have not suffi ciently imagined yourself conq uering it.

N ever say “I can’ t" ;  never think it. If you have a

steady failing, don' t say or thi' nk to yourself “I can' t

conq uer it.”  Till it is conq uered, think “I can conq uer

that;  I j ust haven’ t, that’ s all. N ever properly got

around to it.”  F eel the sense of power to be and to con-

q uer anything in yourself.

N ow stand up against that failing and imagine your-

self as not failing, as passing calmly across the occasions

of it without slipping. Imagine your sense of satisfaction

afterwards at fi nding you did not fall there at the

accustomed place or occasion.

K eep up this imagining. The weak youth we spoke of

passes that picture every day for weeks, perhaps thirty

or forty times, each time unknowingly touching it up in

his imagination. That is why it gets such power over

him.

Very well;  for as many days as that if necessary, or

more if necessary, call up your private picture of winning

your victory over your failing, of feeling the power not to

yield when the occasion comes. Paste that up picture

on the wall of your mind and look at it carefully a few

minutes or one minute or ten seconds every day, several

times every day. — “That‘s me, winning out.”

A nd it will be you. S o you will fi nd that anybody’ s

will, yours included, is a strong will, an unconq uerable will

once it is started. A nd its use is very easy. Just use it to

make your picture. That’ s the start. That little easy

innocent call upon it every day puts it to work in all its

unconq uerableness upon the failing. Put half an ounce

pressure on a trigger and fi fty pounds of force comes

out of the barrel. The trigger is your picture. The

fi fty pounds of will at last comes out of the barrel and

smashes the failing forever.

The great secret of life is to put into the imagination

what you choose to have there, what will help you;  and

keep out of it what you don’ t want there. Memory and

imagination are a pair. Don' t let your imagination be

run by your memories. R un it yourself. W ill and desire

are another pair. Control the imagination and you

control them. S TUDE N T

.3

The F ivefold L ife

H E Y  say that j ust as a man closes his life, at the

very last moment, after we onlookers think that all

is over, the whole of it comes up before his mind’ s

eye for fi nal j udgment. H e sees where he succeeded and

where and why he failed, and by how much his life fell

short of the perfect life.

W e know that for perfect health of the body all the

parts and systems, and not some only, must be doing

their work perfectly. Then only is there perfect sense of

well-being.

B ut a man' s bodily life is only one part of his total life.

If he is to have perfectly healthy total life all the parts

and systems of him must be severally healthy, not merely

the parts and systems of his body.

The systems of the body co-operate with one another

for perfect health. The digestive system furnishes all the

rest with the digested products they need;  the lungs

supply the blood with the ox ygen it needs;  the heart

pumps to the rest the blood they need. If any one of them

is faulty, all suffer;  the total life is below par.

In the same way each of the systems of the entire man

must be necessary, for the perfect well-being of each of the

rest. That could be the only basis of real happiness. of

a really complete and rounded-out and healthy life, one

that could be looked back to at death with perfect

satisfaction.

The nex t grade of satisfaction —  not so bad!  7—  would

come from an honest attempt to get this general rounded-

out-ness.

W hy shouldn‘t a man aim at all the q ualities that go

to make up a perfect life?  W e go it piecemeal;  one fellow

has one thing, one another;  and each thinks the thing

he mostly goes for, or has, or admires, is the one thing.

To get a real, full man, you must add together about

four or maybe fi ve ordinary men. B ut my!  what a man

you’ d get then!  W hat couldn’ t be do?
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THE NEW WAY

to strengthen the will in enduring them courageously.
All these moods require will. And it is by the constant

attempt to hold them that at last, one day, true self-
knowledge will dawn —knowledge of what one really
is behind birth and death, the immortality of oneself.
Those who have won this knowledge say it is the most
glorious experience thatcan be imagined, one thatmakes
an end forever of fear and sorrow, that in fact it is the
beginning of real life. ST1'nE.\"r

3

Your "Weak Will“

A WE.~\K will does not exist. There's always
plenty of will inside us, just as there’s plenty of
life. The weak-healthed man can't get at the

one, nor the weak-willedman at the other.
A weak will is a weak imagination, or an imagination

not brought to heel and controlled.
All intended actionscome from imagination, from first

imagining them. You could not move your arm with
out a preliminary swift (and mostly unnoticed) imagining
of the movement.

A weak, negative youth sees a ‘movie' picture of a

stabbing scene pasted on the boarding as an advertise-
ment of the show. His imagination gets to work on it
and holds it and keeps reproducing it. It is a live force
in him, charged — though he does not know that —- with
will. Finally,when he is in a fit of rage against somebody,
that live thing breaks loose and he does a stabbing on
his own account.

Whatever you imagine yourself as doing or being, that
you already begin to do or be. Keep touching up the
imagining and you will finally fully do or be. For ima-
gination is what attracts will, calls it out, sets it to work,
is the key to will, the mate of it.

If you ‘can't’ conquer a failing. it is merely because
you have not sufficientlyimaginedyourself conquering it.

Never say “I can't"; never think it. If you have a

steady failing, don't say or think to yourself “I can't
conquer it.” Till it is conquered. think “I can conquer
that; I just haven't, that’s all. Never properly got
around to it.” Feel the sense of power to be and to con~

quer anythingin yourself.
Now stand up against that failing and imagine your-

self as not failing. as passing calmly across the occasions
of it without slipping. Imagine your sense of satisfaction
afterwards at finding you did not fall there at the
accustomed place or occasion.

Keep up this imagining. The weak youth we spoke of
passes that picture every day for weeks, perhaps thirty
or forty times, each time unknowingly touching it up in
his imagination. That is why it gets such power over

him.
Very well; for as many days as that if necessary, or

more if necessary, call up your private picture of winning
your victory over your failing,of feeling the power not to
yield when the occasion comes. Paste that up picture
on the wall of your mind and look at it carefully a few

» Go glut

minutes or one minute or ten seconds every day, several
times every day. —“That's me, winning out."

And it will be you. So you will find that anybody’s
will, yours included, is a strong will, an unconquerablewill
once it is started. And its use is very easy. Just use it to
make your picture. That's the start. That little easy
innocent call upon it every day puts it to work in all its
unconquerableness upon the failing. Put half an ounce

pressure on a trigger and fifty pounds of force comes
out of the barrel. The trigger is your picture. The
fifty pounds of will at last comes out of the barrel and
smashes the failing forever.

The great secret of life is to put into the imagination
what you choose to have there, what will help you; and
keep out of it what you don’t want there. Memory and
imagination are a pair. Don't let your imagination be
run by your memories. Run it yourself. Will and desire
are another pair. Control the imagination and you
control them. S1‘L'nI-::\‘1*

.35

The Fivefold Life
HEY say that just as a man closes his life, at the

very last moment, after we onlookers thinkthatall
is over, the whole of it comes up before his mind’s

eye for final judgment. He sees where he succeeded and
where and why he failed. and by how much his life fell
short of the perfect life.

We know that for perfect health of the body all the
parts and systems, and not some only, must be doing
their work perfectly. Then only is there perfect sense of
well-being.

But a man's bodily life is only one part of his total life.
If he is to have perfectly healthy total life all the part:
and systems of him must be severally healthy,not merely
the parts and systems of his body.

The systems of the body co-operate with one another
for perfect health. The digestive system furnishes all the
rest with the digested products they need; the lungs
supply the blood with the oxygen it needs; the heart
pumps to therest theblood theyneed. If any one of them
is faulty,all suffer; the total life is below par.

In the same way each of the systems of the entire man
must be necessary for the perfect well-beingof each of the
rest. That could be the only basis of real happiness. of
a really complete and rounded-out and healthy life, one
that could be looked back to at death with perfect
satisfaction.

The next grade of satisfaction — not so bad! — would
come from an honest attempt to get this general rounded—
out—ness.

Why shouldn't a man aim at all the qualities that go
to make up a perfect life? We go it piecemeal; one fellow
has one thing, one another; and each thinks the thing
he mostly goes for, or has, or admires, is the one thing.
To get a real, full man, you must add together about
four or maybefive ordinary men. But my! what a man

_vou’d get then! What couldn't he do?



TH E  N E W  W A Y  5

“' ell, let' s hear your list. H ere' s fi ve of us here now.

presentable fellows. \Vould we do?

Judge for yourselves. I’ ll serve out five caps and if they

respectively fi t the fi ve of us we’ ll put them on.

O ne of you said the other day he was an agnostic in

religion. N othing could be known —  I mean for certain

—  about life and immortality and a God —  so he said.

F or thousands of years the philosophers have been specu-

lating and splitting their brains, and no more agreed now

about things than when they began.

Carlyle said the great thing in this world is to do your

duty, work at what you have to, do what’ s in you to do.

Good advice, sure, but he never really said what you’ d

get out of it, where you’ d get from following it.

A nd there' s another lot of fi ne, unselfi sh people who

never think of themselves, always on the go for others,

sacrifi ce anything, people that everybody loves and that

love everybody. B ut for the immediate purposes of this

recital their prescription is incomplete too.

N ow what do I mean by get anywhere?  I mean full,

L omnland Photo. &  E ngraving Dept.

A  W IN TE R  S CE N E  IN  S W E DE N

W ell, maybe the philosophers have missed it —  those

that have —  because they didn' t live large enough lives,

lives getting on for what you might call the perfect life.

A  philosopher, as we take the word, is a man who uses

his mind to the limit, tries to solve the problem of things

with his intellect. Thought, in his view, is the highest

thing in life.

Then there’ s another man, maybe with long hair and

a high forehead, who thinks that music and art is the

great thing. Can' t get enough music or see enough pic-

tures. ‘A rt for art’ s sake,’  and so forth. Y ou can’ t

say that he gets anywhere. Just hears his music and

looks at his pictures, and that’ s all there is to it.

W ell then, there' s your athlete. The great business

with him is health and big muscles. H e may get ’ em,

but that’ s all there is to him. N ow he’ s got them,

what then?  B ut he never thinks to ask himself that.

certain knowledge of what and why life is, what and how

immortality is, and what that inex pressible power and

presence is that we call God, and other races other names

according to their conceptions. This getting somewhere

is the outcome of the total man-health I began by speak-

ing of.

A nd I say that if a man wants to know about these

things he must do his best to combine in his own life all

these different kinds of lives, the fi ve kinds. I

H e must do his duty, as Carlyle says, stand up to it all

the time. F or one thing, that‘s the best training in will.

A  man begins to come to a knowledge or sense of himself

according as he uses his will on himself. A nd it’ s j ust

this self-knowledge that’ s the key to everything else. ‘

W hich of us knows what he is?

H e must practise love of others and self-sacrifi ce for

them. That deepens and enlarges a man’ s whole nature
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THE NEW WAY 5

Well, let's hear your list. Here's five of us here now.
presentable fellows. Would we do?

Judge for yourselves. I'llserve out five caps and if they
respectively fit the five of us we'll put them on.

One of you said the other day he was an agnostic in
religion. Nothing could be known — I mean for certain
—about life and immortality and a God --50 he said.
For thousandsof years the philosophershave been specu-
latingand splitting theirbrains. and no more agreed now
about things than when they began.

Carlylesaid the great thing in this world is to do your
duty, work at what you have to, do what's in you to do.
Good advice. sure. but he never really said what you'd
get out of it, where you'd get from following it.

And there's another lot of fine, unselfish people who
never think of themselves, always on the go for others.
sacrificeanything.people that everybody loves and that
love everybody. lint for the immediate purposes of this
recital their prescription is incomplete too.

Now what do I mean by get anywhere? I mean full,

Well. maybe the philosophers have missed it -— those
that have — because they didn’t live large enough lives,
lives getting on for what you might call the perfect life.

A philosopher,as we take the word. is a man who uses
his mind to the limit. tries to solve the problem of things
with his intellect. Thought, in his view, is the highest
thingin life.

Then there's another man. maybe with long hair and
a high forehead. who thinks that music and art is the
great thing. Can't get enough music or see enough pic-
tures. ‘Art for art's sake.’ and so forth. You can't
say that he get: anywhere. Just hears his music and
looks at his pictures, and that'sall there is to it.

Well then. there's your athlete. The great business
with him is health and big muscles. He may get ’em,
but that's all there is to him. Now he's got them.
what then? But he never thinksto ask himself that.

Digitizeti 'o-,- G04. ‘pgle
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certain knowledge of what and why life is. what and how
immortality is. and what that inexpressible power and
presence is that we call God. and otherraces othernames
according to their conceptions. This getting somewhere
is the outcome of the total man-health I began by speak-
ing of.

And I say that if a man wants to know about these
things he must do his best to combinein his own life all
these difierent kinds of lives. the five kinds.

_He must do his duty. as Carlylesays. stand up to it all
the time. For one thing, that's the best training in will.
A man begins to come to a knowledge or sense of himself
according as he uses his will on himself. And it’s just
this self-knowledge that's the key to everything else.
Which of us knows what he is?

He must practise love of others and self-sacrifice for
them. That deepens and enlarges a man's whole nature

Drigiral from
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA



6 TH E  N E W  W A Y

and gives him more of a hold on true life, the richer life.

H e must make himself as responsive to music (and

other arts) as he can. F ine music is worship. I mean

that the states of feeling a man gets from high music are

ex ercises towards the state of feeling that’ ll take him

nearer and nearer to the power and presence in all things

called God. That, mix ed with the same sort of love as he

must learn to throw out for others.

A nd he must cultivate his mind, train it little by little

to think about deep things. Unless he points his mind

that way it’ ll never get that way, and he' ll never learn

to know anything real. B ut well cultivated, and hacked

or winged with the three preceding things I' ve named,

there’ ll be nothing it can‘t do, no height it can’ t rise to.

A nd lastly, in order to keep his brain strong and clear

he must try to get the best health he can. F or you’ ll

never get a strong mind in a foggy brain. The body and

brain will respond to ever such a little right care even

under the worst circumstances. A nd anyway there' s

no tonic like hope — —  ex cept happiness, and that will

come along with hope by this sort of fi vefold life.

A nd I tell you by ex perience that if a man will j ust try ‘

this fi vefold life he’ ll fi nd himself daily moving along not

only in hope and happiness but in light and towards more

and more knowledge. F or men have lacked knowledge

in respect of deep truths only because they thought they

could do with less than these fi ve. The thinkers have

tried to make brain-work serve for the lot. Think, feel

love, will, do, and keep on —  that' s the prescription.

S TUDE N T

J

Getting It B ack A gain

“ E ’ R E  not as separate as we seem to be,

not as separate as our bodies make us think

we are. I reckon we touch minds with

one another more or. less all the time. I had a q ueer

ex perience on that line once during the two-year j ail

spell I went through.

“I’ d never taken much notice of the fellow in the cell

nex t to mine. A  q uiet sort, j ust did what he had to and

never said much to anybody.

“The time came round for the meeting of the parole

board. W e knew they’ d been sitting all that day, a

Tuesday it was. A  fair lot of the boys of course had put

in their applications. This fellow nex t me had, too, but

according to his way he hadn’ t told anybody. In the

evening I heard one of the guards come round to his cell,

j ust opened the door, said something, I couldn’ t catch

what, and went away again.

" I was pretty tired that night and turned in early.

S lept like a top, too, and never knew anything more till

the six  o' clock bell rang. I started up on the fi rst crack

and as I took my head off the pillow I seemed to catch the

I tail end of a dream. S omebody was holding up in front

of me one of those printed sheets we all knew so well, with

‘PE N ITE N TIA R Y  PA R O L E  B O A R D, S TA TE  O F  . . . . . .’  at

the top. Then came a name I didn’ t seem to be q uick

enough to read, but I noticed that the fi rst word of it had

been written wrong, crossed out and written again. A nd

I noticed also that a bit of the top righthand corner of

the sheet had somehow been torn off. Then it went on:

‘ Y ou are hereby notified that your application for parole has

been granted, said parole to take efi ' ect June 17 of (his year.

Y our attention is called lo the conditions under which you

will be liberated. . . . . ,’  etc., etc.

“It seemed a funny sort of thing to dream. I knew it

hadn' t anything to do with me. I’ d never applied to the

B oard. My term was up anyway in another month.

“W ell, the thing got out of my head, though there was

a sort of ex hilerated feel in my mind, j ust as if a stroke of

good luck had come my way.

“ B ut after breakfast what does that fellow do but make

straight tracks for me, seemingly all ex cited, and he says:

‘ S ay, what do you think of that? ’  and shoves a paper an-

der my nose. It was the paper I dreamed of!  Piece off

the upper righthand corner, given name written wrong

and crossed out, date June 17 for release!  There were

two L ensons in the place, and the clerk had written the

other man’ s name fi rst, Joseph, and then crossed it out for

E dward, which was my man’ s name.

“N ow what do you make of that? ”

“Just what you began with,”  I said. “\Ve touch

minds all along and especially where men are housed up

with each other and share the same work and ex peri-

ences. W e don’ t notice what goes on because there

aren’ t so very many such sharp-cut cases as yours,

though it isn’ t the fi rst I‘ve heard of. B ut the thing goes

on all the time in a more general way.”

“W hat do you mean by a more general way? "

“W ell, that was a special picture, stl' ong and sharp-

cut, that fl ashed across from the other fellow’ s mind to

yours. It happened to be so vivid because his mind was

so stirred up over the thing. A nd you got some of that

feeling along with it, felt as if something good bad hap-

pened to you too. In general we don’ t get each other' s

actual thoughts so much as the state of feeling behind

them. That’ s what’ s infectious. A nd that' s why,

apart from his actual doings, every man is a help or a

hindrance to everybody he gets near, whether he speaks

or not. H e heartens or depresses them, gives them a little

more spirit for their work or makes their work the heavier.

A nd then they react back on him. H is own fl avor be-

comes intensifi ed. The friendly man gets friendlier, the

other sort sourer and crustier and conseq uently un-

happier.”  R E PO R TE R

8

\Vno is that S elf?  H e who is within the heart surround-

ed by the senses, the person of light, consisting of know-

ledge. During sleep he transcends this world and all the

forms of death.

This eternal being who can never be proved is to be

perceived in one way only;  it is spotless, the unborn S elf,

great and eternal.—  H indu
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6 THE NEW WAY

and gives him more of a hold on true life, the richer life.
He must make himself as responsive to music (and

other arts) as he can. Fine music is worship. I mean
that the states of feeling a man gets from high music are
exercises towards the state of feeling that’ll take him
nearer and nearer to the power and presence in all things
called God. That, mixed with the same sort of love as he
must learn to throw out for others.

And he must cultivate his mind, train it little by little
to think about deep things. Unless he points his mind
that way it’ll never get that way, and he'll never learn
to know anythingreal. But well cultivated, and backed
or winged with the three preceding things I've named,
there’ll be nothing it can't do, no height it can't rise to.

And lastly, in order to keep his brain strong and clear
he must try to get the best health he can. For _vou‘ll
never get. a strong mind in a foggy brain. The body and
brain will respond to ever such a little right care even

under the worst circumstances. And anyway there‘s
no tonic like hope — except happiness, and that will
come along withhope by thissort of fivefold life.

And I tell you by experience that if a man will just try
this fivefold life he'll find himself daily moving along not
only in hope and happiness but in light and towards more

and more knowledge. For men have lacked knowledge
in respect of deep truths only because they thought they
could do with less than these five. The thinkers have
tried to make brain-work serve for the lot. Think. feel
love, will, do, and keep on —— that's the prescription.

Srvnnxr
J3

Gefting It Back Again
“ ‘ N lE’RE not as separate as we seem to be,

not as separate as our bodies make us think
we are. I reckon we touch minds with

one another more or, less all the time. I had a queer
experience on that line once during the two-year jail
spell I went through.

“I'd never taken much notice of the fellow in the cell
next to mine. A quiet sort, just did what he had to and
never said much to anybody.

“The time came round for the meeting of the parole
board. We knew they’d been sitting all that day, a

Tuesday it was. A fair lot of the boys of course had put
in their applications. This fellow next me had, too, but
according to his way he hadn't told anybody. In the
evening I heard one of the guards come round to his cell,
just opened the door, said something, I couldn’t catch
what, and went away again.

"I was pretty tired that night and turned in early.
Slept like a top, too, and never knew anything more till
the six o’clock bell rang. I started up on the first crack
and as I took my head off the pillow I seemed to catch the

‘ tail end of a dream. Somebody was holding up in front
of me one of those printed sheets we all knew so well, with
‘PENITENTIARY PAROLE BOARD, STATE or

. . . . .
.’ at

the top. Then came a name I didn’t seem to be quick

.L.-in glc

enough to read, but I noticed thatthe first word of it had
been written wrong. crossed out and written again. And
I noticed also that a bit of the top righthand corner of
the sheet had somehow been torn off. Then it went on:
‘ You are hereby notified Ihat your applicationforparole has
been granted, said parole to take eject June 17 of thisyear.
Your attenlion is called to the conditions under which you
will be liberated.

. . . . ,’ etc., etc.
“It seemed a funny sort of thing to dream. I knew it

hadn't anythingto do with me. I'd never applied to the
Board. .\Iy term was up anyway in another month.

“Well. the thinggot out of my head, though there was

a sort of exhileratedfeel in my mind, just as if a stroke of
good luck had come my way.

“But after breakfastwhat does thatfellow do but make
straight tracks for me, seemingly all excited, and he says:
‘Say, what do you thinkof that?’and shoves a paper un-

der my nose. It was the paper I dreamed of! Piece off
the upper righthand corner, given name written wrong
and crossed out, date June 17 for release! There were

two Lensons in the place. and the clerk had written the
other man’s name first, Joseph, and thencrossed it out for
Edward, which was my man’s name.

“Now what do you make of that?”
“Just what you began with,” I said. “We touch

minds all along and especially where men are housed up
with each other and share the same work and experi-
ences. We don't notice what goes on because there
aren't so very many such sharp-cut cases as yours,
though it isn’t the first I've heard of. But the thinggoes
on all the time in a more general way."

“What do you mean by a more general way? ”

“Well, that was a special picture, stl'ong and sharp-
cut, that flashed across from the other fellow’s mind to
yours. It happened to be so vivid because his mind was

so stirred up over the thing. And you got some of that
feeling along with it. felt as if somethinggood had hap-
pened to you too. In general we don’t get each ot.her's
actual thoughts so much as the state of feeling behind
them. That’s what’s infectious. And that's why,
apart from his actual doings, every man is a help or a

hindrance to everybody he gets near, whether he speaks
or not. He heartens or depresses them,gives them a little
more spirit for theirworkor makes theirwork theheavier.
And then they react back on him. His own flavor be-
comes intensified. The friendly man gets friendlier, the
other' sort sourer and crustier and consequently un-

happier.” REPORTER

.33

WHO is thatSelf? Ilewho is withintheheart surround-
ed by the senses. the person of light, consisting of know-
ledge. During sleep he transcends this world and all the
forms of death.

This eternal being who can never be proved is to be
perceived in one way only; it is spotless, the unborn Self,
great and eternal.—— Hindu
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The O ther

A  MA N  does not know much about himself till

he has got on to the fact that there is another of

him. It is only the O ther that he needs to fi nd;

for the one he knows already, his ordinary self.

F irst he fi nds traces of the O ther, scattered here and

there along the day’ s stream of thoughts and feelings.

Then, if he is on the watch at favorable times, he may

beeome aware, j ust for a fl ash, of the O ther’ s very self-

and presence. B ut the fl ashes may be made to lengthen

and the traces may be so encouraged as to be there all the

time, F inally the O ther may become a constant presence

with him.

In the place of L ight out of which we come to birth

and to which we return after death the O ther is the man

himself. There is no distinction.

B irth brings forgetting.

There is so much to attend

to here!  A nd so he comes to

himself as the infant, the

child. all-attentive to the

new keen bodily life and sen-

sations and appetites. E ven

then, as you may sometimes

see for a moment in a child’ s

eyes. there are fl ashes of

half-memory which the child

is hardly aware of and does

not understand. The young

man may have them oftener,

but in our days there is no

one to tell him what they are.

A nd the young man’ s strong

bodily life and active brain-

mind generally make him

q uite inattentive to them. N evertheless if he makes any

attempt at right life, and the more he makes it, the

O ther part of himself is beginning to awake, beginning

to burn up brighter in there behind his stream of think-

ings and doings. It grows stronger with every good deed

that he does and every good thought and impulse he

encourages. It is like another self being born in him.

This O ther is told of in many an old legend and story.

In one of the ancient Persian sacred books the man who

has j ust left earth-life meets in the fi elds beyond a radiant

youth and asks him who he is. “I am thy good thoughts

and deeds,”  replies the youth, who at fi rst guides him

but afterwards becomes one with him.

S o in each of us that has tried even but a little to live

rightly there are two natures, one always standing in

light and radiant with light, the other the creature of

moods and personality, of worry, animosity, longings,

dependent for its happiness on possessions and ex ternals.

Take note when for a little, now and then, the self of

light gives you one of its touches, so that you are, for a

time, your best and kindliest. N ote how it has to stand

back, usually very soon, before the common self of

moods and unfriendlinesses.

S ometimes in early morning, when we get the awaken-

ing thrill of sunrise, the better self comes forth;  some-

times at night, or after music or the reading' of something

that uplifts;  sometimes without any apparent occasion.

O ur troubles vanish, look unreal, of no weight;  there is

hope, trust, peace, indifference to small worries. W e

can turn to our common life with new strength.

These are marks of the presence and work of the upper

self, the O ther.

R ecognise them when you get them and recognise

their absence when they are not there and there is no-

thing but the ordinary self. That is the fi rst thing.

N ote when and on what occasions this higher comes

forth and touches you with its peace and light, and then

see that those occasions and opportunities for it are

never missed. O pen the way.

S o, gradually, we learn to

ex tend the spirit of our better

moments into the worse, to

have the light of the upper

self playing more and more

and for longer times along

the hours of the day. A nd

at last the reward comes.

\\’ e are re-made, reborn,

freed. The door showing the

heights of human possibility

beyond, is open. W e have

not waited till after death

for the blending of the two,

the personality and its Com-

panion and H elper, the

O ther. E W e have entered

the realé life. S TUDE N T

L oriiaiand Photo. &  B urial-in!  Dept

TH E  R A JA -Y Q GA  S TR IN G Q UA R TE T

L aughed to Death

S A CR A ME N TO , May 2. The Prendergast Vivisection

B ill, over which there was such a furious fi ght in the A s-

sembly, was laughed to death in the S enate committee

on public health and q uarantine. The day before the

date set for adj ournment, Chairman F . l“. Carr called

the bill up. S enator S tuckenbruck, the L odi blacksmith-

humorist, promptly made a motion that the bill be re-

ferred to S enator K ehoe as a committee of one to report

May 1. O f course it was known that the L egislature

would be a thing of the past on h' Iay 1, and all members

of the committee being thus wise, j oined in the j oke and

the motion carried unanimously. O wing to the wide

opposition to the bill the S enate committee never gave

the measure serious consideration.

F rom the S an Diego S un, May 2, 19 17

TH E  N ew W A Y : S ubscription price (Domestic), S eventy-F ive

Cents per year, Ten Cents per c0py. Club S ubscriptions of four

or more. per year, F ifty Cents. Get your friends to j oin you in

subscribing. F oreign S ubscriptions per year $ 100. F ive sub-

scriptions for $ 3 . 00. Ten S ubscriptions for $ 5.00.

Money orders and checks should be made payable to TH E

N ew W A Y . and all subscriptions and correspondence should be

addressed to: TH E  N E W  W A Y , Point L oma, California.
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The Other

A .\I.-\.\' does not know much about himself till
he has got on to the fact that there is anotherof
him. It is only the Ofher that he needs to find;

for the one he knows already. his ordinary self.
First he finds (races of the Other. scattered here and

there along the day's stream of thoughts and feelings.
Then. if he is on the watch at favorable times. he ma_y
become aware, just for a flash, of the (lther's very self
and presence. But the flashes may be made to lengthen
and the traces may he so encouraged as to be there all the
time- Finally the Other may become a constant presence
with him.

In the place of Light out of which we come to birth
and to which we return after death the Other is the man
himself. There is no distinction.

Birth brings forgetting.
There is so much to attend
to here! .\nd so he comes to
himself as the infant. the
child. all-attentive to the
new keen bodily life and sea-
sations and appetites. Even
then. as you may sometimes
see for a moment in a child's
eyes. there are flashes of
half-memory which thechild
is hardly aware of and does
not understand. The young
man ma_v have them oftcner.
but in our days there is no

one to tell him what theyare.
And the young man's strong
bodily life and active brain-
mind generally make him
quite inattentive to them. .\'everthele.~:s if he makes any
attempt at right life. and the more he makes it. the
Other part of himself is beginning to awake. beginning
to burn up brighter in there behind his stream of think-
ings and doings. It grows stronger with every good deed
that he does and every good thought and impulse he
encourages. It is like another self being born in him.

This Other is told of in many an old legend and story.
In one of the ancient Persian sacred books the man who
has just left earth-lifemeets in the ticlds beyonda radiant
youth and asks him who he is. “I am thy good thoughts
and deeds." replies the youth. who at first guides him
but afterwards becomes one with him.

So in each of us that has tried even but a little to live
rightly there are two natures. one always standing in
light and radiant with light. the other the creature of
moods and personality. of worry. animosity. longing.-a.
dependent for its happiness on ptiss:-ssioiis and externals.

Take note when for a little. now and then. the self of
light gives you one of its touches, so that you are. for n

time, your best and kindliest. Note how it has to stand
back. usually very soon. before the common self of
moods and unfriendlinesses.

r....:~:~.;.. ., G0; .8]e

 
:-'>o1nctiincs in early morning. when we get the awaken-

ing thrill of sunrise. the better self comes forth; some-
times at night, or after music or the readingof something
that uplil'l.~'; sometiiucs without any apparent occasion.
Our tI'ulll)l(‘.~i vanish, look unreal. of no weight: there is
hope. trust. peace. indifl'ercnce to small worries. We
can turn to our common life with new strength.

'I‘lu-sc are marksof the presence and work of the upper
self. the Other.

R£‘('()glIlSt' them when you get. them and r(-coguise
their absence when they are not there and there is no-
thing but the ordinary self. That is the first thing.
Note when and on what occasions this higher comes
forth and touches you with its peace and light. and then
see that those occasions and opportunities for it are
never missed. Open the way.

So. gradually. we learn to
extend thespirit of our better
moments into the worse. to
have the light of the upper
self playing more and more
and for longer times along
the hours of the day. And
at last the reward comes.
We are re-made. reborn,
freed. The door showing the
heights of human possibility
beyond, is open. We have
not waited till after death
for the blending of the two,
the personality and its Com-
punion and Helper. the
Other. iWe have entered
the rcal_life. STUDENT

Loriaoiud Pkolo. .:- finxnmur DIM

THE RAJA-you STRING QUARTET

Laughed to Death
SM.'R.k.\lEl\“l‘U, .\Iay 2. The Prendergnst Vivisection
Bill. over which there was such a furious fight in the As-
sembly. was laughed to death in the Senate committee
on public health and quarantine. The day before the
date set for adjournment. Chairman F. M. Carr called
the hill up. Senator Stuckenbruck. the Lodi blacksmith-
humorist. promptly made a motion that the bill be re-
ferred to .*’-enator Kchoe as a committee of one to report
.\lay 1. Of course it was known that the Legislature
would be a thingof the past on May 1. and all members
of the committee being thus wise, joined in the joke and
the motion carried unanimously. Owing to the wide
opposition to the bill the Senate committee never gave
the measure serious consideration.

From the San Diego Sun. May 2. 1917
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8  TH E  N E W  W A Y

, The N ew W ay Q uotebook

TH E  cultured man is he who in his leisure does not

become a mere idler.

W H E N  I feel like fi nding fault I always begin with

myself and then I never get any further.

Y O UR  ‘strong personality’  often fi nds himself a very

weak self indeed when he tries to conq uer himself. F or

his will has left him long ago and gone over into the part

he is now trying to overcome.

IF  a man who feels himself all irritable and unstrung

today will look a little more carefully at the matter, he

will fi nd that the feeling belongs really to his body, and

is only his because he accepts it. W ater takes the shape

of the j ar that contains it.

L et us take our own shape and enj oy the effort to feel

most serene when the bO dy is most disturbed. This is

the way to real freedom.— —  The N ew Century

W noso would needlessly tread one worm that crawls

on earth, that heartless one is darkly alienate from God;

but he that embraceth all things with his love, to dwell

with him God bursts all bounds above, below.—  H indu

IF  a man infl ict suffering, even on those who without

cause hate him, it will in the end give him irremovable

sorrow. The punishment of those who have done you

evil, is to put them to shame by showing great kindness

to them.—  H indu

R E L IGIO N  is the fi rst thing and the last thing, and until

a man has found God and been found by God, he begins

at no beginning, he works to no end. H e may have his

friendships, his partial loyalties, his scraps of honor.

B ut all these things fall into place and life falls into place

only with God. God, who fi ghts through men against

B lind F orce and N ight and N on-E x istence;  who is the

end, who is the meaning.—  H . G. W ells -

IT is curious that a person studying a musical instru-

ment will have no false shame whatever in doing mere

ex ercises for the fi ngers and wrists, while a person who is

trying to get his mind in order will almost certainly

ex perience a false shame in going through performances

which are undoubtedly good for him. . . . H e will even

hesitate about learning things by heart. Y et there are

few mental ex ercises better than learning great prose or

poetry by heart. Twenty lines a week for six  months:

what a cure for debility!  The chief, but not the only,

merit of learning by heart as an ex ercise is that it com-

pels the mind to concentrate. A nd the most important

preliminary to self-development is the faculty of con-

centrating at will. A nother ex cellent ex ercise is to

read a page of no-matter-what, and then immediately

to write down — —  in one’ s own W ords or the author’ s — ¢

one' s full recollection of it. A  q uarter of an hour a day!

N o more!  A nd it works like magic.—  A rnold B ennet

L IF E  presents many illustrations of the truth that one

can never guess from present conditions what future

possibilities may be held out before him. N ever could

Moses have guessed, when driven from the royal court

of E gypt to become a herdsman in Midian, that he would

be called to be the founder of a free commonwealth, a

pattern for all free peoples in after years. N ever could

L uther have guessed, when banished to the Castle of

W artburg, that he was to revolutionize the religious faith

of half of E urope. N ever could John B unyan have

guessed, when forbidden to preach and confi ned in

B edford Jail, that his imprisonment was to enable him

to write perhaps the greatest allegory in the world' s

literature. N ever could L incoln have guessed, when

defeated in the senatorial contest with Douglas, that he

was in training for the most important work wrought

by any statesman in the nex t decade—  The O utlook

A s if the eye of man should dwell most intently upon

Divinity and not rather, like Divinity, upon suffering

humanity!  K een is the irony against souls lost in self-

saving. Ultimate surprise in store eq ually for them and

for those who, through spontaneous acts of pity towards

the least of creatures, are thereby ministering to the

unsuspected E ternal—  E dward B ufi ' el

F O R  me, spiritual content springs essentially from no

mental or physical facts. It springs from the spiritual

fact that there is something higher in man than the mind,

and that that something can control the mind. Call

that something the soul, or what you will. My sense of

security amid the collisions of ex istence lies in the fi rm

consciousness that j ust as my body is the servant of my

mind, so is my mind the servant of me. A n unruly ser-

vant, but a servant — and possibly getting less unruly

every day!  O ften have I said to that restive mind:

“ N  ow, O  mind, sole means of communication between the

divine me and all ex ternal phenomena, you are not a free

agent;  you are a subordinate;  you are nothing but a

piece of machinery;  and O bey me you ahal ."  The mind

can only be conq uered by regular meditation, by deciding

beforehand what direction its activity ought to take, and

insisting that its activity takes that direction;  also by

never leaving it idle, undirected, masterless, to play at

random like a child in the streets after dark. This is

ex tremely diffi cult, but it can be done, and it is marvelous-

ly well worth while doing. . . . W hat do I force my mind

to meditate upon?  Upon various things, but chiefl y

upon one . . . that the mysterious E go (I) controlling

it is a part of that divine F orce which ex ists from ever-

lasting to everlasting. . . . B y such a course of training,

even the mind, the coarse, practical mind, at last per-

ceives that worldly accidents don’ t count. . . . I say to

my mind: “Mind, concentrate your powers upon the

full realization that I, your master, am immortal and

beyond the reach of accidents.”  A nd my mind, knowing

by this time that I am a hard master, obediently does so.

— A rnold B ennet
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8 THE NEW ‘WAY

I,
The New Way Quotebook

THE cultured man is he who in his leisure does not
become a mere idler.

WHEN I feel like finding fault I always begin with
myself and then I never get any further.

YOUR ‘strong personality’ often finds himself a very
weak self indeed when he tries to conquer himself. For
his will has left him long ago and gone over into the part
he is now trying to overcome.

IF 3 man who feels himself all irritable and unstrung
today will look a little more carefully at the matter, he
will find that the feeling belongs really to his body, and
is only his because he accepts it. Water takes the shape
of the jar that contains it.

Let us take our own shape and enjoy the effort to feel
most serene when the body is most disturbed. This is
the way to real freedom.— The New Century

Wnoso would needlessly tread one worm that crawls
on earth, that heartless one is darklyalienate from God;
but he that embracethall things with his love, to dwell
with him God bursts all bounds above, below.— Hindu

II-‘ a man inflict suffering, even on those who without
cause hate him, it will in the end give him irremovable
sorrow. The punishment of those who have done you
evil, is to put them to shame by showing great kindness
to them.— Hindu

RELIGION is the first thingand the last thing,and until
a man has found God and been found by God, he begins
at no beginning, he works to no end. He may have his
friendships, his partial loyalties, his scraps of honor.
But all these things fall into place and life falls into place
only with God. God, who fights through men against
Blind Force and Night and Non-Existence; who is the
end, who is the meaning.— I]. G. Wells

-

IT is curious that a person studying a musical instru-
ment will have no false shame whatever in doing mere

exercises for the fingers and wrists, while a person who is
trying to get his mind in order will almost certainly
experience a false shame in going through performances
which are undoubtedly good for him.

. . .
He will even

hesitate about learning things by heart. Yet there are

few mental exercises better than learning great prose or

poetry by heart. Twenty lines a week for six months:
what a cure for debility! The chief, but not the only,
merit of learning by heart as an exercise is that it com-

pels the mind to concentrate. And the most important
preliminary to self-development is the faculty of con-

centrating at will. Another excellent exercise is to
read a page of no-matter-what, and then immediately
to write down — in one’s own words or the author's—

one’s full recollection of it. A quarter of an hour a day!
No more! And it works like magi(-.— Arnold Bennct

rL.-in git

LIFE presents many illustrationsof the truth that one
can never guess from present conditions what future
possibilities may be held out before him. Never could
Moses have guessed, when driven from the royal court
of Egypt to become a herdsman in Midian, thathe would
be called to be the founder of a free commonwealth, a
pattern for all free peoples in after years. Never could
Luther have guessed, when banished to the Castle of
Wartburg, thathe was to revolutionizethe religious faith
of half of Europe. Never could John Bunyan have
guessed, when forbidden to preach and confined in
Bedford Jail, that his imprisonment was to enable him
to write perhaps the greatest allegory in the world's
literature. Never could Lincoln have guessed, when
defeated in the senatorial contest with Douglas, that he
was in training for the most important work wrought
by any statesman in the next decade.—— The Outlook

As if the eye of man should dwell most intently upon
Divinity and not rather, like Divinity, upon suffering
humanity! Keen is the irony against souls lost in self-
saving. Ultimate surprise in store equally for them and
for those who, through spontaneous acts of pity towards
the least of creatures, are thereby ministering to the
unsuspected Eternal.— Edward Bufiet

FOR me, spiritual content springs essentially from no
mental or physical facts. It springs from the spiritual
fact thatthere is somethinghigher in man than the mind,
and that that something can control the mind. Call
that somethingthe soul, or what you will. My sense of
security amid the collisions of existence lies in the firm
consciousness that just as my body is the servant of my
mind, so is my mind the servant of me. An unruly ser-

vant, but a servant — and possibly getting less unruly
every day! Often have I said to that restive mind:
“Now,0 mind, sole means of communicationbetweenthe
divine me and all external phenomena, you are not a free
agent; you are a subordinate; you are nothing but 3

piece of machinery; and obey me you shal ." The mind
can only be conquered by regular meditation, by deciding
beforehandwhat direction its activityought to take, and
insisting that its activity takes that direction; also by
never leaving it idle, undirected, masterless, to play at
random like a child in the streets after dark. This is
extremelydifficult, but it can be done, and it is marvelous-
ly well worth whiledoing. . . .

What do I force my mind
to meditate upon? Upon various things, but chiefly
upon one

. . .
that the mysterious Ego (I) controlling

it is a part of that divine Force which exists from ever-

lasting to everlasting. . . . By such a course of training.
even the mind, the coarse, practical mind, at last per~
ceives that worldly accidents don't count. . . .

I say to
my mind: “Mind, concentrate your powers upon the
full realization that I, your master, am immortal and
beyond the reach of accidents.” And my mind, knowing
by this time that I am a hard master, obedientlydoes so.

—Arnold Bennet
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W here TH E  N ew W A Y  is published

A  Y ard S ermon

0S T of us, I take it, propose to ‘make good’

M and go straight after we get out, and par-

ticularly those that are going out on parole.

W e got in here because temptation was too strong for us.

W e meant well, most of us, but the will wasn' t strong

enough to uphold our intentions.

N ow the q uestion we ought to face is this: W hat are

we doing this while to get a stronger will:J Temptations

will be a-plenty, perhaps more than they were before.

W ell, if we aren' t more than we were beiore, why shan’ t

we go under again?  It' s all very well to look forward to

the happiness of being outside and see everything serene

and glowing. The serene and glowing stage will get by

mighty q uick. There' ll be dark times and trying times
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A Yard Sermon

M():~"|' of us. I take it, propose to ‘make good'
and go straight after we get out, and par-
ticularly those thatare going out on parole.

We got in here because temptation was too strong for us.
We meant well, most of us. but the will wasn't strong
enough to uphold our intentions.

f_.-..;,ItI.';r. 2; ,- GO; 181C

Now the question we ought to face is this: What are
we doing this while to get, a stronger will? Temptations
will be a-plenty. perhaps more than they were before.
Well. if we aren't more than we were before, why shun't
we go under again? It's all very well to look forward to
the happiness of being outside and see everytliing serene
and glowing. The serene and glowing stage will get by
mighty quit-k. 'l‘here'|l be dark times and trying times
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and testing times. A nd we may say to ourselves as con-

fi dently as we like: “Catch me doing that again! ”  B ut

the point is, what ground have we for that confi dence?

I say, none, unless we have tested ourselves in here,

tested our wills and our won’ ts. If we aren’ t up to stan-

dard here, we shan’ t be there. W hy should we be?

L et’ s look ourselves over, then, for weak places.

Do we draw a sharp line between what’ s ours, our

property, and what isn’ t, even in the little bits of property

that are ours here?  Don’ t let a man who’ s shaky in small

matters here imagine he’ s going' to be steady in larger

matters outside.

Can we say N o!  to some fellow who wants us to take a

hand with him in something not q uite straight?  Don’ t

let a man who can’ t do that here imagine he’ s going to be

able to do it outside.

Don' t let a man who’ s orderly here only because he

must be, and lets the samll things slide if he thinks no-

body will see them, imagine he’ s going to do any better

outside and hold a j ob.

N o, boys;  let’ s test ourselves right along. L et every

fellow make himself his own supervisor and the sternest

sort of one, keeping an eye on himself all the time and

compelling his conduct to measure up to the best standard

all the time. Then, when he can pass his tests and not

have to put a single black mark in his own self-kept re-

cord, he can go out in confi dence.

People are much better readers of character than they

know. W hat they read unconsciously and act upon is

much more than they read consciously. If a. man wants

the respect and confi dence of other people he must have

lived ' so as to have the respect and confi dence of himself.

H e may think the shady places in his conduct are hidden

and unknown. In a sense they may be. B ut there’ ll be

something about him that' ll give other people a feel of

him they don' t q uite like, even though they may not know

the why of it, or even fully know they have it. A nd in

the end, sure as fate, a man' s an open book to those

about him. Time lets in light on all hidden places sooner

or later.

S o let' s see to it there aren’ t any places on our lives

and conduct that need being hidden. L et’ s grow the

necessary will-power and won’ t-power and leave nothing

to the future. A ): A UDITO R

6'

Mind Training

H E R E  are uniq ue opportunities and uniq ue draw-

backs connected with prison life. The draw-

backs are very obtrusive and usually fi ll our

thoughts to the entire ex clusion of the opportunities.

A s they are freely and effi ciently set forth in our conver-

sation with one another, it seems only fair to let the other

parties have a hearing. The opportunity I wish to dwell

on is the opportunity for mind-training. S ome men will

give any amount of care to the training of their bodies,

but not only will they not do that for their minds, but

they do not even know that it needs doing.

\Vhen a man has great diffi culty in learning things by

heart he may take it that his mind is poorly under dis-

cipline -—  that is, is a poor mind. It is mind-culture

that the prisoner has the great opportunity for. H e comes

‘home’  at a regular time from work, has the evening to

himself, and has no very wide-open chances to stroll out

and waste time with pals.

R ead carefully three full-length lines of poetry — -—  some

other composer’ s, not your own —  or a good long sentence

of stifl ish prose. L ook away from the book and try to

repeat accurately to yourself what you have read.

H ow did you get on?  Did you have to refer again to

the book?  Y 0u know you did, many times before you

got the sentence right!

N ow, the points in the sentence at which memory

failed in the repetition were the places at which atteniion

slipped in the reading, whether you noticed it or not.

The mind wobbled, took a glance at some other thought,

perhaps a very swift one, perhaps q uite a long and easy-

going one. W hat is the good of a mind like that?  The

men who do things of any sort in the world are the men

who have trained their minds to stay accurately at any

j ob they are put on.

H ere, then, is a bit of mind-training well worthy of a

few minutes'  practice every evening, say a q uarter of an

hour, never missing. L et us keep at it night by night

till we can so control the mind that one close reading of a

sentence of any length, prose or poetry, sufi ices to enable

us to repeat it with our eyes off the book.

There is no limit in this direction. Many sentences,

even a long paragraph, can at last be seized in one reading.

The mind can be controlled from fl irting off. taking side

glances at other topics, when we want it to stick to a

book or a line of thinking. This speaker knew a short-

hand student once who without any other dictation than

his own, acq uired great speed by this practice. H e would

read several sentences and then, looking away from the

book, dictate them mentally or aloud to himself, writing

as fast as his growing speed-power permitted.

To learn a whole long fi ne poem, adding two or three

sentences every night, is something of an education in

itself.

A nother mind discipline of a higher sort might also

have its turn with the fi rst. S ay we are studying history

or electrical engineering or Chinese metaphysics —  some

ordinary topic of those kinds —  or reading E merson,

anything but a novel. S uppose we read a paragraph or a

page and then see if we can repeat the general contents

(not words;  we want our own words in this case) of what.

we have read, imagining a listener, an intelligent pupil

we are instructing, or an audience to whom we are lec-

turing, taking care to use well-made sentences of our own

construction containing the whole idea, nothing missed.

O r we can write down the matter, putting it into the be“

form. H ave we ever really got a subj ect till we have so

got it as to be able to teach it?

These are of course very specifi c methods of mind-
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and testing times. And we may say to ourselves as con-

fidently as we like: “Catch me doing that again!" But
the point is, what ground have we for that confidence?
I say, none, unless we have tested ourselves in here,
tested our wills and our won’ts. If we aren't up to stan-
dard here, we shan't be there. Why should we be?

Let's look ourselves over, then, for weak places.
Do we draw a sharp line between what's ours, our

property, and what isn’t, even in thelittle bitsof property
thatare ours here? Don’t let a man who's shaky in small
matters here imagine he's going to be steady in larger
matters outside.

Can we say No! to some fellow who wants us to take a

hand with him in something not quite straight? Don’t
let a man who can’t do thathere imagine he's going to be
able to do it outside.

Don't let a man who's orderly here only because he
must be, and lets the samll things slide if he thinksno-

body will see them, imagine he's going to do any better
outside and hold a job.

No, boys; let’s test ourselves right along. Let every
fellow make himself his own supervisor and the sternest
sort of one, keeping an eye on himself all the time and
compelling his conduct to measure up to thebest standard
all the time. Then, when he can pass his tests and not
have to put a single black mark in his own self-kept re-

cord, he can go out in confidence.
People are much better readers of character than they

know. What they read unconsciously and act upon is
much more than they read consciously. If a man wants
the respect and confidence of other people he must have
lived so as to have the respect and confidence of himself.
He may thinkthe shady places in his conduct are hidden
and unknown. In a sense they may be. But there’llbe
something about him that'll give other people a feel of
him they don't quite like, even though theymay not know
the why of it, or even fully know they have it. And in
the end, sure as fate, a man's an open book to those
about him. Time lets in light on all hidden places sooner

or later.
So let‘s see to it there aren't any places on our lives

and conduct that need being hidden. Let's grow the
necessary will-power and won’t—power and leave nothing
to the future. AN AUDITOR

.33

Mind Training
HERE are unique opportunities and unique draw-

backs connected with prison life. The draw-
backs are very obtrusive and usually fill our

thoughts to the entire exclusion of the opportunities.
As they are freely and efficiently set forth in our conver-

sation with one another, it seems only fair to let theother
parties have a hearing. The opportunity I wish to dwell
on is the opportunity for mind-training. Some men will
give any amount of care to the training of their bodies,
but not only will they not do that for their minds, but
they do not even know that it needs doing.

a
«C0 rglc

When a man has great difficulty in learning things by
heart he may take it that his mind is poorly under dis-
cipline—that is, is a poor mind. It is mind-culture
thattheprisoner has thegreat opportunity for. He comes
‘home’ at a regular time from work, has the evening to
himself, and has no very wide-open chances to stroll out
and waste time with pals.

Read carefully three full-lengthlines of poetry — some
othercomposer's, not your own — or a good long sentence
of stiflish prose. Look away from the book and try to
repeat accurately to yourself what you have read.

How did you get on? Did you have to refer again to
the book? You know you did, many times before you
got the sentence right!

Now, the points in the sentence at which memory
failed in the repetition were the places at which attention
slipped in the reading, whether you noticed it or not.
The mind wobbled, took a glance at some other thought,
perhaps a very swift one, perhaps quite a long and easy-
going one. What is the good of a mind like that? The
men who do things of any sort in the world are the men
who have trained their minds to stay accurately at any
job they are put on.

Here, then, is a bit of mind-training well worthy of a

few minutes‘ practice every evening, say a quarter of an

hour, never missing. Let us keep at it night by night
till we can so control the mind thatone close reading of a
sentence of any length, prose or poetry, suflices to enable
us to repeat it withour eyes off the book.

There is no limit in this direction. Many sentences.
even along paragraph, can at last be seized in one reading.
The mind can be controlled from flirting off, taking sidc
glances at other topics, when we want it to stick to a

book or a line of thinking. This speaker knew a short-
hand student once who without any other dictation than
his own, acquired great speed by this practice. He would
read several sentences and then, looking away from the
book, dictate them mentally or aloud to himself, writing
as fast as his growing speed-power permitted.

To learn a whole long fine poem, adding two or three
sentences every night, is something of an education in
itself.

Another mind discipline of a higher sort might also
have its turn with the first. Say we are studying history
or electrical engineering or Chinese metaphysics — some

ordinary topic of those kinds — or reading Emerson,
anythingbut a novel. Suppose we read a paragraph or a

page and then see if we can repeat the general contents
(not words; we want our own words in thiscase) of what
we have read, imagining a listener, an intelligent pupil
we are instructing, or an audience to whom we are lec-
turing, taking care to use well-made sentences of our own
construction containing the whole idea, nothing missed.
Or we can write down the matter, putting it into the best
form. Have we ever really got a subject till we have so

got it as to be able to teach it?
These are of course very specific methods of mind-
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training. To bring them to greater effi ciency, that is, to

become more and more effi cient men, there should be

some more general methods going on all the time. There

are, as we must all have noticed, particular directions

along which the mind likes to wander and in so doing it

not only wastes time but valuable energy, its own life. ,

There seem to be three main lines of these, which, be-

cause we permit them at times when we have no obj ection

to them or like them, take the liberty of permitting them-

selves at times when we don’ t want them and are trying

to concentrate on something else. O ne line is back to-

ward the past, into the fi eld of memories, some of them

painful, a few of them perhaps pleasant, nearly all of them

useless. A nother line is toward the future, anticipating

things with hope or fear. This, I should say, is entirely

useless. A nd the third is toward critical, spiteful, or

revengeful thoughts against other men. “' e might as

well begin freeing our minds from all these tendencies at

once and so get rid of nine-tenths of the trouble we have

in concentrating.

S o really the whole day ofi ' ers opportunities to us for

mind-training, mind-steadying. If we would but make use

of them for say a whole year I think we should fi nd our-

selves so much more effi cient, to say nothing of being so

much more peaceful, that we should seem to have entered

a new life. A nd the self-control would give us more self-

respect, more dignity. To give things their right name,

what we call self-control is really mind-control. The

self is mostly controlled by the mind, drawn along what-

ever thoughts the mind choses. Thoughts create desires

and desires acts. S elf has to reverse the situation and

become himself the controller, and then he can fi nd out

what he is behind the ups and downs of body and moods.

S o far he only knows the poor creature he is in his unsus-

pected slavery.

I think myself that we have a fi ne and worthy j ob in

front of us and the fi nest of all opportunities to work

at it. N o. 135

6'

Music, A n A uditorium Talk by a Prisoner

I A M going to call this a paper on Music, but I fancy

it may stray a bit off that before I fi nish. The

subj ect occurred to me of course in connection with

our new band. I began to think what music is, and what

it can do for a man.

Music is a set of a certain sort of sounds heard by the

cars. B ut the sounds are no music to a man unless after

he’ s taken them in by the ears something rises up within

him to meet them and respond to them. Many men who

get the sounds right enough and can even say what tune

is playing, don’ t ex perience this deeper response. S o they

don’ t care for music, as they put it. B ut I don’ t think a

man is entitled to say he doesn’ t care for something he’ s

never ex perienced. H e ought to say: Those sounds don’ t

wake up anything in me.

A nd in this connection we think of B eethoven, one of

the greatest of all names in music, who wrote his fi nest

things after he became stone-deaf. H is inner life con-

tinued to take the form of music, heard by the ears of

his mind. '

Music, as I take it, is the ex pression of a man’ s inner

life. O rdinarily he knows very little or nothing of this

life. B ut when he hears music and responds to it he is

really recognizing and responding to a bit of his own

inner life. It is j ust because of that that he can respond

to the music. The inner life of him says, as it were:

“Y es, that’ s what I’ m wanting to say to you, or part of

it, but I can never make you understand. N ow you do

understand that much of me, anyhow. I’ m grateful to

the composer for helping me to get at you.”  The thing

is like when a man can’ t j ust remember a name. B ut

somebody says it to him and he instantly recognizes

that as the name he was looking for and had inside of

him all the time.

This deep life, always going on' in us, gets out in other

ways. W hen some hitherto commonplace fellow in an

emergency— a fi re or shipwreck, say — suddenly he-

comes a hero and throws away his life: that, I think, is

a case of it. It shows that he was more than he seemed

to be.

W hat is it to see beauty in a fl ower, for instance?

S ome men don’ t. Those that do, do so because their inner

life has another chance. The form and color enter their

eyes and give them a certain feeling. “That’ s me again,”

says the inner life. “I’ m always trying to get that feeling

(among others) to you, because it’ s a part of my constant

feeling;  but ordinarily I can’ t reach you.”

A nd when a man reads some deep truth in a book and

suddenly sees it to be true, accepts it all through him,

there again the same thing. The inner life says: “A h,

I’ ve always been trying to tell you that, but you never

could understand me. B ut now that it comes in to you

from outside I can j oin up with it. Y our mind had to

have the words.”

W hen a man hears with his ears the song of the birds

and then —  as some men don’ t —  feels the j oy pulsing

in the song, that, as I take it, is the permanent j oy of his

own inner life enabling him to recognize the j oy of the

birds’  life. A nd from that he can recognize the j oy of the

life lying hid in all things, the air and sun, the q uiet

j oy of the stars and the night. H is own inner life gets at

him all along.

S o I should say to a man who wants to get at his own

inner life —  and I’ m one of that sort, a humble beginner:

L isten to all the good music you can;  force yourself to

see beauty in everything, in what looks at fi rst common-

place and drab;  search good books for thoughts about

life that you respond to;  look for touches of their best

in other men and then fi nd the same in yourself waiting

to get out;  and keep the mind always as serene as may

be, so that the inner life can get a chance at it;  and give

the inner life a further chance now and then through the

day by a minute or so of entire mind-rest and silence

of thought. O ne can silence the mind.
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THE NEW WAY 3

training. To bring them to greater efliciency,that is, to
become more and more efficient men, there should be
some more general methodsgoing on all the time. There
are, as we must all have noticed, particular directions
along which the mind likes to wander and in so doing it
not only wastes time but valuable energy, its own life.

.

There seem to be three main lines of these, which, be-
cause we permit themat times when we have no objection
to themor like them, take the libertyof permitting them-
selves at times when we don’t want them and are trying
to concentrate on something else. One line is back to-
ward the past, into the field of memories, some of them
painful, a few of them perhaps pleasant, nearlyall of them
useless. Another line is toward the future, anticipating
things with hope or fear. This, I should say, is entirely
useless. And the third is toward critical, spiteful, or

revengeful thoughts against other men. We might as
well begin freeing our minds from all these tendencies at
once and so get rid of nine-tenthsof the trouble we have
in concentrating.

So really the whole day olfers opportunities to us for
mind-training, mind-steadying. If we would but make use
of them for say a whole year I thinkwe should find our-
selves so much more efficient, to say nothingof being so
much more peaceful, thatwe should seem to have entered
a new life. And the self-control would give us more self-
respect, more dignity. To give things their right name,
what we call self-control is really mind-control. The
self is mostly controlled by the mind, drawn along what-
ever thoughts the mind choses. Thoughts create desires
and desires acts. Self has to reverse the situation and
become himself the controller, and then he can find out
what he is behind the ups and downs of body and moods.
So far he only knows the poor creature he is in his unsus-

pected slavery.
I thinkmyself that we have a fine and worthy job in

front of us and the finest of all opportunities to work
at it. No. 135

.3

Music, An Auditorium Talk by a Prisoner
AM going to call this a paper on hlusic, but I fancy
it may stray a bit off that before I finish. The
subject occurred to me of course in connection with

our new band. I began to thinkwhat music is, and what
it can do for a man.

Music is a set of a certain sort of sounds heard by the
ears. But the sounds are no music to a man unless after
he's taken them in by the ears somethingrises up within
him to meet them and respond to them. Many men who
get the sounds right enough and can even say what tune
is playing,don't experience thisdeeper response. So they
don’t care for music, as they put it. But I don’t thinka

man is entitled to say he doesn’t care for somethinghe’s
never experienced. He ought to say: Those sounds don't
wake up anything in me.

And in this connection we thinkof Beethoven, one of
the greatest of all names in music, who wrote his finest

» C0 gin:

things after he became stone-deaf. His inner life con-
tinued to take the form of music, heard by the ears of
his mind. ‘

Music, as I take it, is the expression of a man's inner
life. Ordinarily he knows very little or nothing of this
life. But when he hears music and responds to it he is
really recognizing and responding to a bit of his own
inner life. It is just becauseof that that he can respond
to the music. The inner life of him says, as it were:
“Yes, that’s what I’m wanting to say to you, or part of
it, but I can never make you understand. Now you do
understand that much of me, anyhow. I'm grateful to
the composer for helping me to get at you.” The thing
is like when a man can't just remember a name. But
somebody says it to him and he instantly recognizes
that as the name he was looking for and had inside of
him all the time.

This deep life, always going on-in us, gets out in other
ways. W'hen some hitherto commonplace fellow in an

emergent-y—a. fire or shipwreck, say —-suddenly be-
comes a hero and throws away his life: that, I think, is
a case of it. It shows thathe was more than he seemed
to be.

What is it to see beauty in a flower, for instance?
Some men don't. Those thatdo, do so becausetheir inner
life has another chance. The form and color enter their
eyes and give thema certain feeling. “ That‘s me again,"
says the inner life. “I'malways trying to get thatfeeling
(among others) to you, becauseit’s a part of my constant
feeling; but ordinarilyI can't reach you."

And when a man reads some deep truth in a book and
suddenly sees it to be true, accepts it all through him,
there again the same thing. The inner life says: “Ah,
I’ve always been trying to tell you that, but you never
could understand me. But now that it comes in to you
from outside I can join up with it. Your mind had to
have the words."

Vl/hena man hears with his ears the song of the birds
and then— as some men don't— feels the joy pulsing
in the song, that,as I take it, is the permanent joy of his
own inner life enabling him to recognize the joy of the
birds’ life. And from thathe can recognize the joy of the
life lying hid in all things, the air and sun, the quiet
joy of the stars and the night. His own inner life gets at
him all along.

So I should say to a man who wants to get at his own
inner life — and I'm one of thatsort, a humble beginner:
Listen to all the good music you can; force yourself to
see beautyin everything, in what looks at first common-
place and drab; search good books for thoughts about
life that you respond to; look for touches of their best
in other men and then find the same in yourself waiting
to get out; and keep the mind always as serene as may
be, so that the inner life can get a chance at it; and give
the inner life a further chance now and then through the
day by a minute or so of entire mind-rest and silence
of thought. One can silence the mind.



TH E  N E W  W A Y

W hich A re W e?

TO R TUR E D, lashed to frenzy by demons who gave

no respite when, sated with sin, my soul grew

faint and longed for peace, I turned to curse

the powers and beings that had given me life. I could

have rent the heavens above, the earth below, because

accustomed pleasures and vices and crimes were now

impossible. I had been proud of transgression, defying

God and man. N othing had stayed me;  the miseries I

had caused, the prayers of the good, wise admonitions — —

all unheeded, while passions and the lust of power drove

me on.

A t length, as strength was waning —  the fi ercest

tempest cannot last for ever —  I became aware of that

within, which hungered, crying out for something it had

never known. W as it I that so cried out, or was it I

that in the demons raged?  W hich was myself?  The

stormy past, with its overmastering impetus, drowned at

times the voice of that which cried out, and the rage for

my lost freedom tortured me, sleeping or waking.

B ut now, at intervals, there seemed to be a sort of

soft light around and above me, and when the yearning

for peace was most urgent it seemed somehow to enter

and soften my heart. W hat was it?  W hence came it?

The demons ceased for a little to goad me. B ut soon

again, persistently, the too familiar voices dinned into

my ears: “Y ou’ re not responsible. Y our parents gave

you your tendencies and gave no power to govern them.”

A nd then I cursed my parents, the whole line of them,

for bringing forth a being bound like themselves.

B etter thoughts prevailed. My stricken father!  his

placid face, as I recalled it, belied the words. H is coun-

sels, his whole life, had been a benediction. My child-

hood had been guided with care. My parents erred,

perhaps, in training me, suppressing arbitrarily the faults

they saw, failing to req uire little self-conq uests that

would have given strength for greater victories over pas-

sions. Too much stress laid upon intellect to a neglect of

the heart-life. A nd so, with all their teaching, I had hard-

ened in selfi shness, loved no one, and thought of nothing

but my own pleasure. I lived for myself.

F luctuating between demons and the light, conscious-

ness now here, now there, which was I?

I knew at last, I know now, that I myself am that light

which ever seeks to be recognized, ever ex erts its uplift-

ing power, ever calls to us from within. The mind must

listen to the voice, ex ecute its behests, become one with

it, if there is to be any surety, any peace, any enduring

j oy in life.

E ach evil thought I had harbored, each repetition of

it, each deed done in accordance with it, gave it strength.

It became a living presence, working upon the brain

which gave it birth and taking up into itself more and

more of the will of its creator. S uch were my demons,

and they were my very own. A nd I saw that I had but

to concentrate with whatever force was left to me upon

the light which had touched my heart to its yearning for

freedom and better life, to gain power that would at

last overmaster them and to starve them by withholding

from them that upon which they lived.

A nd so, slowly, through many failures and lapses, I

found my way to peace. N ot many years are left to me,

but I can undo some of the evil I have wrought. A nd

I can see that the new life of which the light holds the

promise is endless and limitless.

(A dapted from The N ew Century)

.3

S oul-F inding

H A T a man feels himself as, that for the time he is.

W e feel ourselves as bodies and act accordingly.

B ecause of that we have to feel ourselves as sick

when the body is sick, and ourselves as dying when the

body is dying. A nd for the same reason we think of our-

selves as having begun when the body was born. W e

began a few years ago and must fi nish a few years hence.

A nd so we do not take hold of our real undying nature.

If we would but do that by a little regular thinking till we

got a realization of it we should be above being bothered

by circumstances or by our own changing moods.

A nd also we identify ourselves with our minds. That

is another mistake. F or as we can to a degree control

them, guide our thoughts, stop them, turn them upon

what subj ect we wish, we are something superior to them.

B ut what?  A  soul?  W ell then, what is a soul?

W e learn what a soul is, what it feels like to be a soul,

by acting as a soul.

W e are acting as souls when we are controlling the

mind and our moods, compelling right thoughts and right

moods instead of dark and poor and wrong ones. The

soul is what uses will, it is ourselves when we are using

will rightly.

S o we do not understand soul while we think of it as

something different from ourselves, nor yet while we

think of it as the same as our common selves of moods

and thoughts and desires. It is ourselves when we rise

up and control all those things. It is ourselves when we

are at our best and highest. B ut when we are not, then

we are in a degree separate from it and it is an overwatch-

ing presence of which we may or may not be aware. S o

then it may be said that there are two of us, the soul and

the man of fl esh and of common thoughts that run along

of themselves. There is a presence of L ight about each of

us and we only occasionally reach up towards unity with

it. W e reach up in our moments of aspiration in the

silence, and also when we are using our wills to compel

ourselves to act and feel and think as men who propose

to be worthy of our own self-respect. A t death we are

drawn into the soul, reunited with it. A t our birth it

was the soul that poured as it were more and more of

itself into the brain and body, a. part of itself. A nd it is

this part that we think to be our whole and only self-

“' e never suspect how much more there is beyond.
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4 THE NEW WAY

Which Are We?

TORTCRED, lashed to frenzy by demons who gave
no respite when, sated with sin, my soul grew
faint and longed for peace, I turned to curse

the powers and beings that had given me life. I could
have rent the heavens above, the earth below, because
accustomed pleasures and vices and crimes were now

impossible. I had been proud of transgression, defying
God and man. Nothing had stayed me; the miseries I
had caused, the prayers of the good, wise admonitions —

all unheeded, while passions and the lust of power drove
me on.

At length, as strength was waning — the fiercest
tempest cannot last for ever — I became aware of that
within, which hungered, crying out for somethingit had
never known. Was it I that so cried out, or was it I
that in the demons raged? Which was myself? The
stormy past, with its overmastering impetus, drowned at
times the voice of that which cried out, and the rage for
my lost freedom tortured me, sleeping or waking.

But now, at intervals, there seemed to be a sort of
soft light around and above me. and when the yearning
for peace was most urgent it seemed somehow to enter
and soften my heart. What was it? Whence came it?
The demons ceased for a little to goad me. But soon

again, persistently, the too familiar voices dinned into
my ears: “You're not responsible. Your parents gave
you your tendencies and gave no power to govern them.”
And then I cursed my parents, the whole line of them,
for bringing forth a being bound like themselves.

Better thoughts prevailed. My stricken father! his
placid face, as I recalled it, belied the words. His coun-

sels, his whole life, had been a benediction. My child-
hood had been guided with care. My parents erred,
perhaps, in training me, suppressing arbitrarilythe faults
they saw, failing to require little self-conquests that
would have given strength for greater victories over pas-
sions. Too much stress laid upon intellect to a neglect of
the heart-life. And so, withall their teaching, I had hard-
ened in selfishness, loved no one, and thought of nothing
but my own pleasure. I lived for myself.

Fluctuating between demons and the light. conscious-
ness now here, now there, which was I?

I knew at last, I know now, that I myself am thatlight
which ever seeks to be recognized, ever exerts its uplift-
ing power, ever calls to us from within. The mind must
listen to the voice, execute its behests, become one with
it, if there is to be any surety, any peace, any enduring
joy in life.

Each evil thought I had harbored, each repetition of
it, each deed done in accordance with it, gave it strength.
It became a living presence, working upon the brain
which gave it birth and taking 11]) into itself more and
more of the will of its creator. Such were my demons,
and they were -my wry own. And I saw that I had but
to concentrate with whatever force was left to me upon

.L.-I0 git

the light which had touched my heart to its yearning for
freedom and better life, to gain power that would at
last overmaster them and to starve them by withholding
from them that upon which they lived.

And so. slowly, through many failures and lapses, I
found my way to peace. Not many years are left to me,
but I can undo some of the evil I have wrought. And
I can see that the new life of which the light holds the
promise is endless and limitless.

(Adapted from The New Century)
.53

Soul-Finding
HAT a man feels himself as, thatfor the time he is.
We feel ourselves as bodies and act accordingly.
Because of that we have to feel ourselves as sick

when the body is sick, and ourselves as dying when the
body is dying. And for the same reason we thinkof our-
selves as having begun when the body was born. We
began a few years ago and must finish a few years hence.
And so we do not take hold of our real undying nature.
If we would but do thatby a little regular thinkingtillwe

got a realizationof it we should be above being bothered
by circumstances or by our own changing moods.

And also we identify ourselves with our minds. That
is another mistake. For as we can to a degree control
them, guide our thoughts, stop them, turn them upon
what subject we wish. we are somethingsuperior to them.

But what? A soul? Well then, what is a soul?
We learn what a soul is, what it feels like to be a soul.

by actingas a soul.
We are acting as souls when we are controlling the

mind and our moods, compelling right thoughtsand right
moods instead of dark and poor and wrong ones. The
soul is what uses will, it is ourselves when we are using
will rightly.

So we do not understand soul while we thinkof it as

something different from ourselves, nor yet while we

think of it as the same as our common selves of moods
and thoughts and desires. It is ourselves when we rise
up and control all those things. It is ourselves when we

are at our best and highest. But when we are not, then
we are in a degree separate from it and it is an overwatch-
ing presence of which we may or may not be aware. So
then it may be said thatthere are two of us, the soul and
the man of flesh and of common thoughts thatrun along
of themselves. There is a presence of Light about each of
us and we only occasionally reach up towards unity with
it. We reach up in our moments of aspiration in the
silence, and also when we are using our wills to compel
ourselves to act and feel and thinkas men who propose
to be worthy of our own self-respect. At death we are
drawn into the soul, reunited with it. At our birth it
was the soul that poured as it were more and more of
itself into the brain and body, a. part of itself. And it is
this part that we think to be our whole and only self.
\\'e ncvcr suspect how much more there is beyond.
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B ut there is no reason why we should wait for death to

act for us. W e can win unity with the soul while we are

what we call alive.

It is because of the soul that we have wills, instead

of, like the animals, merely desires. It is because of the

soul that we can clash our wills against our lower desires

and win out as true men. “' ill is I in action;  desire is

I acted upon, pulled about, swayed by the body. \Vherever

the arousing of every spark of will we possess.

B ut to know the soul we must also search for it in

moments of silence. -

It is at night that we can best make this search. The

body and all its sensations make less and less pull upon

our attention as the hour for sleep comes nearer. The

mind can be stilled more easily. A s, at night, a man

ordinarily plans over the things he will do tomorrow,

L omaland Photo. &  E ngraving Dept.

TH E  GR E A T PY R A MID

This enormous structure covers about 13' acres. Its‘heightis 48 2_ feet and is so adj usted to the four sides of the base

as to be the radius of a Circle of which their conj oined length is the circumference. '

there is the old confl ict of will and desire, of duty and in-

clination, of selfi shness and kindliness, there is the soul

at work. W hich side of the confl ict will we take?

To know the soul we must give it willed outlet against

the resistance of some part of our nature, a lower part,

j ust as the match must have resistance from the box  to

show its latent fi re. A ll difl iculties, all pains, enable us to

get nearer to the soul, for they call out will to surmount

them or to endure them with unshaken courage. A nd

so also all insults and inj ury, for forgiveness may req uire

and tomorrow fi nds that they almost go of themselves;

as, at night, a man may think over some problem and

fi nd tomorrow that it is solved, so those who want real

life, to fi nd their immortality and power and soulhood,

will try at night to harmonize the mind according to their

aspirations, into a sense of the soul’ s presence. A nd then

they pass on into sleep, having opened their way for the

nex t day. The day is for action, the night for preparation ‘

for action.

A nd so we gradually get nearer to our great victory.
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THE NEW WAY 5
 

But there is no reason why we should wait for death to
act for us. We can win unity with the soul while we are
what. we call alive.

It is because of the soul that we have wills. instead
of, like the animals, merely desires. It is because of the
soul that we can clash our wills against our lower desires
and win out as true men. Will is I in action; desire is
I acted upon, pulled about, swayed by thebody. Wllerever

the arousing of every spark of will we possess.
But to know the soul we must also search for it in

moments of silence.
It is at night that we ean best make this search. The

hotly and all its sensations make less and less pull upon
our attention as the hour for sleep comes nearer. The
mind can be stilled more easily. As, at night. a man

ordinarily plans over the things he will do tomorrow,

LomalandPholo. «Iv EnxmvingDept.
THE GREAT PYRAMID

This enormous structure covers about 13 acres. Its height is 482 feet and is so adjusted to the four sides of the base
as to be the radius of a circle of which their conjoined length is the circumference.

there is the old conflict of will and desire, of duty and in-
clination, of selfishness and kindliness, there is the soul
at work. Which side of the eonfliet will we take?

To know the soul we must give it willed outlet against
the resistance of some part of our nature. a lower part.
just as the match must have resistance from the box to
show its latent fire. All difficulties. all pains. enable us to
get nearer to the soul. for they call out will to surmount
them or to endure them with unshaken courage. And
so also all insults and injury. for forgiveness may require

r.-..;:::.~;.-. a; .- GO‘. 1816

and tomorrow finds that they almost go of themselves;
as, at night, a man may think over some problem and
find tomorrow that it is solved, so those who want real
life, to find their immortality and power and soulhuod.
will try at night to harmonize the mind according to their
aspirations, into a sense of the soul's presence. And then
they pass on into sleep, having opened their way for the
next day. The day is for action, the night for preparation
for action.

And so we gradually get nearer to our great victory.



6 TH E  N E W  W A Y

Make Y our O wn A tmosphere

E  don’ t make enough use of the principle of asso-

ciation of ideas. Instead, we let it do what it

chooses with us.

W hen I was a little boy my mother used to give me

castor oil ‘disguised’  in coffee. A fter a few doses the

taste of coffee got to be so associated with the thought

of the oil that for many years I couldn’ t drink it.

A s children we used to go every summer to a sea-side

place, staying at a cottage that was clothed in j asmine.

I can never smell j asmine now without a thrill of that j oy

of forty years ago.

W hen you enter a place you are met at once with the

thoughts you had there before. R ooms and scenes are

full of associations. Y our customary work brings back

the line of thought and mood customary with you in

doing that work. A ny special bit of work will revive the

thoughts you had when last you did it. E ven a particular

coat or hat may have its associations. .

Prisoners, men whose work and routine are mostly the

same from day to day, are especially the victims of this

law of association. During their fi rst weeks or more they

are naturally low and depressed. B efore they realize

it they have made the strongest associations between such

feelings and the places of their work and their cells.

E verywhere they have to meet that atmosphere of their

fi rst depression.

B ut the very routine of place and time gives them a

uniq ue opportunity to make this law work for them in-

stead of against them, a friend instead of an enemy.

“I used to read a bit of E merson, or maybe the B ible

or something, up in one little fi eld early summer mornings

along with my fi rst pipe,”  said an old farmer once .to the

writer. “I’ d get myself tuned up there for the day, get a

line of fi ne thoughts. A nd it got so at last that I couldn’ t

go into that fi eld any time, to plow or what else, without

that same sort of infl uence and thoughts comin’  right in on

me. S eemed like all I’ d ever thought there, all the uplift

from the books, was there waitin’  for me."

W hy should not a prisoner make to suit himself the

atmosphere, the associations of his cell?  It is brooding

over the past, over lost or misused opportunity, that

generates the worst. W hy not make an end of this?

Turn the shadows out at once and for all if you can, or one

by one as they come, till at last they get tired and come

no more. They are no real friends. R ead, study, plan.

Think some one thought every night that' s worth having

and write it down. It will have led to others by the nex t

night. Y ou’ ll have made a philosophy of your own very

soon. Give the mind good work instead of the poor work

it has been accustomed to do. A nd let the last fi ve min-

utes before sleep be a time of complete heart-peace, a

searching in thought after that H igher S elf which in each

of us is waiting for our recognition to be an ever-active

help and light, a constant Companion.

S o the atmosphere will gradually change from dark to

light, from trouble to peace. Y ou will, as it were, write

new thoughts and feelings into the very walls. Y ou will

come to associate the place and the time with those

thoughts and efforts. They will meet and encourage you

the moment you enter, a sort of greeting. A nd the last

mO ments of the day will regularly bring back to you of

themselves the peace and light you have put into them.

E ach evening is bettered by the efforts of all the evenings

before. The law of association, the association of thought

with particular times and places, will have become your

friend instead of your enemy.

A nd stamp the beginnings of the days with a habit.

L et the fi rst thought as you rise be towards light. “To-

day is a new day, like none that ever came before. I

will go through it in peace and light.”  A ssociate the

fi rst moments of the days with that. Greet the days with

that, and in a short time they will be greeting you with

it of themselves.

S o each whole day can be associated with the efforts

of all previous days. E ach day can be a new step in

strength. L ife can become j oy and growth. S TUDE N T

'  .s

. E mpty Days

“ A L W A Y S  like to have something in the coming

week to look forward to,”  said a woman once to

the writer. “It makes S unday go all right.”

W e mostly live like that, pulling ourselves along by a

string attached to something pleasant ahead. A nd then,

some day, the string comes loose;  nothing is in sight to

attach it to;  what we were accustomed to rely on is torn

away. Then for a long time we don’ t know where we are,

what to do, how to face the blankness.

W e get the same situation sometimes by a sudden loss

of interest in something we were accustomed to enj oy.

It is the same situation, but in one case brought about

for us by a change outside, in the other by a change in

ourselves, inside. E ither fate (another name for the

H igher L aw, working for our growth) knocks away the

thing we were going to stand on;  or the inner man knocks

away our interest in standing on it.

The moral is, slowly to win our independence of any"

thing. L ittle by little we get out of the way of looking

forward ex pectantly. If something pleasant comes along,

all right;  enj oy it. If it doesn’ t come, well, we have

learned not to be ex pecting anything and don’ t notice

the not coming.

A  dull way of living?  I guess not!  It is the man who

has thoroughly trained himself out of the way of looking

forward towards anything —  it is that man who never has

a dull moment. A s fast as we stop dipping into the fu-

ture —  whether this evening or nex t week or nex t year — -

j ust so fast does the present cease to be dull.

Try this plan of not looking forward. Practise it.

Turn the mind on to something else when you catch it

looking forward. K eep it here, in the N ow. Y ou lose

nothing by this, of course;  for what’ s coming is coming.

A ll that you lose is disappointment, pain, tedium.

W hat you gain is, that the satisfaction and sense of full
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6 THE NEW WAY

Make Your Own Atmosphere
E don't make enough use of the principle of asso-

ciation of ideas. Instead, we let it do what it
chooses with us.

When I was a little boy my mother used to give me

castor oil ‘disguised’ in coffee. After a few doses the
taste of coffee got to be so associated with the thought
of the oil that for many years I couldn't drink it.

As children we used to go every summer to a sea-side
place, staying at a cottage that was clothed in jasmine.
I can never smell jasminenow without a thrillof thatjoy
of forty years ago.

When you enter a place you are met at once with the
thoughts you had there before. Rooms and scenes are
full of associations. Your customary work brings back
the line of thought and mood customary with you in
doing that work. Any special bit of work will revive the
thoughtsyou had when last you did it. Even a particular
coat or hat may have its associations. .

Prisoners, men whose work and routine are mostly the
same from day to day, are especially the victims of this
law of association. During their first weeks or more they
are naturally low and depressed. Before they realize
it theyhave made thestrongest associationsbetweensuch
feelings and the places of their work and their cells.
Everywhere they have to meet that atmosphere of their
first depression.

But the very routine of place and time gives them a

unique opportunity to make this law work for them in-
stead of against them, a friend instead of an enemy.

“I used to read a bit of Emerson, or maybe the Bible
or something,up in one little field early summer mornings
along with my first pipe,” said an old farmer once to the
writer. “I'd get myself tuned up there for the day, get a

line of fine thoughts. And it got so at last thatI couldn’t
go into that field any time, to plow or what else, without
thatsame sort of influenceand thoughtscomin’ right in on

me. Seemed like all I'd ever thought there, all theuplift
from the books, was there waitin’ for me."

Why should not a prisoner make to suit himself the
atmosphere, the associations of his cell? It is brooding
over the past, over lost or misused opportunity, that
generates the worst. Why not make an end of this?
Turntheshadows out at once and for all if you can, or one

by one as they come, till at last they get tired and come

no more. They are no real friends. Read, study, plan.
Thinksome one thought every night that'sworth having
and write it down. It will have led to others by the next
night. You’ll have made a philosophyof your own very
soon. Give the mind good work instead of the poor work
it has been accustomed to do. And let the last five min-
utes before sleep be a time of complete heart-peace, a

searching in thoughtafter that Higher Self which in each
of us is waiting for our recognition to be an ever-active
help and light, a constant Companion.

So the atmosphere will gradually change from dark to
light, from trouble to peace. You will, as it were. write

Lin glc

new thoughts and feelings into the very walls. You will
come to associate the place and the time with those
thoughts and efforts. They will meet and encourage you
the moment you enter, a sort of greeting. And the last
moments of the day will regularly bring back to you of
themselves the peace and light you have put into them.
Each evening is bettered by theefforts of all the evenings
before. The law of association, theassociationof thought
with particular times and places, will have become your
friend instead of your enemy.

And stamp the beginnings of the days with a habit.
Let the first thought as you rise be towards light. “T0-

day is a new day, like none that ever came before. I
will go through it in peace and light.” Associate the
first moments of thedays withthat. Greet the days with
that, and in a short time they will be greeting you with
it of themselves.

So each whole day can be associated with the efforts
of all previous days. Each day can be a new step in
strength. Life can become joy and growth. STUDENT

.33

Empty Days
“ ALWAYS like to have something in the coming

week to look forward to,” said a woman once to
the writer. “It makes Sunday go all right."

We mostly live like that, pulling ourselves along by a

string attached to somethingpleasant ahead. And then.
some day, the string comes loose; nothing is in sight to
attach it to; what we were accustomed to rely on is torn
away. Then for a long time we don't know where we are,
what to do, how to face the blankness.

We get the same situation sometimes by a sudden loss
of interest in something we were accustomed to enjoy.
It is the same situation, but in one case brought about
for us by a change outside, in the other by a change in
ourselves, inside. Either fate (another name for the
Higher Law, working for our growth) knocks away the
thingwe were going to stand on; or the inner man knocks
away our interest in standing on it.

The moral is, slowly to win our independence of any-
thing. Little by little we get out of the way of looking
forward expectantly. If somethingpleasant comes along.
all right; enjoy it. If it doesn’t come, well, we have
learned not to be expecting anything and don't notice
the not coming.

A dull way of living? I guess not! It is the man who
has thoroughlytrained himself out of the way of looking
forward towards anything— it is thatman who never has
a dull moment. As fast as we stop dipping into the fu-
ture — whether thisevening or next week or next year —

just so fast does the present cease to be dull.
Try this plan of not looking forward. Practise it.

Turn the mind on to something else when you catch it
looking forward. Keep it here, in the Now. You lose
nothingby this, of course; for what’s coming is coming.
All that you lose is disappointment, pain, tedium.
What you gain is, that the satisfaction and sense of full
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life that you formerly looked to ex ternals to give you.

you now get anyhow as a permanent state.

That seems a good deal to say, but it is a fact. F or

you begin to open up an inner life that is always full,

always new from day to day, needing nothing from out~

side. W e are talking of a law of nature;  if a man keeps

his attention outward he will know nothing of the far

more real and more interesting inward. A s fast as he

unhooks his ex pectancy from the outward he gets to

know of the inward. A nd as soon as he really knows the

inward, he knows and has a share in all the great things

that are going on everywhere, all the great interior

preparations for humanity’ s new day now at hand.

S TUDE N T

Jl

The F unctions of a Door

H A T is a door?  That seems a foolish q uestion,

and yet it will bear a little attention. Children

are sometimes reminded that doors are made

to shut.

W hich is true;  but also they are made to open. They

are eq ually barriers and openings. W hich they should be

at any given moment depends upon circumstances. A

door may be most valuable as a barrier to be opened only

with discretion;  we all know that. B ut we sometimes

forget it when the house is our own minds, and the doors

are openings through which come visitors of every sort

and kind. The man who keeps open house in his Inind

will freq uently fi nd himself entertaining very unwelcome

guests, and he may fi nally decide that there is much virtue

in a closed door.

B ut he may then have almost lost the art of closing it,

and in upon him will be coming all kinds of tramps, un-

desirable acq uaintances, and even animals that should

be housed elsewhere win some cases killed outright. A ll

of which feed on his vitality and spoil his best possibilities

of life and thought.

A  man should be master in his own house —  which in

this case is his mind in which he lives out his life while

he is on earth. It is for him to say at all times whether

his door shall be open or closed. A nd as he ex ercises his

rights so will he fi nd his company and so will he fi nd

himself. S o it is well worth his while to practise this

great art of opening and shutting at will the doors of

mind. The acq uirement is not easy and needs a good

deal of perseverance;  but he can do it if he will. M.

L E T not a man live passive to circumstances, overlaid

by them. L et him, instead, insist that whatever they

are, they shall yield him something to his advantage.

“ O f this minute, now, I demand a higher state of thought,

a light I never had before.”  Then, let go —  if you must.

Y ou have registered your moment for eternity.

Do this for one minute now and then through the day

and see where in a little while you will have got to.

Y ou will have your foot spiritually on the neck of

fortune.—  Julius Colvin

Myself and Me

A M the best Pal that I ever had,

I like to be with me;

I like to sit an'  tell myself

Things confi dentially.

I often sit and ask me

If I shouldn' t or I should,

A nd I fi nd that my advice to me

Is always pretty good.

I never got acq uainted with

Myself till here of late;

A nd I fi nd myself a bully chum,

I treat me simply great.

I talk with me and walk with me

A nd show me right and wrong;

I never knew how well myself

A nd me could get along.

I never try to cheat me,

I' m as truthful as can be;

N o matter what may come or go,

I' m on the sq uare with me.

It' s great to know yourself and have

A  pal that' s all your own;

To be such company for yourself

Y ou' re never left alone.

I' Ve made a study of myself,

Compared me with the lot.

A nd I' ve fi nally concluded

I' m the best friend I' ve got.

Just get together with yourself

A nd trust yourself with you,

A nd you will be surprised how well yourself

W ill like you if you do.— S elcclcd

(B ut they went further than this in old India. O ne of

their old books says: “A  man should raise the self by the

self, he should not suffer the self to be debased;  for self

may be the friend of self or it may be its own enemy.

S elf is the friend of the man who is self-conq uered, but

self is like a foe to him who has not conq uered himself. ”

In taking revenge for a wrong, a man puts himself on

a level with his enemy;  but in passing it over, he is su-

perior;  for it is a princely part to pardon. That which

is past is gone and irrevocable;  therefore they do but tri-

fle with themselves that worry with past matters. This

is certain, that a man who studieth revenge keeps his

own wounds green, which otherwise would heal and do

well.—  B acon

4'
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T H E N EW WAY 7

life that you formerly looked to externals to give you.
you now get anyhow as a permanent state.

That seems a good deal to say, but it is a fact. For
you begin to open up an inner life that is always full,
always new from day to day, needing nothing from out-
side. We are talking of a law of nature; if a man keeps
his attention outward he will know nothing of the far
more real and more interesting inward. As fast as he
iinhooks his expectancy from the outward he gets to
know of the inward. And as soon as he really knows the
inward, he knows and has a share in all the great things
that are going on everywhere, all the great interior
preparations for humanity's new day now at hand.

Srunitxr
J3

The Functions of a Door
HAT is a door? That seems a foolish question,

and yet it will bear a little attention. Children
are sometimes reminded that doors are made

to shut.
VVhich is true; but also they are made to open. They

are equally barriers and openings. Which theyshould be
at any given moment depends upon circumstances. A
door may be most valuable as a barrier to be opened only
with discretion; we all know that. But we sometimes
forget it when the house is our own minds, and the doors
are openings through which come visitors of every sort
and kind. The man who keeps open house in his mind
will frequently find himself entertaining very unwelcome
guests, and he may finallydecide thatthereis much virtue
in a closed door.

But he may then have almost lost the art of closing it,
and in upon him will be coming all kinds of tramps, un-
desirable acquaintances, and even animals that should
be housed elsewhere orin some cases killed outright. All
of which feed on his vitality and spoil his best possibilities
of life and thought.

A man should be master in his own house — which in
this case is his mind in which he lives out his life while
he is on earth. It is for him to say at all times whether
his door shall be open or closed. And as he exercises his
rights so will he find his company and so will he find
himself. So it is well worth his while to practise this
great art of opening and shutting at will the doors of
mind. The acquirement is not easy and needs a good
deal of perseverance; but he can do it if he will. M.

LET not a man live passive to circumstances, overlaid
by them. Let him, instead, insist that whatever they
are, they shall yield him something to his advantage.
“ Of thisminute, now, I demand a higher state of thought,
0. light I never had before." Then, let go — if you must.
You have registered your moment for eternity.

Do this for one minute now and then through the day
and see where in a little while you will have got to.
You will have your foot spiritually on the neck of
fortune.— Julius Calvin

» G0 glc

Myself and Me

I AM the best Pal that I ever had,
I like to be with me:

I like to sit an’ tell myself
Things confidentially.

I often sit and ask me
If I shouldn't or I should.

And I find thatmy advice to me
ls always pretty good.

I never got acquainted with
Myself till here of late;

And I find myself a bully chum.
I treat me simply great.

I talk withme and walkwithme
And show me right and wrong;

I never knew how well myself
And me could get along.

I never try to cheat me.
I'm as truthful as can be;

No matter what may come or go,
I'm on the square with me.

It's great to know yourself and have
A pal that'sall your own;

To be such company for yourself
You're never left alone.

I've made a study of myself,
Compared me with the lot.

And I've finally concluded
I'm the best friend I've got.

just get together with yourself
And trust yourself with you.

And you willbesurprised how well yourself
Will like you if you do.——S¢lecled

(But they went further than this in old India. One of
theirold books says: “A man should raise the self by the
self, he should not suffer the self to be debased; for self
may be the friend of self or it may be its own enemy.
Self is the friend of the man who is self-conquered, but
self is like a foe to him who has not conquered himself. ”

In taking revenge for a wrong, a man puts himself on
a level with his enemy; but in passing it over, he is su-
perior; for it is a princely part to pardon. That which
is past is gone and irrevocable; therefore theydo but tri-
fle with themselves that worry with past matters. This
is certain, that a man who studieth revenge keeps his
own wounds green, which otherwise would heal and do
well.- Bacon

.3
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The N ew W ay Q uotebook

B L E S S E D be the hour in which I resolved to meditate

on myself and my destination. There is now perfect har-

mony and clearness in my spirit and a new and more glo-

rious ex istence has begun. N o personal mortifi cations

or affronts can now moveme, nor any sense of pride,

for my entire personality has been forgotten in the con-

templation of the end. S ince my heart is thus closed

to all desire for the earthly;  since, in fact, I have no

longer any heart for the perishable, all things appear to

my eye in a transfi gured form. I no longer see dead.

inert matter in space;  instead there is the eternal stream

of Divine L ife and Power fl owing throughout. It fl ows

through all things, through me and onward into nature.

I can behold it everywhere, in myself- and in all else.

ltline eye sees this life forever ascend and grow and trans—

fi gure itself into a more spiritual ex pression of its own

nature. The universe has become spiritualized to my

contemplation and bears the impress of the S pirit;  there

is continual progress towards perfection, in a straight line

which stretches towards infi nity.—  F ichte

Ji

W ursTL IN G to keep up courage is no mere fi gure O f

speech. O n the other hand, sit all day in a moping

posture, sigh, and reply to everything with a dismal

voice, and your melancholy lingers. .There is no more

valuable precept in moral education than this, as all who

have ex perience know: if we wish to conq uer emotional

tendencies in ourselves, we must assiduously, and in the

fi rst instance cold-bloodedly, go through the outward

movement of those contrary dispositions which we pre-

fer to cultivate. The reward of persistency will infallibly

come in the fading out of the sullenness or depression and

the advent of real cheerfulness and kindliness in their

stead. S mooth the brow, brighten the eye, and speak in

a maj or key, pass the genial compliment, and your heart

must be frigid indeed if it do not gradually thaw.

— —  Prof. W illiam James

J

MA N  in his life today is, to a very large ex tent, separat-

ed from the direct inspiration of his essential and divine

nature. H e knows really nothing of that living power,

the Christos S pirit within. There are very few human

beings in the world today who are absolutely conscious

of being a part of the Universal L ife, of being a spark of

the F ire Divine, so to speak, of holding within themselves

the Christos S pirit, which is in each one of us the spiritual

ray, the living and vitalizing fl ame which proceeds from

the S ource of all that is— the ineffable Deity. If all

aspirants for the higher life, for the nobler and better

life, were to begin with the conviction that there is a

divinity within, all would be changed.

—  K atherine Tingley

GR A N D is the seen, the light, to me— grand are the

sky and stars,

Grand is the earth and grand are lasting time and space,

A nd grand their laws, so multiform, puzzling, evolu-

tionary;

B ut grander far the unseen S oul of me, comprehending,

endowing all these,

L ighting the light, the sky and stars, delving the earth,

sailing the sea.

W hat were, these, indeed, without thee, unseen S oul?

O f what account without thee?

More evolutionary, vast, puzzling, O  my S oul,

More multiform, more far-lasting thou than they.

— — II" hilman

MA N  begins to hear a voice that fi lls the heavens and

the earth, saying that God is within him, that there is the

celestial host. I fi nd this amazing revelation of my inti~

mate relation to God a solution of all the doubts that

oppress me. I recognize the distinction of the outer and

inner self, the double consciousness;  that within this erring

'  passionate mortal self sits a supreme, calm, immortal

mind whose powers I do not know, but it is stronger than

I. It is wiser ,than I. It never approved me in any

wrong. I seek counsel of it in my doubts. I repair to it

in my danger;  I pray to it in my undertakings.

—  E merson

W H E N  a man can get a sight of his personality, see it

with its little aims and selfi shnesses and smallnesses, he

may easily become too humiliated and discouraged, and

so let himself become tied up in his thought still more

closely with it. L et him remember that the very fact

that he can see it and j udge it in its true light is the sign

that he is standing above it and is something much bigger.

L et him look inward instead of outward at this personali-

ty, and he will fi nd the true self which he is really and

always was.—  The N ew Century

TIL L  a man has got his physical brain completely under

his control . . . I hold that he cannot do a tenth part of

the work he would then be able to perform with little

or no effort. Moreover, work apart, he has not entered

upon his kingdom, and unlimited possibilities of future

development are barred to him. hlental effi ciency can be

gained by constant practice in meditation —  i.c., by

concentrating the mind, say for but ten minutes daily,

but with absolute regularity, on some of the highest

thoughts of which it is capable. F ailures will be freq uent,

but they must be regarded with simple indifference and

dogged perseverance on the path chosen. If that path

be followed without intermission even for a few weeks

the results will speak for themselves—  A n O x ford L ecturer

IN  the blackest days are our greatest opportunities.

The easy days are for the weak ones.—  E merson
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The New Way Quotebook
BLESSED be the hour in which I resolved to meditate

on myself and my destination. There is now perfect har-
mony and clearness in my spirit and a new and more glo-
rious existence has begun. No personal mortifications
or affronts can now move me, nor any sense of pride,
for my entire personality has been forgotten in the con-

templation of the end. Since my heart is thus closed
to all desire for the earthly; since, in fact, I have no

longer any heart for the perishable, all things appear to
my eye in a transfigured form. I no longer see dead.
inert matter in space; instead there is the eternal stream
of Divine Life and Power flowing throughout. It flows
through all things, through me and onward into nature.
I can behold it everywhere, in myselfb and in all else.
Mine eye sees this life forever ascend and grow and trans-
figure itself into a more spiritual expression of its own

nature. The universe has become spiritualized to my
contemplation and bears the impress of the Spirit; there
is continual progress towards perfection, in a straight line
which stretches towards infinity.— Fichle

.8

\\'nis'rLINc to keep up courage is no mere figure of
speech. On the other hand, sit all day in a moping
posture, sigh, and reply to everything with a dismal
voice, and your melancholy lingers. .There is no more
valuable precept in moral education than this, as all who
have experience know: if we wish to conquer emotional
tendencies in ourselves, we must assiduously, and in the
first instance cold-bloodedly, go through the outward
movement of those contrary dispositions which we pre-
fer to cultivate. The reward of persistency will infallibly
come in the fading out of the sullenness or depression and
the advent of real cheerfulness and kindliness in their
stead. Smooth the brow, brighten the eye, and speak in
a major key, pass the genial compliment, and your heart
must be frigid indeed if it do not gradually thaw.

—— Prof. William James

J0

MAN in his life today is, to a very large extent, separat-
ed from the direct inspiration of his essential and divine
nature. He knows really nothing of that living power,
the Christos Spirit within. There are very few human
beings in the world today who are absolutely conscious
of being a part of the Universal Life, of being a spark of
theFire Divine, so to speak, of holding \vithinthemselves
the Christos Spirit, which is in each one of us thespiritual
ray, the living and vitalizing flame which proceeds from
the Source of all that is—-the ineffable Deity. If all
aspirants for the higher life, for the nobler and better
life, were to begin with the conviction that there is a

divinity within, all would be changed.
— Kat/Ivririe 'I'ingl('_1/

.L.-in git

NEW WAY

GRAND is the seen, the light, to me—grand are the
sky and stars,

Grand is theearth and grand are lasting time and space,
.\nd grand their laws, so multiform, puzzling, evolu-

tionary;
Bu! grander far the unseen Soul of me, compreliending.

endowing all these.
Lighting the light, the sky and stars, delving the earth,

sailing the sea.
What were. these, indeed, without thee, unseen Soul?

Of what account without thee?
More evolutionary, vast, puzzling, 0 my Soul,
More multiform, more far-lasting thou than they.

——ll'hilman

.\[AN begins to hear a voice that fills the heavens and
the earth, saying that God is withinhim, that there is the
celestial host. I find this amazing revelation of my inti-
mate relation to God a solution of all the doubts that
oppress me. I recognize the distinction of the outer and
inner self, thedouble consciousness,’ thatwithinthiserring
passionate mortal self sits a supreme, calm, immortal
mind whose powers I do not know, but it is stronger than
I. It is wiser .than I. It never approved me in any
wrong. I seek counsel of it in my doubts. I repairto it
in my danger; I pray to it in my undertakings.

— Emerson

WHEN a man can get a sight of his personality, see it
with its little aims and selfishnesses and smallnesses, he
may easily become too humiliated and discouraged, and
so let himself become tied up in his thought still more
closely with it. Let him remember that the very fact
that he can see it and judge it in its true light is the sign
thathe is standingabove it and is somethingmuch bigger.
Let him look inward instead of outward at this personali-
ty, and he will find the true self which he is really and
always was.— The New Century

TILLa man has got his physical brain completely under
his control

. . .
I hold that he cannot do a tenth part of

the work he would then be able to perform with little
or no effort. Moreover, work apart, he has not entered
upon his kingdom, and unlimited possibilitiesof future
development are barred to him. 1\Iental efficiency can be
gained by constant practice in meditation—i.e.. by
concentrating the mind, say for but ten minutes daily,
but with absolute regularity, on some of the liiglu-st
thoughtsof which it is capable. Failureswill be frequent.
but they must be regarded with simple indifference and
dogged perseverance on the path chosen. If that path
be followed without intermission even for a few weeks
the results will speak for themselves.—— An Oxford Lrt,-hm’?

IN the blackest days are our greatest opportunities.
The easy days are for the weak ones.— Ifmr.-r.»-on
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The N ew W ay

O ME  who see our title for the fi rst time may wonder

S  what sort of ‘new way ’  in thought or conduct there

can now be. W hat room is there for novelty?

H as not everything been tried?

W ell, consider fi rst that humanity is ' as it never was

before. W e can hardly appreciate how great is the dif-

ference between our ways of thinking and feeling and the

ways of fi fty or six ty years ago, the ways of our grand-

parents or even our parents. A nd the change is still

going swiftly forward. W e have lost the conservatism

of other times and are always ready for what is new of

any sort, alert to it, eager for it.

This general mental unmooring, loosening and alacri-

ty, gives us possibilities of q uick growth that most of us

do not realize and are not using. B y rightly directed

effort we can attain now a level of evolution, an inner

life and power which the thinkers of the past century

caught no sight of, which most of the thinkers among

us now, see only confusedly. -

The ‘N ew W ay ’  is really a very old way. In all human

history there have been Teachers pointing it out. W hat

is new and ex tra is the readiness for it. It is so accessible

to minds unmoored, shaken free, as ours are.

L et us take a new view of ourselves and see j ust where

in us this N ew W ay opens.

Is there one of us who knows himself?  Y et if there is

to be any going forward to new things it is he himself

that must go.

“Myself” — —  when I say that I am mostly thinking of

my body. B ut on a moment’ s refl ex ion I can easily un-

derstand that I am thinking in my body. Most of our

thinking runs along of itself, but we may of course take

hold of it and make it run in any direction we choose,

apply itself to any matter we wish to consider.

S o each of us is still facing the problem of himself,

myself. W ho am I that is thus in the body and capable

of directing both it and the mind?

There seems to be no answer. A nd yet it is j ust at the

place where I am asking who I am that the N ew W ay

opens. F or it is I myself that can step up to the new level

towards the new heights that are waiting for us.

A  muscle grows only when it is put into action. I

must put myself into action if I wish to grow so that I

can see what I am. I am in action when I am ruling — —

instead of being ruled by —  my body, when I am con-

trolling and guiding my mind instead of letting it take

any line of thoughts that it likes, when I am ruling my

desires instead of being run by them.

S elf-mastery, with a view to seeing what oneself is, with

a view to self-knowledge, must be our work, not merely

self-mastery. It is the intention to know ourselves as

we work at this that makes it the door to the N ew W ay,

to new powers.

The soldier’ s life is, largely, a life of discipline. H e

knows what obeying means. W ell, he has only to turn

his practice upon himself and make himself obey himself,

make himself come under his own rule, to fi nd himself on

the N ew W ay that leads to self-knowledge. H e starts

to get himself free, free from the control of body and

mind and desire. A nd he does it by discipline of his

body and mind, thinking “I will do the controlling."

Then I begins to grow and be known to itself for what

it is. A nd this I is the soul. A s a man sticks to this

work, to the sense of himself, holds himself more and

more as separate and controlling soul, he becomes aware

how very distinctly his nature is dual. B elow, the com-

mon desires and appetites and thoughts;  above, himself

with ideals of noble life and conduct and a dawning per-

ception of how great a thing this soul that is himself can

become. B elow, earth;  above, light. A nd the light is

the true man he has found. W hat is below, changes, may

get sick, will sometime die. That which is above, the

soul, is beyond the reach of death, goes forward forever

to new things, upward to new heights. This knowledge,

the knowledge of our essential divinity, direct knowledge,

not like that got from books and argument, becomes

clearer and clearer. Daily we are fi nding more and more

meaning in ourselves, surer perception of this N ew W ay

of endless growth and progress. S TUDE N T

J!

The S unrise

H A T do you do with them? "  I was once asked

by an old country-dweller, to whom I had been

discoursing on the glory of the sunrises in my

part of the country. “Do with them? "  I answered.

“W hat can you do with a sunrise? ”

H e altered his q uestion. “W ell, what do you let them

do with you? ”  H e was a particularly hale old person.

q uite erect, always serene, as wise as an owl looks, and

with a kindly and bottomless sense of humor.

I admitted that I did not voluntarily let the sunrise

do anything with me;  I was usually breakfasting then.

“People make good resolutions once a year,”  he said.

“If they’ d make ’ em every day, there’ d be some sense in

it. A  man makes a new start every day, begins a new

life— or he might. W hy don’ t he take nature‘s hint

and wipe his dirty old slate clean? ”

“I don’ t q uite see the drift,”  I said.

“Did you ever see a glass of water with salt in it,

crystallize?  ”

“Y es.”

“Y ou throw in a bit of ex tra salt, and all of a sudden

the thing gets solid.”

“Y es, especially if you give the glass a little shake.”

“A nd it crystallizes accordin’  to the pattern be-

longin’  to salt? ’

“Y es.”

“\Vell, ain' t that ex actly what takes place when you

wake up?  Y our wakin’  gives the mind a shake, and it

crystallizes, with your thoughts in it, ex actly accordin’

to the pattern belongin’  to you. B ut you ain‘t a tum-

bler of salt that can’ t help itself;  you’ re a man, — or
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The New Way
OME who see our title for the first time may wonder

what sort of ‘new way ’ in thought or conduct there
can now be. What room is there for novelty?

Has not everythingbeen tried?
Well, consider first that humanity is ‘as it never was

before. We can hardly appreciate how great is the dif-
ference between our ways of thinkingand feeling and the
ways of fifty or sixty years ago, the ways of our grand-
parents or even our parents. And the change is still
going swiftly forward. We have lost the conservatism
of other times and are always ready for what is new of
any sort, alert to it, eager for it.

This general mental unmooring, loosening and alacri-
ty, gives us possibilitiesof quick growth that most of us
do not realize and are not using. By rightly directed
effort we can attain now a level of evolution, an inner
life and power which the thinkers of the past century
caught no sight of, which most of the thinkers among
us now, see only confusedly.

The ‘New Way ’ is really a very old way. In all human
history there have been Teachers pointing it out. What
is new and extra is the readiness for it. It is so accessible
to minds unmoored, shaken free, as ours are.

Let us take a new view of ourselves and see just where
in us thisNew Way opens.

Is there one of us who knows himself? Yet if there is
to be any going forward to new things it is he himself
thatmust go.

“Myself”— when I say that I am mostly thinkingof
my body. But on a moment’s reflexion I can easilyun-
derstand that I am thinkingin my body. Most of our

thinkingruns along of itself, but we may of course take
hold of it and make it run in any direction we choose,
apply itself to any matter we wish to consider.

So each of us is still facing the problem of himself,
myself. Who am I that is thus in the body and capable
of directing both it and the mind?

There seems to be no answer. And yet it is just at the
place where I am asking who I am that the New Way
opens. For it is I myself thatcan step up to thenew level
towards thenew heights thatare waiting for us.

A muscle grows only when it is put into action. I
must put myself into action if I wish to grow so that I
can see what I am. I am in action when I am ruling —

instead of being ruled by — my body, when I am con-
trolling and guiding my mind instead of letting it take
any line of thoughts that it likes, when I am ruling my
desires instead of being run by them.

Self-mastery, with a view to seeing what oneself is, with
a view to self-knowledge, must be our work, not merely
self-mastery. It is the intention to know ourselves as

we work at this that makes it the door to the New Way,
to new powers.

The soldier’s life is, largely, a life of discipline. He
knows what obeying means. Well, he has only to turn
his practiceupon himself and make himself obey himself,

4
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make himself come under his own rule, to find himself on
the New Way that leads to self—knowledge. He starts
to get himself free, free from the control of body and
mind and desire. And he does it by discipline of his
body and mind, thinking “I will do the controlling.”

Then I begins to grow and be known to itself for what
it is. And this I is the soul. As a man sticks to this
work, to the sense of himself, holds himself more and
more as separate and controlling soul, he becomes aware
how very distinctly his nature is dual. Below, the com-
mon desires and appetites and thoughts; above, himself
with ideals of noble life and conduct and a dawning per-
ception of how great a thingthis soul that is himself can
become. Below, earth; above, light. And the light is
the true man he has found. What is below,changes, may
get sick, will sometime die. That which is above, the
soul, is beyond the reach of death, goes forward forever
to new things, upward to new heights. This knowledge,
theknowledge of our essential divinity,direct knowledge,
not like that got from books and argument, becomes
clearer and clearer. Dailywe are finding more and more
meaning in ourselves, surer perception of this New Way
of endless growth and progress. STUDENT

Jl

The Sunrise
HAT do you do with them?” I was once asked
by an old country-dweller, to whom I had been
discoursing on the glory of the sunrises in my

part of the country. “Do with them?" I answered.
“What can you do with a sunrise?"

He altered his question. “Well, what do you let them
do with you?” He was a particularly hale old person.quite erect, always serene, as wise as an owl looks, and
with a kindlyand bottomless sense of humor.

I admitted that I did not voluntarily let the sunrise
do anythingwith me; I was usually brealcfasting then.

“People make good resolutions once a year,” he said.
“If they'd make ’em every day, there’d be some sense in
it. A man makes a new start every day, begins a new
life—or he might. Why don’t he take nature's hint
and wipe his dirty old slate clean?”

“I don't quite see the drift,” I said.
“Did you ever see a glass of water with salt in it.

crystallize?”

“Yes.”
“You throw in a bit of extra salt, and all of a sudden

the thing gets solid.”
“Yes, especially if you give the glass a little shake."
“And it crystallizes accordin’ to the pattern be-

longin’ to salt?’
“Yes.”
“Well, ain't that exactly what takes place when you

wake up? Your wakin’ gives the mind a shake, and it
crystallizes, with your thoughts in it, exactlyaccordin'
to the pattern belongin’ to you. But you ain't a tum-
bler of salt that can’t help itself; you're a man, —or
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might be —  that can set his own pattern.

time for doing that is at waking.

“There’ s a many folks don’ t wake up, as they call it,

till long after sunrise. They

stews along in bed. B ut I

tell you, son, the body’ s

awake, right enough, and

it fi lls up with dreams in-

stead of with the right

thoughts of the owner.

R esult: the salt crystal-

lizes accordin'  to the pat-

tern of them dreams, which

are the dregs of the man’ s

mental foolings and chance

ex periences of the day be-

fore and the year before.

R esult: the man’ s the same

kind of fool as he was the

day before or the year be-

fore;  in fact he’ s more of a

fool. A nd when he comes

to seventy or eighty or

some such a trifle"  (my old

friend was eighty-two, he

told me afterwards), “ he’ s

in his dotage instead of

at his best.

“N o, no, son;  j ust you

take right hold, the mo-

ment you wake;  make a

sunrise in your heart. A nd

if you’ re fi x ed so’ s you can

see the outer sunrise, make

the two go together. Y ou

can feel the outer one any-

how, if you’ re sensitive.

“N ow j ust you practise

that up a bit;  make every

day a clean new start;

crystallize yourself every

day accordin’  to a clean

new pattern. Y ou ain’ t

like the salt that’ s got its

pattern set for it;  you can

set your own, a better one

every day of the 365;  and

when you get to be eighty

or ninety you’ ll fi nd you’ ve

got a body that’ ll be some

credit to you, instead of —

but I don’ t want to be no-

ways offendin’ , son. A nd

one of these days I’ ll tell you what to do with your sun-

sets. L ook at that one now;  you want to stop your chat-

ter while the sun’ s sinkin’  behind the sea-line.”

W hich was an unnecessary remark, for it was not I

that had been doing the talking.

A nd the

S IR  GA L A I-IA D, O N E  O F  TH E  K N IGH TS  O F  K IN G A R TH UR ’ S

R O UN D TA B L E . A  S CUL PTUR E  B Y  E R N E S T W . K E Y S E R

“If I lose myself. I save myself.”

us all:

R E PO R TE R

The Promise of Death

(F rom a public address recently delivered by Madame

K atherine Tingley)

F ’ we would all think for

a moment upon a new

line, if we would shut

out the old ideas that we

have upon death, if we

would realize our immor-

tality and cultivate a larger

hope, we could soon lift

much of the despair that

hangs over the world and

paralyses the best in hu-

man nature.

W e know that there are

many ideas of immortality.

S ome people believe that

there is a set place where

our loved ones go;  there

are others who think that

we sleep until the resur-

rection day;  and yet others

who think that the dead

yet walk with us, so to

speak. A ll of us have our

own ideas, our q uestion-

ings and our limitations.

B ut if we were to take this

subj ect of immortality and

dwell upon it in its larg-

er aspects, studying the

yearnings that ex ist in our

hearts, I am certain that

the answer would q uickly

come to us, would surely

come. The very fact that

we have an abiding memo-

ry of our loved ones, a liv-

ing memory, even though

it may only move us to

tears, is in itself a token of

their immortality, a token

that we shall meet-them

again.

It seems to me so pitiful

that we should mourn for

the dead. If we would but

let ourselves think of death

in a new way, see it even in

a degree as our own souls

see it, if we would look on

it as a release, as a part of the divine law, as a sign of

growth, as a step on the great pathway stretching before

if we would do this we should fi nd an answer

coming back to us, an answer to our q uestionings and per-

plex ities. W ould we but turn our minds away from the
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THE NEW WAY 3
 

might be — that can set his own pattern. And the The Promise of Death
time for doing that is at waking.

“There's a many folks don't make up. as they call it,
till long after sunrise. They
stews along in bed. But I
tell you, son. the body's
awake. right enough. and
it fills up with rirmma in-
stead of with the right
thoughts of the owner.

Result: the salt er_\'stal-
lizes aeeordin' to tl1e pat-
tern of them dreams. whieh
are the dregs of the man's
mental footings and ehanee
experienees of the day be-
fore and the year before.
Result: the man's the same
kind of fool as he was the
day before or the year be-
fore; in fact he's more of a
fool. And when he eonles
to seventy or eighty or

some sueh a trifle" (my old
friend was eighty-two. he
told me afterwards) "he's
in his dotage instead of
at his best.

"No. no. son; just you
take right hold. the mo-
ment you wake; make a
sunrise in your heart. .~\nd
if you're fixed so's you can
see the outer sunri.»'e. make
the two go together. You
can feel the outer one any-
how. if you're sensitive.

“Now just you practise
that up a hit; make every
day a clean new start;
erystallize yourself every
day aet-ordin' to a clean
new pattern. You ain't
like the salt that's got its
pattern set for it; you ean
set your own. a better one

every day of the 365: and
when you get to be eighty that we should mourn for
or ninety you'll find you've the dcad_ If we woujd but
got a body that'llbe some SIR GALAHAD’ ONE OF THE KNIGHTS OF KING ARTHUR-S let ourselves thinkof death"edit to "','""‘ instead of —

ROUND TABLE. A SCULPTURE av ERNEST w. KEYSER '" " new ‘my’ it °""" l"but I don t want to be no- a degree as our own souls"If I lose myself. I save myself." '

ways offendin', son. And see it, if we would look on
one of these days I'll tell you what to do with your sun- it as a release. as a part of the divine law. as a sign of
sets. Look at thatone now; you want to stop your ehat- growth, as a step on the great pathway stretching before

(From a public address recently delivered by Madame
Katkcrim: Tingley)
Fwe would all think for

a moment upon a new
line. if we would shut

out the old ideas that we

have upon death. if we
would realize our immor—
tality and eultivate a larger
hope. we eould soon lift
much of the despair that
llangs over the world and
paralyses the best in hu-
man nature.

We know that there are

many ideas of immortality.
Some people believe that
there is 3 set place. where
our loved ones go: there
are others who think that
we sleep until the resur~
reetion da_v; and yet other:-:
who think that the dead
yet walk with us. so to
speak. .»\ll of us have our
own ideas. our question-
ings and our limitations.
But if we were to take this
suhjeet of immortality and
dwell upon it in its larg-
er aspects. studying the
yearnings that exist in our
hearts. I am certain that
the answer would quiekly
come to us. would surely
come. The very fact that
we have an abiding memo-
ry of our loved ones. a liv-
ing memory. even though
it may only move us to
tears. is in itself a token of
their immortality, a token
that we shall meet'them
again.

It seems to me so pitiful

ter whilethesun‘s sinkin’behindthesea-line." us all: if we would do this we should find an answerWhich was an unltevessury remark. for it was not I Coming back to us. an answer to our questionings and per-that had been doing the talking. R1-zeorrraa plexities. Would we but turn our minds away from the
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grave and from corruption, from darkness and hopeless-

ness, I assure you that we could tear away the veil and

surely know. N ever again should we ask if we should

meet our loved ones. N ever again should we speak of

death: it would be for us a new birth;  it would be life;

it would be j oy.

The soul on its onward march has its ideals, it. aspira-

tions, its knowledge. The limitations come only from our

brain-minds, and he who aspires rightly will overcome

those limitations. If we will believe in the Divine L aw,

if we will trust ourselves, then the L ight comes. A nd

when the eyes of the loved ones close, when we see their

forms no more, then we shall absolutely know that for

them the day is dawning, the morning light is breaking.

Think for a moment what it would be for us if we could

shut out from our minds all our present ideas abdut death,

if we could go for a while free from our present fear of

death. W hat do you think would be the result?  Two

things cannot occupy the same place at the same time,

and with fear banished something else would take its

place. That something would be confi dence and know-

ledge and trust in the L aw, and then we should always

be ready for the change. Indeed if we thought rightly

about this it would actually be diffi cult for us to remain

here, so glorious is the process of the L aw in the upward

march of evolution. S urely duty alone could then hold

us here contentedly.

I have spoken of trust in the S upreme L aw. W hat a

libel it would be upon this Power to believe that it has

made the sacred bonds which unite us to brother or

sister, to father or mother or child, only to sever them

forever at death!  L et us take a larger view;  let us move

out into the light. L et us feel and know that that L aw

is mercy. S o shall it show to us, in our waking and in our

sleeping moments, that our old idea of death is a farce

and that death is indeed a superb benefi cence.

I believe that when the soul separates itself from the

body it does not immediately depart. I believe that there

is for a time a holding on to its surroundings. It_can feel

your sorrow and your tears, and by these you hold it

back. Make the reverse picture;  keep courage, self-

control, trust in the L aw;  let there be fl owers and music,

and send out your love and your hope. I can almost see

the soul departing under such conditions and sending

back its benediction and its peace.

If there are even a few only, here and there, who will

take up this attitude towards death, this way of thinking

and realizing, they will do more to dispel the clouds that

hang over the world than they can imagine. F or it is

the fear of death that is the great obstacle to progress.

3

Cut L oose from Y esterday

E S TE R DA Y , to men who are trying to progress

spiritually, is often a chilling and despair-breeding

phantom. “H ow can a man who did what I did

yesterday, eVer be clean enough to approach the L ight?  ”

S o he sits in hopeless darkness, and permits the error

of yesterday, a specter of memory, to lead him into deep-

er sins today.

Tomorrow it may be, the clouds clear of themselves,

and he makes a new start. B ut he has not gained that

strengthened will that he might, had he but dissipated

the clouds himself and refused to be paralysed today

by what he did yesterday. That paralysis, chill, fear, is

a mist thrown up between him and the ever-present

L ight. It is thrown up by the intelligent evil part of his

nature, the part that led him yesterday into his failure.

A nd the purpose of the throwing is to keep him in bond-

age to it.

L et him therefore take heart of grace, disappoint this

evil, purposeful thing in him, and proceed with today as

calmly and hopefully as if he had never known any yes-

terday, or had never known any defeat in his struggle

to do right.

It is not usually known how easily this fear or chill is

to be dissipated. Get up suddenly and do with all your

force the most diffi cult and disagreeable duty lying at

hand. Do it with royal courage;  keep your sense of

humor alive while you do it. Joviality is a complete

dissipator of fear. The more difficult is the duty the

greater the opportunity to do it in the spirit of the old

N orse warriors when they rushed into battle. Y ou will

fi nd your enemy routed in fi ve minutes. A nd you will

fi nd that the L ight was present all the time, merely

waiting for you to clear away the mists. It is perfectly

regardless of what you did yesterday so long as you

try today.

To feel this steady shining of the L ight, its steady en-

couragement after a fall, is to obtain the true ‘forgive-

ness of sins.’  The effects of past sin, if you do not let

yourself be paralysed, can be converted into stepping-

stones and lessons instead of remaining as fear-inspiring

clouds.

A lways to go forward;  always to look at yesterday

as if its deeds were the deeds of another man, by which

you may learn, but whose shadow you refuse to tolerate;

to count each day as a new birth with a clean past record;

and to know that the L ight is constantly present whether

at the moment you can feel it or not;  to try as hopefully

as if you had never had a failure — —  these are the keys of

peace and growth. S TUDE N T

.Q l

Diecouraged!

H O S E  who are trying to live a higher life often

notice that worse failure than ever seems to follow

upon increased effort. E ven the common cir-

cumstances of life seem actually to conspire against the

man who is fi ghting for his spiritual life.

Then discouragement comes, and that effort is not

repeated for a long time.

B ut the fi ght should have been taken up with a better

consideration for its conseq uences. It is easy enough, and
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4 THE NEW WAY

grave and from corruption, from darkness and hopeless-
ness, I assure you that we could tear away the veil and
surely know. Never again should we ask if we should
meet our loved ones. Never again should we speak of
death: it would be for us a new birth; it would be life;
it would be joy.

The soul on its onward march has its ideals, it aspira— ‘

tions, its knowledge. The limitations come only from our
brain-minds, and he who aspires rightly will overcome
those limitations. If we will believe in the Divine Law,
if we will trust ourselves, then the Light comes. And
when the eyes of the loved ones close, when we see their
forms no more, then we shall absolutely know that for
them the day is dawning, the morning light is breaking.

Thinkfor a moment what it would be for us if we could
shut out from our minds all our present ideas ahdut death,
if we could go for a while free from our present fear of
death. What do you think would be the result? Two
things cannot occupy the same place at the same time,
and with fear banished something else would take its
place. That something would be confidence and know-
ledge and trust in the Law, and then we should always
be ready for the change. Indeed if we thought rightly
about this it would actually be dificult for us to remain
here, so glorious is the process of the Law in the upward
march of evolution. Surely duty alone could then hold
us here contentedly. 4

I have spoken of trust in the Supreme Law. What a
libel it would be upon this Power to believe that it has
made the sacred bonds which unite us to brother or

sister, to father or mother or child, only to sever them
forever at death! Let us take a larger view; let us move
out into the light. Let us feel and know that that Law
is mercy. So shall it show to us, in our waking and in our

sleeping moments, that our old idea of death is a farce
and thatdeathis indeed a superb beneficence.

I believe that when the soul separates itself from the
body it does not immediatelydepart. I believethatthere
is for a time a holding on to its surroundings. It,can feel
your sorrow and your tears, and by these you hold it
back. Make the reverse picture; keep courage, self-
control, trust in the Law; let there be flowers and music,
and send out your love and your hope. I can almost see
the soul departing under such conditions and sending
back its benedictionand its peace.

If there are even a few only, here and there, who will
take up thisattitude towards death, thisway of thinking
and realizing, they will do more to dispel the clouds that
hang over the world than they can imagine. For it is
the fear of death that is the great obstacle to progress.

I

Cut Loose from Yesterday
STERDAY, to men who are trying to progress
spiritually, is often a chilling and despair-breeding
phantom. “How can a man who did what I did

yesterday, ever be clean enough to approach the Light?”

a
«C0 -glc

So he sits in hopeless darkness, and permits the error
of yesterday, a specter of memory, to lead him into deep-
er sins today.

Tomorrow it may be, the clouds clear of themselves,
and he makes a new start. But he has not gained that
strengthened will that he might, had he but dissipated
the clouds himself and refused to be paralysed today
by what he did yesterday. That paralysis, chill, fear, is
a mist thrown up between him and the ever-present
Light. It is thrown up by the intelligent evil part of his
nature, the part that led him yesterday into his failure.
And the purpose of the throwingis to keep him in bond-
age to it.

Let him therefore take heart of grace, disappoint this
evil, purposeful thing in him, and proceed with today as

calmly and hopefully as if he had never known any yes-
terday, or had never known any defeat in his struggle
to do right.

It is not usually known how easily this fear or chill is
to be dissipated. Get up suddenly and do with all your
force the most ditficult and disagreeable duty lying at
hand. Do it with royal courage; keep your sense of
humor alive while you do it. Joviality is a complete
dissipator of fear. The more difficult is the duty the
greater the opportunity to do it in the spirit of the old
Norse warriors when they rushed into battle. You will
find your enemy routed in five minutes. And you will
find that the Light was present all the time, merely
waiting for you to clear away the mists. It is perfectly
regardless of what you did yesterday so long as you
try ‘today.

To feel this steady shining of the Light, its steady en~

couragement after a fall, is to obtain the true ‘forgive-
ness of sins.’ Theefiects of past sin, if you do not let
yourself be paralysed, can be converted into stepping-
stones and lessons instead of remaining as fear-inspiring
clouds.

Always to go forward; always to look at yesterday
as if its deeds were the deeds of another man, by which
you may learn, but whose shadow you refuse to tolerate;
to count each day as a new birthwitha clean past record;
and to know thatthe Light is constantly present whether
at the moment you can feel it or not; to try as hopefully
as if you had never had a failure— these are the keys of
peace and growth. STUDENT

.8

Diacouragodl

HOSE who are trying to live a higher life often
notice that worse failure than ever seems to follow
upon increased effort. Even the common cir-

cumstances of life seem actually to conspire against the
man who is fighting for his spiritual life.

Then discouragement comes, and that effort is not
repeated for a long time.

But the fight should have been taken up with a better
considerationfor its consequences. It is easy enough, and
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q uite unheroic, to drift and fl oat. The man who fi ghts,

even seeming to fail, remains the man who fought.

W hatever his present plight, he is never again among the

herd of those who never tried;  and sometime the force

that made him draw sword once, will inspire him to

do it again.

E very fi rst sincere effort has within it the indestruc-

S o the man feels all disturbed. H e thinks he must have

gone the wrong way to work. H e stops his efforts and the

aspiration out of which they grew. L et him remember

that between the two harmonies, the old harmony with

his lower nature and the not yet come harmony with his

higher, lies a necessary period of discord. If we shirk

the discord we shall never get the harmony. S TUDE N T

L omaland Photo &  E nglarmz Depl.

' MA N  A N D H IS  CO N S CIE N CE ’

A  sculpture by E rnest W . K eyser.

“Doubt not;  go forward;  if thou doubt, the beasts will tear thee piecemeal."

tible seed of ultimate victory, sure sometime to grow.

A  man has other living things beside himself in his own

nature. Just as one who begins to try and live a higher,

richer life than he has in the past will certainly awake the

hostility of some of his q uondam boon companions who

perceive that he is separating himself from them, so with

certain elements that are within himself. H e who tries

to mount will now have against him that in his nature

with which he previously lived in harmony, regarding it

as himself. H e has now got an intelligent opponent,

trained into intelligence by association with himself.

This, feeling itself deserted and in danger of completer

desertion;  able, too, to assimilate and use some of that

very energy which the man is calling out in himself —

proceeds to fi ght for his life, with mind for the fi eld.

If we would succeed we must ex pect success and not

create an unfavorable atmosphere and environment by

constant distrust of ourselves or ex pressions of doubt.

The fear of failure, or constant contemplation of its

possibilities, has kept many a noble soul from succeed-

ing. B elieve fi rmly that if you do not fi nd a way you

can make one, and you will triumph.— S chelling

To think meanly of oneself is the way to have others

think meanly of one. A nd it paralyses the power to

achieve anything. B ut to have self-respect one must

try always to think such thoughts and do such deeds

as would earn our respect if we saw them in another.

R emember that men know more of you than they know

that they know. A nd this unconscious knowledge

ex presses itself in their treatment of you.— K ossuth
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quite unheroic. to drift and float. The man who fights.
even seeming to fail. remains: the man who fought.
Whatever his present plight. he is never again among the
herd of those who never tried; and sometime the force
that made him draw sword once. will inspire him to
do it again.

Every first sincere effort has within it the indestruc-

So the man feels all disturbed. He thinkshe must have
gone the wrong way to work. He stops his efforts and the
aspiration out of which they grew. Let him remember
that between the two harmonies, the old harmony with
his lower nature and the not _vet come harmony with his
higher. lies a necessary period of discord. If we shirk
the discord we shall never get the harmony. 5Tl'[)!-INT

Lamuleud Photo & Enpanng Dcpl,

‘MAN AND ms CONSClENCE'
A sculpture by Ernest W. Keyser.

"Doubt not; go forward; if thou doubt. the beasts will tear thee piecemeal."

tible seed of ultimate victory, sure sometime to grow.
.\ man has other living things beside himself in his own

nature. Just as one who begins to try and live :1 higher.
richer life than he has in the past will certainly awake the
hostility of some of his quondam boon companions who
perceive that he is separating himself from them. so with
certain elements that are within himself. He who tries
to mount will now have against him Um! in his nature
with which he previously lived in harmony. regarding it
as himself. He has now got. an intelligent opponent.
trained into intelligence by association with himself.
This, feeling itself deserted and in danger of completer
desertion; able, too. to assimilate and use some of that
very energy which the man is calling out in himself —

proceeds to fight for his life. with mind for the field.

r
(it) «glc

If we would succeed we must expect success and not
create an unfavorable atmosphere and environment by
constant distrust of ourselves or expressions of doubt.
The fear of failure, or constant contemplation of its
possibilities, has kept many a noble soul from succeed-
ing. Believe firmly that if you do not find a way you
can make one. and you will triumph.— Scheiling

To think meanly of oneself is the way to have others
think meanly of one. And it parnlyses the power to
achieve anything. But to have self-respect one must
try always to think such thoughts and do such deeds
as would earn o11r respect if we saw them in another.
Remember that men know more of you than they know
that they know. And this unconscious knowledge
expresses itself in their treatment of you.—Kos.m(h
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Goodbye, Dolly!

H  i' gh S lreel, outside a toy window.

“ A PA , I want that. W on' t you buy it for me? "

“Y es, dear, if you wish;  but will it do you any

good? ”

“W hy, of course, Papa!  S uch a pretty doll as that

“W ell, all right. B ut don’ t you think there might

be a way of getting more good out of it by not having it? "

“W hy, how could that be? ”

“Directly you saw it it made you want it, didn' t it? "

“I couldn' t help it, Papa, it’ s so pretty.”

“W ell then, wasn' t it stronger than you? "

“H ow? ”  ,

“It made you do something you couldn’ t help doing."

“B ut I didn’ t do anything. I only wanted some-

thing.”

“W anting is doing something inside. A nd the doll

made you do it. Isn’ t that being weaker than the doll? "

“B ut we’ re always wanting things, all sorts of things.

Don’ t you ever want anything, Papa? ”

“W ell, we all have to learn to be stronger than the

things we want.”

“H ow can we get like that? "

“B y learning how to throw away the want, direct-

ly we choose to, throw it right out of us and not have

it any more. I’ ll get you the doll if you want me to."

(Considerable pause)

“I think, Papa, I’ ve throwed away the want, throwed

it away, right away. —  \Vhy, Papa, it' s nice not to

want it! “

“It’ s nice to get stronger so that things can’ t run

about in our minds and do what they like there. A nd

so we can often getf more good for ourselves out of not

having things thari out of having them. If we were

to do that now and then for things we can get we could

q uite get over being made unhappy by what we can' t

get. W e ought to be stronger than anything we see

or anything that happens to us."

“Goodbye. dolly. I’ m sorry you couldn’ t make us

buy you — sorry for you, you know. B ut some other

little girl shall buy you if you' re good.”  TH E  L IS TE N E R

' n

JI

The S oul S poke

(F rom a letter)

and I want to tell you

how I found the way out. B ut I don’ t want you

to think I ever hunted for the way out. I didn‘t.

I was perfectly content with my position.

S o as I say, I regarded myself as j ust matter, body,

fl esh, that much of nature, one hundred and fi fty pounds

of nature-stuff, nothing else. A ll talk of ‘spirit’  I

j ust laughed at.

W ell, it got to be spring after a pretty hard winter.

I began to wake up livelier in the mornings, felt sprier

and lighter all day. E very fellow has that feel, of

W A S  a materialist once,

course, when spring comes in, “feels the spring in his

bones”  as we say, feels like j umping about with it,

sometimes.

O ne morning I was out in the woods, and this feel

got to a climax . Trees all breaking into buds, fl owers

all coming through everywhere, birds singing. I felt

like I was part of it all, going to bud and fl ower and

sing myself with the j oy of it and the sense of new life.

“I’ m a part of nature,"  I thought, same as I al-

ways had thought it. B ut now it came to me in a new

way. “If there‘s nothing in me but what' s in nature

and nothing in nature but what’ s in me, and I' m a part

of nature — why, there must be j oy in nature."  A nd

of course you can' t have unconscious j oy. That' s a

contradiction. The very essence of j oy is the conscious-

ness of it. If anything is unconscious it can’ t be hav-

ing j oy. “W ell then, if I’ m a sample bit of nature

and I' m consciously in j oy, so' s nature conscious. N a-

ture-life is conscious life, same as mine."

W hen I’ d got that far another idea came along.

“I' m watching myself happy,"  I said. “W ho’ m I that

knows himself happy?  W ho‘m I that thought he was

nothing but a body?  Y ou can see your body. W ho

sees it?  L ook in the glass and you can see the eyes.

W ho looks through the eyes?  \Vho thinks about what

he sees?  W ho' s here noticing what he' s thinking about? "

Then I went on q uestioning myself. “W here did

you get the notion of death, of your ever coming to

be dead? ”  I didn’ t know altogether. B ut for one thing

I had seen my mother dead. “S he' s gone,"  I remembered

saying as I watched her last breath. It now seemed

to me that I might have been speaking more of a truth

than I then knew. Gone.- Gone out of what was there

on the bed, the form I loved so much. W hat saw in

life through those eyes, what lived in that body, what

thought in that brain, maybe was in some state where

no eyes and no body and no brain were necessary to

live with. There might be other kinds of life than the

sort we live here. Maybe we live that other kind

all the while inside of this one.

A nd suddenly, all in a fl ash, I knew, knew that I

was immortal, knew I was in the body, knew I was

something like light, divine, spirit— words are not

much good. A  man’ s got to get his own realizations

of this. Man is divine life touching and for the time

mix ing up with that much of nature-life that is in his

own body. H e' s the soul of his own nature, and all

nature has got a soul too.

I only wish I could have put it all better. B ut

the proper state of life is j oy, whatever the ex ternal

conditions;  and when a man has made j oy all through

him, even for a minute only, there’ s the time to press

in and fi nd himself in the middle of it all. Throw

out the troubles for that while, however short, and in

the j oy and peace and faith of that moment get in to

yourself. Do it every day till you realize what you

are. Then the j oy won' t need any more making. It' ll

be there always, permanent spring and sunrise.
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Goodbye, Dolly!
High Street. outside a toy window.

“ APA, I want that. Won't you buy it for me?"
“Yes, dear, if you wish; but will it do you any
good?”

“Why, of course. Papa! Such a pretty doll as that!"
“VVell, all right. But don’t you think there might

be a way of getting more good out of it by not having it?"
“Why, how could that be?"
“Directly you saw it it made you want it, didn't it?"
“I couldn’t help it, Papa, it’s so pretty."
“Well then, wasn't it stronger than you?"
“How?”

,

“It made you do somethingyou couldn't help doing."
“But I didn't do anything. I only wanted some-

thing.”
“Wanting is doing something inside. And the doll

made you do it. Isn't that being weaker than the doll?"
" But we’re always wanting things, all sorts of things.

Don't you ever want anything, Papa?"
“Well, we all have to learn to be stronger than the

things we want."
"How can we get like that?"
“By learning how to throw away the want. direct-

ly we choose to, throw it right out of us and not have
it any more. I’ll get you the doll if you want me to.”

(Considnable pause)
“I think,Papa, I’ve throwed away the want, throwed

it away, right away. — Why, Papa, it's nice not to
want it!"

“It's nice to get stronger so that things can't run
about in our minds and do what they like there. And
so we can often get“ more good for ourselves out of not
having things than out of having them. If we were

to do that now and then for things we can get we could
quite get over being made unhappy by what we can't
get. We ought to be stronger than anything we see
or anything that happens to us."

“Goodbye. dolly. I'm sorry you couldn't make us

buy you —— sorry for you, you know. But some other
little girl shall buy you if you're good.” THE LISTEN!-IR

J

The Soul Spoke
(From a letter‘)

I WAS a materialist once, and I want to tell you
how I found the way out. But I don’t want you
to think I ever hunted for the way out. I didn't.

I was perfectly content with my position.
So as I say, I regarded myself as just matter, body,

flesh, that much of nature, one hundred and fifty pounds
of nature—stuff, nothing else. All talk of ‘spirit’ I
just laughed at.

Well, it got to be spring after a pretty hard winter.
I began to wake up livelier in the mornings, felt spricr
and lighter all day. Every fellow has that feel, of

L10 glc

course, when spring comes in, “feels the spring in his
bones” as we say, feels like jumping about with it,
sometimes.

One morning I was out in the woods, and this feel
got to a climax. Trees all breaking into buds, flowers
all coming through everywhere, birds singing. I felt
like I was part of it all, going to bud and flower and
sing myself with the joy of it and the sense of new life.

“I’m a part of nature," I thought, same as I al-
ways had thought it. But now it came to me in a new

way. “If there's nothing in me but what's in nature
and nothing in nature but what’s in me, and I‘m a part
of nature—why, there must be joy in nature." And
of course you can't have unconscious joy. That's a
contradiction. The very essence of joy is the conscious-
ness of it. If anything is unconscious it can't be hav-
ing joy. “Well then, if I’m a sample bit of nature
and I'm consciously in joy, so's nature conscious. Nu-
ture-life is conscious life, same as mine."

“then I'd got that far another idea came along.
“I'm watching myself happy," I said. “Who'm I that
knows himself happy? Who'm I that thought he was

nothing but a body? You can see your body. Who
sees it? Look in the glass and you can see the eyes.
Who looks through the eyes? Who thinksabout Wlhtl
he sees? Who's here noticing what he's thinkingabout?"

Then I went on questioning myself. “Where did
you get the notion of death, of your ever coming to
be dead?" I didn’t know altogether. But for one thing
I had seen my motherdead. “She's gone," I remembered
saying as I watched her last breath. It now seemed
to me that I might have been speaking more of a truth
than I then knew. Gone.’ Gone out of what was there
on the bed, the form I loved so much. VVhnt saw in
life through those eyes, what lived in that body. what
thought in that brain, maybe was in some state where
no eyes and no body and no brain were necessary to
live with. There might be other kinds of life than the
sort we live here. Maybe we live that other kind
all the while inside of this one.

And suddenly, all in a flash, I knew, knew that I
was immortal, knew I was in the body, knew I was

something like light, divine, spirit-—words are not
much good. A man's got to get his own realizations
of this. Man is divine life touching and for the time
mixing up with that much of nature-life that is in his
own body. He's the soul of his own nature, and all
nature has got a soul too.

I only wish I could have put it all better. But
the proper state of life is joy, whatever the external
conditions; and when a man has made joy all through
him, even for a minute only, there's the time to press
in and find himself in the middle of it all. Throw
out the troubles for that while, however short, and in
the joy and peace and faith of that moment get in to
yourself. Do it every day till you realize what you
are. Then the joy won't need any more making. It'll
be there always, permanent spring and sunrise.
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The Veils

B Y  E . M. K .

A H !  rare and beautiful has been the day,

S o clear the air it seemed that there were none;

R ange after range of mountains. one by one,

L ifted above the horizon, till they lay

A  mass of regal blue. A cross the bay

B ehind the farthest line, there came in view

Two giant peaks, distant, of fainter hue,

That o' er the plains of Mex ico held sway.

A nd in the W est, islands unseen before

N ow broke the level line of sky and sea,

W hile to the N orth, mountains and curving shore

Claimed from the ocean space for many a mile.

A nd thus the misty air had hid from me

N ew beauties that the prospect held in store.

If air conceals so much, may it not be

O ur minds hide beauties that we seek long while?

~S eleclcd

To N ight

B Y  B L A N CO  W H ITE

MY S TE R TO US  N ight!  when our fi rst parent knew

Thee from report divine, and heard thy name,

Did he not tremble for this lovely frame,

This glorious canopy of light and blue?

Y et ' neath a curtain of translucent dew, ,

B athed in the rays of the great setting fl ame,

H esperus with the host of heaven came,

A nd lo!  Creation widened in man' s view.

W ho could have thought such darkness lay

concealed

W ithin thy beams, 0 S un!  or who could fi nd,

W hilst flower and leaf and insect stood revealed,

That to such countless orbs thou mad' st us blind?

W hy do we then shun death with anx ious strife?

lf L ight can thus deceive, wherefore not L ife?

~$ elecled

The R elease of Death

(F rom an ancienl E gyplian Poem)

Death opens before me today

L ike health before one who has been sick,

L ike going forth into a garden after sickness.

Death is before me today

L ike the fragrance of myrrh,

L ike sailing forth upon the waters before the wind.

Death is before me today

L ike the coming of the rain-streams upon the desert,

L ike his returning home to a warrior from the war.

Death is before me today

L ike the thought of his own house

To one long in captivity.

TH E  N E W  W A Y : S ubscription price (Domestic), S eventy-F ive

Cents per year. Ten Cents per copy. Club S ubscriptions of four

or more. per year, F ifty Cents._ Get your friends to j oin ou

in subscribing. F oreign S ubscriptions per year $ 1.00. ive

subscriptions for $ 3.00. Ten subscriptions for $ 5.00.

Money orders and checks should be made payable to TH E

N E W  W A Y , and all subscriptions and correspondence should be

addressed to: TH E  N E W  W A Y , Point L oma, California.

A n A rab S tory

F rom Pearls of the F aith

B Y  S IR  E DW IN  A R N O L D

N  A ngel of the L ord, a minister,

H ad errands upon earth, and Moses said,

“Grant me to wend with thee, that I may learn

God' s ways with men."

The A ngel, answering, said,

“Thou canst not bear with me;  thou wilt not have

K nowledge to j udge;  yet if thou followest me,

Q uestion me not, whatever I shall do,

Until I tell thee."

Then they found a ship

O n the seashore, wherefrom the A ngel struck

H er boards and brake them. Moses said, “W ilt drown

The mariners?  This is a strange thing wroughtl"

The A ngel answered — " B e thou silent nowl

Did I not say thou couldst not bear with me? "

Y et further and they met an A rab boy:

Upon his eyes with mouth invisible

The A ngel breathed;  and all his warm blood froze,

A nd, with a moan, he sank to earth and died.

Then Moses said, “S layest thou the innocent

W ho did no wrong?  This is a hard thing seenl"

“Did I not tell thee,"  said the Minister,

" Thou wouldst not bear with me?  Q uestion me not! "

Then came they to a village, where there stood

A  lowly hut;  the garden-fence thereof

Toppled to fall: The A ngel thrust it down,

A  ruin of grey stones, and lime. and tiles,

Crushing the lentils, melons, saffron, beans,

The little harvest of the cottage folk.

“W hat hire,"  asked Moses, " hadst thou for this deed,

S eeming so evil? "

Then the A ngel said,

“This is the parting betwix t me and thee;

Y et will I fi rst make manifest the things

Thou couldst not bear, not knowing;  that my L ord —

‘E x alted above all reproach' —  be praised.

The ship I broke serveth poor fi sher folk

W hose livelihood was lost, because there came

A  king that way seizing all boats found whole;

N ow have they peace. Touching the A rab boy:

In two moons he had slain his mother' s son,

B eing perverse;  but now his brother lives,

W hose life unto his tribe was more, and he

Dieth blood-guiltless. F or the garden wall:

Two goodly youths dwell there, offspring of one

That loved his L ord, and underneath the stones

The father hid a treasure, which is theirs.

This shall they fi nd, building their ruin up,

A nd j oy will come upon their house. B ut thou,

Journey no more with me, because I do

N ought of myself, but all by A llah' s will."

—  S clecled
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THE NEW

The Veils
BY E. M. K.

AH! rare and beautifulhas been the day.
So clear the air it seemed thatthere were none:
Range after range of mountains. one by one.
Lifted above thehorizon, till they lay
A mass of regal blue, Across the bay
Behind the farthest line, there came in view
Two giant peaks, distant, of fainter hue,
That o'er the plains of Mexico held sway.
And in the West. islands unseen before
Now broke the level line of sky and sea,
While to the North, mountains and curving shore
Claimed from theocean space for many a mile.
And thus the misty air had hid from me
New beautiesthattheprospect held in store.
If air conceals so much. may it not be
Our minds hide beautiesthatwe seek long while?

—SeIecled

To Night
By BLANCO WHITE

MYSTERIOUSNight! when our first parent knew
Thee from report divine, and heard thyname,
Did he not tremble for this lovely frame,

This glorious canopy of light and blue?
Yet 'neatha curtain of translucent dew. 1

Bathed in the rays of the great setting flame.
Hesperus with the host of heaven came.

And lo! Creation widened in man's view.
Who could have thought such darkness lay

concealed
Withinthybeams.0 Sun! or who could find,

Whilst flower and leaf and insect stood revealed,
That to such countless orbs thoumad'st us blind?

Why do we then shun death with anxious strife?
If Light can thusdeceive, wherefore not Life?

—SeIecleJ

The Release of Death
(From an ancienl Egyplian Poem)

Death opens before me today
Like health before one who has been sick.
Like going forth into a garden after sickness.
Death is before me today
Like the fragrance of myrrh,
Like sailingforth upon the waters before the wind.
Death is before me today
Like the coming of the rain-streams upon the desert.
Like his returning home to a warrior from the war.
Death is before me today
Like the thought of his own house
To one long in captivity.

THE NEW WAY: Subscription price (Domestic)._ Seventy-FiveCents per year. Ten Cents per copy. Club Subscriptions of four
or more. per year. Fifty Cents._ _Get your friends to join ou
In subscribing. Foreign Subscriptions per year $1.00.
subscriptions for $3.00. Ten subscriptions for $5.00.

Money orders and chec_ks'should be made payable to THE
NEW WAY, and all subscriptions and correspondence should be
addressed to: THE NEW WAY,Point Loma. California.
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WAY ‘I

An Arab Story
From Pearls of the Faith
BY SIR EDWIN ARNOLD

N Angel of the Lord, a minister.
Had errands upon earth, and Moses said.
"Grant me to wend with thee. that I may learn

Cod’: ways withmen."
The Angel. answering, said,

"Thou canst not bear with me; thou wilt not have
Knowledge to judge; yet if thou followest me.
Question me not. whatever I shall do.
Until l tell thee."

Then they found a ship
On the seashore. wherefrom the Angel struck
Her boards and brake them. Moses said, "Wiltdrown
The mariners? This is a strange thingwroughtl"
The Angel answered —"Be thou silent nowl
Did I not say thoucouldst not bearwith me?"

Yet further and they met an Arab boy:
Upon his eyes withmouth invisible
The Angel breathed; and all his warm blood froze.
And, witha moan, he sank to earth and died.
Then Moses said, "Slayest thou the innocent
Who did no wrong? This is a hard thingseenl"
“Did I not tell thee." said theMinister.
"Thou wouldst not bear withme? Question me not!"

Then came they to a village, where there stood
A lowly hut; the garden-fence thereof
Toppled to fall: The Angel thrust it down,
A ruin of grey stones. and lime. and tiles,
Crushing the lentils. melons, saffron, beans,
The little harvest of the cottage folk.
"What hire." asked Moses, "hadst thou for thisdeed,
seeming so evil?"

Then the Angel said,
"This is the parting betwixt me and thee;
Yetwill I first make manifest the things
Thou couldst not bear. not knowing; thatmy Lord —

‘Exalted above all reproach'— be praised.
The ship I broke serveth poor fisher folk
Whose livelihood was lost, becausethere came
A king thatway seizing all boats found whole:
Now have theypeace. Touching theArab boy:
In two moons he had slain his mother's son,
Being perverse; but now his brotherlives,
Whose life unto his tribewas more. and he
Diethblood-guiltless. For the garden wall:
Twogoodlyyouthsdwell there, offspring of one
That loved his Lord, and underneaththestones
The fatherhid a treasure, which is theirs.
This shall they find, building their ruin up,
And joy will come upon theirhouse. But thou,
Journey no more with me, because I do
Nought of myself, but all by Allah's will."

— Selected
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N ew W ay Q uotebook

TH E  sensibility of the faculties giveth heat and

cold, pleasure and pain, which come and go and are

transient and inconstant. B ear them with patience;

for the wise man whom these disturb not and to whom

pleasure and pain are the same, is fi tted for immortality.

— H indu

IT is not really the other man‘s irritating little ways

that give us the most of our irritation. The real ir-

ritation is in the fact that we can’ t make him rule his

conduct to our measure. The irritation is a serious

waste of power, power that we need for mind-concen-

tration, for self-mastery, for character-building. If we

gather in our power, disregard everything that isn' t

our business, and keep tolerant and kindly, we shall

fi nd we have power enough for everything we need to do.

~— — S elected

TH E  man who believeth that it is the soul which

killeth, and he who thinketh that the soul may be

destroyed, are both alike deceived;  for it neither killeth

nor is it killed. It is a thing without birth;  it is ancient,

constant and eternal, and is not to be destroyed in this

its mortal frame. A s a man throweth away old gar-

ments and putteth on new, even so the soul, having

q uitted its old mortal frames, entereth into others

which are new. The weapon divideth it not, the fi re

burneth it not, the water corrupteth it not, the wind

drieth it not away;  for it is inconsumable and incor-

ruptible. — H indu

W E  do not know what we lose in our self-indul-

gence. what glory awaits us if only we had courage

for the mountain climb, what blessing we should fi nd

if only we could move to the uplands of God.

— — J. R . Miller

TH E  child was put to bed every night at six . W ' e

dined at seven. I was sitting in the drawing~room

one evening before dinner. The room was dark, the

doors open, and my seat commanded a view of both

the stairway and the dining-room. The table was set

and in the center was a dish of tempting peaches. Pre-

sently there came to my cars a patter of little feet as

a childish fi gure clad in a. nightgown stole down the

stairs, through the hall, into the dining-room, up to

the table. S mall fi ngers seized the topmost peach from

the dish and the little fellow turned and trotted away

upstairs again.

A s I sat in the dark there came again the patter,

patter of little feet as a white-clad fi gure stole down

stairs, through the hall, into the dining room, up to

the table. S mall fi ngers replaced the stolen peach j ust

_where it had been and a stubborn little voice muttered,

“Done again, old Devil! ”  — -H arper' s Magazine

L IK E  the body, the mind is constantly renewing

itself, shedding old fabric, weaving in new. If we

think as of old, the old pattern will not change. If

we spring upon the shoulders of the past, winged with

hope, if we let no doubt of our power to transform live

a moment in the current of our thoughts, if we think

of the steady renewal, of the gradual coming of more

and more of the gold threads among the dead ones:

then the renewal will go on, we shall grow with the years

up to the very last, we shall be in tune with all the on-

coming future instead of the decaying past. A t last.

nature will show us the meaning of her transformations

and of that special renewal called death— S elected

Think over what seems to you to constitute a great

character, and then say whether it is anything else

than a magnifi cent faith in the power of right action

to achieve all things, and a magnifi cent honesty in the

fi x ed attempt to fi nd out what is the line of right action.

F aith in the triumph of right is one of the weapons

wherewith right triumphs. The universe has a divine

soul and this faith arises out of a secret communion

with this whereby we become channels for its power.

— — Th0uglris for the Times

‘S O UL ’  is not to most of us a word with very en-

livening associations. It would be well worth while

to restore some of its proper life and meaning to it.

S uppose that henceforth we thought of the soul as

the glorious light that comes shining into the heart of

the true patriot, of the real reformer;  into the brain

of the artist, the supreme musician, the poet, the think-

er and inspired seer at their noblest and divinest m0-

ments;  that shines along the whole path of the greatest

among men. If we meditated upon all those concep-

tions as belonging to the word, refl ecting into it a side

gleam from such words as light, j oy, compassion, power.

glory and the like, it would gradually come to its true

life in our minds and we should attract closer into our

thoughts the great reality that it ex presses— S elected

L E ' r us be sure that however many doors may be

closed and locked all around us, there is one that is not

locked. A nd that one will open to where it is most worth

our while to go. Cease to fret about the others;  fi nd

the one and open it.

In other words, whatever a man' s bonds, he is free

somewhere to ex pand;  whatever the restrictions, some-

where between them is his opportunity for the nex t

step of growth, and always will be. L et him use it

for all it is worth. If after a while that one vanishes

it is his sign that another is open.

H ow could it be otherwise?  The universe ex ists

to be the opportunity of soul, and all circumstances

and events point out for us the nex t bit of road for

us to go upon— Thoughts for the Times
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New Way Quotebook
THE sensibility of the faculties giveth heat and

cold, pleasure and pain, which come and go and are
transient and inconstant. Bear them with patience;
for the wise man whom these disturb not and to whom
pleasure and pain are the same, is fitted for immortality.

——Himlu

IT is not really the other man's irritating little ways
that give us the most of our irritation. The real ir-
ritation is in ‘the fact that we can't make him rule his
conduct to our measure. The irritation is a serious
waste of power, power that we need for mind-concen-
tration, for self-mastery, for character-building. If we

gather in our power, disregard everything that isn't
our business, and keep tolerant and kindly, we shall
find we have power enough for everythingwe need to do.

—-Selected

THE man who believeth that it is the soul which
killeth, and he who thinketh that the soul may be
destroyed, are both alike deceived; for it neither killeth
nor is it killed. It is a thingwithout birth; it is ancient,
constant and eternal, and is not to be destroyed in this
its mortal frame. As a man throweth away old gar-
ments and putteth on new, even so the soul, having
quitted its old mortal frames, entereth into others
which are new. The weapon divideth it not, the fire
burneth it not, the water corrupteth it not, the wind
drieth it not away: for it is inconsumable and incor-
ruptihle. -—Ilindu

We do not know what we lose in our se|f-indul-
gence. what glory awaits us if only we had courage
for the mountain climb, what blessing we should find
if only we could move to the uplands of God.

—J. R. Miller

THI: child was put to bed every night at six. We
dined at seven. I was sitting in the drawing-room
one evening before dinner. The room was dark, the
doors open, and my seat commanded a view of both
the stairway and the dining-room. The table was set
and in the center was a dish of tempting peaches. Pre-
sently there came to my ears a patter of little feet as
a childish figure clad in a nightgown stole down the
stairs, through the hall, into the dining-room, up to
the table. Small fingers seized the topmost peach from
the dish and the little fellow turned and trotted away
upstairs again.

As I sat in the dark there came again the patter,
patter of little feet as a white-clad figure stole down
stairs, through the hall, into the dining room, up to
the table. Small fingers replaced the stolen peach just
where it had been and a stubborn little voice muttered,
“Done again, old Devil!" —Harper'.9 Magazine

. G0 git’

LIKE the body, the mind is constantly renewing
itself, shedding old fabric, weaving in new. If we
think as of old, the old pattern will not change. If
we spring upon the shoulders of the past, winged with
hope, if we let no doubt of our power to transform live
a moment in the current of our thoughts, if we think
of the steady renewal, of the gradual coming of more
and more of the gold threads among the dead ones:
then the renewal will go on, we shall grow with theyears
up to the very last, we shall be in tune with all the on-
coming future instead of the decaying past. At last.
nature will show us the meaning of her transformations
and of that special renewal called death.—Selec!ed

Think over what seems to you to constitute a great
character, and then say whether it is anything else
than a magnificent faith in the power of right action
to achieve all things, and a magnificent honesty in the
fixed attempt to find out what is the line of right action.
Faith in the triumph of right is one of the weapons
wherewith right triumphs. The universe has a divine
soul and this faith arises out of a secret communion
with this whereby we become channels for its power.

——Thoughts for the Time

‘SOUL’ is not to most of us a word with very en-
livening associations. It would be well worth while
to restore some of its proper life and meaning to it.
Suppose that henceforth we thought of the soul as
the glorious light that comes shining into the heart of
the true patriot. of the real reformer; into the brain
of the artist, the supreme musician, the poet, the think-
er and inspired seer at their noblest and divinest mo-
ments; that shines along the whole path of the greatest
among men. If we meditated upon all those concep-
tions as belonging to the word, reflecting into it a side
gleam from such words as light, joy, compassion, power.
glory and the like, it would gradually come to its true
life in our minds and we should attract closer into our
thoughts the great reality that it expresses.—Selec!ed

LET us be sure that however many doors may be
closed and locked all around us, there is one that is not
locked. And thatone will open to where it is most worth
our while to go. Cease to fret about the others; find
the one and open it.

In other words, whatever a man's bonds, he is free
somewhere to expand; whatever the restrictions, some-
where between them is his opportunity for the next
step of growth, and always will be. Let him use it
for all it is worth. If after a while that one vanishes
it is his sign that another is open.

How could it be otherwise? The universe exists
to be the opportunity of soul, and all circumstances
and events point out for us the next bit of road for
us to go upon.—Thoughls for the Times
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The classic appointments of the Theater were realistically transformed into the ‘F orest of A rden'

The Power of S ilence

“ H A T impressed me most,"  said S mith, “in

the address last night, was what the lecturer

said of the power of silence. It never struck

me before what an awful waste of force goes on in talk.

I should think that Charlie and I sat up for two hours

last night discussing that very thing. I was trying to

point out to him— indirectly, you know, of course;

I didn’ t want to hurt his feelings — — that he talks too

much, but I don' t believe he caught the idea.”

“Isn’ t he — ”  began Jones.

“H e’ s a good fellow,”  went on S mith, “but his

brain is a perfect mush of half-boiled talk. Thinks
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The classic appointments of the Theater were realistically transfonned into the ‘Forest of Arden‘

The Power of Silence

C‘ HAT impressed me most," said Smith, “in
the address last night, was what the lecturer
said of the power of silence. It never struck

me before what an awful waste of force goes on in talk.
I should think that Charlie and I sat up for two hours

« C0. -318

last night discussing that very thing. I was trying to
point out to hin1—indirectl_v, you know. of course;
I didn't want to hurt his fee-lings——thzit he talks too
much. but I don't believe he caught the idea."

“Isn't he —" began Jones.
"He's a good fellow," went on Smith, “but his

brain is a perfect mush of half-boiled talk. Thinks
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aloud, that’ s what he does. O ne of those people who

never talk about real topics but always about people,

chatter, chatter, all personality. Myself, I make it a

rule never to speak about people. Poisons your deeper

nature. I hear Charlie’ s engaged, or as good as en-

gaged, to that girl R obinson. N ice girl, but an awful

chatterer.”

“B ut — -”  interposed Jones.

“B y Jove though, it was a fi ne lecture. L ast night

after I got to bed the thing got to seem bigger and

bigger to me. I could j ust feel in my bones what we

lose by this incessant talking. I believe I could have

made a girls’  school see the thing right. The ideas

were j ust ramping through my head. W hy, look here.

A  man’ s brain goes on j ust piling up force, got straight

from his soul, spiritual energy, and if he’ d only keep

it a while in the silence he could really get to know

things, see them straight as they are in their inward-

ness. B ut he lets it all trickle away in this everlasting

talk. If he can’ t get anyone else to talk to, he talks

to himself, by Jove. I’ ve watched fellows’  lips moving

when they didn’ t know I was looking.

“N ow this thing has got to stop. I do too much

talking myself now and then, though I' m a natural

silence-lover. I went round to see F rank the other

night — hadn’ t much to do and wanted to swap ideas

a bit with somebody— I don’ t see why you should

smile merely because I mention F rank;  he isn' t much,

I know, but a man can’ t stop by himself all the time.

H e’ s a nice q uiet fellow and while I was talking to

him a great idea struck me. W hy shouldn’ t you and

I and F rank and Charlie room together and take a

pledge to each other not to speak of anything but neces-

sary things for a month?  Pythagoras kept his pupils

silent for seven years and I guess they were pretty much

such fellows as you and me. O nce a week we’ d have

an off night and tell each other all the great thoughts

we’ d got out of the silence.”

“W hat did F rank— P”  said Jones.

“O h, you know F rank. Didn’ t say much. Just

sat and smoked and smiled a bit to himself, I don’ t

know what at. A sked what you others would say,

paid me a. compliment —  said he thought anyone who

lived with me would likely get into a way of silence.

“A nd while I was talking, a great invention occurred

to me, a scientifi c instrument, a tacitometer I’ d call it.

W eigh a fellow’ s head while he sleeps and isn’ t think-

ing of anything. Then wake him and see how much

the weight of his head increases as he begins thinking.

Then let him practise silence till he could at last he so

thoroughly silent in his head that it weighed no more

than when he was asleep. W hat do you say to that?

The way to practise, you know, is to fi x  the mind on

one thing or one subj ect and never let it swerve a hair.

Pretty hard, I guess most of you fellows would fi nd it.

W ell, I must be off. Think it over, all this. The man

who can boss his mind is greater than he that taketh

a city, you know. Ta ta! ”  R E PO R TE R

Just for Twenty Minutes

H E N  a man wants to be a public singer he does

not practise his ex ercises all day. The best

method is said to be about twenty minutes

three times in the day. In the intervals the vocal

cords and brain-cells and mind are digesting, as it were.

what they learned in the twenty minutes, and slowly

transforming themselves into what is wanted.

The same rule for a man who wants to alter his

temperament and character and get some L ight into

himself and build a strong man’ s will.

A nd curiously enough the three important twenty

minutes are already provided for him. A ll he has to

do is to use them.

H e takes three meals a day!

twenty minutes!

N ot so long ago some scientists of Y ale university

very instructively studied some cats. They did not

vivisect them, nor is it recorded that they even offended

their feelings much.

They let each cat take a nice meal. Then they

used X -rays and threw on the screen a shadow-pic-

ture of the cats’  digestive arrangements. O f course,

the cats had to be held still a while for this. A t fi rst

they resisted;  then they found they did not mind much

and submitted to be stroked;  fi nally they purred.

N ow the X -rays showed up the following secret:

that whilst the cats were irritated at being held, their

digestion stopped;  it resumed business as they grew

calm;  and went ahead ex cellently as soon as the pur-

ring commenced.

W e know that the same is true of ourselves. W hen

we are serene as we eat, digestion will go well. If we

are worried or angry it will go ill. A  fi t of downright

rage may stop it altogether.

W e know also that when digestion does not go well,

various poisonous products result from fermentation

of the food, and these, entering the blood, inj ure and

depress the brain, nerves and other organs.

W e do not consist of body only, nor of mind and

character only;  but of both these ingredients. A nd

these two, react on each other very closely. A  body

half-poisoned with the products of bad digestion will

darken over the mind and make us irritable, depressed

or cranky. A nd, as we have seen, a depressed mind

will in its turn work inj uriously upon the body. A  man

of that mental temperament is sure to be a dyspeptic

or to have a body that is somewhere interiorly out

of gear.

N o man can keep up practice in altering and sun—

shining his temperament and strengthening his will

every moment of the day, any more than the intending

singer can keep up his scales all day. B ut in respect

of those little twenty minutes three times a day: W hy

not, at those appointed times, whatever happens between,

insist with ourselves that then, j ust then, we will be

serene, kindly-feeling, full of L ight and confi dence and

E ach occupies about
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2 THE NEW WAY
 

aloud, that’s what he does. One of those people who
never talk about real topics but always about people,
chatter, chatter, all personality. IMyself, I make it a
rule never to speak about people. Poisons your deeper
nature. I hear Charlie’s engaged, or as good as en-
gaged, to that girl Robinson. Nice girl, but an awful
chatterer.”

“But —” interposed Jones.
,

“By Jove though, it was a fine lecture. Last night
after I got to bed the thing got to seem bigger and
bigger to me. I could just feel in my bones what we
lose by this incessant talking. I believe I could have
made a girls’ school see the thing right. The ideas
were just ramping through my head. Why, look here.
A man's brain goes on just piling up force, got straight
from his soul, spiritual energy, and if he’d only keep
it a while in the silence he could really get to know
things, see them straight as they are in their inward-
ness. But he lets it all trickle away in this everlasting
talk. If he can’t get anyone else to talk to, he talks
to himself, by Jove. I’ve watched fellows’ lips moving
when they didn't know I was looking.

“Now this thing has got to stop. I do too much
talking myself now and then, though I’m a natural
silence-lover. I went round to see Frank the other
night —hadn’t much to do and wanted to swap ideas
a bit with somebody—I don't see why you should
smile merely because I mention Frank; he isn't much,
I know, but a man can't stop by himself all the time.
He's a nice quiet fellow and while I was talking to
him a great idea struck me. Why shouldn't you and
I and Frank and Charlie room together and take a
pledge to each other not to speak of anythingbut neces-

sary things for a month? Pythagoras kept his pupils
silent for seven years and I guess they were pretty much
such fellows as you and me. Once a week we’d have
an off night and tell each other all the great thoughts
we'd got out of the silence.”

“What did Frank—-?’’ said Jones.
“Oh, you know Frank. Didn't say much. Just

sat and smoked and smiled a bit to himself, I don't
know what at. Asked what you others would say,
paid me a compliment — said he thought anyone who
lived with me would likely get into a way of silence.

“And while I was talking, a great invention occurred
to me, a scientific instrument, a tacitometer I’d call it.
Weigh a fcllow’s head while he sleeps and isn’t think-
ing of anything. Then wake him and see how much
the weight of his head increases as he begins thinking.
Then let him practise silence till he could at last be so
thoroughly silent in his head that it weighed no more
than when he was asleep. What do you say to that?
The way to practise, you know, is to fix the mind on

one thing or one subject and never let it swerve a hair.
Pretty hard, I guess most of you fellows would find it.
Well, I must be off. Think it over, all this. The man
who can boss his mind is greater than he that taketh
a city, you know. ’l‘a ta!” REPORTER

. G0 Sic

Just for Twenty Minutes
HEN a man wants to be a public singer he does
not practise his exercises all day. The best
method is said to be about twenty minutes

three times in the day. In the intervals the vocal
cords and brain-cells and mind are digesting, as it were,
what they learned in the twenty minutes, and slowly
transforming themselves into what is wanted.

The same rule for a man who wants to alter his
temperament and character and get some Light into
himself and build a strong man's will.

And curiously enough the three important twenty
minutes are already provided for him. All he has to
do is to use them.

He takes three meals a day!
twenty minutes!

Not so long ago some scientists of Yale university
very instructively studied some cats. They did not
vivisect them, nor is it recorded that they even oflended
their feelings much.

They let each cat take a nice meal. Then they
used X-rays and threw on the screen a shadow-pic-
ture of the cats’ digestive arrangements. Of course,
the cats had to be held still a while for this. At first
they resisted; then they found they did not mind much
and submitted to be stroked; finally they purred.

Now the X-rays showed up the following secret:
that whilst the cats were irritated at being held, their
digestion stopped; it resumed business as they grew
calm; and went ahead excellently as soon as the pur-
ring commenced.

We know that the same is true of ourselves. When
we are serene as we eat, digestion will go well. If we
are worried or angry it will go ill. A fit of downright
rage may stop it altogether.

We know also that when digestion does not go well,
various poisonous products result from fermentation
of the food, and these, entering the blood, injure and
depress the brain, nerves and other organs.

We do not consist of body only, nor of mind and
character only; but of both these ingredients. And
these two, react on each other very closely. A body
half-poisoned with the products of bad digestion will
darken over the mind and make us irritable, depressed
or cranky. And, as we have seen, a depressed mind
will in its turn work injuriously upon the body. A man
of that mental temperament is sure to be a dyspeptic
or to have a body that is somewhere interiorly out
of gear.

No man can keep up practice in altering and sun-
shining his temperament and strengthening his will
every moment of the day, any more than the intending
singer can keep up his scales all day. But in respect
of those little twenty minutes three times a day: W'hy
not, at those appointed times, whatever happens between,
insist with ourselves that then, just then, we will be
serene, kindly—feeling, full of Light and confidence and

Each occupies about
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hope?  Just that twenty minutes~practising scales,

so to speak, on our character and temperament, using

will in the right direction for that much time. N ever

mind the afterwards;  this is practice time. B rush away

for the time all the worries, fears, grouches and what

else, and be strong in your serenity and good cheer.

A nd if you can get a few others on to the same game

the results will be better. W e begin now to see some-

thing in the idea of eating in silence!

W e are killing two birds with one stone now. F or

we are directly at work on our minds and characters

and wills, and indirectly at work insuring good diges-

tion. A nd the product of digestion thus encouraged

will be benefi cial to the body and help it to rebuild

itself according to a new pattern of health, a pattern

corresponding to and favorable to the new temperament

and character we are simultaneously making.

Unbelievably good results for mind and body will

come of faithfully sticking to this method of practise.

O ur body changes all through every few years and we

can make the new one a good deal of an improvement

on the old!  M. D.

J!

The Great L unatic A sylum

“ O ME  of these men,”  said the doctor, “undoubted-

ly insane as they are, have nevertheless a sane

man immediately below the surface like a rock

j ust submerged under the waves but constantly show-

ing its head. That man, for instance.”

A  man paced past on the garden walk outside the

window, head down, hands clasped behind his back,

muttering to himself and scowling a little.

“Mostly,”  said the doctor, “he’ s like that, wrapped

in his thoughts. W atch him at table and you’ ll see his

lips mutter even while he’ s raising the fork to his mouth,

and in the course of fi ve minutes there’ ll be a dozen

ex pressions chasing one another across his face. A  real

lunatic, you’ ll say at once. B ut now, get him to talk

about his daughter, or about mathematics — which is

his favorite study. There’ ll be something new in his

eyes in a moment. The real man comes out and takes

hold and you’ ll fi nd one of the kindliest and most in-

teresting men you can meet. A sk his help about some-

thing and he’ s yours for all he’ s worth. B ut the moment

that’ s over his mutterings and delusions return at once.

That fellow, the muttering chap, thinks everybody is

plotting against him. The other, j ust beneath, friendly

and intelligent, doesn' t seem to have anything to do

with such ideas, meets everybody perfectly frankly.

A nd yet the two are the same man. Is the one man

changing from one state to the other, or is the sane

man there all the time beneath the other, looking on

at crazy thoughts he himself takes no stock in? ”

It seemed to me that the doctor was telling a very

ordinary story, true in one or another degree of all

of us. B ut in most of us the thing does not get q uite

so far as that you can call the outer man distinctly

crazy. B ut yet, which of us would like to have his

ordinary current of thoughts become visible to others?

A nd don’ t we all have times when we know we aren’ t

‘seeing things straight’ ;  when everything looks clouded

and diffi cult and menacing?  A nother day all is clear

and serene.

The doctor’ s insane patient was what you might

call a case of self;  himself brooding on himself all the

time. Directly you got his attention off himself and

occupied with his daughter or his favorite study, he

was for that time well.

W ' hich looks as though perfect sanity consisted in

having shaken your mind clear of all broodings and

thoughts about yourself;  perfect in-sanity in having

nothing but yourself in your mind all the time;  and

most of us ranging along between these two ex tremes.

W hile you’ re on yourself you get everything out of

proportion;  you can’ t ‘see anything straight’ ;  and

you' re in a state favorable for the development of

down-right crazy delusions: —  such as that people don’ t

like you, or are talking against you or plotting against

you. I don’ t believe any lunatic ever had a delusion

which, if you went into it far enough, would not be

found to turn on himself. The treatment of insane

people j ust consists in getting their thoughts of them-

selves by one means or another.

N ow if we are all of us insane in one or another

degree — and we are— we ought to be always giving

ourselves a course of treatment along that same line.

N amely, getting thoughts off self and on to other selves

and subj ects. That is, fi rst, opening out our heart-

selves, as a steady practice, to others, getting a per-

manent friendliness and kindliness going all the time,

the desire to help in every way. A nd, second, a hobby

or study or something pursued for its own interest,

like this man’ s mathematics. A nything that helps the

mind off this I, I. A nd a perfectly clear, sane mind,

capable of seeing things straight all the time and capable

of any amount of culture and training and acq uirement,

is to be got along that line of self-treatment. N obody

with any amount of insanity in his hereditary make-up

need have any fear of it if he will get under his own

discipline in this way. S TUDE N T

.3

H ere’ s a fact for each of us to consider:

That if he will get the spirit of brotherhood con-

sciously going all the time in himself, warming his heart,

looking out of his eyes, he will give something to and

get something from everyone he comes near. H e will

be getting (and giving) better health, a better mind,

more will, a fi ner character, increased power to appreciate

music and all other kinds of beauty, increased power to

dominate his own weaknesses, and increased nearness

to the divine life consciously present everywhere and

supporting all things. S TUDE N T
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THE NEW WAY 3

hope? Just that twenty minutes—practising scales,
so to speak, on our character and temperament, using
will in the right direction for that much time. Never
mind the afterwards; this is practice time. Brush away
for the time all the worries, fears, grouches and what
else, and be strong in your serenity and good cheer.
And if you can get a few others on to the same game
the results will be better. We begin now to see some-

thing in the idea of eating in silence!
We are killing two birds with one stone now. For

we are directly at work on our minds and characters
and wills, and indirectly at work insuring good diges-
tion. And the product of digestion thus encouraged
will be beneficial to the body and help it to rebuild
itself according to a new pattern of health, a pattern
corresponding to and favorable to the new temperament
and character we are simultaneously making.

Unbelievably good results for mind and body will
come of faithfully sticking to this method of practise.
Our body changes all through every few years and we
can make the new one a good deal of an improvement
on the old! M. D.

J3

The Great Lunatic Asylum
(( OME of these men,” said the doctor, “undoubted-

ly insane as they are, have nevertheless a sane

man immediately below the surface like a rock
just submerged under the waves but constantly show-
ing its head. That man, for instance.”

A man paced past on the garden walk outside the
window, head down, hands clasped behind his back,
muttering to himself and scowling a little.

“Mostly,” said the doctor, “he’s like that, wrapped
in his thoughts. Watch him at table and you’ll see his
lips mutter even whilehe’s raising the fork to his mouth,
and in the course of five minutes there’ll be a dozen
expressions chasing one another across his face. A real
lunatic, you’ll say at once. But now, get him to talk
about his daughter, or about mathematics—whichis
his favorite study. There’ll be something new in his
eyes in a moment. The real man comes out and takes
hold and you’ll find one of the kindliest and most in-
teresting men you can meet. Ask his help about some-

thingand he’s yours for all he’s worth. But the moment
that’s over his mutterings and delusions return at once.

That fellow, the muttering chap, thinks everybody is
plotting against him. The other, just beneath,friendly
and intelligent, doesn't seem to have anything to do
with such ideas, meets everybody perfectly frankly.
And yet the two are the same man. Is the one man

changing from one state to the other, or is the sane

man there all the time beneath the other, looking on

at crazy thoughts he himself takes no stock in?”
It seemed to me that the doctor was telling a very

ordinary story, true in one or another degree of all

» G0 gin:

of us. But in most of us the thing does not get quite
so far as that you can call the outer man distinctly
crazy. But yet, which of us would like to have his
ordinary current of thoughts become visible to others?
And don’t we all have times when we know we aren’t
‘seeing things straight’; when everythinglooks clouded
and diflicult and menacing? Another day all is clear
and serene.

The doctor’s insane patient was what you might
call a case of self; himself brooding on himself all the
time. Directly you got his attention off himself and
occupied with his daughter or his favorite study, he
was for that time well.

Which looks as though perfect sanity consisted in
having shaken your mind clear of all broodings and
thoughts about yourself; perfect in-sanity in having
nothing but yourself in your mind all the time; and
most of us ranging along between these two extremes.
While you're on yourself you get everything out of
proportion; you can't ‘see anything straight’; and
you're in a state favorable for the development of
down-right crazy delusions: — such as that people don't
like you, or are talking against you or plotting against
you. I don't believe any lunatic ever had a. delusion
which, if you went into it far enough, would not be
found to turn on himself. The treatment of insane
people just consists in getting their thoughts of them-
selves by one means or another.

Now if we are all of us insane in one or another
degree—and we are—we ought to be always giving
ourselves a course of treatment along that same line.
Namely, getting thoughts of? self and on to other selves
and subjects. That is, first, opening out our heart-
selves, as a steady practice, to others, getting a per-
manent friendliness and kindliness going all the time,
the desire to help in every way. And, second, a hobby
or study or something pursued for its own interest,
like this man’s mathematics. Anything that helps the
mind off this I, I. And a perfectly clear, sane mind,
capable of seeing thingsstraight all the time and capable
of any amount of culture and training and acquirement,
is to be got along that line of self-treatment. Nobody
with any amount of insanity in his hereditary make-up
need have any fear of it if he will get under his own
discipline in this way. STUDENT

.31

Here's a fact for each of us to consider:
That if he will get the spirit of brotherhood con-

sciously going all the time in himself, warming his heart,
looking out of his eyes, he will give something to and
get something from everyone he comes near. He will
be getting (and giving) better health, a better mind,
more will, a finer character, increased power to appreciate
music and all other kinds of beauty,increased power to
dominate his own weaknesses, and increased nearness
to the divine life consciously present everywhere and
supporting all things. STUDENT
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The Culture of H ealth

VE R Y  little while we meet with a new publication

devoted to the culture of health. Practically

without ex ception they miss the point, do not

give the secret. The prescription omits the chief in-

gredient. Usually it relates to another matter alto-

gether, namely athleticism. The sort of health got by

the athlete has little to do with that req uired for long

life or with the enj oyment of life.

B ut how many readers would the paper have if it

began to talk about the moral virtues?  “W e don’ t

want a sermon,”  the readers would say;  “we want to

learn how to get strong.”  It is that word ‘strong’

that does a good part of the mischief. A  man whose

biceps are strong thinks that his health must be strong

too. B ut as to the virtues: W hich of these would-be

athletes considers the fact that a thorough outbreak

of rage or a half day’ s sulk is as inj urious to his health

as a drunken debauch?  O r that a gladly done act of

unselfi shness is as improving to his liver as that “ten

minutes of deep breathing at an open window j ust be-

fore going to bed" ?  O r that active contentment with

one’ s lot and possessions is a continuous dose of vital

energy and a stoppage of that waste of vital energy

which the desire for what we have not got entails?

W hen you stop your athletic ex ercises the health

they gave you goes away;  and there comes a time

with the advancing years when you must stop them.

B ut the health-giving virtues —  when you get the habit

of practising them you are safe. The years cannot

interfere with that.

It is a threefold line of ex ercise we have to take

— — of body, of mind and of soul. A nd it is a mental

disease of our civilization to suppose that health could

be got with one out of the three.

There is no health permanently possible to the man

who is not master in his own mind and body.

The evening of life comes after the hot day. A nd

then the body is perforce wearing out. N othing will

now give the thrill of youth;  none of the athletic feats

are now possible. H appy he who has trodden the

threefold path, who now feels himself to be —  not the

changeful and uneasy compound of sensations and feel-

ings, the body, but the steady light of the heart-life,

forever richer in its containment, more certain in its

peace, enduring as time, the true man. This can al-

ways be found by a search that does not weary W e

must live in two worlds, that of the soul and that of

the body, with the mind touching both. S TUDE N T

6'

The Mind

H E R E  is a most interesting statement in one of the

ancient scriptures which teaches that “the mind

takes on the form of that which it contemplates.”

There is matter for serious consideration here, be-

cause the mind is eternally occupied in contemplation

of obj ects, material or mental.

F or this contact with the outer world to be possible

it is evident that Mind itself must be partly akin to

matter;  while the fact that the S elf can use the mind

as a means of connex ion between the visible and itself,

the material and the spiritual, shows that it is also

akin to the spiritual nature of man. Thus we must

regard the mind as dual, in which sense it is roughly

called the higher and lower mind.

W e may to some ex tent verify the truth of the as-

sertion that “the mind takes on the form of that which

it contemplates”  by observation of our own condition

at almost any time.

W e know only too well that we are painfully affected

by the contemplation of painful subj ects;  so to avoid

the reproduction in our own person of the pain that

the mind contemplates, we think of something else.

W hen the mind contemplates beauty the result upon

the body is as though all its elements had been soothed

and harmonized. It has been observed that when a

person with artistic taste looks at a work of art in

which there is balance and harmony, his breathing be-

comes regular, he breathes eq ually with both lungs.

he stands balanced eq ually upon his feet, and his head

takes a position that allows the blood to fl ow easily

through the arteries, the heart beats evenly, and so on.

A ll these details have been studied and recorded. In

the same way it was found that the contemplation of

an ill-balanced obj ect produced in the spectator a feel-

ing of discomfort due to an attempt of his body to adapt

itself to the unbalanced form of the obj ect of his con-

templation. It was observed that there was a tendency

in the body to incline to one side, to throw the weight

of the body uneq ually upon the legs, to twist a little

in conformity with the distortion of the obj ect;  the

regularity of the breathing was disturbed, and so on.

W e all know what a feeling of relief comes over the

body when we stand on a hill-top and look out over

a vast ex panse, or when we enter a stately building.

H ow natural it is at such times to draw a deep breath,

to throw back the shoulders, to stand sq uarely on both

feet and to look up, unconsciously betraying the body' s

response to the harmony and balance of that which

the mind contemplates. The ex planation of this phy-

sical response to mental suggestion may be found in

the mediatory nature of mind, which while refl ecting

immaterial q ualities also assumes the physical form of

the material obj ect and, being both material and ethe-

real, being not limited to a locality in the body, but

being diffused through all its parts, attempts to im-

press upon the body the actual form that it is repro-

ducing in itself in acting as a living mirror. The mind

seems to be actually diffused through every atom of

a healthy organism, because in health all parts of the

organism respond to appropriate mental vibrations.

The power of the body thus to respond is the measure
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The Culture of Health
VERY little while we meet with a new publication

devoted to the culture of health. Practically
without exception they miss the point, do not

give the secret. The prescription omits the chief in-
gredient. Usually it relates to another matter alto-
gether, namely athleticism. The sort of health got by
the athlete has little to do with that required for long
life or with the enjoyment of life.

But how many readers would the paper have if it
began to talk about the moral virtues? “We don't
want a sermon,” the readers would say; “we want to
learn how to get strong." It is that word ‘strong’
that does a good part of the mischief. A man whose
biceps are strong thinks that his health must be strong
too. But as to the virtues: Which of these would-be
athletes considers the fact that a thorough outbreak
of rage or a half day’s sulk is as injurious to his health
as a drunken debauch? Or that a gladly done act of
unselfishness is as improving to his liver as that “ten
minutes of deep breathing at an open window just be-
fore going to bed"? Or that active contentment with
one’s lot and possessions is a continuous dose of vital
energy and a stoppage of that waste of vital energy
which the desire for what we have not got entails?

When you stop your athletic exercises the health
they gave you goes away: and there comes a time
with the advancing years when you must stop them.
But the health-giving virtues — when you get the habit
of practising them you are safe. The years cannot
interfere with that.

It is a threefold line of exercise we have to take
—of body, of mind and of soul. And it is a mental
disease of our civilization to suppose that health could
be got with one out of the three.

There is no health permanently possible to the man
who is not master in his own mind and body.

The evening of life comes after the hot day. And
then the body is perforce wearing out. Nothing will
now give the thrillof youth; none of the athletic feats
are now possible. Happy he who has trodden the
threefold path, who now feels himself to be —not the
changeful and uneasy compound of sensations and feel-
ings, the body, but the steady light of the heart-life,
forever richer in its containment, more certain in its
peace, enduring as time, the true man. This can al-
ways be found by a search that does not weary We
must live in two worlds, that of the soul and that of
the body, with the mind touching both. STUDENT

J

The Mind
HERE is a most interesting statement in one of the
ancient scriptures which teaches that “the mind
takes on the form of that which it contemplates.”

There is matter for serious consideration here, be-

» C0 git
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cause the mind is eternally occupied in contemplation
of objects, material or mental.

For this contact with the outer world to be possible
it is evident that Mind itself must be partly akin to
matter; while the fact that the Self can use the mind
as a means of connexion between the visible and itself.
the material and the spiritual, shows that it is also
akin to the spiritual nature of man. Thus we must
regard the mind as dual, in which sense it is roughly
called the higher and lower mind.

We may to some extent verify the truth of the as-
sertion that “the mind takes on the form of that which
it contemplates” by observation of our own condition
at almost any time.

We know only too well that we are painfully affected
by the contemplation of painful subjects; so to avoid
the reproduction in our own person of the pain that
the mind contemplates, we think of something else.

When the mind contemplates beauty the result upon
the body is as though all its elements had been soothed
and harmonized. It has been observed that when a

person with artistic taste looks at a work of art in
which there is balance and harmony, his breathing be-
comes regular, he breathes equally with both lungs,
he stands balanced equally upon his feet, and his head
takes a position that allows the blood to flow easily
through the arteries, the heart beats evenly, and so on.
All these details have been studied and recorded. In
the same way it was found that the contemplation of
an ill-balanced object produced in the spectator a feel-
ing of discomfort due to an attempt of his body to adapt
itself to the unbalanced form of the object of his con-
templation. It was observed that there was a tendency
in the body to incline to one side, to throw the weight
of the body unequally upon the legs, to twist a little
in conformity with the distortion of the object; the
regularity of the breathing was disturbed, and so on.

We all know what a feeling of relief comes over the
body when we stand on a hill-top and look out over
a vast expanse, or when we enter a stately building.
How natural it is at such times to draw a deep breath,
to throw back the shoulders, to stand squarely on both
feet and to look up, unconsciously betraying the body's
response to the harmony and balance of that which
the mind contemplates. The explanation of this phy-
sical response to mental suggestion may be found in
the mediatory nature of mind, which while reflecting
immaterial qualities also assumes the physical form of
the material object and, being both material and ethe-
real, being not limited to a locality in the body, but
being diffused through all its parts, attempts to im-
press upon the body the actual form that it is repro-
ducing in itself in acting as a living mirror. The mind
seems to be actually difiused through every atom of
a healthy organism, because in health all parts of the
organism respond to appropriate mental vibrations.
The power of the body thus to respond is the measure
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of its effi ciency and even of its physiological vitality.

B ut the visible things that the mind contemplates

are of far less importance than the invisible. It is by

the latter that it grows or dwindles and decays. Take,

for instance, the habit of criticism of others. If we

are responsive to the q ualities of all that our mind con-

templates, then the surest way to reproduce an evil

The Unity B eneath

“ UMA N ITY  is one”  — _ to think that out is the

fi rst step on the N ew W ay.

W hat does it mean?  H ow is it true?  H ow

does it W ork out?

It shows itself in this: that the currents of human

‘. _.i_‘_.4i' _n..u fig-Y .

TH E  R A JA -Y O GA  CO L L E GE  B A N D, F R O M TH E  IN TE R N A TIO N A L  TH E O S O PH ICA L

H E A DQ UA R TE R S , PO IN T L O MA , CA L IF O R N IA , TA K IN G PA R T IN  TH E  ME MO R IA L

PA R A DE  O N  MA Y  30TH , IN  S A N  DIE GO , CA L IF O R N IA

The R ain-Y oga College B and, which is here shown in the foreground, is followed in this photograph

by U. S . marines, and other bodies. The procession is crossing the beautiful ‘Puente Cabrillo’  leading into

the former E x position grounds.

in ourselves is to think about it. The most rapid mode

of degeneration is the constant meditation upon the

faults of others. It must give pause to the most mali-

cious critic to become aware of the fact that his criti-

cism is stamping upon himself little by little an image

of the faults and deformities he criticises.

A nd so the other way about. H e who is on the look-

out for the good q ualities of others, who will only think

of the best in others, gradually develops all those same

q ualities in himself and stimulates all the good q uali-

ties and powers that he has at the same time.

A nd the noblest of all ex ercises that the mind can

undertake is to refl ect the soul, the true self behind it.

H e who tries for a few minutes to bring the mind with

its chatter into deep silence and feel the presence of the

soul, is daily drawing nearer to it. M.

thought and feeling rise and fall in great waves that

involve at once many peoples. Do we not speak of

an age of materialism, of an age of belief, of unbe-

lief, of progress, of retrogression, implying a general

tendency of the whole mind of humanity?  In the very

words we recognise the unity of human consciousness.

W e know that spiritual movements, reform move-

ments, pass at once over great areas of mankind.

E x amples and instances each can think out for him-

self. There is, there can be, no other meaning to them

than that the life of humanity is one common life deep-

er than the separateness. The place in each man’ s

inner life where it touches and unites with and responds

to the whole may not be recognised by him, but it

ex ists. In each man’ s heart is a deep awareness and

preparation for that which is coming, is at hand in the
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THE NEW WAY 5
 

of its efficiency and even of its physiological vitality.
But the visible things that the mind contemplates

are of far less importance than the invisible. It is by
the latter that it grows or dwindles and decays. Take.
for instance, the habit of criticism of others. If we
are responsive to the qualities of all that our mind con-
templates, then the surest way to reproduce an evil

.5 o-_

The Unity Beneath

"HUMANITY is one" — to think that out is the
first step on the New Way.

What does it mean? How is it true?
does it work out?

It shows itself in this: that the currents of human

How

THE RAJA-YOGA COLLEGE BAND, FROM THE INTERNATIONAL THEOSOPHICAL
HEADQUARTERS. POINT LOMA. CALIFORNIA, TAKING PART IN THE MEMORIAL

PARADE ON MAY 30TH, IN SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
The Raja-Yoga College Band. which is here shown in the foreground. is followed in this photograph

by U. S. marines, and other bodies. The procession is crossing the beautiful 'Puente Cabrillo' leading into
the former Exposition grounds.

in ourselves is to thinkabout it. The most rapid mode
of degeneration is the constant meditation upon the
faults of others. It must give pause to the most mali-
cious critic to become aware of the fact that his criti-
cism is stamping upon himself little by little an image
of the faults and deformities he criticises.

And so the other way about. He who is on the look-
out for the good qualities of others, who will only think
of the best in others, gradually develops all those same

qualities in himself and stimulates all the good quali-
ties and powers that he has at the same time.

And the noblest of all exercises that the mind can
undertake is to reflect the soul, the true self behind it.
He who tries for I1 few minutes to bring the mind with
its chatter into deep silence and feel the presence of the
soul, is daily drawing nearer to it. M.

I
G0. -glc

thought and feeling rise and fall in great waves that
involve at once many peoples. Do we not speak of
an age of niaterialism, of an age of belief, of unbe-
lief, of progress. of retrogrcssion, implying a general
tendency of the whole mind of humanity? In the very
words we recognise the unity of human consciousness.
We know that spiritual movements. reform move-
ments. pass at once over great areas of mankind.

Examples and instances each can thinkout for him-
self. There is. there can be. no other meaning to them
than that the life of humanity is one common life deep-
er than the separateness. The place in each man's
inner life where it touches and unites with and responds
to the whole may not be recognised by him, but it
exists. In each man's heart is a deep awareness and
preparation for that which is coming, is at hand in the
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close future, out of sight for the brain mind but yet

real. A nd so when the word is said, when the reformer

comes, when the spiritual message is uttered, great mas-

ses of men and women are inwardly ready.

In our smaller groups the same is true. W hat one

is thinking about or feeling, that also is in the mind

of another. In family life and in all the closer associa-

tions of men these coincidences of thought are constant.

The run of men, feeling blindly, but not recognising,

this common life running beneath the surface, are at

the mercy of its tides, are in no case its guides or help-

ers. It can only be recognised, consciously worked

with and worked upon, by those who have to some

degree got beyond the usual intense preoccupation of

men with their private affairs, got over the usual in-

tensity of self-feeling.

H e who would fi nd this common life must often

retreat inward to his own heart, must fi nd himself

there in the silence. In thus seeking the soul he will

become more and more sensitive to the currents of

general feeling that play in the consciousness of humani-

ty. F or a while he may tend to be more fully their

victim. H e will feel more than ever before (and pre-

sently with understanding of what he feels) the gloom,

the depression, the elation, of large bodies of men, of

a nation, of nations, their tension or relief as they watch

some great struggle or even the death-bed of some

great fi gure. Upon his heart will break with more and

more force the waves of their triumphings and lamen-

tutions. H e is fully in the current which is deeper

than that of merely personal life. Then, deeper yet,

he will come upon the fountain of all life, the spiritual

fountain whose waters emerging as human conscious-

ness become turbid with human passion. A nd it is by

uniting himself with that, that he gains the power to

guide the whole life of man, to sweeten and uplift it.

W hatever his outer duties, behind them, in a deeper

life, he can be continuously upon this highest of all

duties. To be conscious of divine Compassion, of the

Power that is ever seeking to carry men onward —

that is a possibility for us all. A nd it is only thus that

we can gain knowledge of our immortality. S TUDE N T

Jl

B rotherhood as an Investment

“ ’ L L  swear off if you will,”  says one smoker to

I another, not knowing what an ex traordinary power

he is calling upon to help him.

In this age things have to pay or we don' t take much

stock in them. W e are practical and nothing which

won' t promise a tangible outcome is of much interest

to us. W e assent to the principle of brotherhood, for

instance, give it a patronizing benediction as we pass.

B ut we regard it as rather a sentiment than a power,

by no means one of the regular working tools of life.

F ortunately for us, being a root fact in human na-

ture, it gets out and becomes a working power on its

own account. B ut we don’ t recognize what is running

us even though daily getting the benefi t of being so run.

“I’ ll swear off if you will"  — what’ s the other fel-

low’ s swearing off got to do with his doing so?

B ut doesn’ t he get added strength from the know-

ledge that the other is also forswearing the weed?

N o, not from the mere knowledge, the mere brain

fact. It is the felt association, the felt comradeship

in the sacrifi ce.

W e must distinguish. The felt association is more

than the mere knowledge. A nd the plus is brotherhood.

B ecause the principle of brotherhood is at work, each

has more strength to his resolution, is a bigger man

to face the j ob. Think this out a bit.

If a man is going off on a. lark, he wants some con-

genial fellow with him. The principle of brotherhood

is there at work doubling the fun. If you' re in grief

you want a sympathiser. If it' s a fi ne morning you

fi nd it pleasant to say so to somebody and to have

somebody say it to you. Then it’ s a fi ner mczning,

fi ner by the little fl ash of brotherhood that passes as

you tell each other.

If a man becomes an anti-vaccinationist or a be-

liever in a graduated income tax , he wants to make

a society, a group of fellow-believers to meet with.

Their meeting heartens the belief in them all;  the

mind of each is q uickened by the association and thinks

out reasons more readily in support of their position.

They instinctively know that this will happen. It is

this instinct that draws them together. It is brother-

hood at work again. The anti-vaccination and the

special income tax  ideas are occasions taken advantage

of by the spirit of brotherhood that is present in us all

awaiting such chances to come out and do a bit of

work in uniting some men even temporarily only.

Two men agreeing to push a truck together can give

much more of a push than if neither of them could

see the other or knew of the other’ s presence.

A ny associating of men together for a common ob-

j ect gives a chance for the principle of brotherhood

to act, and is usually prompted by that principle. This

is shown by the fact that they feel kindlier to each other

for having been engaged in a common work. The

principle causes the association and then grows by it.

B eing a function of human nature, the working of it

gives pleasure.

It is content with associations for temporary ob-

j ects if it can' t get permanent ones.

To make it work best, most profi tably and strength-

eningly to all, and with most pleasure for all, each should

consciously cultivate his brotherly feeling towards all

the others. If he is wise he will cultivate this more

than he cultivates the desire to get something for him-

self out of the work in hand.

This principle makes j oys greater, griefs less, gives

heart and strength to mind and body, multiplies power

and zest of action, and is competent to remove every

evil and pain from human life. S TUDE N T
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6 THE NEW WAY

close future, out of sight for the brain mind but yet
real. And so when the word is said, when the reformer
comes, when the spiritual message is uttered, great mas-
ses of men and women are inwardly ready.

In our smaller groups the same is true. What one
is thinking about or feeling, that also is in the mind
of another. In family life and in all the closer associa-
tions of men these coincidences of thoughtare constant.

The run of men, feeling blindly,but not recognising,
this common life running beneath the surface, are at
the mercy of its tides, are in no case its guides or help-
ers. It can only be recognised, consciously worked
with and worked upon, by those who have to some

degree got beyond the usual intense preoccupation of
men with their private affairs, got over the usual in-
tensity of self-feeling.

He who would find this common life nmst often
retreat inward to his own heart, must find himself
there in the silence. In thus seeking the soul he will
become more and more sensitive to the currents of
general feeling that play in the consciousness of humani-
ty. For a while he may tend to be more fully their
victim. He will feel more than ever before (and pre-
sently with understanding of what he feels) the gloom,
the depression, the elation, of large bodies of men, of
a nation, of nations, their tension or relief as they watch
some great struggle or even the dcath-bed of some

great figure. Upon his heart will break with more and
more force the waves of their triumphings and lamen-
tations. He is fully in the current which is deeper
than that of merely personal life. Then, deeper yet,
he will come upon the fountain of all life, the spiritual
fountain whose waters emerging as human conscious-
ness become turbid with human passion. And it is by
uniting himself with that, that he gains the power to
guide the whole life of man, to sweeten and uplift it.
Whatever his outer duties, behind them, in a deeper
life, he can be continuously upon this highest of all
duties. To be conscious of divine Compassion, of the
Power that is ever seeking to carry men onward —

that is a possibility for us all. And it is only thus that
we can gain knowledge of our immortality. STUDENT

J

Brotherhood as an Investment

“I’LL swear off if you will," says one smoker to
another, not knowing what an extraordinary power
he is calling upon to help him.

In this age things have to pay or we don't take much
stock in them. We are practical and nothing which
won't promise a tangible outcome is of much interest
to us. We assent to the principle of brotherhood, for
instance, give it a patronizing benediction as we pass.
But we regard it as rather a sentiment than a power,
by no means one of the regular working tools of life.

‘Fortunately for us, being a root fact in human na-

ture, it gets out and becomes a working power on its

» G0 glut

own account. But we don't recognize what is running
us even though daily getting the benefitof being so run.

“I'll swear off if you will”—what’s the other fel-
low's swearing off got to do with his doing so?

But doesn’t he get added strength from the know-
ledge that the other is also forswearing the weed?

No, not from the mere knowledge, the mere brain
fact. It is the felt association, the felt comradeship
in the sacrifice.

We must distinguish. The felt association is more
than the mere knowledge. And the plus is brotherhood.
Because the principle of brotherhood is at work, each
has more strength to his resolution, is a bigger man
to face the job. Think this out a bit.

If a man is going off on a lark, he wants some con-

genial fellow with him. The principle of brotherhood
is there at work doubling the fun. If you're in grief
you want a sympathiser. If it's a fine morning you
find it pleasant to say so to somebody and to have
somebody say it to you. Then it's a finer mcming.
finer by the little flash of brotherhood that passes as

you tell each other.
If a man becomes an anti-vaccinationist or a be-

lievcr in a graduated income tax, he wants to make
a society, a group of fellow-believers to meet with.
Their meeting heartens the belief in them all; the
mind of each is quickened by the association and thinks
out reasons more readily in support of their position.
They instinctively know that this will happen. It is
this instinct that draws them together. It is brother-
hood at work again. The anti-vaccination and the
special income tax ideas are occasions taken advantage
of by the spirit of brotherhood that is present in us all
awaiting such chances to come out and do a bit of
work in uniting some men even temporarily only.

Two men agreeing to push a truck together can give
much more of a push than if neither of them could
see the other or knew of the other‘s presence.

Any associating of men together for a common ob-
ject gives a chance for the principle of brotherhood
to act, and is usually prompted by that principle. This
is shown by the fact that they feel kindlier to each other
for having been engaged in a common work. The
principle causes the association and then grows by it.
Being a function of human nature, the working of it
gives pleasure.

It is content with associations for temporary ob-
jects if it can't get permanent ones.

To make it work best, most profitably and strength-
eningly to all, and with most pleasure for all, each should
consciously cultivate his brotherly feeling towards all
the others. If he is wise he will cultivate this more
than he cultivates the desire to get something for him-
self out of the work in hand.

This principle makes joys greater, griefs less, gives
heart and strength to mind and body, multiplies power
and zest of action, and is competent to remove every
evil and pain from human life. STUDENT
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W aiting

B Y  J O H N  B UR R O UGH S

S E R E N E  1 fold my hands and wait,

N or care for winds, nor tide, nor sea:

!  rave no more ’ gainst time and fate,

F or lo!  my own shall " me to me.

I stay my haste, !  make delays:

F or what avails this eager pace?

I stand amid the eternal ways:

A nd what is mine shall know my face.

A wake, asleep, by night or day,

The friends I seek are seeking me:

N o wind can drive my bark astray

N or change the tide of destiny.

W hat matter if !  stand alonei>

!  wait with j oy the coming years:

My heart shall reap where it has sown,

A nd garner up the fruit of tears.

The stars come nightly to the sky,

The tidal wave comes to the sea:

N or time, nor space, nor deep, nor high,

Can keep my own away from me.—  S elected

S olitude

B Y  CA R ME N  S Y L VIA

GR E A T S olitude will let thee listen. H ark!

The voices of the Infi nite are singing;

The thoughts of thousands who have thought before

Come crowding round thy brain and fi ll the air

A nd seek a new ex pression on thy lips.

Thou art in such ennobling company

That S olitude becomes the gorgeous feast

F or which thy soul is clothed in white and purple;

Thy feet unshod tread on the holy ground

W here God has spoken. H ark!  Great S olitude

H ath thousand voices and a fl ood of light;

B e not afraid, enter the S anctuary.

Thou wilt be taken by the hand and led

To L ife' s own fountain, never-ending Thought!

John Masefi eld to his Mother

IN  the dark womb where I began

My mother' s life made me a man.

Through all the months of human birth

H er beauty fed my common earth.

l cannot see, nor breathe, nor stir,

B ut through the death of some of her.

W hat have l done to keep in mind

My debt to her and womankind?

W hat woman' s happier life repays

H er for those months of wretched days?

W hat have I done, or said, or tried,

In thanks to that dear woman deadi>

Men triumph over women still,

Men trample women' s rights at will,

A nd man' s lust roves the world untamed.

O  grave, keep shut lest 1 be shamed!  -—  S elected

T was a gray, misty, depressing-looking day in late

spring. E verything looked cold and hard, no sun

at all.

B ut birds were singing ex tatically everywhere, and

some children in a fi eld near by were shouting with

j oy in their play. A nd in the air was that faint sweet

background of low silver tone which you feel rather

than hear —  at any rate only on silent nights.

Then I thought: to my eye it is a dull day, but

to my ear a most live and beautiful one. I can live in

it with either;  I can look at it with my eyes or my

ears. I will fi nd it a glorious day in sounds.

I thought further: if the sounds too were depressing;

if I were in the lower parts of some city so that neither

to eye nor to car was it a beautiful day, how then?

O r if I were in a crowded workshop?

W ell, if it were a depressing day to eye and to ear,

it need not be to my mind. There at least I could

have a luminous and musical and vitalized spring day.

W ould not the golden and radiant sun of my soul be

shining in the middle of my mind?

A nd my heart began to glow and a warmth we

all through me and in a little while I understood that

no man’ s peace and j oy need be dependent on his body

or his senses. S oon, soon, if he will but try,_he can

make or fi nd his inner world where shall be no gray

days and no harsh days and no loneliness

— F rom a F rench newspaper

A  N E W  hope is dawning on humanity as the new

century goes on. The great heart of nature pul-

sates with j oy as it did in the days preceding the

Dark A ges. A  new energy is being liberated from the

center of life. Men and women who have so long borne

the heavy burden of life, whose hearts have been well-

nigh broken by the weight of many sorrows, will feel

the new j oy awakened by the great symphonies of har-

mony which are even now being sounded. It is felt

in the heart of man and gives rise to a constant aspira-

tion;  it is the q uality which makes him great. The

golden light is shining;  the herald of the morning pro-

claims the message of love anew;  the ripples of the

waves on the sea-shore lisp the glad song;  the breeze

bears it on its bosom;  the tints of the fl owers convey

it;  it shines forth from the stars in their sparkling

brilliance;  the birds warble it forth from every tree;

the new-born babe is a complete revelation of it;  the

eyes of the loved ones passing into the great beyond

impart the strength and courage of that great hope.

— ~K A TH E R IN E  TIN GL E Y

TH E  N E W  W A Y : S ubscription price (Domestic), S eventy-F ive

Cents per year. Ten Cents per copy. Club S ubscriptions of four

or more, per year, F ifty Cents._ Get your friends to j oin ou

in subscribing. F oreign S ubscriptions per year $ 1.00. ive

subscriptions for $ 3.00. Ten subscriptions for $ 5.00.

Money orders and checks should be made payable to TH E

N E W  W A Y , and all subscriptions and correspondence should be

addressed to: TH E  N E W  W A Y , Point L oma, California.
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THE NEW

Waiting
BY JOHN BURROUGHS

SERENE I fold my hands and wait,
Nor care for winds. nor tide, nor sea:
I rave no more 'gainst time and fate,
For lol my own shall come to me.
I stay my haste. I make delays:
For what avails thiseager pace?
I stand amid the eternal ways:
And what is mine shall know my face.
Awake, asleep, by night or day,
The friends I seek are seeking me:
No wind can drive my bark astray
Nor change the tide of destiny.
What matter if I stand alone?
I wait with joy the coining years:
My heart shall reap where it has sown,
And garner up the fruit of tears.
The stars come nightly to the sky.
The tidal wave comes to thesea:
Nor time, nor space. nor deep. nor high.
Can keep my own away from me.— Selected

Solitude
BY CARMEN SYLVIA

GREAT Solitude will let thee listen. Hark!
The voices of the Infinite are singing;
The thoughts of thousands who have thought before
Come crowding round thybrain and fill the air
And seek a new expression on thylips.
Thou art in such ennobling company
That Solitude becomes the gorgeous feast
For which thy soul is clothed in white and purple;
Thy feet unshod tread on the holy ground
Where God has spoken. I-Iarkl Great Solitude
Haththousandvoices and a flood of light;
Be not afraid. enter the Sanctuary.
Thou wilt be taken by thehand and led
To Life's own fountain, never-ending Thought!

John Masefield to his Mother
IN the dark womb where I began
My mother's life made me a man.
Through all the months of human birth
Her beautyfed my common earth.
I cannot see, nor breathe. nor stir.
But throughthedeathof some of her.
What have I done to keep in mind
My debt to her and womankind?
What woman's happier life repays
Her for those months of wretched days?
What have I done, or said, or tried,
In thanksto thatdear woman dead?
Men triumph over women still,
Men trample women's rights at will,
And man's lust roves the world untamed.
O grave, keep shut lest I be shamed! —SeIecled

C0 glc
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T was a gray, misty, depressing-looking day in late
spring. Everything looked coldvand hard, no sun

at all.
But birds were singing extatically everywhere, and

some children in a field near by were shouting with
joy in their play. And in the air was that faint sweet
background of low silver tone which you feel rather
than hear — at any rate only on silent nights.

Then I thought: to my eye it is a dull day, but
to my car a most live and beautifulone. I can live in
it with either; I can look at it with my eyes or my
ears. I will find it a glorious day in sounds.

I thought further: if the sounds too were depressing;
if I were in the lower parts of some city so that neither
to eye nor to ear was it a beautiful day, how then?
Or if I were in a crowded workshop?

Well, if it were a depressing day to eye and to car,
it need not be to my mind. There at least I could
have a luminous and musical and vitalized spring day.
Would not the golden and radiant sun of my soul be
shining in the middle of my mind?

And my heart began to glow and a warmth we
all through me and in a little while I understood that
no man's peace and joy need be dependent on his body
or his senses. Soon, soon, if he will but try, he can
make or find his inner world where Shall be no gray
days and no harsh days and no loneliness

—From a French newspaper

A NEW hope is dawning on humanity as the new

century goes on. The great heart of nature pul-
sates with joy as it did in the days preceding the

Dark Ages. A new energy is being liberated from the
center of life. Men and women who have so long borne
the heavy burden of life, whose hearts have been well-
nigh broken by the weight of many sorrows, will feel
the new joy awakened by the great symphonies of har-
mony which are even now being sounded. It is felt
in the heart of man and gives rise to a constant aspira-
tion; it is the quality which makes him great. The
golden light is shining; the herald of the morning pro-
claims the message of love anew; the ripples of the
waves on the sea-shore lisp the glad song; the breeze
bears it on its bosom; the tints of the flowers convey
it; it shines forth from the stars in their sparkling
brilliance; the birds warble it forth from every tree;
the new-born babe is a complete revelation of it; the
eyes of the loved ones passing into the great beyond
impart the strength and courage of that great hope.

—KA'rnEaiNi«: TINGLEY

THE New WAY: Subscription price (Domestic), Seventy-Five
Cents per year. Ten Cents r copy. Club Subscription: of four
or more.
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N ew W ay Q uotebook

DIF F ICUL T as it must be for you to believe what

I say, yet it is true that the K ingdom of H eaven is

nearer at hand than you can realize, and that all the

storms, trials and sorrows that we see now raging in

human life are but indications of the passing away of

the old order of things. A ll we have to do is to seize

our opportunities, to do faithfully our duties as they

lie before us, ingrain in the very atmosphere in which

we live the fi ner vibrations of the H igher L aw.

— — K atherine Tingley

L E T not him that seeketh cease from his search

until he fi nds, and when he fi nds he shall wonder;

wondering, he shall reach the K ingdom of H eaven, and

when he reaches that K ingdom he shall have rest.

O ne of the recently discovered ‘say/i' ngs'  attributed to

— — Jes-us Christ

To attain to perfect human stature each of us must

assume his masterhood in his own life. The battle ro-

yal lies in the persistent effort to maintain this attitude,

and it is accumulated bits of conscious effort that in-

crease, strengthen and vitalize the growing will. W e

thus acq uire a momentum of growth that will easily

carry us over every dark and discouraging period. E very

rift in the fortress of character can be thus fi lled.

B ut let us remember one thing. The most potent

agency that can work against us and increase our weak-

nesses is harsh and criticising thought of others. It

is a fact that thought of this kind reacts on ourselves

and awakens there the fault we are thinking of in others.

A nd, of course, the other way about. Think the best

of others;  think of the best in others, and that same

we at once begin to awake in ourselves— A . C. M cA .

E N JO Y IN G things that are pleasant— that is not

the evil. It is the reducing of our moral self to slavery

by them that is. L et a man assert that he is king

over his habitudes, that he could and would shake

them off on cause shown: this is an ex cellent law.

— Carlyle

Moons, moods!  W e made a fi ne resolution yes-

terday. Today we are touched with the blues and

there seems to be nothing in it. B ut the state of mind

we had yesterday, a very good one, will be round again

some time and we shall wish then that blues or no blues

we had gone ahead with what we resolved. W hen

would the ship get in if the steersman fl ung up his j ob

on cloudy days and moped about the deck?  “The

tasks in hours of insight willed, in hours of gloom can

be fulfi lled.” -— C' . M . A rnold

To become indifferent to pain make yourself so to

pleasure. Then real peace is possible.—  Confucius

TH E  sense of duty is the inner knowledge, deeper

than the brain, that the divine order of the world de-

mands of us that this or that act should be done. E very

time that a duty is done for the simple reason that the

soul presses to have it done, the mind clears a little.

This kind of pressure of the soul we call conscience.

O ther kinds are the inspiration of the artist, poet,

musician;  the heroism of the hero;  the compassion

of the lover of humanity. A ll noble powers and im-

pulses are the result of the presence of the soul in the

mind. F or the time the mind is being energised by

the soul instead of by the common passions and im-

pulses and instincts. The natural result is inner peace

and enlightenment.— The Century Path

PE O PL E  grow old by thinking themselves old. W hen

they reach the age of forty or fi fty or six ty they imagine

they look like others of the same age, and that they

will soon be useless, unfi t to work and unable to per-

form their wonted duties. A s surely as they think

of this it will come true, for thought is creative. The

time will come when children will not be allowed to

celebrate their birthdays, when they will know that

by thinking themselves young they will remain young.

and that they will cease to grow old when they cease

to believe in old age. The body is built up of beliefs

and our convictions are stamped upon every fi ber of

our beings. W hat we believe, what we think, that we

are— S uccess

Do not be contrary and stubborn and resentful to-

wards life and the guiding force behind it, if things

have not gone to suit. Maybe the way that would

have suited was not the best way. A nd you can always

make the other the best anyhow by trying to accept it

with an even mind. F or that is a piece of will-training.

— The N ew Century

To abstain from doing a wrong thing is good;  to

do a right thing instead, is better;  to feel the golden

heart-light glow warm while you do it, is best. This

is the philosophy of life— Proverb

TH E R E  are times when a man makes active spirit-

ual progress. There are others when he seems at

a standstill, his altar cold, his fi res out.- B ut it is j ust

then that he can be specially occupying himself with

what might be called the odd j obs, taking small vic-

tories over himself, resisting little temptations, applying

ex tra attention to small duties, rendering ex tra little

turns of courtesy and encouragement to others, blotting

out irritable criticism of others from his mind, in a

score of ways pleasantly putting in the time till the crest

of the wave lifts him again. A nd if he does all this it

will carry him much higher than it otherwise would.

In fact, our business is with these between times. The

other times will look after themselves. — The N ew Century
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New Way Quotebook
DIFFICULT as it must be for you to believe what

I say, yet it is true that the Kingdom of Heaven is
nearer at hand than you can realize, and that all the
storms, trials and sorrows that we see now raging in
human life are but indications of the passing away of
the old order of things. All we have to do is to seize
our opportunities, to do faithfully our duties as they
lie before us, ingrain in the very atmosphere in which
we live the finer vibrations of the Higher Law.

—Katherine Tingley
LET not him that seeketh cease from his search

until he finds, and when he finds he shall wonder;
wondering, he shall reach the Kingdom of Heaven, and
when he reaches that Kingdom he shall have rest.

One of the recently discovered ‘sayings’ attributed to
—Jesus Christ

To attain to perfect human stature each of us must
assume his masterhood in his own life. The battle ro-

yal lies in the persistent effort to maintain this attitude,
and it is accumulated bits of conscious effort that in-
crease, sh-engthen and vitalize the growing will. We
thus acquire a momentum of growth that will easily
carry us over every dark and discouraging period. Every
rift in the fortress of character can be thus filled.

But let us remember one thing. The most potent
agency that can work against us and increase our weak-
nesses is harsh and criticising thought of others. It
is a fact that thought of this kind reacts on ourselves
and awakens there the fault we are thinkingof in others.
And, of course. the other way about. Think the best
of others; think of the best in others, and that same
we at once begin to awake in ourselves.——A. C’. Mc.4.

ENJOYING things that are pleasant—that is not
the evil. It is the reducing of our moral self to slavery
by them that is. Let a man assert that he is king
over his habitudes, that he could and would shake
them off on cause shown: this is an excellent law.

-—Carlyle

Moons, moods! We made a fine resolution yes-
terday. Today we are touched with the blues and
there seems to be nothing in it. But the state of mind
we had yesterday, a very good one, will be round again
some time and we shall wish then that blues or no blues
we had gone ahead with what we resolved. When
would the ship get in if the steersman flung up his job
on cloudy days and moped about the deck? “The
tasks in hours of insight willed, in hours of gloom can
be fulfilled.”—C. M. Arnold

To become indifferent to pain make yourself so to
pleasure. Then real peace is possible.—— Confuci-us

.L.-I0 git

THE sense of duty is the inner knowledge, deeper
than the brain, that the divine order of the world de-
mands of us that this or thatact should be done. Every
time that a duty is done for the simple reason that the
soul presses to have it done, the mind clears a little.
This kind of pressure of the soul we call conscience.
Other kinds are the inspiration of the artist, poet,
musician; the heroism of the hero; the compassion
of the lover of humanity. All noble powers and im-
pulses are the result of the presence of the soul in the
mind. For the time the mind is being energised by
the soul instead of by the common passions and im-
pulses and instincts. The natural result is inner peace
and enlightenment.—The Century Path

PEOPLE grow old by thinkingthemselves old. When
they reach the age of forty or fifty or sixty they imagine
they look like others of the same age, and that they
will soon be useless, unfit to work and unable to per-
form their wonted duties. As surely as they think
of this it will come true, for thought is creative. The
time will come when children will not be allowed to
celebrate their birthdays, when they will know that
by thinking themselves young they will remain young.
and that they will cease to grow old when they cease
to believe in old age. The body is built up of beliefs
and our convictions are stamped upon every fiber of
our beings. What we believe, what we think, that we

are.—Succe.9.s

Do not be contrary and stubborn and resentful to-
wards life and the guiding force behind it, if things
have not gone to suit. Maybe the way that would
have suited was not the best way. And you can always
make the other the best anyhow by trying to accept it
with an even mind. For that is a piece of will-training.

—The New Century
To abstain from doing a wrong thing is good; to

do a right thing instead, is better; to feel the golden
heart-light glow warm while you do it. is best. This
is the philosophy of life.—Proverb

THERE are times when a man makes active spirit-
ual progress. There are others when he seems at
a standstill, his altar cold, his fires out.- But it is just
then that he can be specially occupying himself with
what might be called the odd jobs, taking small vic-
tories over himself, resisting little temptations, applying
extra attention to small duties, rendering extra little
turns of courtesy and encouragement to others, blotting
out irritable criticism of others from his mind, in a

score of ways pleasantly putting in the time till the crest
of the wave lifts him again. And if he does all this it
will carry him much higher than it otherwise would.
In fact, our business is with these between times. The
other times will look after themselves. ——The New Century
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The S ubmarine

O W  well most people realise the fi tness of the

ex pression ‘keeping one’ s head above water,’

when applied to the struggle for life or for the

things generally supposed to be necessary to life!

The idea of ‘keeping afl oat’  seemed to be an image

that was permanently established in general use. B ut

now that the submarine has come into use (or shall

we rather say into abuse? ) the allegory has lost some

of its force. N ow that men can live under water or up

among the clouds for a considerable time, many of our

our familiar images will have to be recast in a new

form, if they are not to be discarded as out of date.

This is interesting to one who has had the ex perience

of failing to keep afl oat upon the tide of prosperity;

for it suggests to him something he might have learned

from his own ex perience, if he had been able to learn
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The Submarine

OW well most people realise the titlless of the
expression ‘keeping one’s head above water.'
when applied to the struggle for life or for the

things generally supposed to be necessary to life!
The idea of ‘keeping afloat‘ seemed to be an image

that was permzmently estal)lishe-d in general use. But
now that the submarine has come into use (or shall

co. -gle

we rather say into abuse?) the allegory has lost some
of its force. Now that men can live under water or up
among the clouds for a considerable time. many of our
our familiar images will have to he recast in a new
form. if they are not to be discarded as out of date.

This is interesting to one who has had the experience
of failing to keep afloat upon the tide of prosperity:
for it suggests to him something he might have learned
from his own experience, if he had been able to learn

‘"1 ‘.“E*3',3 ' '1: {é._ :':':'.'J.4
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that way. The fact that there are more ways of keeping

going than by staying on the surface might have been

apparent to him when the tide of fortune swept over

his head and almost drowned him.

It is curious to note that when a man is sailing

on the surface he calls the ocean allegorically the tide

of fortune, but when it swamps his boat he is said to

be overwhelmed by the fl ood of misfortune. F rom which

I argue that fortune and misfortune are not different

in themselves but are different appearances of the tide

of life to different men.

The submarine has taught us that submergence may

be a means of protection against worse dangers on the

surface.

L et a man who has seldom managed to ‘keep his

head above water’  in the afl ' airs of life, and who per-

haps fancies that he is drowned because the waters have

closed over his head, think of the submarine, and re-

member that he too has the power to live a long while

‘under water,’  and to come to the surface again as a

surprise to those who had thought him drowned.

There is something in the idea more than a mere

fancy. The submarine is a hard fact. I am not going

into the q uestion of how it is now being used, but am

merely noting the fact that it has proved the possi-

bility of successfully sailing below the surface of the

water. A  fact in nature is a demonstration of natural

law;  and natural law holds good all through the whole

realm of N ature in which we live.

That is why it is possible to ‘reason by analogy.’

The law of N ature is not capricious, and it can be

seen to operate on all sorts of levels of the world’ s

life, adapting itself to circumstances. S o that when

we talk about the ‘tide of prosperity,’  and of a man

‘taking advantage of the tide,’  or of his being able

to ‘j ust keep his head above water,’  or of his ‘going

under,’  we are not talking fancifully but scientifi cally,

using a visible condition of nature to illustrate an in-

visible one. The ocean is visible and the tide of life

is not;  but nature’ s law works all the time and every-

where appropriately adapted to the circumstances.

May it not be that there is a navigator in man,

of whom he does not know much, but who knows a good

deal about the ocean of life and its dangers, and also

knows many things about the possibilities of the craft

he navigates?  This unknown navigator may know all

about the advantages of an occasional submergence as a

means of protection against some worse danger. H e

may know j ust how long his craft can stay below, and

he may know how and when to come up to the surface

again — all of which knowledge is beyond the outer

man’ s grasp.

It may be that the worst ‘submergence’  that a

man knows this side of the grave may be the means of

saving him from enemies on that ‘tide of prosperity'

beneath whose waves he has ‘gone under.’

A  man may have worse perils to face in the day

of his prosperity than when he seems down and out.

It all depends upon his store of ox ygen, and on his

machinery, how long he can live down there and whether

he can come up again. The submarine has taught

us that much: that a man may go under and come

up again. That is worth thinking about, for all men

are liable to ‘go under’  for a time.

I think that the necessary store of ox ygen or ‘ breathe-

able air’  is like hope which means life to the inner man

as air means life to his body;  and hope is based on faith

in a man’ s own inner self and on trust in the H igher'

L aw. S o long as he is Man, he is alive and so long

as he lives he has no need to fancy that he is dead,

or drowned because he has ‘gone under.’  H e is alive,

and he knows it;  that is enough to prove to him the

folly of despair. H e may be under water, and out

of sight, for a time, but he may be safe also for a time

from some other peril that he failed to recognise when

he was on the surface. L et him refl ect upon the sub-

marine;  there may be something there for him to get

a new idea from as to his own submergence. R . M.

.3

The B oy that was S caret o’  Dyin’

N CE  there was a boy that was dreadful scaret

0 o’  dying. S ome ‘folks is that way, you know;

they ain' t never done it to know how it feels, and

they’ re scaret. A nd this boy was that way. H e wasn’ t

very rugged, his health was sort 0’  slim, and maybe

that made him think about such things more. ’ T any

rate, he was terrible scaret 0’  dyin’ .

’ Twas a long time ago, this was —  the times when

posies and creatures could speak so’ s folks could know

what they was saying.

A nd one day, as the boy -—  his name was R euben,

I forget his other name — —  as R euben was sittin’  under

a tree, cryin’ , he heard a little, little bit of a voice

— —  not sq ueaky, you know, but small and thin and

soft-like —  and he see ’ twas a posy talkin’ . ’ Twas one

of them posies they call B enj amins, with three-cornered

whitey blossoms with a mite of pink on ’ em, and it

talked in a kind 0’  pinky white voice, and it says.

" W hat you cryin’  for, R euben? ”

A n’  he says, “Cause I’ m scaret o’  dyin’ ,’

" I’ m dreadful scaret o’  dyin’ .”

W ell, what do you think?  That posy j ust laughed

— the most curious little pinky-white laugh, ' twas—

an'  it says, the B enj amin says:

“Dyin’ ?  S caret o’  dyin’ ?  W hy, I die myself every

single year 0’  my life! ”

“Die yourself? ”  says R euben;

you’ re alive this minute."

“Course I be,”  said the B enj amin;  “but that' s

neither here nor there;  I’ ve died every year since I

can remember.”

“Don’ t it hurt? ”  says the boy.

“N o, it don’ t,”  says the posy;  “it‘s real nice. Y ou

Q

says he;

“ you’ re foolin’ ;
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thatway. The fact thatthere are more ways of keeping
going than by staying on the surface might have been
apparent to him when the tide of fortune swept over
his head and almost drowned him.

It is curious to note that when a man is sailing
on the surface he calls the ocean allegorically the tide
of fortune, but when it swamps his boat he is said to
be overwhelmed by the Hood of misfortune. From which
I argue that fortune and misfortune are not different
in themselves but are different appearances of the tide
of life to different men.

The submarine has taught us thatsubmergence may
be a means of protection against worse dangers on the
surface.

Let a man who has seldom managed to ‘keep his
head above water’ in the affairs of life, and who per-
haps fancies that he is drowned because the waters have
closed over his head, think of the submarine, and re-
member that he too has the power to live a long while
‘under water,‘ and to come to the surface again as a

surprise to those who had thought him drowned.
There is something in the idea more than a mere

fancy. The submarine is a hard fact. I am not going
into the question of how it is now being used, but am

merely noting the fact that it has proved the possi-
bility of successfully sailing below the surface of the
water. A fact in nature is a demonstration of natural
law; and natural law holds good all through the whole
realm of Nature in which we live.

That is why it is possible to ‘reason by analogy.‘
The law of Nature is not capricious, and it can be
seen to operate on all sorts of levels of the world’s
life, adapting itself to circumstances. So that when
we talk about the ‘tide of prosperity,’ and of a man

‘taking advantage of the tide,’ or of his being able
to ‘just keep his head above water,’ or of his ‘going
under,’ we are not talking fancifully but scientifically,
using a visible condition of nature to illustrate an in-
visible one. The ocean is visible and the tide of life
is not; but nature’s law works all the time and every-
where appropriately adaptcd to the circumstances.

May it not be that there is a navigator in man,
of whom he does not know much, but who knows a good
deal about the ocean of life and its dangers, and also
knows many things about the possibilities of the craft
he navigates? This unknown navigator may know all
about the advantages of an occasional submergence as a

means of protection against some worse danger. He
may know just how long his craft can stay below, and
he may know how and when to come up to the surface
again—all of which knowledge is beyond the outer
man’s grasp.

It may be that the worst ‘submergence’ that a

man knows this side of the grave may be the means of
saving him from enemies on that ‘tide of prosperity’
beneath whose waves he has ‘gone under.’

A man may have worse perils to face in the day
of his prosperity than when he seems down and out.

Go glc

It all depends upon his store of oxygen, and on his
machinery,how long he can live down there and whether
he can come up again. The submarine has taught
us that much: that a man may go under and come

up again. That is worth thinking about, for all men
are liable to ‘go under’ for a time.

I thinkthatthe necessary store of oxygen or ‘ breathe-
able air’ is like hope which means life to the inner man

as air means life to his body; and hope is based on faith
in a man's own inner self and on trust in the Higher‘
Law. So long as he is Man, he is alive and so long
as he lives he has no need to fancy that he is dead.
or drowned because he has ‘gone under.’ He is alive,
and he knows it; that is enough to prove to him the
folly of despair. He may be under water, and out
of sight, for a time, but he may be safe also for a time
from some other peril that he failed to recognise when
he was on the surface. Let him reflect upon the sub-
marine; there may be something there for him to get
a new idea from as to his own submergence. R. M.

.33

The Boy that was Scaret o’ Dyin’
NCE there was a boy that was dreadful scaret

o’ dying. Some ‘folks is that way, you know:
they ain’t never done it to know how it feels, and

they’re scaret. And this boy was that way. He wasn't
very rugged, his health was sort 0’ slim, and maybe
that n1ade him think about such things more. ’T any
rate. he was terrible scaret o’ dyin’.

’Twas a long time ago, this was ~— the times when
posies and creatures could speak so’s folks could know
what they was saying.

And one day, as the boy — his name was Reuben.
I forget his other name — as Reuben was sittin’ under
a tree, cryin’, he heard a little, little bit of a voice
- not squeaky, you know, but small and thin and
soft-like — and he see ’twas a posy talkin'. ‘Twas one
of them posies they call Benjamins, with three-cornered
whitey blossoms with a mite of pink on ’em, and it
talked in a kind 0’ pinky white voice, and it says.

“What you cryin’ for, Reuben?”
An’ he says, “Cause I’m scaret o’ dyin’," says he:

“I'm dreadful scaret o’ dyin’.”
Well, what do you think? That posy just laughed

—the most curious little pinky-white laugh, 'twas~
an‘ it says, the Benjamin says:

“Dyin’? Scaret 0' dyin’? Why, I die myself every
single year 0’ my life!”

“Die yourself?" says Reuben;
you're alive this minute."

“Course I be," said the Benjamin; “but that's
neither here nor there; I've died every year since I
can remember.”

“Don’t it hurt?” says the boy.
“No, it don’t," says the posy; “it's real nice. You

“you’re foolin".
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see, you get kind 0’  tired holdin’  up your head straight

and lookin’  peart and wide-awake, and tired 0'  the sun

shinin’  so hot, and

the winds a-blow-

in’  you to pieces.

an‘ the bees tak-

in’  your honey.

S o it’ s nice to

feel sleepy an'

hang your head

down, an’  get

sleepier and sleep-

ier, an'  then find

you’  re droppin’

off. Then you

wake up j est ’ t

nicest time of the

year, and come up

and look round,

and— why, I like

to die, I do.”

B ut someways

that didn’ t help

R euben as much

as you’ d think.

“I ain’ t a posy,"

he thinks to him~

self, ‘Tand maybe

I wouldn’ t come

9 ’

up.

W ell, another

time he was sit-

tin’  on a stone in

the lower pasture,

cryin'  again, and

he heard another

curious voice;  but

’ twan’ t like the

posy’ s voice, but

it was a little

woolly, soft, fuz-

zy voice, and he

see ’ twas a cater-

pillar a-talkin’  to

him. A nd the

caterpillar says in

his soft, fuzzy lit-

tle voice, he says:

“W hat you cryin’  for, R euben? "

A nd the boy, he says:

“I’ m powerful scaret o’  dyin’ , that’ s why,”  he says.

A nd the fuzzy caterpillar, he laughed.

“Dyin’ ? ”  he says.

A ll my family,”  he says, “die every once in a while,

and when they wake up they’ re j ust splendid— got

wings and fl y about and live on honey and things.

W hy, I wouldn’ t miss it for anything, I’ m lottin’  on it.”

P
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“I’ m lottin’  on dyin’ , myself.

B ut somehow that didn’ t chirk up R euben much.

“I ain’ t a caterpillar,"  he says, “and maybe I

wouldn’ t wake up

at all.”

W ell, there was

a lot of other

things talked to

that boy and

tried to help him

—  trees and po-

sies and grass and

crawling things

that was allers a-

dyin'  and livin'

and livin’  and dy-

in’ . N ow R euben

thought it didn’ t

help him any, but

I guess it did a

little mite, for he

couldn’ t help

thinkin’  what ev’ -

ry one of ’ em

said. B ut he was

scaret all the

same.

A nd one sum-

mer he began to

fail up faster and

faster, and he got

so tired he could-

n’ t hardly hold

his head up. A nd

one day he was

lyin’  on the bed

and lookin’  out

the east winder,

an’  the sun kep’

a-shinin’  in his

eyes till he shet

them up an’  he

fell fast asleep.

H e had a real

good nap and

when he woke up

he went out to

take a walk.

A nd he began

to think what the posies and trees and creatures had

said about dyin’ , and how they laughed at his bein’

scaret of it, and he says to himself, “W ell, somehow I

don’ t feel so scaret today, but I suppose I be.”  A nd

j ust then what do you think he done?  W hy, he met a

A ngel. H e never seed one afore, but he knowed it right

off. A nd the A ngel says, “A in’ t you happy, little boy? ”

A nd R euben says, “W ell, I would be, only I’ m so dread-

ful scaret 0’  dyin’ . It must be terrible cur’ us to be dead.”
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see, you get kind 0' tired holdin' up your head straight
and lookin’ peart and wide-awake. and tired o‘ the sun
shinin' sohot. and
the winds a-blow-
in' you to pieces.
an‘ the bees tak-
in' your honey.
So it's nice to
feel sleepy an‘
hang your head
down, an‘ get
sleepier and sleep-
ier, an’ then find
you' re droppin'
off. Then you
wake up jest ‘t
nicest time of the
year, and come up
and look round,
and—wh_v, I like
to die, I do."

But someways
that didn't help
Reuben as much
as you'd think.
“I ain't a posy,"
he thinks to him-
self, “and maybe
I wouldn’t come

91up.
Well, another

time he was sit-
tin' on a stone in
the lower pasture.
eryin' again, and
he heard another
curious voice: but
'twan't like the
posy's voice, but
it was a little
woolly, soft, fuz-
zy voice, and he
see ‘twins 3 enter-
pillar a-tall:in' to
him. And the
caterpillar says in
his soft, fuzzy lit-
tle voice, he says:

"What you cryin' for, Reuben?"
And the boy, he says:
“I‘m powerful seal-et 0' dyin', that's why," he says.
And the fuzzy caterpillar, he laughed.
"Dyin’?" he says.

All my family," he says, “die every once in a while,
and when they wake up they're just splendid—got
wings and fly about and live on honey and things.
Why, I wouldn't miss it for anything, I'm lottin' on it."
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 "I ain't a caterpillar,"
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“ I'm lottin' on dyin', myself.

But somehow that didn't chirk up Reuben much.
he says, "and maybe I

wouldn't wake up
at all."

Well, there was
a lot of other
things talked to
that boy and
tried to help him
— trees and po-
sies and grass and
crawling things
that was allers a-
dyin' and livin'
and livin' and dy-
in‘. Now Reuben
thought it didn't
help him any, but
I guess it did a
little mite. for he
couldn't help
thinkin' what ev'-
ry one of em
said. But he was
searet all the
sa me.

And one sum-
mer he began to
fail up faster and
faster, and he got
so tired he could-
n't hardly hold
his head up. And
one day he was

lyin' on the bed
and lookin' out
the east winder,
an‘ the sun kep'
a-shinin' in his
eyes till he shet
them up an‘ he
fell fast asleep.
He had a real
good nap and
when he woke up
he went out to
take a walk.

And he began
to think what the posies and trees and creatures had
said about dyin'. and how they laughed at his be-in‘
scaret of it, and he says to himself, “Well. somehow I
don't feel so scaret today, but I suppose I be."
just then what do you think he done?
Angel. IIe never seed one afore, but he l-mowed it right
off. And the Angel says, “Ain't you happy. little boy?"
And Reuben says, "Well, I would be, only I'm so dread-
ful scaret o‘ dyin'. It must be terrible eur'us to be dead."

And
Why, he met a
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A nd the A ngel says, “W hy, you be dead! ”

A nd he was. — A nnie T. S losson, from “S tory-Tell

L ib”  (Charles S cribner’ s S ons, N ew Y ork)

a

O ne Minute!

“ O N Q UE R  a fault in one minute? ”

C N o, I didn’ t say in one minute;  I said

for one minute. I say that by the use of one-

minutes a man can alter his whole nature, throw off

his burdens, unshackle his spiritual legs, open his mind,

get an incredible pace on his progress, and fi nally realise

his entire possibilities. W e’ ve all got a lot of ten-

dencies of which the greater number are hindrances ‘

to our progress. S uppose some god or great being were

to descend from another planet and, touching you on

the shoulder, say: “My friend, for one minute I’ ll make

you all you might be, all you’ ve got it in you to be.”

A ll you’ ve got it in you to be!  W hy, man, for that

minute you’ d be a ‘god’  yourself, a god-mind, a god-

character, a god-soul, the will and glory of a god.

That’ s in us all, waiting. ..

W ell, the ‘god’  would go, after his minute and you' d

shrink back again to what you were. Y ou know what

that is!

The q uestion is, would that one divine and glorious

minute nerve you to a great try to realise all that for

yourself afterwards?  O r would the contrast make

you hopeless?

Probably the latter. The revelation would be too

great. The friendly god would have overshot his aim.

H e would do better with the nex t man. H e would

say, perhaps: “F riend, you’ ve got a hard row to hoe,

I know;  much to put up with. Y ou can’ t help brooding

over it all, and resenting things, and getting hurt in

your mind all the time. A nd you’ re anx ious over the

future. A nd you fear things, and you worry most of

the time. A nd other men irritate and bother you.

These conditions are there with you even when your

attention is away from them and for a moment you

have what seems to you to be peace and happiness.

I’ ll wipe it all right out for you for one minute. Then

you’ ll know what a glorious sense of freedom and what

glorious possibilities of progress you’ d have if you could

yourself shake all this out of your nature.”

A nd for a minute the man wouldn’ t know himself,

the spring and relief of soul would be so great. H e

would think, “W hy, there isn’ t anything great and

splendid I can’ t be.”  B ut only a minute, alas!

W ell, we can’ t do that either~ yet. B ut we can

presently. That’ s my point.

It is the immense power of one minute I’ m talking of.

If you get a bad and cruel slight or inj ury of some

sort, you resent it. Can’ t help doing so. A ll the rest

of the day is darkened. Y ou think of nothing else.

B ut it isn’ t the slight or inj ury in itself that stays

your progress on towards your possibilities. It’ s your

being hurt by it, your resentment. N othing but our-

selves can stay us, no ex ternal thing or power or con-

dition. A nd you think there’ s no chance whatever for

you to get past that tendency to resent or be hurt.

N o permanent smooth water. Y ou’ ve never even

thought of getting past it as a possibility for you.

N ow, I say: for one minute, no more, put that

whole affair out of your mind;  for one minute have

peace in yourself. H old back the anger, the thought

of having been inj ured— for one minute. H old the

thought of peace and light all through you and around

you, in your head, in your heart. Try the same for

worry, or anx iety, or fear. Try it when you feel at

your slackest—  be for one minute tuned up full pitch.

Y ou’ ve done a bigger thing than you know. That

minute is a living thing, now, in you, working unseen

and for ever more for your good.

Create a lot more of them. K eep doing it. Meet

every inj ury, every trouble, every cloud, every ill-

feeling, with one minute of peace and light. F orgive

an enemy wholly for one minute;  make kindliness shine.

A t bedtime, in the early morning fi rst thing, create

one of these one-minutes with all the strength of as-

piration you’ ve got.

A ll these, I say, will thereafter work of themselves.

E ach is a power in you that never dies. A nd when

you’ ve made enough of them, and they’ ve had time

enough, they' ll do for you what we supposed that

‘god'  from another planet tried to do.

Man’ s natural condition is progress, onward, al-

ways on and on. B ut he lets himself be caught and

stayed and tripped. W hat’ s the past got to do with

us now?  O ur eyes should be on the shining future.

L et’ s stop getting caught and stayed and tripped, keep

our eyes ahead on the great light and move, move,

throwing out of the mind everything that stays us.

Move through and past what happens. Don’ t let it

reach out a hand a' nd clutch you and hold you fi x ed.

Don’ t let it stand in your memory for an instant.

H ard to manage, all this?  Y es, in the ordinary way.

B ut not if you practise these one-minute sé ances now

and then. Y ou’ ll be enj oying them inside of a week.

N o trouble at all about it. S TUDE N T

6'

O h, W hat’ s The Use?

H E R E  was more music to come;  in fact the fi nest

piece on the list had not yet been played.

B ut the last few minutes my mind had got

to thinking over the possibilities of a good supper and

the picture was drawing me more and more.

Part of me wanted the supper, and wanted it at

once, too;  part wanted the music. I had the casting

vote. W hat did I want?

W hat shall we three do?  I said to myself.

The whole range of human nature was alive in me.

visible. It was a fi ne fi rst lesson in psychology. There
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And the Angel says, “Why, you be dead!”
And he was. ——Annie T. Slosson, from “Story-Tell

Lib” (Charles Scribner’s Sons, New York)
.1!

One Minute!

C‘ ONQUER a fault in one minute?"
No, I didn’t say in one minute; I said

for one minute. I say that by the use of one-
minutes a man can alter his whole nature, throw off
his burdens, unshackle his spiritual legs, open his mind,
get an incredible pace on his progress, and finally realise
his entire possibilities. We’ve all got a lot of ten-
dencies of which the greater number are hindrances ‘

to our progress. Suppose some god or great being were
to descend from another planet and, touching you on
the shoulder, say: “My friend, for one minute I’ll make
you all you might be, all you've got it in you to be."

All you've got it in you to be! Why, man, for that
minute you’d be a ‘god’ yourself, a god-mind, a god-
character, a god-soul, the will and glory of a god.

That’s in us all, waiting. ..

Well, the ‘god’ would go, after his minute and you'd
shrink back again to what you were. You know what
that is!

The question is, would that one divine and glorious
minute nerve you to a great try to realise all that for
yourself afterwards? Or would the contrast make
you hopeless?

Probably the latter. The revelation would be too
great. The friendly god would have overshot his aim.

He would do better with the next man. He would
say, perhaps: “Friend, you've got a hard row to hoe,
I know; much to put up with. You can’t help brooding
over it all, and resenting things, and getting hurt in
your mind all the time. And you're anxious over the
future. And you fear things, and you worry most of
the time. And other men irritate and bother you.
These conditions are there with you even when your
attention is away from them and for a moment you
have what seems to you to be peace and happiness.
I’ll wipe it all right out for you for one minute. Then
you'll know what a glorious sense of freedom and what
glorious possibilitiesof progress you'd have if you could
yourself shake all this out of your nature.”

And for a minute the man wouldn’t know himself,
the spring and relief of soul would be so great. He
would think, “Why, there isn't anything great and
splendid I can't be." But only a minute, alas!

Well, we can't do that either—yet. But we can

presently. That's my point.
It is the immense power of one minute I'm talkingof.
If you get a bad and cruel slight or injury of some

sort, you resent it. Can't help doing so. All the rest
of the day is darkened. You think of nothing else.

But it isn't the slight or injury in itself that stays
your progress on towards your possibilities. It's your

. G0 glut
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being hurt by it, your resentment. Nothing but our-
selves can stay us, no external thing or power or con-
dition. And you think there's no chance whatever for
you to get past that tendency to resent or be hurt.
No permanent smooth water. You've never even
thought of getting past it as a possibility for you.

Now, I say: for one minute, no more, put that
whole affair out of your mind; for one minute have
peace in yourself. Hold back the anger, the thought
of having been injured—for one minute. Hold the
thought of peace and light all through you and around
you, in your head, in your heart. Try the same for
worry, or anxiety, or fear. Try it when you feel at
your slackest—be for one minute tuned up full pitch.

You've done a bigger thing than you know. That
minute is a living thing, now, in you, working unseen
and for ever more for your good.

Create a lot more of them. Keep doing it. Meet
every injury, every trouble, every cloud, every ill-
feeling, with one minute of peace and light. Forgive
an enemy wholly for one minute; make kindliness shine.

At bedtime, in the early morning first thing, create
one of these one-minutes with all the strength of us-

piration you've got.
All these, I say, will thereafter work of themselves.

Each is a power in you that never dies. And when
you've made enough of them, and they've had time
enough, they'll do for you what we supposed that
‘god’ from another planet tried to do.

Man's natural condition is progress, onward, al-
ways on and on. But he lets himself be caught and
stayed and tripped. What's the past got to do with
us now? Our eyes should be on the shining future.
Let's stop getting caught and stayed and tripped, keep
our eyes ahead on the great light and move, mom
throwing out of the mind everything that stays us.
Move through and past what happens. Don’t let it
reach out a hand and clutch you and hold you fixed.
Don’t let it stand in your memory for an instant.

Hard to manage, all this? Yes, in the ordinary way.
But not if you practise these one-minute séances now
and then. You'll be enjoying them inside of a week.
No trouble at all about it. Srrunaxr

.5

Oh, What’; The Use?

HERE was more music to come; in fact the finest
piece on the list had not yet been played.

But the last few minutes my mind had got
to thinkingover the possibilitiesof a good supper and
the picture was drawing me more and more.

Part of me wanted the supper, and wanted it at
once, too; part wanted the music. I had the casting
vote. What did I want?

What shall we three do? I said to myself.
The whole range of human nature was alive in me.

visible. It was a fine first lesson in psychology. There
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was a high element with its consciousness in the music,

feeling great things that couldn’ t be put into words.

There was a low element with its consciousness in the

body and wanting the bodily sensations of a good sup-

per. A nd there was a me element to which both the

others were appealing to be allowed their special ac-

tivities. W hichever of them I should side with, that

one’ s pleasure would become mine.

The course of human history on this planet really

turns on the way in which men have given license

to the one or the other of these two elements. F or

of course the lower one demands other pleasures be-

side eating. A nd the higher one is by no means con-

cerned with music only.

A s I watched the drama going on in me I understood

it better and better. That lower thing in the body

was a real being that knew well what it wanted. A nd

it could push its wants into my mind every minute or

so and divert my attention from the music and from

thinking. A nd the higher element was also a being,

for it gave me a prick of the conscience every time

I was going to get up and go out to supper. It seemed

to say into my mind: “S hame on you that you will

let that thing drag you out to eat when you might be

getting the inspiration of this music! ”

S o I sat. A nd then I remembered a picture I had

once seen in E urope. It was of a man praying at an

altar. O n his right stood an angel, shining white, one

hand on his shoulder, the other pointing upward to a

great light above;  on his left, but crouching down

out of sight, an evil sq uirming-looking thing, pulling

at the man’ s robe.

The picture was j ust my situation, ex cept that I

was listening to music instead of kneeling at an altar.

S omehow, all in a moment, I knew that the picture

represented a fact. W e do have an A ngel with us,

drawing us to all that’ s high and right. A nd we do

have the other thing, always drawing us down into

evil, into matter. A nd we can let the mind go with

either and act according to either.

B ut I am not saying that the lower thing is in itself

evil, or rather, was evil to start with. It’ s come to be

evil because of our yielding to its demands after the

point at which they are proper. W e let our minds

go with it and reinforce it, so that in some of us it has

got to be a real vampire, absorbing will and manhood,

forcing our thought and imagination to serve it more

and more.

A nd here’ s the moral of the situation. If we want

to live sane, fi ne lives, get sight of our divinity and

immortality, get permanent peace and j oy, get to our

hidden powers, get free, — we must begin learning to

think and imagine on a new line. That means, get

the mind in key with the ‘A ngel,’  which is our real

self, instead of with the other thing, the ‘reptile,’  the

cause of all our selfi shness and disease and suffering.

N or is the j ob a hard one, though it takes time.

and perseverance. B ut the reward is past all telling.

The fi rst thing is,— not to let our thought get

tangled up in anything low. K eep the mind on to

other matters altogether. K eep it friendly. K eep it

from troublesome and disturbing memories, memories

of wrong things done, memories of pains and pleasures

past, memories of q uarrels and wrongs. K eep its imagin-

ings clean. Get it out of the hands of the ‘reptile.’

Get it out of the way of thinking of the body as itself.

It is in the body and the user of the body.

The mind needs employment, of course. Give it

all the study and thinking and good reading you can.

B ut also make it more and more aware of the ‘A n-

gel,’  the inspiring Presence of L ight I saw painted in

the picture and felt as it urged me to bear out the music.

W e all feel it as conscience. B ut we need to feel it

as an actual living presence with us, especially in our

moments of real silence. It is there that our highest

knowledge and noblest powers and possibilities of perma-

nent j oy are stored. People sometimes read about this

and make one or two trials and then give up. If they

would keep on a few weeks they would begin to fi nd

out what sort of a path they were moving on. To the

man who can see the worth of it and who means to win

out, the program is something like this:

The fi rst thing mornings and the last thing nights,

try for a few moments to get aware of that helping

presence. A lso now and then in the day. W hen you

have stood out against temptation and done something

right, or done something kindly and helpful, then you

can feel its approval. A nd contrariwise its disapproval

when you have done something wrong, or its withdrawal

when you are thinking along some selfi sh line.

W orking and thinking and using imagination in this

new fashion we soon begin to enter a new life, a life

that gets fuller and richer and happier day by day.

Its possibilities can’ t be imagined. A nd it’ s the only

life containing the answer to that drear q uestion which

comes up some time for each of us, “W hat’ s the Use? ”

S TUDE N T

J!

Y our S ymptoms

()U go to a doctor and tell him your symptoms.

To you they may not seem to be connected one

with another, nor with some habit or trick you

have which the doctor unex pectedly ferrets out as their

cause. S ome men can’ t even see a connection between

their headache of this morning and their lobster supper

late last night.

H owever, you take the doctor’ s word on trust, drop

the habit, and so fi nd the symptoms disappear.

O f course there are diseases of the mind as well

as the body, sets of mind-symptoms. If you could

fi nd a wise enough mind-doctor he would tell you what

habit was the cause of them, what habits to drop for

a cure. A nd some of us would be very unable or very
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THE NEW WAY 5
 

was a high element with its consciousness in the music,
feeling great things that couldn’t be put into words.
There was a low element with its consciousness in the
body and wanting the bodily sensations of a good sup-
per. And there was a me element to which both the
others were appealing to be allowed their special ac-
tivities. Whichever of them I should side with, that
one’s pleasure would become mine.

The course of human history on this planet really
turns on the way in which men have given license
to the one or the other of these two elements. For
of course the lower one demands other pleasures be-
side eating. And the higher one is by no means con-
cerned with music only.

As I watched the drama going on in me I understood
it better and better. That lower thing in the body
was a real being that knew well what it wanted. And
it could push its wants into my mind every minute or
so and divert my attention from the music and from
thinking. And the higher element was also a being,
for it gave me a prick of the conscience every time
I was going to get up and go out to supper. It seemed
to say into my mind: “Shame on you that you will
let that thing drag you out to eat when you might be
getting the inspiration of this music!”

So I sat. And then I remembered a picture I had
once seen in Europe. It was of a man praying at an
altar. On his right stood an angel, shining white, one
hand on his shoulder, the other pointing upward to a

great light above; on his left, but crouching down
out of sight, an evil squirming-looking thing, pulling
at the man’s robe.

The picture was just my situation, except that I
was listening to music instead of kneeling at an altar.

Somehow, all in a moment, I knew that the picture
represented a fact. We do have an Angel with us,
drawing us to all that’s high and right. And we do
have the other thing, always drawing us down into
evil, into matter. And we can let the mind go with
either and act according to either.

But I am not saying that the lower thing is in itself
evil, or rather, was evil to start with. It’s come to be
evil because of our yielding to its demands after the
point at which they are proper. We let our minds
go with it and reinforce it, so that in some of us it has
got to be a real vampire, absorbing will and manhood,
forcing our thought and imagination to serve it more
and more.

And here’s the moral of the situation. If we want
to live sane, fine lives, get sight of our divinity and
immortality, get permanent peace and joy, get to our
hidden powers, get free, —-we must begin learning to
think and imagine on a new line. That means, get
the mind in key with the ‘Angel,’ which is our real
self, instead of with the other thing, the ‘reptile,’ the
cause of all our selfishness and disease and suffering.

Nor is the job a hard one, though it takes time.
and perseverance. But the reward is past all telling.

,L.-in git

The first thing is,—not to let our thought get
tangled up in anything low. Keep the mind on to
other matters altogether. Keep it friendly. Keep it
from troublesome and disturbing memories, memories
of wrong things done, memories of pains and pleasures
past, memories of quarrels and wrongs. Keep its imagin-
ings clean. Get it out of the hands of the ‘reptile.’
Get it out of the way of thinkingof the body as itself.
It is in the body and the user of the body.

The mind needs employment, of course. Give it
all the study and thinking and good reading you can.

But also make it more and more aware of the ‘An-
gel,’ the inspiring Presence of Light I saw painted in
the picture and felt as it urged me to hear out the music.
We all feel it as conscience. But we need to feel it
as an actual living presence with us, especially in our
moments of real silence. ft is there that our highest
knowledge and noblest powers and possibilitiesof perma-
nent joy are stored. People sometimes read about this
and make one or two trials and then give up. If they
would keep on a few weeks they would begin to find
out what sort of a path they were moving on. To the
man who can see the worth of it and who means to win
out, the program is something like this:

The first thing mornings and the last thing nights,
try for a few moments to get aware of that helping
presence. Also now and then in the day. When you
have stood out against temptation and done something
right, or done something kindly and helpful, then you
can feel its approval. And contrariwise its disapproval
when you have done somethingwrong, or its withdrawal
when you are thinking along some selfish line.

Working and thinkingand using imagination in this
new fashion we soon begin to enter a new life, a life
that gets fuller and richer and happier day by day.
Its possibilities can't be imagined. And it's the only
life containing the answer to that drear question which
comes up some time for each of us, “What’s the Use?"

STUDENT

.33

Your Symptoms
OU go to a doctor and tell him your symptoms.
To you they may not seem to be connected one
with another, nor with some habit or trick you

have which the doctor unexpectedly ferrets out as their
cause. Some men can’t even see a connection between
their headache of this morning and their lobster supper
late last night.

However, you take the doctor's word on trust, drop
the habit, and so find the symptoms disappear.

Of course there are diseases of the mind as well
as the body, sets of mind-symptoms. If you could
find a wise enough mind—doctor he would tell you what
habit was the cause of them, what habits to drop for
a cure. And some of us would be very unable or very
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unwilling to see the connection of cause and effect.

B ut as every man by the time he is forty is said

in the proverb to be either a fool or his own physician,

let us try to take a step towards being the latter.

L et us admit that there are laws relating to our

mental life which, if broken, will hurt our mental health

as surely as the breaking of laws relating to our bodily

life will inj ure our bodily health. (A nd, by the way,

bad mental health is one of the most freq uent and

powerful causes of bad bodily health.)

A  physician would never amount to much if he

studied his own case only. L et us then look around

us a bit.

H ere are a few manifestly healthy-minded men,

strong, serene, helpful, pleasant to be with, of good,

clear, sane j udgment.

A  few others, selected for contrast, are all twisted

in, self-centered, gloomy, anything but good company

— ex cept perhaps to their like.

L isten to the talk. The fi rst lot are talking about

things, ideas, principles;  not about themselves, not much

about the conditions around them, not much about

other men. A nd their talk is mostly salted with humor.

The other lot are talking about people or about

themselves. A t best their talk is gossip. More often

it is snarl. Much of it is grumble. A nd apparently

they can see no good in anybody.

This lot we can call diseased— mentally.

If they knew they needed a mental doctor and could

fi nd a competent one, he would say:

“My dear fellow, all these symptoms hang together

and the cause is that you’ ve got an infl amed spot in

the middle of your mind, the spot called I. It will

get well if you keep your thoughts off it and stop scratch-

ing it. O ne of the symptoms of the infl ammation is

also one of the causes of it. I mean talking about

other men, gossip. Take my word for it, if you' ll re-

fuse to have a hand in a talk that’ s about the person-

alities of other men, or to introduce such a topic your-

self, you’ ll fi nd such a relief from all your symptoms

in a month that you won’ t know yourself. Y ou can’ t

have one end of a stick without the other. If you’ re

thinking and talking of other men’ s personalities at

one end of your mind, at the other (for the time un- -

noticed by yourself) you are thinking about your own

personality, scratching that infl amed place and making

it discharge its poisons (‘tox ins,’  for there \are mental

tox ins) all through your mind. These tox ins are the

cause of your gloom and all the other symptoms.

“A lso, never talk about yourself and least of all

about your grievances.

“The nex t thing is to get more friendly feeling into

you, especially towards the bigger-minded fellows, the

fellows who never talk about personalities. R efuse to

dwell on any faults they may have. They’ re not angels,

of course. A re you?

“A nd as you rise in the morning, think, fi rst thing,

I ' m loo big for all this little business. I’ m a man. H old

that for two minutes. S allie j ust before you get into

bed. B ut any high thoughts will do. The fi rst and

last minutes of the day contain immense curative

powers for mind and body if a man has the will to

call on them and the perseverance to keep on at it.

“N ow there’ s the prescription, a sure thing if it

gets the chance. A nd the cure it will give means peace,

happiness, bigness, and health.

“My fee?  S hake hands on the bargain and look

me in the eye like a man and that' s enough. Good

luck."  S TUDE N T

.3

The L ight-spot

S  the man of science, if he is anything of a genius,

is letting his thoughts run along upon his problems,

upon one of these thoughts as it passes, there

seems to fl ash a sudden light. H e sees that by it one

of his problems is solved or a great invention revealed.

The poet too may fi nd some casual thought suddenly

open out' under a great light and reveal itself as the

key to a new poem, a light that presently fl oods his

whole mind with inspiration and fi lls and guides it

til!  the poem is done.

W e may not be men of science or poets, but the same

thing may happen to us. A s we read or think we also

may suddenly perceive that some thought, either from

the'  page or coming of itself, fl ashes out as a clue, a

key to a new way of thought and of the conduct of

our lives that we never had before. N ow we under-

stand something that was dark, the why of something

perplex ing;  we have a new guide for our days, a new hope.

The soul in each of us, the diviuer self, the watcher

of our thoughts, becomes a partaker in them as soon

as they become impersonal, as soon as they are about

something larger than is our common habit, as soon in

fact as they are real thoughts at all. A nd upon any

one of them that holds any promise of bringing forth

real fruit, it does throw more or less of its light, whether

we notice it or not. It is as it were interested in that

thought, calls our attention to it, prompts us to hold

on to it and develop it. O ur thought is for the moment

in some degree in tune with its wisdom. B ut of course

it cannot do this unless we accustom ourselves to have

such thoughts, to use the mind to search impersonally

into things, dropping for the time that I, I that stands

so much in the way of our growth and our peace. The

man of genius, during the moments when his genius

is at work, has forgotten himself. H e ‘comes to,’  comes

back to himself, only when he has followed his new

thought as far as he can go.

W e can make it the same with ourselves. W e can

practise searching in our minds for one thought worth

having, one minute, fi ve minutes. W orking like this

we can soon ‘get a move on us.’  S TUDE N T
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6 THE NEW WAY
 

unwilling to see the connection of cause and effect.
But as every man by the time he is forty is said

in the proverb to be either a fool or his own physician,
let us try to take a step towards being the latter.

Let us admit that there are laws relating to our
mental life which, if broken, will hurt our mental health
as surely as the breaking of laws relating to our bodily
life will injure our bodily health. (And, by the way,
bad mental health is one of the most frequent and
powerful causes of bad bodily health.)

A physician would never amount to much if he
studied his own case only. l.et us then look around
us a bit.

Here are a few manifestly healthy-minded men,
strong, serene, helpful, pleasant to be with, of good,
clear, sane judgment.

A few others, selected for contrast, are all twisted
in, self-centered, gloomy, anything but good company
—except perhaps to their like.

Listen to the talk. The first lot are talking about
things, ideas, principles; not about themselves, not much
about the conditions around them, not much about
other men. And their talk is mostly salted with humor.

The other lot are talking about people or about
themselves. At best their talk is gossip. More often
it is snarl. Much of it is grumble. And apparently
they can see no good in anybody.

This lot we can call diseased— mentally.
If they knew they needed a mental doctor and could

find a competent one, he would say:
"My dear fellow, all these symptoms hang together

and the cause is that you’ve got an inflamed spot in
the middle of your mind, the spot called I. It will
get well if you keep your thoughtsoff it and stop scratch-
ing it. One of the symptoms of the inflammation is
also one of the causes of it. I mean talking about
other men, gossip. Take my word for it, if you'll re-

fuse to have a hand in a talk that's about the person-
alities of other men, or to introduce such a topic your-
self, you’ll find such a relief from all your symptoms
in a month that you won’t know yourself. You can't
have one end of a stick without the other. If you’re
thinking and talking of other men’s personalities at
one end of your mind, at the other (for the time un-
noticed by yourself) you are thinkingabout your own

personality, scratching that inflamed place and making
it discharge its poisons (‘ toxins,’ for there ‘are mental
toxins) all through your mind. These toxins are the
cause of your gloom and all the other symptoms.

“Also, never talk about yourself and least of all
about your grievances.

“The next thing is to get more friendly feeling into
you, especially towards the bigger-minded fellows, the
fellows who never talk about personalities. Refuse to
dwell on any faults they may have. They’re not angels,
of course. Are you?

“And as you rise in the morning, think, first thing,

.L.-in git

I‘m too big for all this little business. I’m a man. Hold
that for two minutes. Same just before you get into
bed. But any high thoughts will do. The first and
last minutes of the day contain immense curative
powers for mind and body if a man has the will to
call on them and the perseverance to keep on at it.

“Now there's the prescription, a. sure thing if it
gets the chance. And the cure it will give means peace,
happiness, bigness, and health.

“My fee? Shake hands on the bargain and look
me in the eye like a man and that's enough. Good
luck." STUDENT

J3

The Light-spot

AS the man of science, if he is anything of a genius,
is letting his thoughts run along upon his problems,
upon one of these thoughts as it passes, there

seems to flash a sudden light. He sees that by it one
of his problems is solved or a great invention revealed.

The poet too may find some casual thought suddenly
open out under a great light and reveal itself as the
key to a new poem, a light that presently floods his
whole mind with inspiration and fills and guides it
till the poem is done.

We may not be men of science or poets, but the same

thing may happen to us. As we read or think we also
may suddenly perceive that some thought. either from
the page or coming of itself, flashes out as a clue, a

key to a new way of thought and of the conduct of
our lives that we never had before. Now we under-
stand something that was dark, the why of something
perplexing; we have a new guide for our days, a new hope.

The soul in each of us, the diviner self, the watcher
of our thoughts, becomes a partaker in them as soon
as they become impersonal, as soon as they are about
something larger than is our common habit, as soon in
fact as they are real thoughts at all. And upon any
one of them that holds any promise of bringing forth
real fruit, it does throw more or less of its light, whether
we notice it or not. It is as it were interested in that
thought, calls our attention to it, prompts us to hold
on to it and develop it. Our thought is for the moment
in some degree in tune with its wisdom. But of course
it cannot do this unless we accustom ourselves to have
such thoughts, to use the mind to search impersonally
into things, dropping for the time that I, I that stands
so much in the way of our growth and our peace. The
man of genius, during the moments when his genius
is at work, has forgotten himself. He ‘comes to,’ comes
back to himself, only when he has followed his new

thought as far as he can go.
We can make it the same with ourselves. We can

practise searching in our minds for one thought worth
having, one minute, five minutes. Working like this
we can soon ‘get a move on us.’ STUDENT
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A  B irthday in Middle L ife

PO N  the road another stone,

A nother hard-won boundary passed,

A nd youth' s dim unimaginable goal has grown

Instant and vast. ‘

The end was far, undreamed of then,

In life' s fi rst clear felicity;

it was a fate that called sometime for other men.

B ut not for me.

I drank the gladness of the grass,

The rapture of the woods in May.

I was immortal as they are, serene, alas!

A nd young as they.

W hat in the hurrying hours remains?

_ W hat faded blossoms linger on

To mock, as they recall the j oys, the j oyous pains

That now are gone?

A h!  in life' s barren, desert lands

This still may lift the heart and be

A  crystal well amid the bare rocks and the sands'

Monotony.

This ~~ that no agonizing dies,

N o hoping and no strife is vain,

That in the garnered harvest of a man they rise

A nd live again— S elected

a!

W hen A ll Is Done

by PA UL  L A UR E N CE  DUN B A R

H E N  all is done, and my last word is said.

A nd ye who loved me murmur, “H e is dead,"

L et no one weep, for fear that I should know,

A nd sorrow, too, that ye should sorrow so.

W hen all is done and in the oozing clay,

Y e lay this cast-off hull of mine away,

Pray not for me, for, after long despair,

The q uiet of my grave will be a prayer.

F or l have suffered loss and grievous pain,

The hurts of hatred and the world' s disdain,

A nd wounds so deep that love, well-tried and pure,

H ad not the power to ease them or to cure.

W hen all is done, say not my day is o' er,

A nd that through night I seek a dimmer shore:

S ay rather that my mom has j ust begun —

I greet the dawn and not a setting sun,

W hen all is done— S elected

A ll is as the E nd is

by B E R N A R D CA R PE N TE R  \

CR Y  ye to man when man all hope forgets;

S ay: A ll is as the end is;

Call no day dark or bright till the sun sets.

A ll is as the end is. W hat of dark days if evening

be serene?

The past, the past makes not our destiny,

B ut that which is the future still we see.

Man is not always what he once hath been,

B ut rather what he hopes and strives to be.

A ll is as the end is.

Duty may spring from pangs which grief begets.

A nd life' s best purposes from dead regrets,

L ike scent distilled from vanished violets:

F or all is as the end is.

Call no day dark or bright till the sun sets.

— S clecled

.3

W hat is Death?

N  E nglish physician thus describes the ideal ap-

proach of death:

W ithout pain, anger or sorrow, the intellectual faculties

lose their brightness. A mbition ceases, or fades into desire for

repose. Ideas of time, of space, of duty, languidly pass away. To sleep

and not to dream, is the pressing and still pressing need. The awaken-

ings are shorter and shorter;  painless, careless, happy awakenings

to him of a busy world, to the merry sounds of children at play, to

the sounds of voices offering aid, to the efforts of talking on simple

topics and recalling events that have dwelt longest on the memory;

and then again the overpowering sleep. Thus on and on till the ani-

mal nature is lost.

The time shall come when this act of death, now as a rule so dreaded,

shall, arriving only at its appointed hour, suggest no terror, inflict

no agony.

B ut the time shall also come when men will be

trained so to live and so to think that as fast as the

faculties close to the outer world they will open to an

inner, that as the mind loses contact with the one it

consciously gains it with the other. There is no need

for any man to wait till death to know something of

the freedom and ex pansion that death will give him.

This is the reward of the power of true silence, gained

by the practise of but a few minutes day by day. F or

F rom the soul of silence that was ere time began

Comes forth the Voice that bids rej oice and speaks its word to man.

.3

TH E  N ew W A Y : S ubscription price (Domestic), S eventy-fi ve

Cents per year, Ten Cents per copy. Club S ubsu' iptions of four or

more, per year, each, F ifty Cents. Get your friends to j oin you in

subscribing. F oreign S ubscriptions per year 8 1.00. F ive subscriptions

for $ 3.00. Ten subscriptions for $ 5.00.

Money orders and checks should be made payable to TH E  N E W

W A Y , and all subscriptions and correspondence should be addressed to:

» Tm: N ew W A Y . Point L oma, California
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A Birthday in Middle Life

PON the road another stone.
Another hard-won boundary passed,

And youth's dim unimaginable goal has grown
Instant and vast. I

The end was far. undreamed of then,
ln life's first clear felicity;

It was a fate that called sometime for other men,
But not for me.

l drank the gladness of the grass,
The rapture of the woods in May.

I was immortal as they are. serene, alas!
And young as they.

What in the hurrying hours remains?
What faded blossoms linger on‘To mock, as they recall the joys, the joyous pains
That now are gone?

Ah! in life's barren, desert lands
This still may lift the heart and be

A crystal well amid the bare rocks and the sands’
Monotony.

This— that no agonizing dies.
No hoping and no strife is vain.

That in the garnered harvest of a man they rise
And live again.—SeIecled

.93

When All Is Done
by PAUL LAURENCE DUNBAR

EN all is done. and my last word is said.
And ye who loved me murmur, “He is dead,"

Let no one weep. for fear that I should know,
And sorrow. too. that ye should sorrow so.

When all is done and in the oozing clay.
Ye lay this cast-off hull of mine away.
Pray not for me. for, after long despair.
The quiet of my grave will be a prayer.

For l have suffered loss and grievous pain,
The hurts of hatred and the world's disdain.
And wounds so deep that love. well-tried and pure.
Had not the power to ease them or to cure.

When all is done. say not my day is o'er,
And that through night I seek a dimmer shore;
Say rather that my mom has just begun ’—

I greet the dawn and not a setting sun,
When all is done.—Selec!ed

. G0 glut

NEW WAY 7

All is as the End is
\by BERNARD CARPENTER

CRY ye to man when man all hope forgets;
Say: All is as the end is;

Call no day dark or bright till the sun sets.

All is as the end is. What of dark days if evening
be serene?

The past, the past makes not our destiny,
But that which is the future still we see.
Man is not always what he once hath been.
But rather what he hopes and strives to be.

All is as the end is.
Duty may spring from pangs which grief begets.
And life's best purposes from dead regrets.
Like scent distilled from vanished violets:

For all is as the end is.
Call no day dark or bright till the sun sets.

—SeIecled

63

What is Death?
N English physician thus describes the ideal ap-
proach of death:

Without pain. anger or sorrow, the intellectual faculties
lose their brightness. Ambitionceases, or fades into desire for

repose. Ideas of time. of space. of duty. languidly pass away. To sleep
and not to dream, is the pressing and still pressing need. The awaken-
ings are shorter and shorter: painless, careless. happy awakening:
to him of a busy world. to the merry sounds of children at play. to
the sounds of voices ofiering aid. to the efforts of talking on simple
topics and recalling events that have dwelt longest on the memory:
and then again the overpowering sleep. Thus on and on till the ani-
mal nature is lost.

The time shall come when thisactof death, now as a rule so dreaded.
shall. arriving only at its appointed hour. suggest no terror, inflict
no agony.

But the time shall also come when men will be
trained so to live and so to think that as fast as the
faculties close to the outer world they will open to an
inner, that as the mind loses contact with the one it
consciously gains it with the other. There is no need
for any man to wait till death to know something of
the freedom and expansion that death will give him.
This is the reward of the power of true silence, gained
by the practise of but a few minutes day by day. For

From the soul of silence that was ere time began
Comes forth the Voice that bids rejoice and speaks its word to man.

J0
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The N ew W ay Guidebook

H ow To GR O W

E VE R Y  young man should do at least one thing

every day which helps somebody else and from which

he himself cannot possibly reap any profi t or advance-

ment. L et him do one thing every day that cannot

possibly yield him any tangible reward, directly or in-

directly, now or ever. I know of no discipline of charac-

ter eq ual to this. A fter a while a subtle change will

come over your nature. Y ou will come to understand

the practical value of the words of the Master, “It

is more blessed to give than to receive."  There comes

to you an acq uisition of power. Y our infl uence, by a

process which is beyond any human analysis, reaches

out over your associates, over all humanity. A  man

cannot select a surer road to ruin than to have a selfi sh

motive back of every action. To do all your deeds,

not most of them, with the thought of the advantage

they will bring you, will result in paralysis of character,

as surely as certain drugs introduced into the nerves

for a. long time will result in physical paralysis. I do

not think that there can be a more valuable suggestion

to a young man facing the world and desiring to in-

crease his powers, than to practise unselfi shness.

-— — S enator B everidge

Y ou say that the soul is nothing but the result of

bodily powers. W hy, then, is my soul the more lumi-

nous now that my bodily powers begin to fail?  W inter

is on my head, but S pring is in my heart. F or half

a century I have been writing my thoughts in prose,

verse, history, philosophy, drama, romance, tradition,

satire, ode, song. I have tried it all. B ut I feel that

I have not said the thousandth part of what is in me.

W hen I go down to the grave I can say like so many

others, “I have fi nished my day’ s W ork.”  B ut I can

not say, “I have fi nished my life.”  My day’ s work

will begin the nex t morning. The tomb is not a blind

alley;  it is a thoroughfare. It closes in the twilight

to appear with the dawn. My work is only beginning.

— Victor H ugo

TH E R E  is a great, sweet golden bell in me!

It has a tongue of fl ame, a fl ame so bright

I seem to walk forever in its light,

A s gods do in their immortality.

If I could ring the bell that is in me,

S orrows would cease and blackened hopes turn white,

A ll tears and terrors take to sudden fl ight,

A s evil birds fl ap screaming out to sea.

— W inifred W elles

DR IVE  the steed of thy body with the two reins

of silence and kindliness. Thus shall thy j ourney be

easy and thy path and thy goal clear to see. W hen

the mind gives ear to the peace within the heart, that

is silence. W hen the peace becomes a light shining out

towards thy fellows, that is kindliness. — E as! ern

A TTE N D to the little matters, the little duties, the

little victories over yourself, the little efforts, the little\

sacrifi ces. It is these that count towards the great

victory that will at last transform the man who keeps

on with them. It is in attention to some one of these

little things— and you can never tell which;  there is

no outward sign— that a man unsuspectineg diverges

once and for all from the track that leads nowhere in

particular to the one that leads to the heights of being.

Don‘t miss it!

“In life’ s small things be resolute and great

To keep thy muscle trained: K nowest thou when F ate

Thy measure takes, or when she’ ll say to thee,

‘I fi nd thee worthy;  do this thing for me' ? "

— N ew Century

GE T a thought worth having before you go to bed,

whatever the efl ort,_and write it down in the best lan-

guage you can, j ust one thought, optimistic, about the

things that matter. E very night, however you feel.

Don’ t miss it. R ead over nex t morning what you

have written and then put it aside. A fter a month

look over the lot and you’ ll fi nd that you have thought

out for yourself a philosophy of life. The thoughts will

piece up together and every following month will carry

you further in insight and strength of mind. B e sure

that the thought is optimistic. O ptimism opens up

the mind. Pessimism locks it up in cold storage.

— Ccntury Path

B E H O L D the mighty dinosaur,

F amous in prehistoric lore,

N ot only for his weight and strength

B ut for his intellectual length.

Y ou will observe by these remains

The creature had two sets of brains —

O ne in his head (the usual place),

The other at his spinal base.

Thus he could reason a priori

A s well as a posteriori.

N o problem bothered him a bit:

H e made both head and tail of it.

S o wise he was, so wise and soleinn,

E ach thought fi lled j ust a spinal column.

If one brain found the pressure strong

It passed a few ideas along;

If something slipped his forward mind

’ Twas rescued by the one behind;

A nd if in error he was caught

H e had a saving afterthought.

A s he thought twice before he spoke

H e had no j udgment to revoke;

F or he could think, without congestion,

Upon both sides of every q uestion.

0, gaze upon this model beast,

Defunct ten million years at least!

— Chicago Tribune
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8 THE NEW WAY

The New Way Guidebook
How To Gnow

EVERY young man should do at least one thing
every day which helps somebody else and from which
he himself cannot possibly reap any profit or advance-
ment. Let him do one thing every day that cannot
possibly yield him any tangible reward, directly or in-
directly,now or ever. I know of no discipline of charac-
ter equal to this. After a while a subtle change will
come over your nature. You will come to understand
the practical value of the words of the Master, “It
is more blessed to give than to receive.” There comes
to you an acquisition of power. Your influence, by a

process which is beyond any human analysis, reaches
out over your associates, over all humanity. A man
cannot select a surer road to ruin than to have a selfish
motive back of every action. To do all your deeds,
for most of them, with the thought of the advantage
they will bring you, will result in paralysis of character,
as surely as certain drugs introduced into the nerves
for a long time will result in physical paralysis. I do
not think that there can be a more valuable suggestion
to a young man facing the world and desiring to in-
crease his powers, than to practise unselfishness.

-—Scnalor Bezveridge
You say that the soul is nothing but the result of

bodily powers. Why, then, is my soul the more lumi-
nous now that my bodily powers begin to fail? Winter
is on my head, but Spring is in my heart. For half
a century I have been writing my thoughts in prose,
verse, history, philosophy, drama, romance, tradition,
satire, ode, song. I have tried it all. But I feel that
I have not said the thousandthpart of what is in me.
When I go down to the grave I can say like so many
others, "I have finished my day’s work.” But I can
not say, “I have finished my life.” My day’s work
will begin the next morning. The tomb is not a blind
alley; it is a thoroughfare. It closes in the twilight
to appear with the dawn. My work is only beginning.

—Viclor Hugo
THERE is a great, sweet golden bell in me!
It has a tongue of flame, a flame so bright
I seem to walk forever in its light,
As gods do in their immortality.
If I could ring the bell that is in me.
Sorrows would cease and blackened hopes turn white.
All tears and terrors take to sudden flight,
As evil birds flap screaming out to sea.

—Winifral lVeIle.«r

DRIVE the steed of thy body with the two reins
of silence and kindliness. Thus shall thy journey be
easy and thy path and thy goal clear to see. When
the mind gives ear to the peace within the heart, that
is silence. When the peace becomes a light shining out
towards thy fellows, that is kindliness. —Ea.vfcrn

TL-in glc

ATTEND to the little matters, the little duties, the
little victories over yourself, the little efforts, the little‘
sacrifices. It is these that count towards the great
victory that will at last transform the man who keeps
on with them. It is in attention to some one of these
little things——and you can never tell which; there is
no outward sign —that a man unsuspectingly diverges
once and for all from the track that leads nowhere in
particular to the one that leads to the heights of being.
Don’t miss it!
“In life’s small things be resolute and great
To keep thy muscle trained: Knowest thou when Fate
Thy measure takes, or when she'll say to thee,
‘I find thee worthy; do this thing for me’?”

—New Century
GET 31 thought worth having before you go to bed,

whatever the efl'ort,‘and write it down in the best lan-
guage you can, just one thought, optimistic, about the
things that matter. Every night, however you feel.
Don’t miss it. Read over next morning what you
have written and then put it aside. After a month
look over the lot and you’ll find that you have thought
out for yourself a philosophyof life. The thoughts will
piece up together and every following month will carry
you further in insight and strength of mind. Be sure
that the thought is optimistic. Optimism opens up
the mind. Pessimism locks it up in cold storage.

—(‘entury Path

BEHOLD the mighty dinosaur,
Famous in prehistoric lore,
Not only for his weight and strength
But for his intellectual length.
You will observe by these remains
The creature had two sets of brains —-

One in his head (the usual place),
The other at his spinal base.
Thus he could reason a priori
As well as a posteriori.
No problem bothered him a bit:
He made both head and tail of it.
So wise he was, so wise and soleinn,
Each thought filled just a spinal column.
If one brain found the pressure strong
It passed a few ideas along;
If something slipped his forward mind
’Twas rescued by the one behind;
And if in error he was caught
He had a saving afterthought.
As he thought twice before he spoke
He had no judgment to revoke;
For he could think, without congestion,
Upon both sides of every question.
0, gaze upon this model beast,
Defunct ten million years at least!

—-Chicago Tribune
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The New Day
ESPITE appearances humanity is now one as it

has never heen before. And for that -reason joy
in life is waning, the old joy, to give place to

:1 new one. Individual happiness must for a while
disappear in some measure, merging into the general
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sea of pain and despair. But after 1:. space there will
arise a new and general joy und peace in which all
the flowers of life will bloom. The question—oughl
a man to be happy amid the general wide-spread mis-
ery? —is about to be answered after 11 fashion. He
carmol. The wild rush after pleasures which we see

on every hand is a. mark that the answer is now being
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rendered. There is no inner personal j oy and peace

because each man’ s heart-strings— despite his selfi sh-

ness— are vibrating to the pain of others. S o he

rushes for some outer pleasure that may deaden the

inner gnawing which he does not understand.

B ut collective pain is a bond of brotherhood like

collective j oy;  and, too, there are more and more who

accept the world burden and try no more to fi ll their

own little cup of individual pleasure. They voluntar-

ily live the greater life and thus are beyond the prick

of personal pain or desire. L ife is perceptibly light-

ened and the Day draws nearer with each such ‘sacrifi ce.’

W e hold that there will come a moment when the

situation will almost suddenly alter, suddenly fi ll with

light. N ot very far ahead, in the intense stress, there

will come a moment when the feeling of unity, deep

in humanity’ s heart, will break outward into clear con-

sciousness;  the limiting tie of each man’ s mind to his

purely personal center will snap;  the horrible crave

for individual relief amid the general situation will sud-

denly weaken or depart. In that moment the Christ-

soul of brotherhood will be born in the world as a new

impulse everywhere diffused;  in that moment every

thread of the web of minds and hearts will shine with

light;  pain will have pealed its own death-knell, and

that peal will pass q uickly into the peal of j oy for the

arising of a new L ife, new H eaven, new E arth. S TUDE N T

at

K nowing H uman N ature

H E R E ’ S  a surface human nature and a deep human

T nature, and you can know the fi rst as thoroughly

as S am W eller knew L ondon without having the

slightest touch with the other.

The fi rst is known by observation. S ome acute

business men do this in perfection. They reckon a

man up by all sorts of signs, the way he walks, speaks,

looks at them;  his complex ion;  fi fty little outward

indications. S ometimes they make a j udgment about

some applicant for a post so swiftly that they don’ t them-

selves know how they did it;  and it may be almost

infallible. Their power comes from the long practised

habit of studying men as a horse dealer studies horses.

It’ s a science, needing, like other sciences, the coldest

observation;  and, like other sciences, not needing a

heart.

B ut as it needs no heart for its practise, so it doesn’ t

give any knowledge of the heart, the deeper nature,

of the man on whom it is practised.

The other way reaches after a while all the know-

ledge that the fi rst one gets, as well as much more.

It rests on sympathetic fellow-feeling leading at once

to action. It is knowledge by service.

Y ou notice some other man suffering or in diffi culty.

Y our friendly desire to help is aroused and you go and

render the help. This action awakes in you a brotherly

feeling towards the man you have helped. There is

now an inner in-touch-ness between you. H e has bd-

come a fellow-creature, not a mere outward form.

There is a double effect. Y our own inner nature

has enlarged by as much of him as you have now got

the feel of in your heart. A nd your knowledge of inner

human nature has grown by as much, though you could

not put the addition into any form of words or de-

scription. Y ou got it by doing something, not by mere

outer observation. The profoundest knowledge of hu-

man nature, fi nally including all that the other way

yields, comes by this method, by action towards and

for others, by service. The constant practise of this

has been the secret of their knowledge of human nature

in the wisest of all ages, all the spiritual teachers of

all times. These men have seen human failings and

weaknesses clearly enough, but they were always hold-

ing on to that part of human nature which is deeper

than its failings. B y constant service and the kindly

and compassionate will to serve they did the holding

on and got the knowledge. It is deeds of service rest-

ing on the desire to give help that alone will open up

full knowledge of human nature, knowledge by sym-

pathetic in-touch-ness, realised knowledge, direct know-

ledge as distinct from knowledge which rests on in-

ference from appearances.

This principle of coming into inner touch with a

man and so knowing him, by acts for him, is capable

of being applied further. God, the Divine in all things,

may be known in the same way, understood, got into

touch with. R eal inner knowledge and communion can

be opened up. The way of brotherhood towards the

hearts of fellow-men may also be the way to the heart

of the Divine.

Constant service of some sort must be rendered.

Part of this service is service to humanity, for the

Divine is present there in each one, however hidden.

L et a man make the highest idea of the Divine pres-

ence, of God, that he can, one that satisfi es his ideals.

That of itself will be one act of service and will bring

its reward. The idea will be imperfect and perhaps

wrong in part. B ut in part it will lead to and be ac—

cepted by what it is intended for.

Then, to the Divine he has thus reached in his

thought and in degree got into actual touch with, let

him make offering of all his work as he does it;  doing

it in the spirit of offering it;  do it at his best and as

best he can. L et him treat his pleasures in the same

way those that are fi t for this offering up.

The touch between the man and the Divine will

grow closer and more conscious. The man will come

to know, where at fi rst he could only have faith. A nd

because of the companionship his whole nature and will.

will gradually get purifi ed and ennobled and strength-

ened, and his failings will be outgrown and drop away.

This W ay is as open to us now as in older times. the

times when men symbolised their offerings of their

deeds by little daily offerings of water, a fl ower 01'

a fruit. The symbol and deed went together. S ' wnam.‘
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2 THE NEW WAY

/

rendered. There is no inner personal joy and peace
because each man’s heart-strings —— despite his selfish-
ness—are vibrating to the pain of others. So he
rushes for some outer pleasure that may deaden the
inner gnawing which he does not understand.

But collective pain is a bond of brotherhood like
collective joy; and, too, there are more and more who
accept the world burden and try no more to fill their
own little cup of individual pleasure. They voluntar-
ily live the greater life and thus are beyond the prick
of personal pain or desire. Life is perceptibly light-
ened and the Day draws nearer with each such ‘sacrifice.’

We hold that there will come a moment when the
situation will almost suddenly alter, suddenly fill with
light. Not very far ahead, in the intense stress, there
will come a moment when the feeling of unity, deep
in humanity’s heart, will break outward into clear con-

sciousness; the limiting tie of each man’s mind to his
purely personal center will snap; the horrible crave
for individual relief amid the general situation will sud-
denly weaken or depart. In that moment the Christ-
soul of brotherhood will be born in the world as a new

impulse everywhere diffused; in that moment every
thread of the web of minds and hearts will shine with
light; pain will have pealed its own death—knell, and
that peal will pass quickly into the pcal of joy for the
arising of a new Life, new Heaven, new Earth. STUDENT

.33

Knowing Human Nature
HERE'S a surface human nature and a deep humanT nature, and you can know the first as thoroughly

as Sam Weller knew London without having the
slightest touch with the other.

The first is known by observation. Some acute
business men do this in perfection. They reckon a
man up by all sorts of signs, the way he walks, speaks,
looks at them; his complexion; fifty little outward
indications. Sometimes they make a judgment about
some applicant for a post so swiftly thattheydon’t them-
selves know how they did it; and it may be almost
infallible. Their power comes from the long practised
habit of studying men as a horse dealer studies horses.
It’s a science, needing, like other sciences, the coldest
observation: and, like other sciences, not needing a
heart.

But as it needs no heart for its practise, so it doesn't
give any knowledge of the heart, the deeper nature,
of the man on whom it is practised.

The other way reaches after a while all the know-
ledge that the first one gets, as well as much more.
It rests on sympathetic fellow-feeling leading at once

to action. It is knowledge by service.
You notice some other man suffering or in diflieulty.

Your friendly desire to help is aroused and you go and
render the help. This action awakes in you a brotherly
feeling towards the man you have helped. There is

a
C0 glc

now an inner in-touch-ness between you. He has bti
-

come a. fellow-creature, not a mere outward form.
There is a double effect. Your own inner nature

has enlarged by as much of him as you have now got
the feel of in your heart. And your knowledge of inner
human nature has grown by as much, though you could
not put the addition into any form of words or de-
scription. You got it by doing something,not by mere
outer observation. The profoundest knowledge of hu-
man nature, finally including all that the other way
yields, comes by this method, by action towards and
for others, by service. The constant practise of this
has been the secret of their knowledge of human nature
in the wisest of all ages, all the spiritual teachers of
all times. These men have seen human failings and
weaknesses clearly enough, but they were always hold-
ing on to that part of human nature which is deeper
than its failings. By constant service and the kindly
and compassionate will to serve they did the holding
on and got the knowledge. It is deeds of service rest-
ing on the desire to give help that alone will open up
full knowledge of human nature, knowledge by sym-
pathetic in-touch-ness, realised knowledge, direct know-
ledge as distinct from knowledge which rests on in-
fcrencc from appearances.

This principle of coming into inner touch with :1
man and so knowing him, by acts for him, is capable
of being applied further. God, the Divine in all things,
may be known in the same way, understood, got into
touch with. Real inner knowledge and communion can
be opened up. The way of brotherhood towards the
hearts of fellow-men may also be the way to the heart
of the Divine.

Constant service of some sort must be rendered.
Part of this service is service to humanity, for the
Divine is present there in each one, however hidden.

Let a man make the highest idea of the Divine pres-
ence, of God, that he can, one that satisfies his ideals.
That of itself will be one act of service and will bring
its reward. The idea will be imperfect and perhaps
wrong in part. But in part it will lead to and be ac-
cepted by what it is intended for.

Then, to the Divine he has thus reached in his
thought and in degree got into actual touch with, let
him make offering of all his work as he does it; doing
it in the spirit of offering it; do it at his best and as
best he can. Let him treat his pleasures in the same
way those that are fit for this offering up.

The touch between the man and the Divine will
grow closer and more conscious. The man will come
to know, where at first he could only have faith. And
because of the companionship his whole nature and will.
will gradually get purified and ennobled and strength-
ened, and his failings will be outgrown and drop away.

This Way is as open to us now as in older times. the
times when men symbolised their offerings of their
deeds by little daily offerings of water, a flower or

a fruit. The symbol and deed went together. STUDI~:.\'r
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The Magic of R ight A ction

R IGH T action, done against the temptation to

do a wrong one, instantly strings up the entire

nature, sweeps clouds out of the whole mind,tones

up the body, makes S atan of a sudden get behind us.

That is magic, and there is no other way to get

for ourselves those results. They are very pleasurable;

is no way of getting rid of these feelings ex cept by re-

turning to the new and charming policy of right action.

A ll the people who have thoroughly tried the policy

agree about all this.

B ut let us think: \Vhy didn’ t we try this before

as a steady principle?  B ecause something in our na-

ture tempted us and we yielded. A nd that something

said: “R ight action is difficult and painful;  leave it

L omaland Photo &  E ngraving Dept.
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we are tempted to repeat the process. Imagine having

a nature that continually tempted you to do— right!

\Ve are familiar with the other kind of temptation;

this one would be a novelty.

If men would only learn how easy it is to get the

habit of right action!  The pleasure of it!  The tonic

of it!

Y ou have to be careful about a right action;  you

will certainly be tempted to do another, and you may

at last get so infatuated with this kind of work that

no other will satisfy you for a moment. It rouses

a good many little imps in the lower nature, and if

you go back on your tracks and yield to any of these

as you used to so easily and constantly, you will feel

peculiarly mean and small and out of tune. A nd there

and try my pleasant way.”  W e believed it and acted

accordingly. B ut if we gave the matter a thorough

trial we should fi nd we had been lied to;  the pleasure

is the other way. L et us now try it and a surprising

thing will become obvious. The pleasure in wrong ac-

tion is not ours at all;  it is the lower fellow, the little

imp, who gets that pleasure;  but he asserts so positive-

ly that we get the pleasure that we are deceived and

come to take his pleasure for our own.

A ll the while we secretly loved right action without

knowing it, and the pleasure of it is ours. \Vc have a

right to it;  why not get it oftener?  The pleasure is

the approval of the soul, the only real and lasting

pleasure without a reaction, productive of health of

mind and body, productive of wisdom and knowledge
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The Magic of Right Action

RIGHT action, done against the temptation to
do a wron one. instantly strii vs 11 ) the entire3 .

nature. sweeps clouds out of the whole mmd,tones
up the body, Inalu-s Satan of a sudden get behind us.

That is magic. and there is no other way to get
for ourselves those results. They are very pleasurable:

is no way of getting rid of these feelings except by re-

turning to the new and charming policy of right action.
All the people who have thoroughly tried the policy
agree about all this.

But let us think: Why didn't we try this before
as a steady principle? Because something in our na-

ture tempted us and we yielded. And that something
said: "Right action is difficult and painful; leave it

Lonmland Photo -5 Enlmtinx Dept.
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we are tempted to repeat the process. Imagine having
:1 nature that continually tempted you to do — right!
We are familiar with the other kind of temptation;
this one would he a novelty.

If men would only learn how easy it is to get the
habit of right action! The pleasure of it! The tonic
of it!

You have to be careful about a right action: you
will certainly be tempted to do another. and you may
at last get so infatuated with this kind of work that
no other will satisfy you for a. moment. It rouse:-:
a good many little imps in the lower nature. and if
you go back on your tracks and yield to any of these
as you used to so easily and constantly, you will feel
peculiarly mean and small and out of tune. And there

I.-.;I'i~.;-. »;,- GO; -816

and try my pleasant way." We l)clic\'ed it and acted
accordingly. Ilut if we gave the matter a thorough
trial we should find we had been lied to; the pleasure
is the other way. Let us now try it and a surprising
thing will become obvious. The pleasure in wrong ac-
tion is not ours at all; it is the lower fellow, the little
imp. who gets that pleasure; but he asserts so positive-
ly that we get the pleasure that. we are deceived and
come to take his pleasure for our own.

All the while we secretly loved right action without
knowing it. and the pleasure of it is ours. We have a

right to it; why not get it oftener? The plea.~;ure is
the approval of the soul. the only real and lasting
pleasure without a reaction, productive of health of
mind and hotly, productive of wisdom and knowledge
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of spiritual things. It is a pleasure altogether peculiar

to itself. It endows the possessor with a magic touch,

a magic something which causes all those who are dis-

tressed and in need of help to come instinctively to him;

to all who see him it gives a sense of safety and pro-

tection which they cannot ex plain;  all who are trying

to do right are encouraged in his neighborhood;  all

who are in doubt between right and wrong are en-

couraged to select the right by infection from him.

R ight action is the easiest way out of wrong action.

To be continually ex amining oneself— have I done

wrong? — —  is apt to be morbid and to breed that fear

of conseq uences here or hereafter which paralyses any

action whatever. If the steady principle is to do right,

wrong will soon go of itself, and there will be no need

for morbid heart-searching.

A  man need not be worried about right action to-

morrow or look forward wearily to months or years

of it. H is concern is only with the nex t action on

his list;  in the path of right action you live from hand

to mouth, healthily and cheerfully doing the nex t thing

that turns up.

In constant right action we can come to know our

immortality. F or we come to know the soul, the very

principle of immortality itself. W e are friends with

our own souls. S TUDE N T

J

The Two L ights

A N  O L D GE R MA N  S TO R Y

H E  shining soul took some of the fi nest particles

from its own living form and made a little mind

with them and gave the mind some of its own

electric life. A nd the little new-born mind became a

living shining thing on its own account and was pul-

sating and thrilling all through with uex citement.

The soul said, “Go down there and make a place

for me. I will come along presently when the nest

is ready.”

S o the mind went down and housed itself in a little

infant form, new-born, making the brain its headq uar-

ters. F or it found it could look out from there through

the eyes and get all the delightful knowledge about the

world that came through that and the other senses.

L ittle by little it began to arrange all this knowledge

and to arrange the sensitive live brain-stuff to do the

new thinking with. This life in the body and brain

and senses, and the new world outside and the inter-

nal arrangings necessary to get along and understand

everything with, took up all its delighted attention

for a long time. A nd though it did not know it, the

soul had followed close after, not at fi rst getting into

the body but j ust watching from without and giving

a touch of its own to the arrangements.

B ut at last things seemed to be ready and the soul

came right in, making the heart its headq uarters. B ut

its light shone all over, up into the brain and even

— —  if anybody had eyesight enough to see —  out around

the body too.

A nd the mind felt that something had happened,

though it did not know what. It found that it could

now think of itself, think ‘1’ , instead of merely of the

body and the world outside. A nd it found that when

it did some things its happiness seemed to cloud over

and it became somehow uncomfortable about the heart;

and that when it did some other things its happiness

became greater and the heart was warm as if a light

were there. It heard people call the fi rst sort of things

‘wrong’  or ‘selfi sh’  and the other sort of things ‘good’ ;

and it could understand in a way when its teachers

spoke of an ‘inner light’  in the heart and how good

it was to get more and. more aware of that light and

to live by it. S ometimes it wanted to, and sometimes

it wanted very much not to, and wished that that

something in the heart would stop bothering and in-

terfering with its pleasures. B ut on the whole it at-

tended, and attended more and more, fi nding that that

was the only way to keep real happiness and health.

S o it thought more and more of the light as the

years went on until at last it could almost see it in

its heart, and it got-more and more guidance. A nd

the soul gave it more and more of its own j oy and as

much teaching in the shape of great ideas and fl ashes

of truth as the mind could understand. Its under-

standing got always clearer and it could feel the heart

light better, and therefore made more efforts to live

closer to it and get its thoughts illumined by it.

A nd then came one great day when it suddenly

remembered and knew and came right into its parent

heart-light and became one with it. “Thou and I,"

said the light;  “we are twain and one. L et us go

forth and help and spread our light. Thou shalt give

our spoken message to men.”

A nd so it was.

.3

E conomy

CO N  O MY  consists in not spending where you don’ t

have to. The result of economy is that you

have enough to spend where it will be useful.

There are other economies besides economy of money.

A n imprisoned man may desire his liberty so keenly

as to lose his health from that reason alone. H e is

spending his life-force in an unnecessary and unprofi t-

able way, for his desire will not bring his freedom :1

day nearer. Desire is one of the forms of life. and this

man is not economical of it and conseq uently has not

enough to spend where it will be useful, namely in

bodily health and function, and in better forms of

mental action.

It is therefore one of the higher kinds of economy

never to permit oneself to desire anything one cannot
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of spiritual things. It is a pleasure altogether peculiar
to itself. It endows the possessor with a magic touch,
a magic something which causes all those who are dis-
tressed and in need of help to come instinctively to him;
to all who see him it gives a sense of safety and pro-
tection which they cannot explain; all who are trying
to do right are encouraged in his neighborhood; all
who are in doubt between right and wrong are en-

couraged to select the right by infection from him.
Right action is the easiest way out of wrong action.

To be continually examining oneself—have I done
wrong? -——is apt to be morbid and to breed that fear
of consequences here or hereafter which paralyses any
action whatever. If the steady principle is to do right,
wrong will soon go of itself, and there will be no need
for morbid heart-searching.

A man need not be worried about right action to-
morrow or look forward wearily to months or years
of it. His concern is only with the next action on
his list; in the path of right action you live from hand
to mouth, healthilyand cheerfully doing the next thing
that turns up.

In constant right action we can come to know our
immortality. For we come to know the soul, the very
principle of immortality itself. We are friends with
our own souls. STUDENT

J3

The Two Lights
AN OLD GERMAN Sromr

HE shining soul took some of the finest particles
from its own living form and made a little mind
with them and gave the mind some of its own

electric life. And the little new-born mind became a

living shining thing on its own account and was pul-
sating and thrilling all through with "excitement.

The soul said, “Go down there and make a place
for me. I will come along presently when the nest
is ready.”

So the mind went down and housed itself in a little
infant form, new-born, making the brain its headquar-
ters. For it found it could look out from there through
the eyes and get all the delightful knowledge about the
world that came through that and thelother senses.
Little by little it began to arrange all this knowledge
and to arrange the sensitive live brain-stuff to do the
new thinking with. This life in the body and brain
and senses, and the new world outside and the inter-
nal arrangings necessary to get along and understand
everything with, took up all its delighted attention
for a long time. And though it did not know it, the
soul had followed close after, not at first getting into
the body but just watching from without and giving
a touch of its own to the arrangements.

But at last things seemed to be ready and the soul
came right in, making the heart its headquarters. But

a
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its light shone all over, up into the brain and even
— if anybody had eyesight enough to see — out around
the body too.

And the mind felt that something had happened.
though it did not know what. It found that it could
now think of itself, think ‘I’, instead of merely of the
body and the world outside. And it found that when
it did some things its happiness seemed to cloud over
and it became somehow uncomfortable about the heart;
and that when it did some other things its happiness
became greater and the heart was warm as if a light
were there. It heard people call the first sort of things
‘wrong’ or ‘selfish' and the other sort of things ‘good';
and it could understand in a way when its teachers
spoke of an ‘inner light’ in the heart and how good
it was to get more and. more aware of that light and
to live by it. Sometimes it wanted to, and sometimes
it wanted very much not to, and wished that that
something in the heart would stop bothering and in-
terfering with its pleasures. But on the whole it at-
tended, and attended more and more, finding that that
was the only way to keep real happiness and health.

So it thought more and more of the light as the
years went on until at last it could almost see it in
its heart, and it got~more and more guidance. And
the soul gave it more and more of its own joy and as

much teaching in the shape of great ideas and flashes
of truth as the mind could understand. Its under-
standing got always clearer and it could feel the heart
light better, and therefore made more eflorts to live
closer to it and get its thoughts illumined by it.

And then came one great day when it suddenly
remembered and knew and came right into its parent
heart-light and became one with it. “Thou and I,"
said the light; “we are twain and one. Let us go
forth and help and spread our light. Thou shalt give
our spoken message to men."

And so it was.

.33

Economy
CONOMY consists in not spending where you don't

have to. The result of economy is that you
have enough to spend where it will be useful.

There are othereconomies besideseconomy of money.
An imprisoned man may desire his liberty so keenly

as to lose his health from that reason alone. He is
spending his life-force in an unnecessary and unprofit-
able way, for his desire will not bring his freedom :1

day nearer. Desire is one of the forms of life. and this
man is not economical of it and consequently has not
enough to spend where it will be useful, namely in
bodily health and function, and in better forms of
mental action.

It is therefore one of the higher kinds of economy
never to permit oneself to desire anything one cannot
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get, and never anything that one can'  get till the moment

comes for getting it. This is a simple prescription for

the avoidance of infi nite unhappiness.

Desire comes from imagining oneself as having a

thing and almost at the same moment recognising one-

self as not having it. A  prisoner cannot desire freedom

without thinking of himself or imagining himself as

outside, as somewhere where he wants to be, as being

able to do what he wants to do. The imagining would

be pleasant in proportion to its clearness were it not

that in an instant he has to come back to recognition

of the reality —  that he has not freedom. This recog-

nition gives the pain, and the painfulness of every pre-

sent restriction is increased by each repeated memory

of the imagined freedom.

S o men torture themselves, when the habit of not

thinking of what cannot be got is so easily acq uired.

B y this acq uirement desire dies out, for desire is born

of thought. Practise will give perfection, j ust as well

in this as in playing the piano or writing shorthand.

W hy should it not?  A nd as we are talking of desires

for what cannot be got, is it not clear gain to get rid

of them?  They are pure nuisances.

L et us then learn day by day to call in all thoughts

(which are the mothers of desire) of what cannot be

got, or for what can be: of what cannot, altogether

and once and for all;  of what can, till the proper and

practicable time comes for the having or the doing

or the necessary arranging and planning. L et us not

wish anything to be other than it is till the moment

comes when we can rightly make it other.

The reward is a deepening peace, a growth in man-

hood and power of mind and will;  then happiness under

any circumstances. A nd, because we have readj usted

ourselves to life, we shall fi nd that life begins to reply

by adj usting itself in curious and unex pected and most

benefi cent ways to us.’  L ife is not blind accident and

chance, but, if we let it take its own wise way and trust

it, directed by infi nite compassion. L ife has always

gifts of some sort for us. They will come at the best

time if we give up deciding what we want them to be

and economically turn our energies to our growth.

Trust releases all sorts of caught cogs. S TUDE N T

Jl

O ld A ge

VE N  wise men sometimes dread the coming of old

age, but in that case their wisdom fails them.

F or every period of life has needed and neces-

sary lessons and ex periences for us.

W e live almost wholly in our senses, minds and

emotions. S o it is natural that we should lament the

decay or weakening of these activities of our conscious-

ness. W e don’ t know of any other activities to which

to ‘betake ourselves for enj oyment. W e live in the

basement of our houses, and when the waters of the

years begin to creep in there, we are sure that we shall

be drowned. W e don’ t know that we have simply to

go upstairs, don’ t even know that there are any stairs.

W e need to be taught how to grow oldz— grow old,

not merely get old.

A t all times we are cut off from the really deep

things of life, or they are veiled for us, by the inces-

sant butterfl y dance of the mind, by the active senses,

by desires and all kinds of emotion. These make up

life for us and when they begin to fail we think that

life itself must be failing.

It only happens because we think it. B ut beyond all

these another and fuller life is now prepared to open

if we look out for it, the life of the soul where pure

truth can be seen and known as it never could in the

earlier years.

B ut if that richness, peace, and dignity of conscious-

ness is to be fully got, it must to some ex tent at any

rate have been sought before the advancing years have

gone too far with their work. The mind must know

something of the art of retiring into itself and getting

the touch or baptism of the soul — —  the real prayer —

always awaiting it. The more that divine peace has

become known by something of daily practise in the

earlier years, the more surely will that awakened peace

be the constant state of the later years.

Then old age will mean a coming nearer to the

roots of life, an increasing understanding of the mean-

ing of life, a fuller and fuller insight into its secrets,

an unveiling of the divine Presence everywhere, 9 . near-

ing to the soul, and a sure knowledge of immortality.

The mind will be tossed about less and less by desire

and emotion and will come gradually to its true func-

tion — the interpreting of the life of the soul. Death

will come unfeared as the crown and completion of this,

a sudden and welcomed widening of the river into the

great lake.

Thus prepared for, old age loses all its terror in

our realization of the new opportunities it offers.

S TUDE N T

Jl

The Thread

(F rom a letter)

H E Y  say that when a man’ s drunk he’ s apt to

show his true nature. B ut you could j ust as

well say that the drink hides his true nature.

Depends which of his natures you refer to. W hen

he’ s got his sober wits about him he keeps a rein on

a part of himself that breaks loose when the drink is

in him, breaks loose and runs away with the cart. B ut

don’ t forget that he’ s in the cart even then, though

he can’ t guide it any more.

N ow what breaks loose?  A nd who’ s he in the car?

‘ Multiple personality'  —  that’ s a very modern phrase

meaning that in persons so afl licted the changes in
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get, and never anythingthatone can' get till the moment
comes for getting it. This is a simple prescription for
the avoidance of infinite unhappiness.

Desire comes from imagining oneself as having a

thing and almost at the same moment recognising one-
self as not having it. A prisoner cannot desire freedom
without thinking of himself or imagining himself as

outside, as somewhere where he wants to be, as being
able to do what he wants to do. The imagining would
be pleasant in proportion to its clearness were it not
that in an instant he has to come back to recognition
of the reality — that he has not freedom. This recog-
nition gives the pain, and the painfulness of every pre-
sent restriction is increased by each repeated memory
of the imagined freedom.

So men torture themselves, when the habit of not
thinking of what cannot be got is so easily acquired.
By this acquirement desire dies out, for desire is born
of thought. Practise will give perfection, just as well
in this as in playing the piano or writing shorthand.
\Vhy should it not? And as we are talking of desires
for what cannot be got, is it not clear gain to get rid
of them? They are pure nuisances.

Let us then learn day by day to call in all thoughts
(which are the mothers of desire) of what cannot be
got, or for what can be: of what cannot, altogether
and once and for all; of what can, till the proper and
practicable time comes for the having or the doing
or the necessary arranging and planning. Let us not
wish anything to be other than it is till the moment
comes when we can rightly make it other.

The reward is a deepening peace, a growth in man-
hood and power of mind and will; then happiness under
any circumstances. And, because we have readjusted
ourselves to life, we shall find that life begins to reply
by adjusting itself in curious and unexpected and most
beneficent ways to us.‘ Life is not blind accident and
chance, but, if we let it take its own wise way and trust
it, directed by infinite compassion. Life has always
gifts of some sort for us. They will come at the best
time if we give up deciding what we want them to be
and economically turn our energies to our growth.
Trust releases all sorts of caught cogs. STUDENT

.1

Old Age
VEN wise men sometimes dread the coming of old

age, but in that case their wisdom fails them.
For every period of life has needed and neces-

sary lessons and experiences for us.
VVe live almost wholly in our senses, minds and

emotions. So it is natural that we should lament the
decay or weakening of these activities of our conscious-
ness. We don’t know of any other activities to which
to ‘betake ourselves for enjoyment. We live in the
basement of our houses, and when the waters of the

» C0 glc

years begin to creep in there, we are sure that we shall
be drowned. We don't know that we have simply to
go upstairs, don't even know that there are any stairs.
We need to be taught how to grow old:—grow old,
not merely get old.

At all times we are cut off from the really deep
things of life, or they are veiled for us, by the inces-
sant butterfly dance of the mind, by the active senses,
by desires and all kinds of emotion. These make up
life for us and when they begin to fail we think that
life itself must be failing.

It only happens because we think it. But beyond all
these another and fuller life is now prepared to open
if we look out for it, the life of the soul where pure
truth can be seen and known as it never could in the
earlier years.

But if that richness. peace, and dignity of conscious-
ness is to be fully got, it must to some extent at any
rate have been sought before the advancing years have
gone too far with their work. The mind must know
something of the art of retiring into itself and getting
the touch or baptism of the soul —— the real prayer —

always awaiting it. The more that divine peace has
become known by something of daily practise in the
earlier years, the more surely will that awakened peace
be the constant state of the later years.

Then old age will mean a coming nearer to the
roots of life. an increasing understanding of the mean-

ing of life, a fuller and fuller insight into its secrets,
an unveiling of the divine Presence everywhere, a near-

ing to the soul, and a sure knowledge of immortality.
The mind will be tossed about less and less by desire
and emotion and will come gradually to its true func-
tion—the interpreting of the life of the soul. Death
will come unfeared as the crown and completion of this,
a sudden and welcomed widening of the river into the
great lake.

Thus prepared for, old age loses all its terror in
our realization of the new opportunities it offers.

STUDENT
J

The Thread
(From a letter)

HEY say that when a man's drunk he's apt to
show his true nature. But you could just as
well say that the drink hides his true nature.

Depends which of his natures you refer to. When
he’s got his sober wits about him he keeps a rein on

a part of himself that breaks loose when the drink is
in him, breaks loose and runs away with the cart. But
don’t forget that he’s in the cart even then, though
he can’t guide it any more.

Now what breaks loose? And who’s he in the car?
‘Multiple personality‘

— that'sa very modern phrase
meaning that in persons so afflicted the changes in
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their personality from time to time are so marked

that they seem like, bundles of distinct personalities.

A nd sometimes the man when in one of these personali-

ties can' t remember what he did and said when in

another of them.

That' s disease, of course;  and drink may produce

it. F or between the man sober and the same man

touched with drink there may be a gulf so marked

that memory hardly brings back to the sober man

what ‘the other’  said and did. A re they the same

man?  O r are there two men in one body?

L et’ s ex amine ourselves for the answer.

Y ou and I are not victims of the disease called

‘multiple personality,’  and it happens that neither of

us drinks.

B ut yet we change a good deal as the day goes on,

and also from day to day. Did you feel the same

genial fellow this morning that you did last night?

Do you feel the same fellow in the silence and peace

of the hour about sunrise as you do in the late after-

noon?  If you’ ll look yourself up carefully through a

whole day you' ll fi nd several pretty distinct fellows.

Y ou’ ll do things in one part of the day that you’ ld

never think of doing in another. Y our line of thoughts

changes altogether. A nd yet you’ re the same soul

through it all. A  man always seems to me like a string

of beads on a gold thread, beads all different, some one

color, some another, some round or well shaped, some

chipped or broken, some clear so that you can see the

gold thread through them, some fl awed and dirty and

hazy. S ometimes he feels himself to be one bead,

sometimes another, acting and thinking accordingly.

W hat he ought to do is to feel himself the thread and get

all the beads so clear that the gold of him shines out

through each of them.

Y es, that' s the ‘self-knowledge’  that the old Greeks

spoke about.

Get hold of the thread, you yourself, the gold,

fi rst thing in the morning, and hold to it all day. Get

the sense of inner peace as soon as you step out of bed,

peace and the power to hold it. S alute yourself as

a soul;  or, if you like, salute the soul;  salute the day

and the W orld of toiling, suffering men and women,

j ust as if they could feel and get heartened by your

salute. (Maybe they can, in a way.)

A  minute or so of that is easy enough and has a

peculiarly invigorating power over body and mind.

Then the day sets in, work, meals, the other fellows,

worries and all the rest of it. B ut don' t get swept

off. In the midst of it all hold off a moment and recall

that fi rst state. It was you that had it, same man.

B e again that man. H ang on to your thread.

A nd in the evening look back at the changes, at

the beads, and take a note where you let go the thread

and forgot. B ut though you did let go, it was still

there, and it was you.

If a man will live like this he can soon get beyond

his troubles, soon get steady peace, soon recognize him-

self as his radiant golden thread of immortal vitality.

Y es, the metaphors may be a bit mix ed. Don' t

matter so long as you get the idea.

Y O UR  O L D F R IE N D X

' 3

The Meaning of Drudgery

A R R O W , uneventful drudgery, useless to the deer

or to the world — that is perhaps the way in

which a maj ority of people would describe their

work if they were put to it — -especially women.

N ow and then they fi nd in themselves some impulse

to live nobly, and they look around to see what ma-

terials there are to do it with. They fail to see how

the endless chain of duties that look useless or trumpery

can answer to that impulse. Y et there is no way out

of the duties and no prospect of any way opening. F it

nally, with a mix ture of humility and despair and

resentment, they may say, “W ell, I suppose I' m not

thought fi t for anything else.”  They mean, not thought

fi t by an over-ruling Divinity or L aw.

Inside, all men and women are far greater than

they seem or suspect themselves to be. H ow does

that correspond with being condemned to years or a

lifetime of duties that look useless or insignifi cant?

S uppose the duties are pettifogging and uninterest-

ing. May it not be that if we were released from them

we should at once betake ourselves to a lot of doings

that were eq ually worthless but that happened to be

interesting and absorbing?  S hould we not in that case

be further from a higher, inner life than now?  W e

should not only be tied bodily, as now, to a round of

little doings, but mentally also, through our interest.

May not the lack of essential importance in the duties.

and our uninterest in them, be our very opportunity?

H ow about the spirit with which we carry them

through?  Just because they are uninteresting they

leave us free for the effort at serenity, peace, hope.

for the effort to live apart, to live higher, to keep the

mind in the spiritual sunlight, to create ourselves anew.

In time, if we treat the round of duties in this spirit.

we come to see the why of them, that they were the

essentials of our growth, like the daily scale-playing to

the young pianist.

L et us take heart and accept everything. The great

thing is, not what we do, but what growth we accom-

plish while we do it. O ne duty will do as well as another

if we use it in that way. A t some time when we least

ex pect it we shall break through into full light and

understanding. S TUDE N T

W ouldst shape a noble life?  Then cast

N o backward glances towards the past,

A nd though somewhat be lost and gone,

Y et do thou act as one new-born;

W hat each day needs, that shalt thou ask;

E ach day will set its proper task. -— Goethe
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their personality from time to time are so marked
that they seem like_ bundles of distinct personalities.
And sometimes the man when in one of these personali-
ties can’t remember what he did and said when in
another of them.

That's disease, of course; and drink may produce
it. For between the man sober and the same man
touched with drink there may be a gulf so marked
that memory hardly brings back to the sober man
what ‘the other’ said and did. Are they the same
man? Or are there two men in one body?

Let’s examine ourselves for the answer.
You and I are not victims of the disease called

‘multiple personality,’ and it happens that neither of
us drinks.

But yet we change a good deal as the day goes on,
and also from day to day. Did you feel the same

genial fellow this morning that you did last night?
Do you feel the same fellow in the silence and peace
of the hour about sunrise as you do in the late after-
noon? If you’ll look yourself up carefully through a
whole day you'll find several pretty distinct fellows.
You'll do things in one part of the day that you'ld
never thinkof doing in another. Your line of thoughts
changes altogether. And yet you’re the same soul
through it all. A man always seems to me like a string
of beads on a gold thread, beads all different, some one
color, some another, some round or well shaped, some
chipped or broken, some clear so that you can see the
gold thread through them, some flawed and dirty and
hazy. Sometimes he feels himself to be one bead,
sometimes another, acting and thinking accordingly.
What he ought to do is to feel himself the thread and get
all the beads so clear that the gold of him shines out
through each of them.

Yes, that's the ‘self-knowledge’ that the old Greeks
spoke about.

Get hold of the thread, you yourself, the gold,
first thing in the morning, and hold to it all day. Get
the sense of inner peace as soon as you step out of bed,
peace and the power to hold it. Salute yourself as

a soul; or, if you like, salute the soul; salute the day
and the world of toiling, suffering men and women,
just as if they could feel and get heartened by your
salute. (Maybe they can, in a way.)

A minute or so of that is easy enough and has a

peculiarly invigorating power over body and mind.
Then the day sets in, work, meals, the other fellows,

worries and all the rest of it. But don't get swept
ofi. In the midst of it all hold off a moment and recall
that first state. It was you that had it, same man.
Be again that man. Hang on to your thread.

And in the evening look back at the changes, at
the beads, and take a note where you let go the thread
and forgot. But though you did let go, it was still
there, and it was you.

If a man will live like this he can soon get beyond
his troubles, soon get steady peace, soon recognize him-

whit) git’
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self as his radiant golden thread of immortal vitality.
Yes, the metaphors may be a bit mixed. Don't

matter so long as you get the idea.
YOUR OLD FRIEND X

J

The Meaning of Drudgery
ARROW, uneventful drudgery, useless to the deer

or to the world—that is perhaps the way in
which a majority of people would describe their

work if they were put to it ——especially women.
Now and then they find in themselves some impulse

to live nobly, and they look around to see what ma-
terials there are to do it with. They fail to see how
the endless chain of duties that look useless or trumpery
can answer to that impulse. Yet there is no way out
of the duties and no prospect of any way opening. Fi-
nally, with a mixture of humility and despair and
resentment, they may say, “Well, I suppose I'm not
thought fit for anythingelse.” They mean, not thought
fit by an over-ruling Divinity or Law.

Inside, all men and women are far greater than
they seem or suspect themselves to be. How does
that correspond with being condemned to years or :1

lifetime of duties that look useless or insignificant?
Suppose the duties are pettifogging and uninterest-

ing. May it not be that if we were released from them
we should at once betake ourselves to a lot of doings
that were equally worthless but that happened to be
interesting and absorbing? Should we not in that case
be further from a higher, inner life than now? We
should not only be tied bodily, as now, to a round of
little doings, but mentally also, through our interest.
May not the lack of essential importance in the duties.
and our uninterest in them, be our very opportunity?

How about the spirit with which we carry them
through? Just because they are uninteresting they
leave us free for the effort at serenity, peace, hope.
for the effort to live apart, to live higher, to keep the
mind in the spiritual sunlight, to create ourselves anew.

In time, if we treat the round of duties in this spirit.
we come to see the why of them, that they were the
essentials of our growth, like the daily scale—playing to
the young pianist.

Let us take heart and accept everything. The great
thing is, not what we do, but what growth we accom-

plish while we do it. One duty will do as well as another
if we use it in that way. At some time when we least
expect it we shall break through into full light and
understanding. STUDENT

Wouldst shape a noble life? Then cast
No backward glances towards the past,
And though somewhat be lost and gone,
Yet do thou act as one new-born;
What each day needs, thatshalt thou ask;
Each day will set its proper task. ——Goelhe
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K now Thyself

B Y  A N GE L A  MO R GA N , in The Cosmopolitan

R eined by an unseen tyrant' s hand,

S purred by an unseen tyrant' s will,

A q uiver at the fi erce command

That goads you up the danger hill,

Y ou cry: “0 F ate, 0 L ife, be kind!

Grant but an hour of respite —  give

O ne moment to my suffering mind!

I cannot keep the pace and live."

B ut F ate drives on and will not heed

The lips that beg, the feet that bleed.

Drives, while you faint upon the road,

Drives, " with a menace for a goad;

W ith fi ery reins of circumstance

Urging his terrible advance

The while you cry in your despair,

“The pain is more than I can bear! "

F ear not the goad, fear not the pace,

Plead not to fall from out the race— —

it is your own S elf driving you,

Y our S elf that you have never known,

S eeing your little self alone.

Y our S elf, high-seated charioteer,

Master of cowardice and fear,

Y our S elf that sees the shining length

O f all the fearful road ahead,

K nows that the terrors that you dread

A re pigmies to your splendid strength;

S trength you have never even guessed,

S trength that has never needed rest.

Y our S elf that holds the mastering rein,

S eeing beyond the sweat and pain

A nd anguish of your driven soul

The patient beauty of the goal!

F ighting upon the terror fi eld

W here man and F ate come breast to breast,

Pressed by a thousand foes to yield,

Tortured and wounded without rest,

Y ou cried: uB e merciful, 0 L ife!

The strongest spirit soon must break

B efore this all-uneq ual strife,

This endless fi ght for failure' s sake! "

B ut F ate, unheeding, lifted high

Y our S elf no man has ever known,

L ooking on fl esh and blood alone.

The S elf that lives as close to God

A s roots that feed upon the sod.

That one who stands behind the screen,

L ooks through the window of your eyes —

A  being out of Paradise.

The S elf no human eye has seen,

The living one who never tires,

F ed by the deep eternal fi res.

Y our fl aming S elf, with two-edged sword.

Made in the likeness of the L ord,

A ngel and guardian at the gate,

Master of Death and K ing of F ate!

4'

Ghoul Care

B Y  R A L PH  H O DGS O N

S our fi end, go home and tell the pit

F or once you met your master,

A  man who carried in his soul

Three charms against disaster,

The devil and disaster.

A way, away and tell the tale

A nd start your whelps a-whining,

S ay “In the greenwood of his soul

A  lizard' s eye was shining,

A  little eye kept shining."

A way, away and salve your sores

A nd set your bags a-groaning,

S ay “In the greenwood of his soul

A  drowsy bee was droning,

A  dreamy bee was droning.n

Prodigious bat!  Go start the walls

O f hell with horror ringing,

S ay “In the greenwood of his soul

There was a goldfi nch singing,

A  pretty goldfi nch singing."

A nd then come back, come if you please

A  fi ercer ghoul and ghaster,

W ith all the glooms and smuts of hell

B ehind you, l' m your master!

H is sword, and thrust you through to die.

A nd then there came one strong and great,

Y ou know I' m still your master.

-— S :leclcd

W ho towered high o' er Chance and F ate,

W ho bound your wound and eased your pain .s:

A nd bade you rise and fi ght again.
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A nd from some source you did not guess

Cushed a great tide of happiness —

A  courage mightier than the sun —

Y ou rose and fought and, fi ghting, won!

It was your own S elf saving you,
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Know Thyself
BY ANGELA MORGAN, in The Cosmopolitan

Reined by an unseen tyrant's hand,
Spurred by an unseen tyrant's will.
Aquiver at the fierce command
That goads you up the danger hill.
You cry: ‘'0 Fate. 0 Life, be kind!
Grant but an hour of respite — give
One moment to my suffering mind!
I cannot keep the pace and live."
But Fate drives on and will not heed
The lips that beg, the feet that bleed.
Drives. while you faint upon the road.
Drives, ‘with a menace for a goad;
With fiery reins of circumstance
Urging his terrible advance
The while you cry in your despair.
"The pain is more than I can bear!"

Fear not the goad, fear not the pace.
Plead not to fall from out the race——
It is your own Self driving you.
Your Self that you have never known.
Seeing your little self alone.
Your Self. high-seated charioteer.
Master of cowardice and fear.
Your Self that sees the shining length
Of all the fearful road ahead.
Knows that the tenors that you dread
Are pigmies to your splendid strength;
Strength you have never even guessed.
Strength that has never needed rest.
Your Self that holds the mastering rein.
Seeing beyond the sweat and pain
And anguish of your driven soul
The patient beauty of the goal!
Fighting upon the terror field
Where man and Fate come breast to breast,
Pressed by a thousand foes to yield.
Tortured and wounded without rest,
You cried: "Be merciful, 0 Life!
The strongest spirit soon must break
Before this all-unequal strife.
This endless fight for failure's sake!"
But Fate, unheeding. lifted high
His sword. and thrust you through to die.
And then there came one strong and great,
Who towered high o'er Chance and Fate,
Who bound your wound and eased your pain
And bade you rise and fight again.
And from some source you did not guess
Gushed a great tide of happiness —

A courage mightier than the sun —

You rose and fought and, fighting. won!
lt was your own Self saving you.

a

G0 git’

 

Your Self no man has ever known.
Looking on flesh and blood alone.
The Self that lives as close to God
As roots that feed upon the sod.
That one who stands behind the screen,
Looks through the window of your eyes —

A being out of Paradise.
The Self no human eye has seen,
The living one who never tires,
Fed by the deep eternal fires.
Your flaming Self. with two-edged sword.
Made in the likeness of the Lord,
Angel and guardian at the gate.
Master of Death and King of Fate!

JV

Ghoul Care
By RALPH Hoocson

Sour fiend, go home and tell the pit
For once you met your master.
A man who carried in his soul
Three charms against disaster,
The devil and disaster.

Away. away and tell the tale
And start your whelps a-whining.
Say "In the greenwood of his soul
A lizard's eye was shining,
A little eye kept shining."
Away, away and salve your sores
And set your hags a-groaning,
Say "In the greenwood of his soul
A drowsy bee was droning,
A dreamy bee was droning."
Prodigious bat! Co start the walls
Of hell with horror ringing,
Say "In the greenwood of his soul
There was a goldfinch singing.
A pretty goldfinch singing."
And then come back, come if you please
A liercer ghoul and ghaster,
With all the glooms and smuts of hell
Behind you, I'm your master!
You know I'm still your master.

——S:lectcd

.33
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Cleaning: for the W ay

TIIE  K ingdom of H eaven is within you. — B ine

TH E  body is the City, and its heart the Palace,

and the R oyal Presence there a hid, invisible, close,

subtle thing, the S pirit. — Indian

O N E  who knows others is clever;  one who knows.

himself has the L ight. — — Chinese

If thou would’ st hear the N ameless, and wilt dive

Into the Temple-cave 0f thine own self,

There, brooding by the central altar, thou

hIay’ st haply learn the N ameless hath a voice,

B y which thou wilt abide, if thou be wise.— — Tennyson

Two E A S TE R N  F A B L E S

I dreamed that I was driving rapidly homeward, was

in sight of the gates, and was applauding myself for

my skillful driving and splendid progress.

S uddenly the horse turned his head sq uare round

and looked back at me with an ex pression of intense

admiration, almost worship. S o absorbed was he in

this that he swerved from the middle of the road and

landed me in a ditch.

A  certain fl ower plucked itself up by the roots

in order to contemplate its own beauty. A nd the

sun came forth and withered it so that it died. “A las! “

it said, -“I should have been content to strive to grow,

day by day, sure that growth would then come of it-

self without my concern.”

Drivers!  H orses!  K eep looking forward. F lowers!

K eep looking upward at the sun. A ll will then go well.

Just do your best and praise or blame

That follows that, counts all the same.

I’ ve allus noticed great success

Is mix ed with troubles more or less.

— Jamcs W hilcomb R iley

To keep my health!

To do my work!

To live!

N ever to look behind me for an hour!

To see to it I grow and gain and give!

To wait in weakness and to walk in power

B ut always fronting forward to the light,

A lways and always facing toward the right,

R obbed, starved, defeated, fallen, wide astray —

O n, with what strength I have!

B ack to the way!

— Charlotle Perkins Gilman

TH E  DIVIN E  L A W  is L ove itself, and it ever gives

us new opportunities. If we fail today, we can make

a better effort tomorrow. Constantly the S oul is chal-

lenging us to new and better efforts;  whereas our

lower consciousness, our pessimism and our lack of

faith in our Divine N ature always seek to raise a wall

between man and his H igher S elf. — K athen' ne Tingley

TH E R E  is no end for us now — -but radiant and fresh

beginnings.

W e have achieved a nobler peace than death’ s —

N ot an escape from life,

B ut daily, for the long and spirited encounter,

The peace that spurs, that strengthens and fi ghts on!

— L 0uis U nlermcyer

TH E R E  is a certain divine L aw which lies hidden

in the events of our lives, in what look like chances

and accidents. W ealth, poverty, disease, health, good-

fortune, calamity, pain, pleasures, bereavements— all

these things make up our lives. They are the doings

of this L aw, and they answer to something in our

natures, tending to call out that which is good, to

kill out that which is weak and rotten. “W hat a man

sows, that he reaps,"  is a part of this L aw;  the L aw

is retribution, punishment, reward— that describes a

part. B ut it is much more. It gives continual oppor-

tunity in all its workings. If pain befalls a. man, it is

his opportunity to grow strong by heroic bearing of

it. If pleasures and wealth, these are opportunities

to share with others, to relieve pain, to help the world.

If bereavement, it is opportunity to consider the deep

things of life.

S o by this L aw the universe is a divine school for

us all eq ually and has that meaning and signifi cance.

— Gleaned

W E  like only such actions as have already long had

the praise of men, and do not perceive that anything

man can do, may be divinely done. W e think greatness

entailed or organized in some places or duties, in certain

offices or occasions, and do not see that Paganini can

ex tract rapture from a cat-gut, and E ulenstein from a

j ews-harp and a nimble-fi ngered lad out of shreds of

paper with his scissors, and the hero out of the pitiful

habitation and company in which he was hidden.

— E merson

PA TIE N CE

IN  your efforts to overcome your failings don’ t get

too impatient with yourself. The error of a moment can

be put right in a moment;  but a fault that has been a

long time in the making will naturally take time to get

on top of.

B ut j ust as certainly as we cannot win in a moment,

so certainly must we win in the end if we keep up the

effort. H eavy debts can only be paid by instalments,

but each instalment infallibly reduces the debt. The

trouble is that we cannot see the creditor’ s book and

watch him put ' down the instalment to our credit and

note the lessening of the debt. B ut we can be sure

that he is perfectly honest and accurate.

Perseverance means the doing of a thing again and

again, without reference to the number of times it has

been done before. A nd all the time that we are wearing

out our opponent we are growing in many things b9 -

sides the one we are specially thinking of. S TUDE N T
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8 THE NEW WAY

Cleaning; for the Way
THE Kingdom of Heaven is within you. —Bible

THE body is the City, and its heart the Palace,
and the Royal Presence there a hid, invisible, close,
subtle thing, the Spirit. ——Indian

ONE who knows others is clever; one who knows
himself has the Light. —C'hinese
If thou would’st hear the Nameless, and wilt dive
Into the Temple-cave of thine own self,
There, brooding by the central altar, thou
May’st haply learn the Nameless hath a voice,
By which thou wilt abide, if thou be wise.-Tennyson

Two EASTERN FABLES
I dreamed thatI was driving rapidly homeward, was

in sight of the gates, and was applauding myself for
my skillful driving and splendid progress.

Suddenly the horse turned his head square round
and looked back at me with an expression of intense
admiration, almost worship. So absorbed was he in
this that he swerved from the middle of the road and
landed me in a ditch.

A certain flower plucked itself up by the roots
in order to contemplate its own beauty. And the
sun came forth and withered it so that it died. “Alas!"
it said, “I should have been content to strive to grow,
day by day, sure that growth would then come of it-
self without my concern.”

Drivers! Horses! Keep looking forward. Flowers!
Keep looking upward at the sun. All will then go well.

Just do your best and praise or blame
That follows that, counts all the same.
I’ve allus noticed great success
Is mixed with troubles more or less.

——-James Whitcnrltb Riley
To keep my health!
To do my work!
To live!

Never to look behind me for an hour!
To see to it I grow and gain and give!
To wait in weakness and to walk in power
But always fronting forward to the light,
Always and always facing toward the right,
Robbed, starved, defeated, fallen, wide astray —

On, with what strength I have!
Back to the way!

—Charlot!c I’erkin.s' Gilman
THE DIVINE LAW is Love itself, and it ever gives

us new opportunities. If we fail today, we can make
a better effort tomorrow. Constantly the Soul is chal-
lenging us to new and better efforts; whereas our
lower consciousness, our pessimism and our lack of
faith in our Divine Nature always seek to raise a wall
between man and his Higher Self. —Kalherine Tingley

filo glc

THERE is no end for us now —but radiant and fresh
beginnings.

We have achieved a nobler peace than death's —

Not an escape from life,
But daily, for the long and spirited encounter,
The peace that spurs, that strengthens and fights un!

—Louis Unlermeyer

THERE is a certain divine Law which lies hidden
in the events of our lives, in what look like chances
and accidents. Wealth, poverty, disease, health, good-
fortune, calamity, pain, pleasures, bereavements—-all
these things make up our lives. They are the doings
of this Law, and they answer to something in our

natures, tending to call out that which is good, to
kill out that which is weak and rotten. “ What a man
sows, that he reaps," is a part of this Law; the Law
is retribution, punishment, rewai-d—that describes a

part. But it is much more. It gives continual oppor-
tunity in all its workings. If pain befalls a man, it is
his opportunity to grow strong by heroic bearing of
it. If pleasures and wealth, these are opportunities
to share with others, to relieve pain, to help the world.
If bereavement, it is opportunity to consider the deep
things of life.

So by this Law the universe is a divine school for
us all equally and has that meaning and significance.

—Gleaned
We like only such actions as have already long had

the praise of men, and do not perceive that anything
man can do, may be divinely done. We think greatness
entailed or organized in some places or duties, in certain
offices or occasions, and do not see that Paganini can
extract rapture from a cat-gut, and Eulenstein from .1

jcws-harp and a nimble-fingered lad out of shreds of
paper with his scissors, and the hero out of the pitiful
habitation and company in which he was hidden.

—E-merson
PATIENCE

IN your efforts to overcome your failings don't get
too impatient with yourself. The error of a moment can
be put right in a moment; but a fault that has been a

long time in the making will naturally take time to get
on top of.

But just as certainly as we cannot win in a moment,
so certainly must we win in the end if we keep up the
effort. Heavy debts can only be paid by instalments.
but each instalment infallibly reduces thedebt. The
trouble is that we cannot see the creditor’s book and
watch him putidown the instalment to our credit and
note the lessening of the debt. But we can be sure
that he is perfectly honest and accurate.

Perseverance means the doing of a thing again and
again, without reference to the number of times it has
been done before. And all the time that we are wearing
out our opponent we are growing in many things be-
sides the one we are specially thinking of. Srrvmzxr
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so far, in animals. In the development of this must lie

the fulfi lment of our great hope.

A nd I say that nearly every one of us, nearly every

mortal, has a great hope— but buried deep in him be-

neath unconscious hopelessness. W e are so hopeless that

we don’ t know we are hopeless, think we are content so

long as we can have our desires gratifi ed.

The under-hope, the hope we don’ t know of or have

forgotten, is the proper and j ustifi able hope to have an

infi nitely richer and fuller life. A nd we go after outer

things because they seem to promise something of that

life, knowing as we do that they won' t keep their promise.

E ach of them presently fails and then we are after another.

B ut our secret hope begins to come into view and to

be answered as soon as we fi nd the specifi cally human

part of ourselves and begin to work at that. A fter a

little while we begin to fi nd happiness, and suddenly we

catch sight of the noble and forever onwarding path

we have got upon.

I was listening to the music last night, and for a

moment after one of the pieces had ended and there was

silence for that moment, I thought: If I could break

through now into a new sort of being, a new fullness

of myself!

O ur great secret hope is really to reach that new

fullness of ourselves, that new sort of being. N o animal

could have such a hope as that, such an idea, not the

least germ of it.

That hope and idea is therefore a specifi cally human

touch and one we should hold on to. _

The way to realize it is of course likewise specifi cally

human, one that no animal could even begin upon. S o

we have got a sort of clue already.

They tell us that our mind does not differ from the

mind of animals ex cept in being more developed.

W ell, let that go. B ut what uses the mind?  L ast

night one of you recited a long piece of poetry from memo-

ry. F or a q uarter of an hour he held his mind steady on

the mental picture of the page, on the memorized sound

of the lines as he read them over in the learning, and on

the succession of ideas which the poem conveyed. If

he had let go of his mind for two seconds he would have

' had to stop reciting.

W hat. held his mind back from its customary ramblings

for that fi fteen minutes?  H is will, of course. W hat

animal could do that?  W ill does not manifest at all

in animals, only desire, instinct and habit. The con-

trolling will is a specifi cally human power, and its fi rst

and nearest use is in controlling the mind. W ill is our

instrument for realizing our hope;  mind is what we must

use the instrument on. The idea of greater life, of grander

being, is what we must hold the mind to.

H olding the mind at all is a great j ob. Most men

can’ t do it. L earning things by heart is a great ex ercise

for that. If every man would learn by heart, little by

little, some great piece of prose or poetry, and repeat

it to himself every day, he would be giving himself an

immensely valuable bit of training. L et it be one that

raises him to his highest state of thought. E ven one

sentence is better than nothing. Try this one, for in-

stance, from a little book dealing with this sort of thing:

“ The soul. of man is immortal, and its future is the future

of a thing whose growth and splendor has no limit.”

S ome men can’ t ex actly realize at once very clearly

what their minds are. A fter repeating that sentence,

say, to himself from memory, let a man recognise that

the ‘place’  in him W here he is recalling that sentence

and repeating it and thinking and feeling what the words

mean and that is elevated by the words—  is the mind.

W hen he has repeated it let him hold the mind still on

the thought and feeling for a couple of minutes.

I say that that holding, especially done the fi rst thing

in the day after stepping out of bed, is a. step to realizing

our great hope. It will color all the day. It will at

last bring the soul into the mind so that the mind will

understand what the soul is. It will open the path on-

ward. It will make right action and the overcoming of

our faults easier and easier.

If a man will practise learning things by heart and

repeating them it will give him understanding of his

mind and its -ways, and of the action of will in controlling

it. A nd if some of what he learned is the highest matter

he could fi nd in his reading, he will gradually alter, raise

and deepen his mind and make it aware of the soul. There

is no use in trying to defi ne the soul. E ach of us will

come to understand it in his own way as he fi nds it morn-

ing by morning and night by night touching and coming

into his mind as a sense of uplift, of benediction. It

is what makes outside conditions seem gradually less

and less important, outside annoyances less and less

annoying. A nd it fi nally brings a peace that cannot

be disturbed. It is a presence, and it is also the mind' s

path onW ard. F or man is a mind ensouled from within

and clothed with a body.

Continuity should be our watchword. R E PO R TE R

J

Meeting our L i abilities

“ F E E L  like the very dickens today, somehow;

I want to hit somebody in the eye.”

“O n the raw edge, aye?

you the wrong way? "

“Y ou bet!  L iver, I guess.”

“Maybe;  but a man ought to be able to| stand his

liver getting out of order without his mind and feelings

getting out too. W hy should other fellows have to suf-

fer because my liver or your liver is out of gear? ”

“They don’ t know. I haven’ t hit out at any of them

with my tongue."

“B ut you have with your mind. S narled internally

at some fellow at breakfast, haven’ t you, becauS e he

didn’ t sit or eat the way you wanted him to, or didn’ t

walk around the way you think a man ought to, or

something like that?  That’ s hitting out with the mind."

E verything rubbing
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2 THE NEW WAY

so far, in animals. In the development of this must lie
the fulfilment of our great hope.

And 1 say that nearly every one of us, nearly every
mortal, has a great hope— but buried deep in him be-
neath unconscious hopelessness. We are so hopeless that
we don’t know we are hopeless, think we are content so

long as we can have our desires gratified.
The under-hope, the hope we don't know of or have

forgotten, is the proper and justifiable hope to have an

infinitely richer and fuller life. And we go after outer
things because they seem to promise something of that
life, knowing as we do thatthey won’t keep their promise.
Each of them presently failsand then we are after another.

But our secret hope begins to come into view and to
be answered as soon as we find the specifically human
part of ourselves and begin to work at that. After a

little while we begin to find happiness, and suddenly we
catch sight of the noble and forever onwarding path
we have got upon.

I was listening to the music last night, and for a
moment after one of the pieces had ended and there was
silence for that moment, I thought: If I could break
through now into a new sort of being, a new fullness
of myself!

Our great secret hope is really to reach that new

fullness of ourselves. that new sort of being. No animal
could have such a hope as that. such an idea, not the
least germ of it.

That hope and idea is therefore a specifically human
touch and one we should hold on to.

.

The way to realize it is of course likewise specifically
human. one that no animal could even begin upon. So
we have got a sort of chic already.

They tell us that our mind does not differ from the
mind of animals except in being more developed.

Well, let that go. But what uses the mind? Last
night one of you recited a long piece of poetry from memo-

ry. For a quarter of an hour he held his mind steady on

the mental picture of the page, on the memorized sound
of the lines as he read them over in the learning, and on
the succession of ideas which the poem conveyed. lf
he had let go of his mind for two seconds he would have

'had to stop reciting.
What held his mind back from its customary ramblings

for that fifteen minutes? His will, of course. What
animal could do that? Will does not manifest at all
in animals, only desire, instinct and habit. The con-

trolling will is a specifically human power, and its first
and nearest use is in controlling the mind. Will is our
instrument for realizing our hope; mind is what we must
use the instrument on. The idea of greater life, of grander
being, is what we must hold the mind to.

Holding the mind at all is a great job. Most men

can’t do it. Learning things by heart is a great exercise
for that. If every man would learn by heart, little by
little, some great piece of prose or poetry, and repeat
it to himself every day, he would be giving himself an

immensely valuable bit of training. Let it be one that

 
«C0 gglc

raises him to his highest state of thought. Even one
sentence is better than nothing. Try this one, for in-
stance, from a. little book dealing with this sort of thing:
“The soul. of man is immortal, and its future is the future
of a thing whose growth and splendor has no limit.”

Some men can't exactly realize at once very clearly
what their minds are. After repeating that sentence,
say, to himself from memory, let a man recognise that
the ‘place’ in him where he is recalling that sentence
and repeating it and thinkingand feeling what the words
mean and that is elevated by the words— is the mind.
When he has repeated it let him hold the mind still on
the thought and feeling for a couple of minutes.

I say that that holding, especially done the first thing
in the day after stepping out of bed, is a. step to realizing
our great hope. It will color all the day. It will at
last bring the soul into the mind so that the mind will
understand what the soul is. It will open the path on-
ward. It will make right action and the overcoming of
our faults easier and easier.

If a man will practise learning things by heart and
repeating them it will give him understanding of his
mind and its.ways, and of the action of will in controlling
it. And if some of what he learned is the highest matter
he could find in his reading, he will gradually alter, raise
and deepen his mind and make it aware of the soul. Then-
is no use in trying to define the soul. Each of us will
come to understand it in his own way as he finds it morn-

ing by morning and night by night touching and coming
into his mind as a sense of uplift, of benediction. it
is what makes outside conditions seem gradually less
and less important, outside annoyances less and less
annoying. And it finally brings a peace that cannot
be disturbed. It is a presence, and it is also the mind‘s
path onward. For man is a mind ensouled from within
and clothed with a body.

(‘ontinuity should be our watchword. REPORT!-JR
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Meeting our Liabilities

“ FEEL like the very dickens today, some-ho\\‘;I want to hit somebody in the eye.”
“On the raw edge, aye? Everything rubbing

you the wrong way?”
“You bet! Liver, I guess."
“'.\Iaybe; but a man ought to be able to.stand his

liver getting out of order without his mind and feelings
getting out too. Why should other fellows have to suf-
fer because my liver or your liver is out of gear?”

“They don’t know. I haven’t hit out at any of them
with my tongue."

“But you have with your mind. Snarled intern-all)‘
at some fellow at breakfast, haven’t you, because he
didn’t sit or eat the way you wanted him to, or didn't
walk around the way you think a man ought to, Or

somethinglike that? That’s hitting out with the mind."
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“W ell, I know;  but I never said anything.”

“Y ou don’ t have to. A  man’ s thoughts of other

fellows, or his feelings towards them, get out anyhow.

They’ re all around him poisoning the air for himself and

everybody else. A nd sure as fate there’ ll be men that’ ll

think back at him the same way, probably not knowing

why, or maybe getting irritated by some trifl e in his

ways, or some trick he’ s got. A nd so it goes, to and fro,

likely getting worse all day and sometimes ending in

some open q uarrel. ‘Cast thy bread upon the waters

'  ever hear that tex t?  The ‘bread’  comes back

sooner or later, bad bread or good bread. Means several

things, as I take it. Means, for one thing, that if a man

throws out hard, harsh, critical thoughts about other

fellows, sooner or later those thoughts or their eq uiva-

lent will come back at him from men that happen to

have in them more or less of the same nasty streak as

he has. Maybe the same men as he was hitting out at

or it may be others. They may not recognise why they

feel that way towards him, think it’ s some little trick he

has that irritates them. A nd he may not recognise what' s

getting into him and making him feel like a hedgehog with

the spines out— same as you do now.”

“A  pretty ugly to-and-fro circle. There don’ t seem

to be any way out of it.”  '

“O h yes, very easy. W e’ ve got to eat the ‘bread’

that comes back and turn it into sound fl esh and blood.

meet our outstanding liabilities as they come due till

there’ s nothing more to meet."

“W hich means—  P”

. “S ome days we feel all kindly and cordial and friend-

ly. O ther days— you’ ve got one'  on now— our own

currents are coming back to us, either out of the ‘air’

because our livers happen to be giving them the invita-

tion, or direct from other fellows. A nd they’ ll put our

livers in worse shape than they were before;  in fact

they’ re competent to do the whole business. W ell, as

long as they come, let’ s take them, swallow them with

a good grace, and —  burn ’ em up for good and all, not

paying them out again as fast as they come in. A  day

like you’ re having now is the very day for doing a whole

lot of this work, taking an awful lot of your own bad

‘bread’  out of circulation for good. F eel kindly this

whole day, not at anyone in particular but outward in

general, from your heart, and you get the trick. It’ s

not easy at fi rst;  you can’ t altogether succeed for long.

B ut by the time that with practise you' ve got so that

you can meet a bad day in this spirit and win out, there

won’ t be any more bad days to meet. Y ou’ ll have no

more evil currents, bad bread, threatening liabilities, out

around to come back at you. Y ou’ ll have won your sereni-

ty for good and all. A nd what you then send out will

not only be helpful and pleasant for other fellows not

as strong as you will have become, but it will prompt

them, without their knowing why, to send back to you

the good you are sending out. It’ ll be a benefi cent to-

and-fro circle instead of an evil one. A nd your will

will have become strong enough to conq uer anything in

yourself that needs conq uering. This is a will-tonic.’

“It’ s a hard j ob to feel kindly and cordial when you

don’ t feel it.”

“W ell, not so hard. F or there' s a part of us that

does feel that way anyhow, and we’ ve only to think of

that part.”

“H ow can a man think of it?  I mean, he must have

something to hang his thought to.”

“L et him think of it as 0. Presence of L ight, a sort

of shining Companion with him, the source of all his

best thoughts and feelings and ideals, shining its light

into him and around him, into his heart and head. Create

that picture in the mind and make it more and more real

to you every day. A  man has an ever-present H igher

S elf. L et him make that form for it and trust this S elf

to use the mind-form his imagination has made as a

means for getting into ever closer touch with him, il-

luminating his thought and transforming his character.”

S TUDE N T

J?

The F uller L ife

H E R E  is a well-known picture of a group of musi-

cians in a large music chamber. They are seated

in various attitudes of rapt attention about a

piano on which L iszt is playing.

W hat reaches them from the instrument?  N othing

but certain rhythmic motions of the air. It is by these

that they have been raised to the highest states of feel-

ing of which they are capable, states which are a full

understanding of what the player and composer wish

to convey to them. A nd of course they are never again

q uite the same men after having been so moved, as they

were before. The music has left a permanent impression

upon their souls.-

The state they are in is one of intense life, though it

gives no outward sign.

To get a certain contrast one could imagine an ad-

dition to the picture. W e will have a large window look-

ing upon a meadow, and in the meadow some children

are playing, rushing about and shouting with glee. These

too are in a state of intense life but a life of a wholly dif-

ferent sort, one that ex presses itself in very visible fashion.

The fi rst sort of life, that which the musicians are now

living, we might call spiritual;  the life ex pressed in the

glee of the children, physical.

S uppose that the picture were actual, that one were

entirely deaf, that the player and his piano were out of

sight behind a. curtain, and that one entered the room

where the listeners were sitting. They would seem to

be almost dead men, save for small casual movements

and their breathing. A nd they might be so absorbed

as not to notice the entry of an observer. H e would

have to get somehow into direct touch with their souls

to understand what sort of state they were in, what sort

of life they were interiorly living, without outer sign.
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THE NEW WAY 3

“Well, I know; but I never said anything.”
“You don’t have to. A man's thoughts of other

fellows, or his feelings towards them, get out anyhow.
They’re all around him poisoning the air for himself and
everybody else. And sure as fate there’ll be men that’ll
think back at him the same way, probably not knowing
why, or maybe getting irritated by some trifle in his
ways, or some trick he's got. And so it goes, to and fro,
likely getting worse all day and sometimes ending in
some open quarrel. ‘Cast thy bread upon the waters

ever hear that text? The ‘bread’ comes back
sooner or later, bad bread or good bread. Means several
things, as I take it. Means, for one thing, that if a man
throws out hard, harsh, critical thoughts about other
fellows, sooner or later those thoughts or their equiva-
lent will come back at him from men that happen to
have in them more or less of the same nasty streak as
he has. Maybe the same men as he was hitting out at
or it may be others. They may not recognise why they
feel that way towards him, think it’s some little trick he
has that irritates them. And he may not recognise what's
getting into him and making him feel like a hedgehog with
the spines out—same as you do now.”

“A pretty ugly to-and-fro circle. There don't seem
to be any way out of it.”

“Oh yes, very easy. We've got to eat the ‘bread’
that comes back and turn it into sound flesh and blood.
meet our outstanding liabilities as they come due till
there's nothing more to meet."

“Which means — ?”
.

“Some days we feel all kindly and cordial and friend-
ly. Other days—you’ve got one‘ on now—our own
currents are coming back to us, either out of the ‘air'
because our livers happen to be giving them the invita-
tion, or direct from other fellows. And they'll put our
livers in worse shape than they were before; in fact
they’re competent to do the whole business. Well, as
long as they come, let’s take them, swallow them with
a good grace, and—burn ’em up for good and all, not
paying them out again as fast as they come in. A day
like you’re having now is the very day for doing a whole
lot of this work, taking an awful lot of your own bad
‘bread’ out of circulation for good. Feel kindly this
whole day, not at anyone in particular but outward in
general, from your heart, and you get the trick. It's
not easy at first; you can’t altogether succeed for long.
But by the time that with practise you've got so that
you can meet a bad day in this spirit and win out, there
won't be any more bad days to meet. You’ll have no
more evil currents, bad bread, threatening liabilities,out
around to come backat you. You'llhave won your sereni-
ty for good and all. And what you then send out will
not only be helpful and pleasant for other fellows not
as strong as you will have become, but it will prompt
them, without their knowing why, to send back to you
the good you are sending out. It’ll be a beneficent to-
and-fro circle instead of an evil one. And your will
will have become strong enough to conquer anything in

£10 git’

9yourself that needs conquering. This is a will-tonic.’
“It’s a hard job to feel kindly and cordial when you

don't feel it.”
“Well, not so hard. For there's a part of us that

does feel that way anyhow, and we’ve only to think of
that part.”

“How can a man think of it? I mean, he must have
something to hang his thought to."

“Let him think of it as :1 Presence of Light, a sort
of shining Companion with him, the source of all his
best thoughts and feelings and ideals, shining its light
into him and around him, into his heart and head. Create
that picture in the mind and make it more and more real
to you every day. A man has an ever-present Higher
Self. Let him make that form for it and trust this Self
to use the mind-form his imagination has made as a
means for getting into ever closer touch with him, il-
luminating his thought and transforming his character."

STUDENT

9'
The Fuller Life

HERE is a well-known picture of a group of musi-
cians in a large music chamber. They are seated
in various attitudes of rapt attention about a

piano on which Liszt is playing.
What reaches ‘them from the instrument? Nothing

but certain rhythmic motions of the air. It is by these
that they have been raised to the highest states of feel-
ing of which they are capable, states which are a full
understanding of what the player and composer wish
to convey to them. And of course they are never again
quite the same men after having been so moved, as they
were before. The music has left a permanent impression
upon their souls.

The state they are in is one of intense life, though it
gives no outward sign.

To get a certain contrast one could imagine an ad-
dition to the picture. VVe will have a large window look-
ing upon a meadow, and in the meadow some children
are playing, rushing about and shouting with glee. These
too are in a state of intense life but a life of a wholly dif-
ferent sort, one thatexpresses itself in very visible fashion.
The first sort of life, that which the musicians are now

living, we might call spiritual; the life expressed in the
glee of the children, physical.

Suppose that the picture were actual, that one were

entirely deaf, that the player and his piano were out of
sight behind a curtain, and that one entered the room
where the listeners were sitting. They would seem to
be almost dead men, save for small casual movements
and their breathing. And they might be so absorbed
as not to notice the entry of an observer. He would
have to get somehow into direct touch with their souls
to understand what sort of state they were in, what sort
of life they were interiorly living, without outer sign.



4 TH E  N E W  W A Y

There seems to be something of a lesson here. N early

all of us j udge nature to be unconscious, the trees, the

stones, the earth. A nd the stones and earth we j udge

to be not only unconscious but unalive.

H ow can we be sure?  W e can at any rate be sure

that fi ne forces, rhythms of vibration, are reaching them

from the sun and stars and the earth and ether of which

we are unconscious, to which we may be said to be ‘deaf.’

A nd because they give no outward sign of life and of

response we j udge them to be insensitive.

In days of antiq uity the thinkers did not always

make that j udgment. They credited nature with con-

scious divine life, with the power of inner response to

the harmonies of the great Player, the creative S oul

of all things. That response was the cause, they thought.

of the gradual awakening of matter to outward life, so

that it became what we call living, a life that we partly

recognize in the trees and plants and fully recognize in

the animals and in our own bodies. Into that now out-

wardly conscious and outwardly alive matter of the body

incarnates the S on] , the self .of each of us, this self then

developing in the brain the reasoning mind which is

sometimes permitted to deny the soul’ s ex istence!

It is when the sun rises and the atoms of our bodies

begin to stir for the day’ s life that we can most easily

become aware of ourselves as souls, of the great awaken-

ing consciousness of all nature, and of our minds as the

mirror of both. It is in these few moments that we can

best refresh and strengthen our minds for the day‘s per- .

sonal duties. A nd our minds will not altogether lose —

will as time goes on lose less and less— the effects of

those moments of reality, the moments when we touched

what is, instead of being limited to what seems. S TUDE N T

6'

Catch ' em A live!

“ Y , that’ s so!

way before.”

H e had often had the thought, j ust noticed

it lying around in his mind, j ust uninterestedlyassented

to it as true and O . K . B ut now it had suddenly come alive.

A  man’ s whole progress consists in his power to make

his good thoughts come alive, compellineg and con-

vincingly alive.

W hat’ s the difference between one story-teller and

another?  Though they may tell the same story, one has

got it alive in his mind, the other not.

W orrying about what you can' t help does no good.

W e all admit that. In one man out of a thousand the

thought suddenly comes alive, and he ceases to worry

from then on.

W e all have some fi ne thoughts lying around in our

minds, q uite enough to show us how to live the highest

and most splendid kind of life.

A t some time in every day — —  though we usually don' t

notice it— one or more of these thoughts comes alive,

It never struck me j ust that

perhaps as we rise, j ust after breakfast, at any odd time.

or in the late evening.

Catch it q uickly. In another moment it may be

dead asleep again. H old it. K eep it alive. Develop

it. S tay on it. Perhaps write it down. Give it two

or three minutes anyhow. B y doing that you’ ve given

it the power to wake up again, more awake, at some other

time. It' s j ust the thought you need for this particular

day. A nd this particular day, by a strange ‘coincidence,’

was its opportunity in weeks or months to come alive

and get a breath and talk to you.

B ut don’ t let it altogether get to sleep again. Prod

it up a little, later on, and also tomorrow. Try to live

by it at once. Do something about it, even if only one

act or word.

W hat goes on inside a man is the really important

thing for him, much more important than what goes on

out around him. W hat we ‘eed is the habit of attention

to this inside business.

The thoughts that come alive in us, thoughts that

suddenly show us the way to live, if we notice them and

treat them rightly, turn out to be rungs in our ladder

of ascent, each coming at the right time. The best plan

is to have some fi x ed time in the day when you can get

to yourself, silence the ordinary mind-thinkings about

outer matters, and say in yourself: N ow, mind inside

of me, what have you got for me today that’ s worth any-

thing?

Those of us who have great trouble in getting inside

of ourselves in this way will fi nd it a good training to

learn some fi ne poem (or anything that’ s elevating) by

heart and repeat it. There inside where we are silently

repeating it, is where the sleeping thoughts lie ready.

W hen the repeating is done, look around in there and

see what' s doing. W hat we have repeated, if well chosen

will of itself wake up some good thoughts.

This is the way to a large and deep and interesting

inner life that will make us q uite independent of what

outer circumstances may be. S TUDE N T

0'

The Pictures W e L ive In

E  can get a good deal of self-knowledge and wisdom

from studying how and why we like and dis-

like other people.

A lso a good deal of humility, for we may fi nd that

the people we like are merely those that happen to have

a good opinion of us;  or at any rate that our dislike of

others rests only on the fact that they happen to be

indifferent to our company or even have a positively

low opinion of us. In the latter case, in order to at-

tract their interest or good opinion, we may make a show

of possessing q ualities that we have none of. W e may

do this so thoroughly as to come in time to deceive our

own selves and strut about before ourselves arrayed in

artifi cial plumage of our own making, thinking it real.
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4 THE NEW WAY

There seems to be somethingof a lesson here. Nearly,
all of us judge nature to be unconscious, the trees, the
stones, the earth. And the stones and earth we judge
to be not only unconscious but unalive.

How can we be sure? We can at any rate be sure
that fine forces, rhythms of vibration, are reaching them
from the sun and stars and the earth and ether of which
we are unconscious, to which we may be said to be ‘deaf.’
And because they give no outward sign of life and of
response we judge them to be insensitive.

In days of antiquity the thinkers did not always
make that judgment. They credited nature with con-
scious divine life, with the power of inner response to
the harmonies of the great Player, the creative Soul
of all things. That response was the cause, they thought.
of the gradual awakening of matter to outward life, so
that it became what we call living, a life that we partly
recognize in the trees and plants and fully recognize in
the animals and in our own bodies. Into that now out-
wardly conscious and outwardly alive matter of the body
incarnates the Soul, the self _of each of us, this self then
developing in the brain the reasoning mind which is
sometimes permitted to deny the soul’s existence!

It is when the sun rises and the atoms of our bodies
begin to stir for the day’s life that we can most easily
become aware of ourselves as souls, of the great awaken-
ing consciousness of all nature, and of our minds as the
mirror of both. It is in these few moments that we can
best refresh and strengthen our minds for the day's per- .

sonul duties. And our minds will not altogether lose —

will as time goes on lose less and less—the etfects of
those moments of reality. the moments when we touched
what is, instead of being limited to what seems. Srrvm-:N'r

.3

Catch 'em Alivel.

“ Y, that's so!
way before.”

He had often had the thought, just noticed
it lying around in his mind, just uninterestedlyassented

It never struck me just that

to it as true and 0. K. But now it had suddenly come alive.
A man’s whole progress consists in his power to make

his good thoughts come alive, compellingly and con-

vincingly alive.
What’s the difference between one story-teller and

another? Though they may tell the same story. one has
got it alive in his mind, the other not.

Worrying about what you can't help does no good.
We all admit that. In one man out of a thousand the
thought suddenly comes alive, and he ceases to worry
from then on.

We all have some fine thoughts lying around in our
minds, quite enough to show us how to live the highest
and most splendid kind of life.

At some time in every day -— though we usually don't
notice it—~one or more of these thoughts comes alive,

.
C0 glc

perhaps as we rise, just after breakfast. at any odd time,
or in the late evening.

Catch it quickly. In another moment it may be
dead asleep again. Hold it. Keep it alive. Develop
it. Stay on it. Perhaps write it down. Give it two
or three minutes anyhow. By doing that you've given
it the power to wake up again, more awake, at some other
time. It’s just the thought you need for this particular
day. And this particular day, by a strange ‘coincidence,’
was its opportunity in weeks or months to come alive
and get a breath and talk to you.

But don't let it altogether get to sleep again. Prod
it up a little, later on, and also tomorrow. Try to live
by it at once. Do something about it. even if only one
act or word.

What goes on inside a man is the really important
thing for him, much more important than what goes on
out around him. What we qeed is the habit of attention
to this inside business.

The thoughts that come alive in us, thoughts that
suddenly show us the way to live, if we notice them and
treat them rightly, turn out to be rungs in our ladder
of ascent, each coming at the right time. The best plan
is to have some fixed time in the day when you can get
to yourself, silence the ordinary mind-thinkings about
outer matters, and say in yourself: Now, mind inside
of me, what have you got for me today that's worth any-
thing?

Those of us who have great trouble in getting inside
of ourselves in this way will find it a good training to
learn some fine poem (or anything that's elevating) by
heart and repeat it. There inside where we are silently
repeating it, is where the sleeping thoughts lie ready.
When the repeating is done, look around in there and
see what's doing. What we have repeated, if well chosen
will of itself wake up some good thoughts.

This is the way to a large and deep and interesting
inner life that will make us quite independent of what
outer circumstances may be. STUDENT

J

The Pictures We Live In

E can get a good deal of self-knowledge and wisdom
from studying how and why we like and dis-
like other people.

Also a good deal of humility, for we may find that
the people we like are merely those that happen to have
a good opinion of us; or at any rate that our dislike of
others rests only on the fact that they happen to be
indifferent to our company or even have a positively
low opinion of us. In the latter case, in order to at-
tract their interest or -good opinion, we may make a show
of possessing qualities that we have none of. We may
do this so thoroughly as to come in time to deceive our
own selves and strut about before ourselves arrayed in
artificial plumage of our own making, thinking it real.



TH E  N E W  W A Y  5

S ome men, having but little of some good q uality,

are fond of showing off their little in the eyes of others

who have still less. F rom the comparison they gradually

come to picture themselves as having much of it and

strut about in plumage only a degree less false than

in the other case. B ut the cure will be less painful.

S ome again in hu-

mility err on the other

side. A ssociating with

men who have or pre~

tend to have more of

‘ some desirable q uality

than themselves, they

picture themselves as

having less than they

really do possess. and

in their depression or

humility keep their

wills half paralysed.

Very sensitive men,

whether sensitive by

reason of vanity or

what not, often feel

and accept the silent

estimates that others

have made. of them,

estimates that are

mostly false, thus liv-

ing in pictures of them-

selves that are not

even of their own mak-

ing. A nd they are like-

ly to make their case

worse by consorting

especially with men

who estimate them fa-

vorably and avoiding

men who estimate

them unfavorably.

N ow all these pic-

tures of oneself are

fatally in the way of

self-development, of

real growth in any sort

of power or faculty,

and of course especial-

ly fatal to self-knowledge, knowledge of our real self.

“7e must get rid of them all. \Ve must live without

comparing ourselves with anybody, without thinking: I

am better or worse than he, possessed of more or of less

courage or wit or capacity or anything than he. W e

must aim at having all worthy powers and faculties and

capacities, all noble q ualities: not at seeming to have

them, not as being known —  even to ourselves -—  as hav-

ing them. W e want all our strength and time for getting

the q ualities;  to spend any thought in trying to seem to

have them, in trying to display them, is a fatal dissipation

of the Very energy that alone can keep those q ualities

O L D ME MO R IE S

alive or make them grow. If a man thinks. I am coura-

geous, any courage he may actually have is running away

through a wide rent in his container. It is the q uality

of courage that must draw forth our admiration, and

efi ' ort must be to‘get it, not to see ourselves as having

it, still less to be seen by others as having it. If we

admire a man for the

possession of fi ne q ua-

lities, how much of our

admiration for him re-

mains after we see that

he proudly knows he

has them?  Does not

our admiration risk to-

tal transformation in~

to contempt or envy?

L et a man forget

each worthy step of

growth or acq uirement

he makes, and press

on to the nex t. L et

us never stay to look

back. The soul of each

of us ever beckons him

onward. That is the

way to think of the

soul, as a light within.

in the mind, yet also

ever on ahead. That

is the way to think of

life, as a pressing on-

ward to the soul.

S ' runE N ' r

.3

S tart a Cutting

Y  poor old gaunt

geranium plant

seemed to be

dying. It hadn’ t

fl owered for a long

time and indeed was

much more stalk than

leaf.

A  friend said: “W hy don' t you cut off the end of one

of those stalks, dig up the old plant. and throw it away,

and stick in your cutting, make a new start with it,

in fact? "

I hadn' t much hope for the poor old withered thing.

It didn' t seem to have any life left in it. B ut I thought.

I would try the advice.

It worked!  The cutting took hold, threw out shoots

all over it, grew into a little mass of the richest green,

and fi nally fl owered— white like the parent but j ust

touched with pink, which she wasn' t. Y outhful blood,

I thought. The plant had really renewed its youth.

L omaland Photo &  E ngraving Dept.
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THE NEW WAY 5

Some men, having but little of some good quality.
are fond of showing oil’ their little in the eyes of others
who have still less. From the comparison they gradually
come to picture tliemselvcs as having much of it and
strut ahout in plumage only a degree less false than
in the other case. But the cure will be less painful.

Home again in hu-
mility err on the other
side. Associating with
men who have or pre-
tend to have more of
some desirable quality
than themselves. they
picture themselves as

having less than they
really do possess. and
in their depression or

humility keep their
wills half paralysed.

Very sensitive men.
whether sensitive by
reason of vanity or
what not. often feel
and accept the silent
estimates that others
have made of them.
estimates that are
mostly false, thus liv-
ing in pictures of them-
selves that are not
even of theirown mak-
ing. And they are like-
ly to n1ake their case

worse by consorting
especially with men
wl1o estimate them fa-
vorably and avoiding
men who estimate
them unfavorably.

Now all these pic-
tures of oneself are

fatally in the way of
self-development, of
real growth in any sort
of power or faculty,
and of course especial-
ly fatal to self-knowledg , knowledge of our real self.

We must get rid of them all. We must live without
comparing ourselves with anybody. without thinking: I
am better or worse than he. possessed of more or of less
courage or wit or capacity or anything than he. We
must aim at baring all worthy powers and faculties and
capacities. all noble qualities: not at seeming to have
them. not as being known —— even to ourselves — as hav-
ing them. We want all our strength and time for getting
the qualities; to spend any thought in trying to seem to
have them. in trying to display them. is a fatal dissipation
of the very energy that alone can keep those qualities

« G0. -318

alive or make them grow. If a man thinks. I am coura-

gcuua. any courage he may actually have is running away
through a wide rent in his container. It is the quality
of courage that must draw forth our admiration. and
ellort must he to get it. not to see ourselves as having
it. still less to be seen by others as having it. If we

admire a man for the
possession of line qua-
lities, how much of our
admiration for him re-
mains after we see that
he proudly knows he
has them? Does not
our admiration risk to-
tal transformation in-
to contempt or envy?

bet a man forget
each worthy step of
growthor ncquirement
he makes. and press
on to the next. Let
us never stay to look
back. The soul of each
of us ever beckons him
onward. That is the
way to think of the
soul. as a light within.
in the mind. yet also
ever on ahead. That
is the way to think of
life. as a pressing on-
ward to the soul.

STUDENT

Jl

Start a Cutting

MY poor old gaunt
geranium plant
seemed to be

dying. It hadn't
flowered for a long
time and indeed was
much more stalk than
leaf.

A friend said: "Why don't you cut off the end of one
of those stalks. dig up the old plant and throw it away.
and stick in your cutting. make a new start with it.
in fact?"

I hadn't much hope for the poor old withered thing.
It didn't seem to have any life left in it. But I thought
I would try the. advice.

It worked! The cutting took hold. threw out shoots
all over it. grew into a little mass of the richest green.
and finally flowered—-white like the parent hut just
touched with pink. which she wasn't. Youthful blood.
I thought. The plant had really renewed its youth.

Loanland Photo A Banning Dept.
Ol.D MEMORIES
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“Pity,”  I said to myself, “that a man can’ t take a

cutting from himself and start all fresh.”

Certainly a man’ s arm or leg wouldn’ t grow if you

put them into the best of soil. B ut couldn‘t he make a

new start in his mind?  S ome men are' all tired out with

themselves: —  same old thoughts and feelings day after

day. Mind never seems to grow, never fl owers into

a new thought.

There are times when cuttings are sure to strike, and

times when they’ re less sure. If the plant could speak

it would tell you when to take your cutting for surest

and best results, and where to take it from.

There are times in every man’ s life as he lives it

from week to week, when he knows that j ust then he

could take a new start. H e knows it and yet won’ t

have faith in what he knows. There are times when a

bad habit could be thrown off for good if the man bad

faith enough in himself to seize them.

These times come pretty often lately. There is some-

thing new in the air. W e shall fi nd out what that is when

this war cloud has emptied itself and passed away with

the old order that culminated in it.

L et us look out for one of these times, cut loose from

our old ways and selves and begin afresh. That is plant-

ing a cutting, and if we water it it will strike root and

grow and get the fl ush of a new youth on its fl ower.

L ook afterrit, stick to it;  have hope and confi dence;

and don’ t let the old worn out stalks cumber the ground

any longer. They are only withered memories and worth-

less habits of other years. The cutting is free for the to-

morrows and its youth is renewed.

N ature tells us many things if we will study her

aright. H er keynote is eternal renewal and we can take

that as her message to ourselves. S TUDE N T

of

Providence .

A N  A romcua B Y  Vicroa H UGO

H E  other evening I noticed a number of dead bees

lying on the fl oor. The poor things had come in

through the open window. W hen the windows

were closed they found themselves prisoners. Unable

to see the transparent obstacle, they had hurled them-

selves against the glass panes until at last they fell to

the fl oor ex hausted, and died. B ut, yesterday, I noticed

a great drone who was dashing himself against the panes

with all his might. “A h!  my fi ne friend,”  said I, “it would

have been an evil day for you had I not come to the

rescue. B efore nightfall you would be lying dead, and

I would have found your poor little corpse among those

of the other bees. Come, now, like the E mperor Titus

I shall mark the day by a good deed: let us save your life.”

I threw open the window, and, by means of a napkin,

began chasing the insect toward it;  but he persisted in

fl ying in the opposite direction. I then tried to capture

him by throwing the napkin over him. F inally he fl ew

the whole length of the apartment, maddened and des-

perate. “A h, you tyrant!  ”  he buzzed. “Despot!  you

would deprive me of liberty!  Cruel ex ecutioner, why

do you not leave me alone?  I am happy, and why do

you persecute me? ”

A fter trying very hard, I brought him down and,

in seizing him with the napkin, I involuntarily hurt him.

O h, how he tried to avenge himself!  H e darted out

his sting;  his little nervous body, contracted by my

fi ngers, strained itself with all its strength in an attempt

to sting me. B ut I ignored his protestations, and, stretch-

ing my hand out of the window, opened the napkin.

F or a moment the drone seemed stunned, astonished;

then he calmly took fl ight out into the infi nite.

W ell, you see how I saved the drone. I was its Pro-

vidence. B ut (and here is the moral of my story) do we

not, stupid drones that we are, conduct ourselves in the

same manner toward the providence of God?  W e have

our petty and absurd proj ects, our small and narrow views,

our rash designs, whose accomplishment is either impos-

sible or inj urious to ourselves. S eeing no farther than

our noses and with our eyes fi x ed on our immediate aim,

we plunge ahead in our blind infatuation, like madmen.

W e would succeed, we would triumph;  that is to say, we

would break our heads against an invisible obstacle.

A nd when God, who sees all and who wishes to save

us, upsets our designs, we stupidly complain against

H im, we accuse H is Providence. W e do not comprehend

that in punishing us, in overturning our plans and caus-

ing us suffering, H e is doing all this to deliver us, to open

the Infi nite to us.

at

The Great Task

(F rom A rnold B ennett’ s The H uman Machine)

“ H E  brain can be trained, as the hand and eye can

be trained;  it can be made as obedient as a sport-

ing dog, and by similar methods. . . . It can

learn the habit of obedience by the practise of concen-

tration. Disciplinary concentration, though nothing could

have the air of being simpler, is the basis of the whole

structure. This fact must be grasped imaginatively;  it

must be seen and felt. The more regularly concentration

is practised, the more fi rmly will the imagination grasp

the effects of it, both direct and indirect. _ . .”

R ead, counsels Mr. B ennett, some serious book in

the evening before you go to bed, say a chapter of Marcus

A urelius or E merson or E pictetus. Then, when you leave

your house nex t morning, concentrate on what you have

read.

Y ou will not have gone ten yards before your mind has skipped

away under your very eyes and is lurking round the corner with another

subj ect. B ring it back by the scruff of the neck. E re you have reached

the station you will have brought it back about forty times. Do not

despair. Continue. K eep it up. Y ou will succeed. Y ou cannot by

any chance fail if you persevere.
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6 THE NEW WAY

“Pity,” I said to myself, “that a man can’t take a

cutting from himself and start all fresh.”
Certainly a man’s arm or leg wouldn’t grow if you

put them into the best of soil. But couldn’t he make a

new start in his mind? Some men areiall tired out with
themselves: — same old thoughts and feelings day after
day. Mind never seems to grow, never flowers into
a new thought.

There are times when cuttings are sure to strike, and
times when they’re less sure. If the plant could speak
it would tell you when to take your cutting for surest
and best results, and where to take it from.

There are times in every man’s life as he lives it
from week to week, when he knows that just then he
could take a new start. He knows it and yet won't
have faith in what he knows. There are times when a

bad habit could be thrown off for good if the man had
faith enough in himself to seize them.

These times come pretty often lately. There is some-

thingnew in the air. We shall find out what that is when
this war cloud has emptied itself and passed away with
t.he old order that culminated in it.

Let us look out for one of these times, cut loose from
our old ways and selves and begin afresh. That is plant-
ing a cutting, and if we water it it will strike root and
grow and get the flush of a new youth on its flower.
Look afterit, stick to it; have hope and confidence;
and don't let the old worn out stalks cumber the ground
any longer. They are only withered memories and worth-
less habits of other years. The cutting is free for the to-
morrows and its youth is renewed.

Nature tells us many things if we will study her
aright. Her keynote is eternal renewal and we can take
that as her message to ourselves. S'rUi)ENT

.33

Providence
.

As Aponooon BY Vxcroa Huuo

HE other evening I noticed a number of dead bees
lying on the floor. The poor things had come in
through the open window. When the windows

were closed they found themselves prisoners. Unable
to see the transparent obstacle, they had hurled them-
selves against the glass panes until at last they fell to
the floor exhausted, and died. But, yesterday, I noticed
a great drone who was dashing himself against the panes
with all his might. “Ah! my fine friend," said I, “it would
have been an evil day for you had I not come to the
rescue. Before nightfall you would be lying dead, and
I would have found your poor little corpse among those
of the other bees. (iome, now, like the Emperor Titus
I shall mark the day by a good deed: let us save your life."

I threw open the window, and, by means of a napkin,
began chasing the insect toward it; but he persisted in
flying in the opposite direction. I then tried to capture
him by throwing the napkin over him. Finally he flew

C0 glc

the whole length of the apartment, maddened and des-
perate. “Ah, you tyrant!" he buzzed. “Despot! you
would deprive me of liberty! Cruel executioner, why
do you not leave me alone? I am happy, and why do
you persecute me?"

After trying very hard, I brought him down and.
in seizing him with the napkin, I involuntarilyhurt him.
Oh, how he tried to avenge himself! He darted out
his sting; his little nervous body, contracted by my
fingers, strained itself with all its strength in an attempt
to sting me. But I ignored his protestations, and, stretch-
ing my hand out of the window. opened the napkin.
For a moment the drone seemed stunned, astonished:
then he calmly took flight out into the infinite.

Well, you see how I saved the drone. I was its Pro-
vidence. But (and here is the moral of my story) do we

not, stupid drones that we are, conduct ourselves in the
same manner toward the providence of God? We have
our petty and absurd projects, our small and narrow views,
our rash designs, whose accomplishment is either impos~
sible or injurious to ourselves. Seeing no farther than
our noses and with our eyes fixed on our immediate aim.
we plunge ahead in our blind infatuation, like madmen.
We would succeed, we would triumph; that is to say, we

would break our heads against an invisible obstacle.
And when God, who sees all and who wishes to save

us, upsets our designs, we stupidly complain against
Him, we accuse His Providence. We do not comprehend
that in punishing us, in overturning our plans and cans-

ing us suffering, He is doing all this to deliver us, to open
the Infinite to us.

.33

The Great Task
(From Arnold Bennett's The Human Jiachine)

“ HE brain can be trained, as the hand and eye can

be trained; it can be made as obedient as a sport-
ing dog, and by similar methods.

. . .
It can

learn the habit of obedience by the practise of concen-
tration. Disciplinary concentration, though nothingcould
have the air of being simpler, is the basis of the whole
structure. This fact must be grasped imaginatively; it
must be seen and felt. The more regularly concentration
is practised, the more firmly will the imagination grasp
the effects of it, both direct and indirect.

. .
.”

Read, counsels Mr. Bennett, some serious book in
the evening before you go to bed, say a chapter of Marcus
Aurelius or Emerson or Epictetus. Then, when you leave
your house next morning, concentrate on what you have
read.

You will not have gone ten yards before your mind has skipped
away under your very eyes and is lurkinground the corner with another
subject. Bring it back by the scruff of the neck. Ere you have reached
the station you will have brought it back about forty times. 1)o not

despair. Continue. Keep it up. You will succeed. You cannot ll)‘
any chance fail if you persevere.
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In case of friction between you and your environ-

ment, says Mr. B ennett, it is the machine, the mind,

which is always at fault:

Y ou can control nothing but your own mind. E ven your two-year-old

babe may defy you by the instinctive force of its personality. B ut

your own mind you can control. Y our own mind is a sacred enclosure

into which nothing harmful can enter ex cept by your permission. Y our

own mind has the power to transmute every ex ternal phenomenon to

its own purposes. If happiness arises from cheerfulness, kindliness, and

rectitude. (and who will deny it? ), what possible combination of circum-

stances is going to make you unhappy so long as the machine remains

in order?  If self-development consists in the utilization of one' s environ-

ment (not utilization of somebody else' s environment), how can your

environment prevent you from deVeloping?  In that noddle of yours

is everything necessary for development, for the maintaining of dignity,

for the achieving of happiness, and you are absolutely lord over the

noddle, will you but ex ercise the powers of lordship. W hy worry about

the contents of somebody else‘s noddle, in which you can be nothing

but an intruder, when you may arrive at a better result, with absolute

tertainty, by confi ning your activities to your own?  ‘L ook within.“

‘The K ingdom of H eaven is within you.'

J

A  Prayer

B Y  MA TTH E W  A R N O L D

A L M S oul of all things!  make it mine

To feel, amid the city' s j ar,

That there abides a peace of thine,

Man did not make, and cannot mar.

The will to neither strive nor cry.

The power to feel with others give.

Calm, calm me more;  nor let me die

B efore i have begun to live. — S clcclcd

.8

L ife' s Mirror

B Y  MA DE L IN E  B aruces

H E R E  are loyal hearts, there are spirits brave,

There are souls that are pure and true;

Then give to the world the best you have,

A nd the best will come back to you.

Give love, and love to your life will flow,

A  strength in your utmost need;

H ave faith, and a score of hearts will show

Their faith in your word and deed.

Give truth, and your gift will be found in kind,

A nd honor will honor meet;

A nd a smile that is sweet will surely find

A  smile that is j ust as sweet.

F or life is the mirror of king and slave;

' Tis j ust what we are and do;

Then give to the world the best you have.

A nd the best will come back to you. — S elcclcd

A  Creed

B Y  JO H N  MA S E F IE L D

H O L D that when a person dies

H is soul returns again to earth;

A rrayed in some new fl esh disguise

A nother mother gives him birth.

W ith sturdier limbs and brighter brain

The old soul takes the roads again.

S uch is my own belief and trust;

This hand. this hand that held the pen,

H as many a hundred times been dust

A nd turned, as dust, to dust again;

These eyes of mine have blinked and shone

ln Thebes, in Troy, in B abylon.

A ll that l rightly think or do,

O r make, or spoil, or bless, or blast.

ls curse or blessing j ustly due

F or sloth or effort in the past.

My life' s a statement of the sum

O f vice indulged, or overcome.

I know that in my lives to be

My sorry heart will ache and burn,

A nd worship unavailingly,

The woman whom I used to spurn.

A nd shake to see another have

The love I spurned, the love she gave.

A nd i shall know, in angry words,

In gibes, and mocks, and many a tear,

A  carrion fl ock of homing-birds,

The gibes and scorns l uttered here.

The brave word that I failed to speak

W ill brand me dastard on the cheek.

A nd as l wander on the roads

1 shall be helped and healed and blessed;

Dear words shall cheer and be as goads

To urge to heights before unguessed.

My road shall be the road I made;

- A ll that I gave shall be repaid.

50 shall I fi ght, so shall i tread,

In this long war beneath the stars;

50 shall a glory wreathe my head,

S o shall I faint and show the scars,

Until this case, this clogging mold,

B e smithied all to kingly gold. — _S clccle¢ 1

T m;  N ow W A Y . S ubscription price (Domestic), S eventy-fi ve

Cents per year, Ten Cents per copy. Club S ubscriptions of four or

more, per year, each, F ifty Cents. Get your friends to j oin you in

subscribing. F oreign S ubscriptions per year $ 1 .00. F ive subscriptions

for $ 3.00. Ten subscriptions for $ 5.00.

Money orders and checks should be made payable to TH E  N ew

W A Y , and all subscriptions and correspondence should be addrestsed to:

TH E  N E W  W A Y , Point L oma, California.
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THE NEW WAY

In case of friction between you and your environ-
ment, says Mr. Bennett, it is the machine, the mind,
which is always at fault:

You can control nothingbut your own mind. Even your two-year-olil
babe may defy you by the instinctive force of its personality. But
your own mind you can control. Your own mind is a sacred enclosure
into which nothing harmful can enter except by your permission. Your
own mind has the power to transmute every external phenomenon to
its own purposes. If happiness arises from cheerfulness, kindliness, and
rectitude (and who will deny it?), what possible combinationof circum-
stances is going to make you unhappy so long as the machine remains
in order? If self-development consists in the utilizationof one‘s environ-
ment (nol Iltiliration of somebody else's environment), how can your
environment prevent you from developing? In that noddle of yours
is everything necessary for development. for the maintaining of dignity.
for the achieving of happiness. and you are absolutely lord over the
noddle, will you but exercise the powers of lordship. Why worry about
the contents of somebody else's noddle, in which you can be nothing
but an intruder. when you may arrive at a better result, with absolute
certainty. by confining your activities to your own? ‘Look within.‘
‘The Kingdom of Heaven is within you.’

J3

A Prayer
Bv MATTHEW ARNOLD

ALM Soul of all thingsl make it mine
To feel. amid the city’: jar,

That there abides a peace of thine.
Man did not make. and cannot mar.

The will to neither strive nor cry.
The power to feel with others give.

Calm. calm me more; nor let me die
Before I have begun to live. —-Selected

.33

Life’; Mirror

By MADELINE BRIDGES

HERE are loyal hearts. there are spirits brave.
There are souls that are pure and true;

Then give to the world the best you have.
And the best will come back to you.

Give love. and love to your life will flow,

A strength in your utmost need:
Have faith. and a score of hearts will show

Their faith in your word and deed.
Give truth. and your gift will be found in kind.

And honor will honor meet;

And a smile that is sweet will surely find
A smile that is just as sweet.

For life is the minor of king and slave;
'Tis just what we are and do;

Then give to the world the best you have.
And the best will come back to you. -—-Selected

(Jo glc

A Creed
BY JOHN MAS!-Ii-‘IELD

HOLD that when a person dies
His soul returns again to earth;

Arrayed in some new flesh disguise
Another mother gives him birth.

With sturdier limbs and brighter brain
The old soul takes the roads again.
Such is my own belief and trust;

This hand, this hand that held the pen,
Has many a hundred times been dust

And turned, as dust. to dust again;
These eyes of mine have blinked and shone
ln Thebes, in Troy. in Babylon.
All that l rightly think or do.

Or make. or spoil. or bless. or blast.
ls curse or blessing justly due

For sloth or effort in the past.
My life’: a statement of the sum
Of vice indulged, or overcome.

l know that in my lives to be
My sorry heart will ache and burn.

And worship unavailingly.
The woman whom I used to spurn.

And shake to see another have
The love I spurned. the love she gave.

And I shall know. in angry words,
In gibcs, and mocks. and many a tear.

A carrion flock of homing-birds.
The gibes and scorn: I uttered here.

The brave word that I failed to speak
Will brand me dastard on the cheek.

And as I wander on the roads
I shall be helped and healed and blessed;

Dear words shall cheer and be as goads
To urge to heights before unguesscd.

My road shall be the road I made;
All that I gave shall be repaid.
So shall I fight. so shall I tread,

In this long war beneath the stars:
So shall a glory wreathe my head,

So shall I faint and show the scars.
Until this case. this clogging mold.
Be smithied all to kingly gold. —_Scfecl¢d

Tm: .\'i«:w WAY. Subscription price (Domestic), Seventy-five
(Tents per year. Ten Cents per copy. Club Subscriptions of four or

more. per year. mch, Fifty Cents. Get your friends to join you in
subscribing. Foreign Subscriptions per year $100. Five subscriptions
for $3.00. Ten subscriptions for $5.00.

Money orders and checks should be made payable to Tm-: N i-:\\'

WAY, and all subscriptions and correspondence should be addressed to;
Tina NEW WAY, Point Loma. California.
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The N otebook

S mall duties grow to mighty deeds,

S mall words to things of power;

Great forests spring from tiny seeds,

A s moments make the hour. — F . anoch

TH E R E  is not a trait, physical or spiritual, of ours,

that is wholly fi nished off and at a standstill. W e are

every one of us in every atom of our ex istence and at every

instant on the move to some ex tent, up or down, forward

or backward. — Prof. W . E . R ' itier

W E  forget that every little action of the common day

does its little something to make or unmake character

and that what one has done in secresy will sometime

work out into the open. — A n F ix -prisoner

H E  who infl icts pain on the gentle or falsely accuses

the innocent will inherit one of the ten great calamities.

B ut he who has learned to suffer with patience will be

purifi ed and will be the chosen instrument for the allevia-

tion of suffering. — Gautama B uddha

MA N  is often making least progress when all is serene

within. The swifter growth of the inner man may involve

much perturbation of mind and body till they can re-

adj ust themselves to the new interior conditions. Then

for a while there will be peace again. — A  Chinese S aying

IF  you want to be popular, stop wanting to be. N o-

thing checkmates that want so effectively as the want

itself, nothing so effectively makes a man' s character

small and uninteresting. If you will notice the thorough-

ly liked men you will see that they are not thinking of

themselves at all, j ust genially throwing out the best

and realest that is in them and pleased to get back the

best and realest that is in others. S o the prescription is

geniality, the spirit of good comradeship, the considera-

tion of everybody as your friend. — The N otebook

B y diverse creeds we worship, you and I;

The E ar of O ne A lone receives our prayer.

The K ing shall beg,.the beggar mount the throne;

E arth laughs at him who calls a place his own.

The F ool met F ate: “F air maiden, say,

W here goest thou? ”  q uoth he,

A nd F ate replied, “H old on thy way,

Thou man —  I follow thee.”

S mall ills are the fountains

O f most of our groans:

Men trip not on mountains,

. They stumble o' er stones.

— A rthur Guiterman (‘Proverbs of Ind’ )

TH E  lines that connect men’ s minds are not limited

by and do not run through the space that separates their

bodies. Independently of distance our minds touch the

minds of many whom we have never seen and whose

thoughts help or hinder us as ours help or hinder them.

O nce we realize this, and it can be realized, we have a

new motive for right action and right thought.

— The Century Path

PE O PL E  who go through life bemoaning their luck

and thinking that success is for others and not for them.

must ex pect failure;  for self-confi dence is the very foun-

dation of all accomplishment.

IT is the man with the positive nature, who feels

that he is eq ual to the emergency, who believes that

he can do the thing he attempts, who wins the confi dence

of his fellow-men. H e is beloved because he is brave

and self-sufficient.

IF  you would succeed up to the limit of your possi-

bilities, hold to the belief that you are success organized

and that you will be successful, no matter what opposes.

R egard as a traitor every suggestion that your life may

be a failure, that you are not made like those who succeed

and that success is not for you. E x pel it from your mind

as you would a thief from your house.

B E L IE VE  in yourself, not with a selfi sh egotism that

disregards all around you, but with such reverence for

the good that is within you as to render failure impossible.

— S uccess lllarims

TH A T from which this people really suffer, and per-

haps more than any other nation, more than any other

time, is the weakness of attention. . . . E very fea-

ture of our social life shows an unwillingness to con-

centrate attention. O nly that which can be followed

without effort is welcome. . . . H uman nature is indeed

so arranged that the attention at fi rst follows in an in-

voluntary way all that is shining, loud, sensational and

surprising. The real development of mankind lies in

the growth of the voluntary attention, which is not pas-

sively attracted, but which turns actively to that which

is important and signifi cant and valuable in itself, N o

one is born with such a power. It has to be trained and

educated. — S elected

Tm: wise therefore speak as follows: The soul having

a twofold life, one being in conj unction with the body,

but the other being separate and higher, when we are

awake we employ for the most part the life which is com-

mon with the body, ex cept when we separate ourselves~

from it and live for a time in the highest kind of thought-

B ut when we are in deep sleep, we are liberated, as i!

were, from the life of the body and live a life separated

from bodily activities.—  I amblichos (a S yrian philosopher;
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8 THE NEW WAY

The Notebook

Small duties grow to mighty deeds,
Small words to things of power;
Great forests spring from tiny seeds,
As moments make the hour. —I". Bennoch

THERE is not a trait, physical or spiritual. of ours,
that is wholly finished off and at a standstill. We are

every one of us in every atom of our existence and at every
instant on the move to some extent, up or down, forward
or backward. ——Prof. W. E. Ritter

W'i-2 forget that every little action of the common day
does its little something to make or unmake character
and that what one has done in secresy will sometime
work out into the open. —An Er-prisoner

Hi; who inflicts pain on the gentle or falsely accuses
the innocent will inherit one of the ten great calamities.
But he who has learned to suffer with patience will be
purified and will be the chosen instrument for the allevia-
tion of sufiering. —Gaulama Buddha

MAN is often making least progress when all is serene
within. The swifter growth of the inner man may involve
much perturbation of mind and body till they can re-

adjust themselves to the new interior conditions. Then
for a. while there will be peace again. —.'1 (’hinc.ve Saying

IF you want to be popular, stop wanting to be. No-
thing checkmates that want so effectively as the want
itself, nothing so ef'l'ectively makes a man's character
small and uninteresting. If you will notice the thorough-
ly liked men you will see that they are not thinking of
themselves at all, just genially throwing out the best
and realest that is in them and pleased to get back the
best and realest that is in others. So the prescription is
geniality, the spirit of good wmradeship, the considera-
tion of everybody as your friend. —The .’\'olcbooIc

By diverse crecds we worship, you and I;
The Ear of One Alone receives our prayer.

The King shall bcg,.the beggar mount the throne;
Earth laughs at him who calls a place his own.

The Fool met Fate: “Fair maiden, say.
Where goest thou?” quoth be,

And Fate replied, “Hold on thy way,
Thou man — I follow thee.”

Small ills are the fountains
Of most of our groans:

Men trip not on mountains,
They stumble o'er stones.
——.»lrlhur Guiterman (‘Proverbs of Ind’)

» Cu glc

THE lines that connect men’s minds are not limited
by and do not run through the space that separates their
bodies. Independently of distance our minds touch the
minds of many whom we have never seen and whose
thoughts help or hinder us as ours help or hinder them.
Once we realize this, and it can be realized, we have a
new motive for right action and right thought.

—The Century Path

I’EoI-L1: who go through life bemoaning their luck
and thinkingthat success is for others and not for them.
must expect failure; for self-confidence is the very foun-
dation of all accomplishment.

IT is the man with the positive nature, who feels
that he is equal to the emergency, who believes that
he can do the thing he attempts, who wins the confidence
of his fellow-men. He is beloved because he is brave
and self-sufficient.

IF you would succeed up to the limit of your possi-
bilities, hold to the belief that you are success organized
and that you will be successful. no _matter what opposes.
Regard as a traitor every suggestion that your life may
be a failure, thatyou are not made like those who succeed
and that success is not for you. Expel it from your mind
as you would a thief from your house.

Bl-:LlE\'E in yourself, not with a selfish egotism that
disregards all around you, but with such reverence for
the good that is withinyou as to render failure inipossihlc.

—Succe.-rs Ma.rim.s

'l‘u.«\'r from which this people really suffer, and per-
haps more than any other nation, more than any other
time, is the weakness of attention.

. . . Every fea-
ture of our social life shows an unwillingness to con-
centrate attention. Only that which can be followed
without effort is welcome.

. . .
Human nature is indeed

so arranged that the attention at first follows in an in-
voluntary way all that is shining, loud, sensational and
surprising. The real development of mankind lies in
the growth of the voluntary attention, which is not pas-
sively attracted, but which turns actively to that which
is important and significant and valuable in itself. No
one is born with such a power. It has to be trained and
educated. —SeIecled

THE wise therefore speak as follows: The soul liaviiig
a twofold life, one being in conjunction with the body.
but the other being separate and higher, when we are
awake we employ for the most part the life which is com-
mon with the body, except when we separate oursel\'c.~
from it and live for a time in the highest kind of thought.
But when we are in deep sleep, we are liberated, as it
were, from the life of the body and live a life separatcd
from bodilyactivities.—Iamblichos (a Syrian philosopllfl
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O pen Y our F ront Door rest of the year, now in N ovember, for instance?  A

A N  A UDITO R IUM PA PE R  moching-bird used to get up on the arbor top in my gar-

den In the early evenings and for thirty minutes put his

GO T to wondering why the birds sing;  it was that whole energy into rendering the songs of every other

that started me ofi ’ .

sort of bird in the neighborhood, did it for pure enj oy-

They sing at mating time, says science, to attract ment, all by himself. W hen he was satisfi ed he went

a mate. Maybe. B ut why do they sing all along the to bed. In the mornings he sometimes did the same.
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Open Your Front Door rest of the year. now in November, for instance? A
mocking-bird used to get up on the arbor top in my gur-
den in the early evenings and for thirty minutes put his

GOT to wondering why the birds sing; it was that whole energy into rendering the songs of every other
that started me oil’. sort of bird in the neighborhood, did it for pure enj0_v-

They sing at mating time. says science. to attract ment. all by himself. When he was satisfied he went
u mate. Maybe. But why do they sing all along the to bed. In the mornings he sometimes did the same.
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It seems to me that that wants a good deal of ex -

planation.

W hy do the plants put out so much gorgeous color

in their fl owers?  To attract fertilizing insects, says sci-

ence. Maybe. B ut j ust as the birds sing as much when

there is no mating on, it seems possible that four-fi fths

of the fl ower display that plants make has nothing to

do with insects. In fact some self-fertilizing plants

throw out very fi ne fl owers.

W hen a man is suddenly struck with a great idea

his fi rst impulse is to talk it, write it, tell it, put it on

the air. H e may be restrained, of course, by various

secondary considerations. If he sees money in it, for

instance, he may hold it;  or if there is no one who could

sympathize with it. B ut his fi rst impulse is to spread

it out before his fellows. A nd this the more, the more

generous— that is, the higher— is his nature.

The same with the composer, the poet, the artist.

The inspiration that comes upon them they must throw

out, ex press. They burn to give the symphony, the

poem, the picture, to the world. Thoughts of fame

or money have nothing to do with this primary impulse.

If they persistently resisted the impulse, the inspiration

would soon begin to cease coming upon them. To con-

tinue getting it they must give it out. The process

is as natural as the singing of the bird, the color show

of the fl ower.

There may not be much difference between the song

of one thrush and another. B ut there’ s every difference

between the poetry of Tennyson and W hittier, the music

of B eethoven and H andel. The world needs all these.

E ach contributed a special something that has helped

the mind of the race in its special way. A nd though each

got the apparatus for ex pression, the brain and eye and

ear and so on, from his parents and ancestry through

heredity, yet the special message, fl avor, so to speak,

that the man of genius delivers through his art, his

poetry or his music, is absolutely his own, uniq ue, not

got from anywhere but himself. H e came to earth

charged with that to give, and directly the apparatus

was ready he began to give it— often, in fact, before

that;  in early childhood.

The highest sort of man, then, comes to earth as

a contributor to the rest of us, with a special gift of his

own for us. A nd everything does look as if he brought

it with him, got it or developed it in himself before he

came here amongst us. A nd it is j ust this that has made

me believe that the soul of each of us ex isted, somewhere,

somehow, before it came here to what we call life, from

a place or state perhaps of so glorious a nature that .we,

shut in to bodies of poor disease-ridden fl esh, cannot

understand— till we get out again, free in death.

To return to where I started, the birds and fl owers.

It seems to me that they too are actuated, though without

understanding it, by the same urge to give out, to contri-

bute from within, to bring the hidden into the manifest.

Y ou see the same in the schoolboy as he goes whistling

to school, though he too does not understand what he

is doing. B ut the life in him and welling out of him may

understand.

In other words real life shows itself in contributing,

giving. H e who wants more and more of it must obey

its law, let out his inner nature if only in a kindly smile

or word. S et our minds to that keynote, and our own

inner states of j oy and of power and inspiration begin

to open to us. It is for lack of doing this that men know

so little— so nothing— of their own inner wealth.

J‘

H eredity and . . .

A N  O VE R H E A R D TA L K

“ CA N ’ T say I like this theory of heredity —  at any

rate as it stands. It’ s undignifi ed. Isn’ t a man

anything but a set of shreds and patches picked

off his parents and uncles and aunts and grandparents

and tied together?  Isn’ t there at least something brand

new in him, something of his own making?  I may have

my mother’ s nose and my father’ s good memory and

love of books. and gift of talking and my grandfather’ s

bad temper and tendency to gout;  but haven' t I added

something on my own account?  A nd what am I that

has all these things?  I am a self, a one, not a bit of patch-

work. -

“I don’ t say there’ s nothing in the theory. B ut

it needs adding to. F or if it covers —  or seems to—  the

case of the ordinary man, there are other men it won' t

fi t at all. Y ou might pick out all the elements of the

character of an ordinary man in his family tree. S ome

men do go through their lives with dispositions and

tendencies and powers of mind that are pretty much

the copies or blends of the. same in their parents and

grandparents. '  W hat they’ re born to they stay with.

never show anything specifi cally new or changed from

one end of their lives to the other— ex cept what they

get out of ‘ environment, training, ex ample and so on.

“B ut that’ s the ordinary character. W hat are you

going to make of a fellow that shows up something whol-

ly new, not anywhere in the family tree, men for in-

stance of ex traordinary genius in some line, men who

throw over the parental limitations altogether, dis-

regard the family tendencies and dispositions, make

nothing of their environment and strike out a path

wholly their own? "

“H arked back to some ancestor, I suppose, whose re-

cord’ s lost.”

“A  theory ought to ex plain the facts. Y ou mustn' t

make it ex plain facts it doesn’ t ex plain by supposing

another fact you haven’ t any evidence of.”

“W ell, what are you going to do about it? "

“L ook straight at the facts we know and see if we

can’ t fi nd in them some warrant for a theory that we

can complete the theory of heredity with.”

“Go ahead. W hat' s the card up your sleeve? ”

“The point I start from is that every man is a self.
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2 THE NEW WAY

It seems to me that that wants a good deal of ex-

planation.
VVhy do the plants put out so much gorgeous color

in their flowers? To attract fertilizing insects, says sci-
ence. Maybe. But just as the birds sing as much when
there is no mating on, it seems possible that four-fifths
of the flower display that plants make has nothing to
do with insects. In fact some self-fertilizing plants
throw out very fine flowers.

\Vhen a man is suddenly struck with a great idea
his first impulse is to talk it, write it, tell it, put it on
the air. He may be restrained, of course, by various
secondary considerations. If he sees money in it, for
instance, he may hold it; or if there is no one who could
sympathize with it. But his first impulse is to spread
it out before his fellows. And this the more, the more

generous—that is, the higher—is his nature.
The same with the composer, the poet, the artist.

The inspiration that comes upon them they must throw
out, express. They burn to give the symphony, the
poem, the picture, to the world. Thoughts of fame
or money have nothing to do with this primary impulse.
If they persistently resisted the impulse, the inspiration
would soon begin to cease coming upon them. To con-

tinue getting it they must give it out. The process
is as natural as the singing of the bird, the color show
of the flower.

There may not be much difierence between the song
of one thrush and another. But there’s every difference
between the poetry of Tennyson and Whittier, the music
of Beethoven and Handel. The world needs all these.
Each contributed a special something that has helped
the mind of the race in its special way. And though each
got the apparatus for expression, the brain and eye and
ear and so on, from his parents and ancestry through
heredity, yet the special message, flavor, so to speak,
that the man of genius delivers through his art, his
poetry or his music, is absolutely his own, unique, not
got from anywhere but himself. He came to earth
charged with that to give, and directly the apparatus
was ready he began to give it~—often, in fact, before
that; in early childhood.

The highest sort of man, then, comes to earth as

a contributor to the rest of us, with a special gift of his
own for us. And everything does look as if he brought
it with him, _got it or developed it in himself before he
came here amongst us. And it is just this that has made
me believe that the soul of each of us existed, somewhere,
somehow, before it came here to what we call life, from
a place or state perhaps of so glorious a nature that we,
shut in to bodies of poor disease-ridden flesh, cannot
understand—till we get out again, free in death.

To return to where I started, the birds and flowers.
It seems to me thatthey too are actuated, though without
understanding it, by the same urge to give out, to contri-
bute from within, to bring the hidden into the manifest.
You see the same in the schoolboy as he goes whistling
to school, though he too does not understand what he

£10 git’

is doing. But the life in him and welling out of him may
understand.

In other words real life shows itself in contributing,
giving. He who wants more and more of it must obey
its law, let out his inner nature if only in a kindly smile
or word. Set our minds to that keynote, and our own
inner states of joy and of power and inspiration begin
to open to us. It is for lack of doing this that men know
so little— so nothing—of their own inner wealth.

#3

Heredity and . .

AN OVERHEARD TALK
“ CAN'T say I like this theory of heredity —at any

rate as it stands. It's undignified. Isn't a man

anything but a set of shreds and patches picked
off his parents and uncles and aunts and grandparents
and tied together? Isn't there at least something brand
new in him, somethingof his own making? I may have
my mother's nose and my father’s good memory and
love of books. and gift of talking and my grandfather's
bad temper and tendency to gout; but haven't I added
something on my own account? And what am I that
has all these things? I am a self, a one, not a bit of patch-
work.

“I don’t say there‘s nothing in the theory. But
it needs adding to. For if it covers — or seems to — the
case of the ordinary man, there are other men it won't
fit at all. You might pick out all the elements of the
character of an ordinary man in his family tree. Some
men do go through their lives with dispositions and
tendencies and powers of mind that are pretty much
the copies or blends of the. same in their parents and
grandparents. VVhat they’re born to they stay with.
never show anything specifically new or changed from
one end of their lives to the other——except what they
get out of - environment, training, example and so on.

“But that’s the ordinary character. VVhat are you
going to make of a fellow that shows up somethingwhol-
ly new, not anywhere in the family tree. men for in-
stance of extraordinary genius in some line, men who
throw over the parental limitations altogether, dis-
regard the family tendencies and dispositions, make
nothing of their environment and strike out a path
wholly their own?”

“Harked back to smrw ancestor, I suppose, ll‘h08(' rc-

cord’3 lost.”
“A theory ought to explain the facts. 'ou mustn't

make it explain facts it doesn’t explain by supposing
another fact you haven't any evidence of."

“Well, what are you going to do about it?”
“Look straight at the facts we know and see if we

can’t find in them some warrant for a theory that we

can complete the theory of heredity with.”
“Go ahead. Whal’s the card up your sleeve?"
“The point I start from is that every man is a self.
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an I, a soul, a one. This is the deepest and certainest

thing he knows. A nd he talks it when he says lily mind,

lily memory, lily body. H e’ s conscious of himself own-

ing and operating these possessions. Generally he takes

them as he fi nds them. That' s the ordinary man. B ut

if he' s an ex traordinary self. very strong, as he grows

‘(

\

fawfl ' ,’  ‘

“Ml-ha wig

. mfg. _,

it as matter of certain knowledge, not of probability-

“S ouls aren’ t all of a piece with one another. S ome

are strong and overrule their heredity and environment,

overrule their bodily impulses and passions, come out

as geniuses -—  in some way or other show their inherent

divinity. O thers during life are more or less the creatures
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through infancy and childhood his special nature works

upon the materials of mind and body that he got from

heredity and transforms them to suit his ex traordinari-

ness —  and there’ s your man of genius, your great man.

The materials don’ t fi t him, aren’ t what he wants, and

he changes them as they grow. In the ordinary case

the materials do correspond to the nature of the self

or soul that’ s taken them on at birth, or it isn’ t strong

enough to alter them. A ll I want to add to the theory

of heredity is the fact of the self, the soul, what says I ,

with a nature of its own, in the general case coming into

such conditions of parentage and environment as more

or less fi t its specialities;  but in the rarer cases coming

into conditions which, though partly out of fi t, it can

and does alter. A nd I don’ t see what you can fi nd to

q uarrel with in this if you take the soul as an immortal

something, always growing and changing as it pilgrimages

through this universe, neither beginning with birth here

on earth nor ending with death. It’ s a theory if you

like;  but the wisest men, the Teachers. the deepest

self-knowers in every human period and race, specialists

as you may say in soul lore, have every one of them taught

of heredity and environment, take the stamp that birth

puts on them and go through life with it.

“N ow mix  this in with the theory of heredity and

see if it doesn’ t give some stimulus to a man to fi nd

himself, to assert himself against the limitations of heredi-

ty, to use his will and be a real man. It’ s constant use

of will against the resistance of the drags of his nature

that fi nally brings a man to himself. To sit down and

say ‘I’ m as my Maker made me’  is paralyzing himself.”

“B ut how, according to this, (and you’ ve got to complete

it), did the souls come to be so difl ' erent in their q ualities

of disposition and degrees of strength? ”

“I don’ t believe there are any two things, any two

units of any sort whatever, in all this universe that are

the ex act duplicates of each other, not even two drops

of water or two atoms of iron. If there were two alike,

there would be no need for one of them to ex ist, and it

wouldn’ t ex ist. E x pression through infi nite diversity is

the law, and we can' t understand the why of it till we

touch with our understandings that absolute center of

things in which our souls are rooted, the absolute center

of creative consciousness and wisdom.”  R E PO R TE R
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THE N7E'W WAY 3
 

an I. a soul. a one. This is the deepest and certainest
thing he knows. And he talks it when he says My mind,
My memory. My body. He's conscious of him.-self own-

ing and operating these possessiolls. Generally he takes
them as he finds them. That's the ordinary man. But
if he's an extraortlinar_\' self. very strong. as he grows

it as matter of certain knowledge, not of probability-
"Souls aren't all of a. piece with one another. Some

are strong and overrule their heredity and environment.
overrule their bodily impulses and passions. come out
as geniuses — in some way or other show their inherent.
divinity. Others during life are more or less the creatures

I4nnIand' Photo & Bntrulnl Dept.
THE REAR OF THE COLUMN; TWO COMPANIES OF THE U. S. TROOPS DEPARTING

FROM ‘L()M.~\LAND' AFTER THE ENTERTAINMENT

through infancy and childhood his special nature works
upon the materials of mind and body that he got from
heredity and transforms them to suit his extraordinari-
ness—- and there's your man of genius, your great man.
The materials don't fit him. aren't what he wants. and
he changes them as they grow. In the ordinary case

the materials do correspond to the nature of the self
or soul that's taken them on at birth, or it isn't strong
enough to alter them. All I want to add to the theory
of heredity is the fact of the self. the soul. what says I,
with a nature of its own. in the general case coming into
such conditions of parentage and environment as more

or less tit its specialities; but in the rarer cases coming
into conditions which, though partly out of fit. it can

and does alter. And I don't see what you can find to
quarrel with in this if you take the soul as an immortal
something.always growing and changing as it pilgrimnges
through this universe. neither beginning with birth here
on earth nor ending with death. It’s a theory it you
like; but the wisest men. the Teachers. the deepest
self-knowers in every human period and race. specialists
as you may say in soul lore, have every one of them taught

Go. -316

of heredity and environment. take the stamp that birth
puts on them and go through life with it.

“Now mix this to with the theory of heredity and
see if it doesn't give some stimulus to a man to find
himself. to assert himself against the limitations of heredi-
ty. to use his will and be a real man. It's constant use
of will against the resistance of the drags of his nature
that finally brings a man to himself. To sit down and
say ‘I'm as my Maker made me‘ is paralyzing himself.”

"But how, according to this, (and you're got to complete
it). did the souls come to be so different in their qualities
of disposition and degrees of strength?"

“I don't believe there are any two things, any two
units of any sort whatever. in all this universe that are
the exact duplicates of each other, not even two drops
of water or two atoms of iron. If there were two alike,
there would be no need for one of them to exist. and it
wouldn't exist. Expression through infinite diversity is
the law, and we can't understand the why of it till we
touch with our understandings that absolute center of
things in which our souls are rooted, the absolute center
of creative consciousness and wisdom." REPORTER
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Creating the ‘A ngel’

H E  secretary of The Universal F  ilm. Manufacturing

Company was recently asked in an interview to

what he attributed his rapid advance from one

of the lowest positions in the company’ s offi ces to his

present rank. “I’ ll tell you,”  he said, “one reason why

I think I got along. B ecause I fi guratively lived, slept

and dreamed Universal affairs"  —  meaning the affairs of

the company. “I thought of them day and night, of

ideas to develop, hints and suggestions for further im-

provement.”

The writer once found in the course of learning short-

hand that he had to go through a stage in which the mind

became a nuisance. In the beginning it had to be forced,

of course, to learn the alphabet and outlines. B ut when

it had learned all this it took the bit between its teeth.

It went off on its own account. It translated into Pit-

man’ s little geometrical marks the title of every book

the eye happened to rest on, the name over every store

window, the last words of the sentences that anybody

spoke. Mental vision was as it were obsessed with

shorthand outlines.

Doubtless others who go at the art with the -same

enthusiasm go through the same ex perience. It has of

course the counterbalancing advantage that you pro-

gress rapidly. F or subconsciously you are going on learn-

ing and progressing even when your attention is other-

wise‘ occupied. Y ou have created in your mind a living

shorthand entity, and he takes his growth into his own

hands.

O ur minds and bodies are largely made up of enti-

ties like this :—  habits, we call them, tendencies to which

we have given a sort of independent life in some part

of our make-up, and which, once alive, try to make our

minds and bodies serve them. S ome men can‘t walk

over a pavement without seeing to it that they put their

foot down at every step on a crack between the paving

stones.

S ome of these entities— the shorthand entity, for

instance— may be very useful to us, even though re-

q uiring restraint. S ome —  the drink crave, for instance

—  should never have been created, and the sooner they

are starved to death by refusal to let them gratify them-

selves, the better. E lse they may come to dominate

their creator, mind and body. A nd a few others, again,

should be given every possible opportunity to grow till

they do absorb the entire mind and govern the whole

of conduct and thought.

W e can create any habit of body or mind that we

choose by doing or thinking something often enough.

A fter a while the self-living entity is created, doing or

thinking that thing on its own account, perhaps long

after we have come to wish it didn’ t.

B ut why don’ t we make use of this principle for

our highest profi t?

A  certain great Teacher once spoke of “laying up for

ourselves treasures in heaven.”  This was what he meant.

F orce the mind on to a line of high thinking often enough

and it will presently take to going upon that line on

its own account, will develop an entity of our own cre-

ation that lives on that line and goes on growing there,

gathering in and also drawing out of itself materials

for its own growth.

E ach of us is latently a divine self or soul. This is

the way to uncover or resurrect or untomb our latent

divineness, our real power and splendor and nobility.

To get the habit of high thinking by the practise of

it for a little while every day, is really getting the habit

of drawing out of ourselves some — more and more—

of the inactive divineness, giving it life, and establish-

ing it up there in the top of the mind as a living entity

with the power of self-growth when we are not attend-

ing. A nd the light of this will presently get strong enough

to shine down into all the rest of our mental make-up.

illuminating and transforming it and awakening all its

powers.

W ith the aid of any book or passage that we have

found elevating and conducive to elevated thought and

feeling let us get at this work. If it is short enough

learn it by heart. E ach repetition will give it more and

more meaning. H ere is a passage from one of the writ-

ings of K atherine Tingley that covers all we have been

saying and much more:

“A  pure, strong, unselfish thought, beaming in the mind,

lifts the whole being to the heights of L ight. F rom this point

can be discerned to a degree, the sacredness of the Moment

and the Day. In this life, the petty follies of everyday friction,

disappear. In place of lack of faith in one’ s self, there is

self-respect;  the higher consciousness is aroused, and the

H eart acts in unison with the Mind;  1 and Man walks as

a living Power, among his fellows."  S ' rroan

8

Christmas Day

TH E  Y A R D PnlL osornnn‘s IDE A S

IT seems to me that we’ re up against q uite a problem

in the matter of Christmas Day.

The problem is in the fact that we feel different

on that day from what we do on any other day in the

year. It’ s a holiday, but so’ s S unday and so’ s Thanks-

giving Day, and neither of them feel like Christmas Day.

There’ s a good dinner coming, but so there is on Thanks-

giving Day. Thanksgiving Day don’ t make a man fte

as if he was new-made all through and wanted to shake

hands with everybody he meets. There’ s a Christmas

feel that’ s altogether peculiar to Christmas and a man

fi nds it in his bones the moment he wakes and beforr

anybody’ s had the chance to say a word to him. That' s

the problem.

Y ou may say a man feels that way because everybod} ~

else does. B ut in the fi rst place you’ ve got to ex plain

why everybody else does. A nd in the second place you' ve

admitted that feeling is catching of itself and apart from
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Creating the ‘Angel’
HE secretary of The Universal Film Manufacturing

Company was recently asked in an interview to
what be attributed his rapid advance from one

of the lowest positions in the company's ofiices to his
present rank. “I’ll tell you,” he said, “one reason why
I think I got along. Because I figuratively lived, slept
and dreamed Universal affairs" — meaning the affairs of
the company. “I thought of them day and night, of
ideas to develop, hints and suggestions for further im-
provement.”

The writer once found in the course of learning short-
hand thathe had to go through a stage in which the mind
became a nuisance. In the beginning it had to be forced,
of course, to learn the alphabet and outlines. But when
it had learned all this it took the bit between its teeth.
It went oil’ on its own account. It translated into Pit-
man’s little geometrical marks the title of every book
the eye happened to rest on, the name over every store
window, the last words of the sentences that anybody
spoke. Mental vision was as it were obsessed with
shorthand outlines.

Doubtless others who go at the art with the -same
enthusiasm go through the same experience. It has of
course the counterbalancing advantage that you pro-
gress rapidly. For subconsciouslyyou are going on learn-
ing and progressing even when your attention is other-
wise‘ occupied. You have created in your mind a living
shorthand entity, and he takes his growth into his own
hands.

Our minds and bodies are largely made up of enti-
ties like this:—habits, we call them, tendencies to which
we have given a sort of independent life in some part
of our make-up, and which, once alive, try to make our
minds and bodies serve them. Some men can’t walk
over a pavement without seeing to it that they put their
foot down at every step on a crack between the paving
stones.

Some of these entities—the shorthand entity, for
instance——-may be very useful to us, even though re-

quiring restraint. Some— the drink crave, for instance
— should never have been created, and the sooner they
are starved to death by refusal to let them gratify them-
selves, t.l1e better. Else they may come to dominate
their creator, mind and body. And a few others, again,
should be given every possible opportunity to grow till
they do absorb the entire mind and govern the whole
of conduct and thought.

We can create any habit of body or mind that we
choose by doing or thinking something often enough.
After a while the self-living entity is created, doing or

thinking that thing on its own account, perhaps long
after we have come to wish it didn’t.

But why don’t we make use of this principle for
our highest profit’?

A certain great Teacher once spoke of “laying up for
ourselves treasures in heaven.” This was what he meant.

.L.-in git

Force the mind on to a line of high thinkingoften enough
and it will presently take to going upon that line on

its own account, will develop an entity of our own cre-
ation that lives on that line and goes on growing there.
gathering in and also drawing out of itself materials
for its own growth.

Each of us is latently a divine self or soul. This is
the way to uncover or resurrect or untomb our latent
divineness, our real power and splendor and nobility.

To get the habit of high thinkingby the practise of
it for a little while every day, is really getting the habit
of drawing out of ourselves some—more and more—-
of the inactive divineness, giving it life, and establish-
ing it up there in the top of the mind as a living entity
with the power of self-growth when we are not attend-
ing. And the light of thiswill presently get strong enough
to shine down into all the rest of our mental make-up.
illuminating and transforming it and awakening all its
powers.

With the aid of any book or passage that we have
found elevating and conducive to elevated thought and
feeling let us get at this work. If it is short enough
learn it by heart. Each repetition will give it more and
more meaning. Here is a passage from one of the writ-
ings of Katherine Tingley that covers all we have been
saying and much more:

“A pure, strong, unselfish thought, beaming in the mind,
lifts the whole being to the heights of Light. From this point
can be discerned to a degree, the sacredness of the Moment
and the Day. In this life, the petty follies of evergdayfrict-ion,
disappear. In place of lack of faith in one’s self, there is
self-respect,‘ the higher consciousness is aroused, and the
Heart acts in unison with the Mind; - and Man walks as

a living Power, among his fellows." STl'Dl-‘.?w”T
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Christmas Day
THE YARD Pnniosorni-:a’s IDEAS

T seems to me that we're up against quite a problem
in the matter of Christmas Day.

The problem is in the fact that we feel different
on that day from what we do on any other day in the
year. It's a holiday, but so’s Sunday and so’s Thanks-
giving Day, and neither of them feel like Christmas Day.
There’s a good dinner coming, but so there is on Thanks-
giving Day. Thanksgiving Day don’t make a man feel
as if he was new-made all through and wanted to shake
hands with everybody he meets. There's a Christmas
feel that’s altogether peculiar to Christmas and a man
finds it in his bones the moment he wakes and before
anybody’s had the chance to say a word to him. That's
the problem.

You may say a man feels that way becauseeverybod)‘
else does. But in the first place you’ve got to explain
why everybody else does. And in the second placeyou've
admitted that feeling is catching of itself and apart from
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words to convey it. A nd if you admit that feeling is

catching you’ ve made a very important admission. F or

if a sufficient number of people decided that from Christ-

mas Day on they’ d keep up the Christmas Day brotherly

feeling, the feeling of general human j oy and renewed-

ness, this suffi cient number could totally alter human

law underlying all that materially happens in it. A nd

what materially happens about Christmas Time —  about

three days before Christmas Day, to be ex act—  is that

the sun turns north again after his six  months’  j ourney

south. (R eally, of course, it’ s the earth that turns the

corner of her orbit.) W hat happens right away is the

L omaland Pllalo &  E ngraving Dept.
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Greek Theater, Point L oma, California

life in about a week. The infection would spread;  more

and more people would fi nd it a pleasant feeling to have;

and at last the entire race would get it.

B ut we’ re still hedging the q uestion why people feel

different on Christmas Day, why they’ re receptive to

the infection. O ther religions beside Christianity, and

long before Christianity, have celebrated Christmas

Time. Christianity has put an ex tra warrant on a sa-

cred and festival time that was marked before.

N ow if we have any real Christian belief and under-

standing at all we must believe that Christ could have

selected any time he wished, to be born at. W hy did

he select Christmas Time?  W hy did he choose to call

the peoples’  attention to that time in so special a manner?

F or he must have known that that date would become

one of special signifi cance and thought-provokingness

for all time to come for all who should be, even in name

only, his followers.

Most of us believe that the universe has spiritual

fi rst stir of new spring life. N othing to show for it at

the moment, but there is the stir that will lead on to all

the young fresh green life everywhere. The earth and

her children-to-be have taken their start to new spring

life. A nd man’ s body, as part of the earth, has like-

wise been touched with the new thrill.

N ow, if spiritual L aw does underlie material happen-

ings, if the material is a sort of copy of the spiritual,

then why at the same Christmas epoch shouldn’ t there

be a new spiritual stir in man' s being, the birth of a new

spiritual something in him?  It was, in my j udgment,

to call attention j ust to that very thing that Christ

arranged for his birth then, to show man that in every

individual at that time a spark of the Christ spirit was

struck alight.

W e miss our chance, of course. W e don’ t keep the

spark alight. W e’ re so fastened on the Christmas day

that we take no thought of what we might be doing

to fan up that spark on the days that come after. W e
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THE NEW WAY 5

words to convey it. And if you admit that feeling is
mt:-hing you've made a very important admission. For
if a sufficient number of people decided that from Christ-
mas Day on they'd keep up the Christmas Day brotherly
feeling, the feeling of general human joy and renewed-
Hess, this suflicient number could totally alter human

":;‘,V W
| u

law underlying all that materially happens in it. And
what materially happens about Christmas Time — about
three days before Christmas Day. to he exact — is that
the sun turns north again after his six months’ journey
south. (Really. of course. it's the earth that turns the
corner of her orbit.) What happens right away is the

Lomdeud Pablo cl Burning Dapl.
IN THE FOREST OF ARDEN

A Scene from Shakespeare's As You Like I! as presented by Katherine Tingley in the
Greek Theater. Point Loma. California

life in about a week. The infection would spread; more
and more people would find it a pleasant feeling to have:
and at last the entire race would get it.

But we're still hedging the question why people feel
different on Christmas Day, why they're receptive to
the infection. Other religions beside Christianity, and
long before Christianity, have celebrated Christmas
Time. Christianity has put an extra warrant on a sa-
cred and festival time that was marked before.

Now if we have any real Christian belief and under-
standing at all we must believe that Christ could have
selected any time he wished, to be born at. Why did
he select Christmas Time? Why did he choose to call
the peoples’ attention to that time in so special a manner?
For he must have known that that date would become
one of special significance and thought-provokingness
for all time to come for all who should be. even in name
only, his followers.

Most of us believe that the universe has spiritual

« C0. -318

first stir of new spring life. Nothing to show for it at
the moment, but there is the stir that will lead on to all
the young fresh green life everywhere. The earth and
her children-to-be have taken their start to new spring
life. And man's body, as part of the earth. has like-
wise been touched with the new thrill.

Now. if spiritual Law docs underlie material happen-
ings. if the material is a sort of copy of the spiritual.
then why at the same Christmas epoch shouldn't there
be a new spiritual stir in man's being. the birth of a new

api-ritual something in him? It was, in my judgment,
to call attention just to that very thing that Christ
arranged for his birth then. to show man that in every
individual at that time a spark of the Christ spirit was
struck alight.

We miss our chance, of course. We don't keep the
spark alight. We're so fastened on the Christmas day
that we take no thought of what we might be doing
to fan up that spark on the days that come after. We
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give way to the reaction and let it spoil our fi nest chances

of new life. In the same way a man may get ex hilerated

and uplifted by the splendor of a sunrise, and then,

instead of keeping the uplift, turn away and in half a.

minute forget it under the rush of the first ordinary

thoughts that happen to come across his mind.

W e want a ‘Christmas Day Continuance S ociety,’

a group— say in this Institution of ours— that would

agree to try to hold the Christmas spirit. They should

not lay out too large a program. They’ d have done

pretty well for one attempt if they would keep the ob-

j ect of the S ociety alive in them till —  say January 2nd

of the N ew Y ear. Just those few days’  effort to be ex tra

kindly and cheerful and alive would more or less color

all the rest of the time till Christmas came again. Then

they could have another shot. E ven a single man could

do something in that way for himself and —  by unspoken

infection —  for others. R E PO R TE R

Jl

The Two Minds

H E R E  is a kind of thinking that solves all diffi -

culties and brings an understanding of life and a

realization of our truer divine nature, leading to

a peace and j oy that no outer circumstances can rufi le.

A nd there is the common kind of thinking that often

leads nowhere and may bring nothing but trouble.

The fi rst kind of thinking is induced by acq uiring

the power to silence the other. A nd it is curious that

only when you have gained the power to silence it does

it show fully such real possibilities of usefulness as it has.

Most of us have no such power, don' t know that it

can be got, or realize how good it would be to get it.

In a general way as soon as a man ceases to use his

mind it begins to give trouble. H e needs it, of course,

to read with, to study with, to think defi nitely about

any problem or q uestion with. B ut those occupations

don’ t take up the whole time. There are mechanical

things to do, part of the time, things that hardly req uire

any thinking at all. They are things we use the body for,

scarcely making any demand on the mind for their

proper doing.

W ell then, the instant we cease, or almost cease, to

req uire the mind’ s services, it is likely to become a nui-

sance. It starts off thinking about anything it chooses,

and it may choose topics that to us are very irritating

and painful.

S ome other man’ s peculiarities are a favorite topic

of choice. It may so develop the picture of these that

we almost want to go and hit him.

It may hark back to some worry or inj ustice we have

suffered and keep at that till our brain seems to be a

red hot coal.

It may remind us of some shady thing we once did

and go ahead with thoughts of possible conseq uences

that make the heart ache with remorse or go cold with fear.

It may recall pleasant times in the past with old

comrades and give a heart-ache of another color. O r it

may so dwell on the painful present that we look for-

ward to a perhaps unattainable or very distant future

with a longing that is like the gnawing of a wild animal.

There are a few of the mind’ s customary misdeeds.

E very man knows his own troubles.

W hat is the cure?  hrIost of us think there is none,

never try to fi nd one. Perhaps because most of us do

not know that if this mind could be silenced, another

whose working is in peace and light would gradually

wake, give us healing in its thought, and transform our

lives.

L et us begin, then, with the assurance that the power

of real silence at will can be got, that silence in the one

mind which is the opportunity and evocation of the other.

There are some who practise this a while and then

give up, thinking they have made no progress. The

mind slips off moment by moment, j ust as it used. They

do not notice that it does not slip so far nor q uite so

readily, that it is more easily brought back, that they

observe and correct each slip more rapidly and surely.

There is an E astern proverb that holds a key to suc-

cess. If we write the words on the mind, the mere re-

petition of them from memory, with the thought of their

meaning will help us to begin:

“Drive the steed of thy body with the two reins of silence

and kindliness. Thus shall thy j ourney be easy and thy

path and thy goal clear. lV hen the mind gives ear to the

peace within, that is silence. W hen the peace becomes a

light shining out towards thy fellows, that is kindliness.”

This is the way to get at the other mind, the mind

of the soul. A nd it can be practised in and out all along

the day. E ach day, each week, will have its unnoticed

step of progress. S TUDE N T

“9 ‘

Man and A nimal

T is soul that marks off man from the animals. Man

is more than animal that thinks. H e is a something

that can watch his own thinking, turn his thought

where he will. W hat animal can watch its own mood

as we can ours, and, if the mood be a wrong or a poor

one, change it to one fuller of light?  W hat animal can

control its own imagination and imagine what it will,

or control its memories and have what memories it

chooses to have?  Certainly we do not much ex ercise

these powers of control, but as souls we have them.

The man who comes surly to breakfast usually lets

himself stay surly. The fl ighty, uncontrolled mind is

usually allowed its own way— which is the cause of

most of the senility and second childishness that are

apt to come with old age. It is our own fault if we live

as thinking animals merely, leaving unused the power

that would presently enable us to live our days like gods.
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6 THE NEW WAY

give way to the reaction and let it spoil our finest chances
of new life. In the same way a man may get exhilerated
and uplifted by the splendor of a sunrise, and then,
instead of keeping the uplift. turn away and in half a
minute forget it under the rush of the first ordinary
thoughts that happen to come across his mind.

We want a ‘Christmas Day Continuance Society,’
a group-—say in this Institution of onrs— that would
agree to try to hold the Christmas spirit. They should
not lay out too large a program. They’d have done
pretty well for one attempt if they would keep the ob-
ject of the Society alive in them till— say January 2nd
of the New Year. Just those few days’ effort to be extra
kindly and cheerful and alive would more or less color
all the rest of the time till Christmas came again. Then
they could have another shot. Even a single man could
do somethingin that way for himself and — by unspoken
infection — for others. RI-:1-on'ri:n

J

The Two Minds

HERE is a kind of thinking that solves all diffi-
culties and brings an understanding of life and a
realization of our truer divine nature, leading to

a peace and joy that no outer circumstances can ruflie.
And there is the common kind of thinkingthat often

leads nowhere and may bring nothing but trouble.
The first kind of thinking is induced by acquiring

the power to silence the other. And it is curious that
only when you have gained the power to silence it does
it show fully such real possibilitiesof usefulness as it has.

Most of us have no such power, don't know that it
can be got, or realize how good it would be to get it.

In a general way as soon as a man ceases to use his
mind it begins to give trouble. He needs it, of course.
to read with, to study with, to think definitely about
any problem or question with. But those occupations
don't take up the whole time. There are mechanical
things to do, part of the time, things that hardly require
any thinkingat all. They are things we use the body for,
scarcely making any demand on the mind for their
proper doing.

Well then, the instant we cease, or almost cease, to
require the mind's services, it is likely to become a nui-
sance. It starts off thinking about anything it chooses,
and it may choose topics that to us are very irritating
and painful.

Some other man's peculiarities are a favorite topic
of choice. It may so develop the picture of these that
we almost want to go and hit him.

It may hark back to some worry or injustice we have
suffered and keep at that till our brain seems to be a
red hot coal.

It may remind us of some shady thing we once did
and go ahead with thoughts of possible consequences

» C0 git

thatmake theheart ache withremorse or go cold withfear.
It may recall pleasant times in the past with old

comrades and give a heart—ache of another color. Or it
may so dwell on the painful present that we look for-
ward to a perhaps unattainable or very distant future
with a longing that is like the gnawing of a wild animal.

There are a few of the mind’s customary misdeeds.
Every man knows his own troubles.

What is the cure? Most of us think there is none.
never try to find one. Perhaps because most of us do
not know that if this mind could be silenced, another
whose working is in peace and light would gradually
wake. give us healing in its thought, and transform our
lives.

Let us begin, then, with the assurance that the power
of real silence at will can be got, that silence in the one
mind which is the opportunity and evocation of the other.

There are some who practise this a while and then
give up, thinking they have made no progress. The
mind.slips off moment by moment, just as it used. They
do not notice that it does not slip so far nor quite so

readily, that it is more easily brought back. that they
observe and correct each slip more rapidly and surely.

There is an Eastern proverb that holds a key to suc-

cess. If we write the words on the mind, the mere re-

petition of them from memory, with the thought of their
meaning will help us to begin:

“Drive the steed of thy body with the two reins of .~rilem-r
and kindlinawv. Thus shall thy journey be easy and thy
path and thy goal clear. When the mind gives ear to the
peace within, that is silence. When the peace beconws a

light shining out towards thy fellows, that is kindli1i.e.rs."
This is the way to get at the other mind, the mind

of the soul. And it can be practised in and out all along
the day. Each day, each week, will have its unnoticed
step of progress._ STUDENT‘

.35

Man and Animal

T is soul that marks off man from the animals. ManI is more than animal that thinks. He is a something
that can watch his own thinking, turn his thought

where he will. What animal can watch its own mood
as we can ours, and, if the mood be a wrong or a poor
one, change it to one fuller of light? ‘What animal can
control its own imagination and imagine what it will.
or control its memories and have what memories it
chooses to have? Certainly we do not much exercise
these powers of control, but as souls we have them.
The man who comes surly to breakfast usually lets
himself stay surly. The flighty, uncontrolled mind is
usually allowed its own way—which is the cause of
most of the senility and second childishness that are

apt to come with old age. It is our own fault if we live
as thinking animals merely, leaving unused the power
that would presently enable us to live our days like gods.
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Perfection

B Y  W A L T W H ITMA N

IN  this broad earth of ours,

A mid the measureless grossness and the slag.

E nclosed and safe within its central heart,

N estles the seed perfection.

B y every life a share or more or less,

N one born but it is born. concealed or unconcealed

the seed is waiting.

O ver the mountain-growth disease and sorrow,

A n uncaught bird is ever hovering, hovering,

H igh in the purer, happier air.

F rom imperfection' s murkiest cloud,

Darts always forth one ray of perfect light,

O ne fl ash of heaven' s glory.

O  the blest eyes, the happy hearts,

That see, that know the guiding thread so fine,

A long the mighty labyrinth.

.st

O ne Great Desire

B Y  E ms-UN I) Gossr.

L IN G to the flying hours, and yet

L et one pure hope, one great desire,

L ike song on dying lips be set,~

That e' er we fall in scattered fi re

O ur hearts may lift the world' s heart higher.

H ere in these autumn months of time.

B efore the great N ew Y ear shall break,

S ome little way our feet should climb,

S ome little mark our hands should make,

F or liberty and manhood' s sake.~$ clccled

3

The W ill

B Y  J. A . S Y MO N DS

L A ME . not the times in which we live,

N or fortune, frail and fugitive;

B lame not thy parents, nor the rule

O f vice or wrong once learned at school;

B ut blame thyself, 0 man!

A lthough both heaven and earth combined

To mold thy fl esh and form thy mind;

Though every thought, word, action, will,

W as framed by powers beyond thee, — — still

Thou art thyself, 0 man!

A nd self to take or leave is free,

F eeling its own sufficiency;

in spite of science, spite of fate,

The j udge within thee soon or late

W ill blame but thee, O  man!

S ay not, “I would, but could not. H e

S hould bear the blame who fashioned me."

S corning such pleas, the inner voice

B uck up, B rother!

B Y  JO H N  K E N DR ICK  B A N GS

UCK  up, B rother!  Turn your eye

F rom the things of days gone by.

F ix  your vision on Today,

A nd the ' morrow on the way.

Past is past, and what hath been

ln the realm of j oy ‘or sin

R esteth there for good or rue

S pite of all that we can do.

L et that Chapter close, indeed,

S ave the lessons we may read

in its teachings— out of them

Y et may come our diadem.

B uck up, B rother!  Close the book

A nd toward the future look;

A nd Today with purpose true

L et your S oul be born anew.

R eassert your Manhood fi ne.

Cry, “Tomorrow— that is mine,

A nd my days will not be vain

.N ow that I am born again! "

~S elcclcd

‘5'

F ailure

B Y  E DMUN D VA N CE  CO O K E

H A T is a failure?  It' s only a spur

To a man who receives it right,

A nd it makes the spirit within him stir

To go in once more and fi ght.

if you never have failed, it' s an even guess

Y ou never have won a high success.

W hat is a missi>  It' s a practice shot

W hich we often must make to enter

The list of those who can hit the spot

O f the bull' s-eye in the center.

If you never have sent your bullet wide,

Y ou never have put a mark inside.

W hat is a knock-down?  A  count of ten

W hich a man may take for a rest.

It will give him a chance to come up again

A nd do his particular best.

If you' ve never been bumped in a rattling go,

Y ou never have come to the scratch, I know!

— S clcclcd
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THE NEW WAY 7

Perfection
BY WALT VVIIITMAN

.N this broad earth of ours,
Amid the measureless grossness and the slag,

Enclosed and safe within its central heart,
Nestles the seed perfection.
By every life a share or more or less,
None born but it is born. concealed or unconcealed

the seed is waiting.
Over the mountain-growth disease and sorrow,
An uncaught bird is ever hovering, hovering.
High in the purer. happier air.
From imperfection's murkiest cloud.
Darts always forth one ray of perfect light,
One flash of heaven's glory.
O the blest eyes. the happy hearts.
That see, that know the guiding thread so fine.
Along the mighty labyrinth.

.5!

One Great Desire
BY EDMUND Gosse

LING to the flying hours. and yet
Let one pure hope. one great desire.

Like song on dying lips be set.-
That e'er we fall in scattered fire
Our hearts may lift the world's heart higher.

Here in these autumn months of time.
Before the great New Year shall break.
Some little way our feet should climb,

Some little mark our hands should make,
For liberty and manhood's sake.—SeIecl¢d

J

The Will
BY J. A. SYMONDS

LAME not the times in which we live,
Nor fortune, frail and fugitive;

Blame not thy parents. nor the rule
Of vice or wrong once learned at school;

But blame thyself. 0 man!
Although both heaven and earth combined
To mold thy flesh and form thy mind;
Though every thought. word, action, will,
Was framed by powers beyond thee, —still

Thou art thyself. 0 man!
And self to take or leave is free,
Feeling its own sufliciency;
in spite of science, spite of fate.
The judge within thee soon or late

Will blame but thee. 0 man!
Say not, "I would, but could not. He
Should bear the blame who fashioned me."
Scorning such pleas. the inner voice

Cries, "Thine is the deed, O man!"—ScIecl¢cI

Lin git’

 

Buck up, Brother!
BY JOHN KENDRICK BANGS

UCK up. Brother! Turn your eye
From the things of days gone by.

Fix your vision on Today,
And the 'morrow on the way.
Past is past. and what hath been
In the realm of joy ‘or sin
Resteth there for good or rue
Spite of all that we can do.
Let that Chapter close, indeed,
Save the lessons we may read
In its teachings—out of them
Yet may come our diadem.
Buck up. Brother! Close the book
And toward the future look;
And Today with purpose true
Let your Soul be born anew.

Reassert your Manhood fine.
Cry, "Tomorrow——that is mine.
And my days will not be vain

.Now that I am born again!"
.33

—SeIecled

Failure
B‘: EDMUND VANCE COOKIE

HAT is a failure? lt's only a spur
To a man who receives it right,

And it makes the spirit within him stir
To go in once more and fight.

If you never have failed. it's an even guess
You never have won a high success.

What is a miss? It's a practice shot
Which we often must make to enter

The list of those who can hit the spot
Of the bull's-eye in the center.

If you never have sent your bullet wide.
You never have put a mark inside.
What is a knock-down? A count of ten

Which a man may take for a rest.
It will give him a chance to come up again

And do his particular best.
If you've never been bumped in a rattling go,
You never have come to the scratch. I know!

—SeIecled
-I
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Gleanings from Many F ields

CH O O S IN G, choosing constantly and day by day, is

the enlargement of character. L ife is at all points a

matter of choice, a daily —  nay, an hourly —  renewing

of choice. W hich shall it be —  a defi nitely directed will

or an easy drifting with the current?  L ife undirected,

life that is not held taut to an ideal, is the life that be-

comes a bore, that slacké ns hold on all things and runs

its course to the end.

CH O ICE  is formative and upbuilding. F ailure, so long

as the soul never gives in, but uses each incompleteness

~as the base of a new start and a higher effort, does not

hurt;  but an ignoble choice, a slight standard, leave

their mark upon the soul for all life. L ife is the upward

struggle, not attainment, but stepping forward, little

by little.- '

O N  the whole, courage is the fi rst and last virtue;

courage to attempt, to endure rebuff, to begin again

and again.

It is a shame for the soul to give out before the body.

W H E N  we realize the meanness and wretchedness of

small, persistent desires, we begin to be able to lay them

aside.

A  GR E A T misfortune properly endured is a progress

accomplished. Those who suffer much live more truly

than those who undergo no trials. The more numerous

the obstacles which are surmounted by the will, the

stronger the will becomes.

TH E R E  is no pain the body suffers that the soul may

not grow by.

TA K E  not much care what or who is for thee or a-

gainst thee. The j udgment of none is to be regarded if

God' s j udgment be otherwise. Thou art neither better

nor worse in thyself for any account that is made of thee

by any but God alone: secure that for thyself and H e

will secure all the rest.

E N TH US IA S M in some sort of work that is worth

doing, it is this which puts man’ s will in line with that

great ‘I W IL L ’  that called forth the universe. The

man is the. will of him, and when the will is nobly used

the man is at one with his inner god. It is this sort of

work that is the only true vitalizer of every part of the

nature, the only real tonic.

O N E  can attain self-control in great things only

through self-control in little ones.

L IVE  each day as if the whole of ex istence were tele-

scoped into this single day. W ith no idle regret for the

past, no useless worry for the future, let a man live

this day as if it were his only day, the only day left for

him to assert all that is best in him, to conq uer all that

is worst. H e should master the weak element in him

at each slight manifestation from moment to moment.

TH E  sovereign voluntary path to cheerfulness, if spon-

taneous cheerfulness be lost, is to sit up cheerfully, to

look around cheerfully, and to act and speak as if cheer-

fulness were already there. S o, to feel brave, act as if

you were brave, use all your will to that end, and cour-

age will presently replace fear. To wrestle with a bad

feeling only pins our attention on it and keeps it still

fastened in the mind;  whereas, if we act as if from some

better feeling, the other soon “folds its tent like an

A rab and as silently steals away.”

F E A R  in all its forms is a kind of atheism. The man

who is afraid has lost his faith;  he no longer believes

in God.

TH E  universe is not against us, it is for us. L ife is

not unfriendly;  in the ex act degree in which we make

ourselves its pupils does it teach, nurture and develop us.

W H A T seems to be a fi nal loss is often a supreme gain;

even our afi ictions, in the full reach of life, are ‘for

the moment.’

TH A T which j ustifi es courage in facing the possibilities

of life is the conviction that its master is our L ord as

well;  that it is so framed that “all things work together

for good"  to those who are obedient to the laws of life:

that our little plans are embraced in a greater and wiser

plan;  that “light is sown for the righteous,”  the mys-

terious future silently beckoning us forward into paths

that seem dark and ominous but which end on the sum-

mits of the mountains. H e who distrusts, holds back

and fears, misses the great opportunity and loses the

noble achievement;  he who trusts and dares plucks the

fl ower of victory out of the very j aws of death. F or

such a world as this courage is the only safety;  the coward

is lost. ‘

W H IS TL IN G to keep up courage is no mere fi gure of

speech. O n the other hand, sit all day in a moping

posture, sigh and reply to everything with a. dismal

voice, and your melancholy lingers. There is no more

valuable precept in moral education than this, as all

who have had ex perience ' know: if we wish to conq uer

emotional tendencies in ourselves, we must assiduously.

and in the fi rst instance coldbloodedly, go through the

outward movement of those contrary dispositions which

we prefer to cultivate. The reward of persistency will

infallibly come in the fading out of the sullenness or

depression and the advent of real cheerfulness and kind-

liness in their stead. S mooth the brow, brighten the

eye, and speak in a maj or key, pass the genial compli-

ment, and your heart must be frigid indeed if it does not

gradually thaw.

IF  anyone be conscious that he has a taint of crooked-

ness in his blood and that he is inclined to play tricks,

let him face the situation and bestir himself. Them

is nothing but contempt and humiliation in store for

the dishonorable man at the hands of the world, nothing

but self-reproach and self-loathing within his soul.
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8 THE NEW WAY
 

Cleaning: from Many Fields

CHOOSING, choosing constantly and day by day, is
the enlargement of character. Life is at all points a
matter of choice, a daily —— nay, an hourly — renewing
of choice. Which shall it be — a definitely directed will
or an easy drifting with the current? Life undirected,
life that is not held taut to an ideal, is the life that be-
comes a bore, that slackéns hold on all things and runs
its course to the end.

CHOICE is formative and upbuilding. Failure, so long
as the soul never gives in, but uses each incompleteness
_as the base of a new start and a higher effort, does not
hurt; but an ignoble choice, a slight standard, leave
their mark upon the soul for all life. Life is the upward
struggle, not attainment, but stepping forward, little
by little.- '

ON the whole, courage is the first and last virtue;
courage to attempt, to endure rebuff, to begin again
and again.

It is a shame for the soul to give out before the body.
WllEN we realize the meanness and wretchedness of

small, persistent desires, we begin to be able to lay them
aside.

A GREAT misfortune properly endured is a progress
accomplished. Those who suffer much live more truly
than those who undergo no trials. The more numerous
the obstacles which are surmounted by the will, the
stronger the will becomes.

THERE is no pain the body suffers that the soul may
not grow by.

TAKE not much care what or who is for thee or a-

gainst thee. The judgment of none is to be regarded if
God's judgment be otherwise. Thou art neither better
nor worse in thyself for any account that is made of thee
by any but God alone: secure that for thyself and He
will secure all the rest.

ENTHUSIASM in some sort of work that is worth
doing, it is this which puts man's will in line with that
great ‘I WILL’ that called forth the universe. The
man is the will of him, and when the will is nobly used
the man is at one with his inner god. It is this sort of
work that is the only true vitalizer of every part of the
nature, the only real tonic.

ONE can attain self-control in great things only
through self-control in little ones.

LIVE each day as if the whole of existence were tele-
scoped into this single day. With no idle regret for the
post, no useless worry for the future, let a man live
this day as if it were his only day, the only day left for
him to assert all that is best in him, to conquer all that
is worst. He should master the weak element in him
at each slight manifestation from moment to moment.

Lin git’

THE sovereign voluntary path to cheerfulness, if spon-
taneous cheerfulness be lost, is to sit up cheerfully, to
look around cheerfully, and to act and speak as if cheer-
fulness were already there. So, to feel brave, act as if
you were brave, use all your will to that end, and cour-

age will presently replace fear. To wrestle with a bad
feeling only pins our attention on it and keeps it still
fastened in the mind; whereas, if we act as if from some
better feeling, the other soon “folds its tent like an
Arab and as silently steals away.”

FEAR in all its forms is a kind of atheism. The man
who is afraid has lost his faith; he no longer believes
in God.

THE universe is not against us, it is for us. Life is
not unfriendly; in the exact degree in which we make
ourselves its pupils does it teach, nurture and develop us.

WHAT seems to be a final loss is often a supreme gain;
even our aflictions, in the full reach of life, are ‘for
the moment.’

THAT which justifies courage in facing the possibilities
of life is the conviction that its master is our Lord as

well; that it is so framed that “all things work together
for good" to those who are obedient to the laws of life:
that our little plans are embraced in a greater and wiser
plan; that “light is sown for the righteous,” the mys-
terious future silently beckoning us forward into paths
that seem dark and ominous but which end on the sum-
mits of the mountains. He who distrusts, holds back
and fears, misses the great opportunity and loses the
noble achievement; he who trusts and dares plucks the
flower of victory out of the very jaws of death. For
such a world as this courage is theonly safety; thecoward
is lost. ‘

WHISTLING to keep up courage is no mere figure of
speech. On the other hand, sit all day in a moping
posture, sigh and reply to everything with a dismal
voice, and your melancholy lingers. There is no more
valuable precept in moral education than this, as all
who have had experience know: if we wish to conquer
emotional tendencies in ourselves, we must ‘assiduously.
and in the first instance coldbloodedly, go through the
outward movement of those contrary dispositions which
we prefer to cultivate. The reward of persistency will
infallibly come in the fading out of the sullenness or

depression and the advent of real cheerfulness and kind-
liness in their stead. Smooth the brow, brighten the
eye, and speak in a major key, pass the genial compli-
ment, and your heart must be frigid indeed if it does nol
gradually thaw.

IF anyone be conscious that he has a taint of crooked-
ness in his blood and that he is inclined to play tricks»
let him face the situation and bestir himself. There
is nothing but contempt and humiliation in store for
the dishonorable man at the hands of the world, nothing
but self-reproach and self-loathing within his soul.
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The S oldier’ s O pportunity

O U cannot have health without ex ercise. E very-

body knows that;  and people with commonsense

take ex ercise or go through systems of ex ercises

accordingly.

There must of course be a reasonably healthy and

well-kept body for a healthy mind. W hich is another

reason for the muscular ex ercises.

B ut you can. turn this statement over and say what

everybody also knows —  that you cannot have a healthy

body without a healthy mind. The chronic worrier,

for instance, will never have a good digestion.

B odily ex ercises are not the only essential for a heal-

thy mind. The mind must itself have ex ercise. It must

be put through its paces and given hard work at least
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VOL. VI

The Soldier’: Opportunity
OU cannot have health without exercise. Every-
body knows that; and people with commonsense
take exercise or go through systems of exercises

accordingly.
There must of course be a rensonably healthy and

well-kept body for a healthy mind. Which is another

luv ~ G0. -glc
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reason for the muscular exercises.
But you can turn this statement over and say what

everybody also knows —- that you cannot have 11 healthy
body without a healthy mind. The chronic worricr.
for instance, will never have a good digestion.

Bodily exercises are not the only eessentinl for a heal-
thy mind. The mind must itself have exercise. It must
be put through its paces and given hard work at Icust

fl I ‘:i~‘'. ,’,: "_

mam Handle yith och.
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And Pass on to Anotlfér "-
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once a day. R eading novels and stories, whatever else

it does, no more ex ercises the mind (in our present sense)

than sitting in an easy chair ex ercises the body. Mind

has thinking and remembering among its functions. E x -

ercise of these is therefore making it think hard and

remember. S tudy of something covers this req uirement.

Mind and body, both being given their due of ex er-

cise, conduce to each other’ s health. Is our health pro-

gram complete?  W e spoke of worry. N ot to worry,

for some men, req uires a considerable and constant ex er-

cise of will. A  further step of the program for health,

if we are to consider our entire nature, is therefore daily

ex ercise of will so as to get that healthy and strung taut.

Desiring is easy;  it does itself. W e fi nd ourselves

desiring this and that all the time. W ill fi nds its ex er-

cise (among other ways) against the pull of wrong de-

sire. In the worrying man, however much he dislikes

his worrying, something in him desires to worry, or the

worry wouldn’ t persist. H e has to work his will against

that something. In another man the favorite trick is

moping or grumbling or criticizing others or q uarrel-

someness or laziness or— or—  : each of us knows the

enemies in his own nature. W ell, all these afford material

for‘the use of will, for ex ercise. A nd as they are every

one of them antagonistic to perfect health not only of

mind but also of body, it follows that for perfect health

we must keep will ex ercised and up to concert pitch.

In doing that we begin to learn something. W e

use our wills;  we use and command our minds;  we use

and command our bodies. W e are beginning to awake

to a sense of our dignity as ruler each of his own world.

My use of will in my command of mind and body, is

also ex ercise of myself. I need this ex ercise of myself

in order to come to myself, to recognize myself as what

I am, to grow into a self that is worth something. Most

people know nex t to nothing of this myself in its true

nature, in its fullness, because they have never fully

developed it by hard ex ercise in rulership over their

failings. S o they mistakenly confuse themselves with

the mind or even the body —  both of which are instru-

ments always in need of sharpening and cleaning, though

differing from most instruments in being benefi ted by

full use. They have never yet really lived as awake

selves, never waked up to what real manhood, fully

. developed, means and feels like. If the self of a man has

one end in the earth, it has the other in the sun. A s

we have already some notion of the earth end, it is the

sun end that we ought to get at and feel ourselves as.

The soldier has peculiarly fi ne opportunities for all

this. The bodily ex ercises are part of his program any-

how. H e has time for study. H e knows what will is,

for the discipline calls it into ex ercise. A nd he is con-

fronted with ideals of real manhood, of courage, of magna-

nimity, of comradeship, of honor, that grow of them-

selves out of his life and work. L et him hold by them,

for as the bearer and embodier of them he will presently

be able to do more for his country than he can now ima-

gine. F or it is j ust the dignity and even divinity of

human life, when rightly lived, that men need to be

awakened to. N one of us knows what a splendid thing

life can be. S TUDE N T

J'

W ill-W ork

H A N K  H eaven, I' m a thoroughly irritable, worrying,

critical-minded, disagreeable man!

“Y ou have the grace of gratitude, anyhow. B ut why

be grateful for all those temperamental hedgehogs and

rattlesnakes? ”

Y ou remember when Mark Twain got out of sorts

and went to a doctor?  The doctor “told him to give up

smoking, drinking and a few other of his vices. H e got

well at once and was conseq uently grateful for having

had those things to reform on. O therwise he’ d have had

to stay sick. S ame here. I want to grow a fi ne, strong

will to start a fi ne, strong character with, and I’ ve got all

that material, the hedgehogs and rattlesnakes, to practise

on. W hen I’ ve cleaned them out I can begin business.

“B ut cleaning them out surely is the business? "

O h, no!  O nly the preliminary;  j ust scale-playing.

Y our pianist begins business in fi ne art after the scale-

playing is perfected.

L et me give you a lesson in psychology, my son.

Psyche means soul. A  man begins to live as a soul when

he’ s full up with light and peace. A nd the preliminary to

them, the preliminary to that life— which is the only

real, full and enj oyable life — —  is freedom.

“F reedom from what? ”

F rom control by his mind. H is mind must be con-

trolled by him. H is will must be on top all the time.

A nd the time for practice is all the time. N o lack of

opportunity.

S ome fellow says a nasty thing to me. It would like

to crop up in my mind all day. O r he does me something

mean. My mind would like to mull over that all day, in

and out, getting madder and madder.

W ell, every time that shows up, I out with it, won’ t

have it, keep peaceful and interested in something else.

F ine will-work.

Mind wants to worry about something that’ s going to

happen tomorrow, or may happen tomorrow, or did hap-

pen yesterday. I won’ t have it;  won’ t look at the un-

pleasant side of tomorrow or yesterday;  keep my head

cool and q uiet. hIore fi ne will-work.

S ome fellow’ s lazy or got no grit or some trick that

irritates me. W on’ t reform or screw himself up, won’ t

be a man. My mind wants to think about him and get

mad at him. I say to my mind: W hat' s his weakness or

perversity got to do with you?  Y ou j ust come to heel and

think about something better. Think about your own

faults, some you haven’ t a notion of yet.

More will-work, and very likely some hard words or a

q uarrel side-stepped, certainly some time and life-force

saved. N othing wastes life-force like thinking over things

till you get mad at them. i
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2 THE NEW WAY

once a day. Reading novels and stories, whatever else
it does, no more exercises the mind (in our present sense)
than sitting in an easy chair exercises the body. Mind
has thinkingand rememberingamong its functions. Ex-
ercise of these is therefore making it think hard and
remember. Study of something covers this requirement.

Mind and body, both being given their due of exer-
cise, conduce to each other’s health. Is our health pro-
gram complete? We spoke of worry. Not to worry,
for some men, requires a considerable and constant exer-
cise of will. A further step of the program for health,
if we are to consider our entire nature, is therefore daily
exercise of will so as to get that healthy and strung taut.

Desiring is easy; it does itself. We find ourselves
desiring this and that all the time. Will finds its exer-
cise (among other ways) against the pull of wrong de-
sire. In the worrying man, however much he dislikes
his worrying, something in him desires to worry, or the
worry wouldn’t persist. He has to work his will against
that something. In another man the favorite trick is
moping or grumbling or criticizing others or quarrel-
someness or laziness or——or— : each of us knows the
enemies in his own nature. Well, all these afford material
for‘the use of will, for exercise. And as they are every
one of them antagonistic to perfect health not only of
mind but also of body, it follows that for perfect health
we must keep will exercised and up to concert pitch.

In doing that we begin to learn something. We
use our wills; we use and command our minds; we use
and command our bodies. We are beginning to awake
to a sense of our dignity as ruler each of his own world.
My use of will in my command of mind and body, is
also exercise of myself. I need this exercise of myself
in order to come to myself, to recognize myself as what
I am, to grow into a self that is worth something. Most
people know next to nothing of this myself in its true
nature, in its fullness, because they have never fully
developed it by hard exercise in rulership over their
failings. So they mistakenly confuse themselves with
the mind or even the body — both of which are instru-
ments always in need of sharpening and cleaning. though
differing from most instruments in being benefited by
full use. They have -never yet really lived as awake
selves, never waked up to what real manhood, fully
developed, means and feels like. If the self of a man has
one end in the earth, it has the other in the sun. As
we have already some notion of the earth end, it is the
sun end that we ought to get at and feel ourselves as.

The soldier has peculiarly fine opportunities for all
this. The bodily exercises are part of his program any-
how. He has time for study. He knows what will is,
for the discipline calls it into exercise. And he is con-
fronted with ideals of real manhood, of courage, of magna-
nimity, of comradcship, of honor, that grow of them-
selves out of his life and work. Let him hold by them.
for as the bearer and embodier of them he will presently
be able to do more for his country than he can now ima-
gine. For it is just the dignity and even divinity of

.L.-lo git

human life, when rightly lived, that men need to be
awakened to. None of us knows what a splendid thing
life can be. STUDENT

J

Will-Work

HANK Heaven, I'm a thoroughlyirritable, worrying,
critical-minded, disagreeable man!

“You have the grace of gratitude, anyhow. But why
be grateful for all those temperamental hedgehogs and
rattlesnakes?"

You remember when Mark Twain got out of sorts
and went to a doctor? The doctor ‘told him to give up
smoking, drinking and a few other of his vices. He got
well at once and was consequently grateful for having
had those things to reform on. Otherwise he’d have had
to stay sick. Same here. I want to grow a fine, strong
will to start a fine, strong character with, and I’ve got all
that material, the hedgehogs and rattlesnakes, to practise
on. \Vhen I’ve cleaned them out I can begin business.

“But cleaning them out surely is the business?”
Oh, no! Only the preliminary; just scale-playing.

Your pianist begins business in fine art after the scale-
playing is perfected.

Let me give you a lesson in psychology, my son.
Psyche means soul. A man begins to live as a soul when
he’s full up with light and peace. And the preliminary to
them, the preliminary to that life——which is the only
real, full and enjoyable life — is freedom.

“Freedom from what?”
From control by his mind. His mind must be con-

trolled by him. His will must be on top all the time.
And the time for practice is all the time. No lack of
opportunity.

Some fellow says a nasty thing to me. It would like
to crop up in my mind all day. Or he does me something
mean. My mind would like to mull over that all day, in
and out, getting madder and madder.

‘Well, every time that shows up, I out with it, won't
have it, keep peaceful and interested in something else.
Fine will-work.

Mind wants to worry about something that’s going to
happen tomorrow, or may happen tomorrow, or did hap-
pen yesterday. I won’t have it; won’t look at the un-
pleasant side of tomorrow or yesterday; keep my head
cool and quiet. More fine will-work.

Some fellow’s lazy or got no grit or some trick that
irritates me. Won’t reform or screw himself up, won't
be a man. My mind wants to thinkabout him and get
mad at him. I say to my mind: What's his weakness or

perversity got to do withyou? You just come to heel and
think about something better. Think about your own
faults, some you haven't a notion of yet.

More will-work,and very likely some hard words or u

quarrel side-stepped, certainly some time and life-force
saved. Nothingwastes life-force like thinkingover things
till you get mad at them. i
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My mind wants to know how much income some

fellow' s got, or why he isn’ t at business today, or whether

he’ s been sent on an interesting errand that I’ d like to

have had, or why he’ s been given a j ob I wanted. N one

of your business, I say. Get on with your development.

Y ou see there’ s plenty of will-work waiting besides

what you do on the body— when it wants to loll in

an arm-chair instead of passing to the nex t duty, or go

on eating when you know it’ s eaten enough.

A nd then you come to the nex t layer. A  million

things distract your mind and eat up your life-force

that you can’ t see for one that you do see. A ll this

morning there was a

little catch in the back

of my mind that I was

hardly conscious of, j ust

knew there was some-

thing unpleasant away

in there grumbling to it-

self though I was think-

ing of other things. I

couldn’ t ex actly give my

full attention to any-

thing. A t last I said to

myself, W hat is that any—

how?  A nd I reached in

and pulled it out into

full view. It was j ust

an unpleasant little duty

I have to do tomorrow. These things all the time.

W ell, there are some things in the mind, say another

fellow’ s trick or a good worry, that are full in view.

There are other things, like the one I’ ve said, that are

only half in view and yet hamper the mind. A nd I’ m

j ust getting on to it, there are about eight thousand

things still deeper, that are not in view at all, invisible

shreds and specks and clouds of memory and anticipation

and so on, that are under the fl oor of a man’ s conscious-

ness and can’ t be pulled out into sight, which yet,—

taken all together— make up an utter drag on real

mental freedom and power and development.

B ut yet they must be cleared out.

H ow’ s that going to be done?  W ell in thevfi rst place

a lot of this fi ne work will be done by the ex ercises I’ ve

been speaking of. They’ ll bite in deeper than you’ d think.

B ut the real cure for the lot rests on the fact that

they all center about I. A nd as fast as a man can get

over thinking about I so much, turn it out of his mind,

live bigger than I — where do I come in?  I’ m not

getting j ustice;  I’ m being put upon;  I want;  I don’ t

like— j ust so fast will he clean up the back places of

his mind, the dark corners, the attics, the forgotten cup-

boards, clean them up and clear out the bats and bugs

and spiders.

A nd as fast as he does this he’ s winning freedom.

A nd after the freedom is peace and light— which are

the two states (or one state) in which a man can really

get to know something about life, get real wisdom.

A N O TH E R  VIE W  O F  TH E  MA IN  B UIL DIN GS . TO  TH E

R IGH T IS  TH E  A R Y A N  ME MO R IA L  TE MPL E

B ut the whole thing turns on having an iron will,

to be got by small practisings all the time. That’ s why

I’ m grateful for my failings and weaknesses;  they’ re

practise material. S TUDE N T

J!

A lchemy

A  PA PE R  F R O M IN S IDE

H E  dream of the alchemists was to make gold out

of lead, to turn the dull, base metal into the royal

There were various schools of them. S ome took

their task literally, hunt-

ing for a subtle che-

mical something, which,

put to work upon the

lead, should gradually

transform it in the heated

crucible. The possibility

that a few of them may

have succeeded is not

without some warrant in

recent discoveries of che-

mical science.

B ut for others this

chemical process was a

symbol. They were

speaking of a spiritual

something, which, put to

work upon the common human nature, ‘lead,’  should

gradually transform into the godlike, into ‘gold.’

People think more about the look of schoolrooms

than they used to. They know that bright, lofty rooms,

light-tinted walls with a few pleasant pictures, taste-

fully curtained windows letting in plenty of sun, and

some fl owers here and there on the tables and desks,

have their effect upon the children’ s spirits and health

and make the teachers’  work easier.

A nd the prisoner knows that if the same principle

were considered in the fi ttings of his cell, the dining

room and workshops, his mental atmosphere would be

a good deal bettered.

L et us go in a little deeper. H ow are our minds

fi tted up?  A re the colors blue and gold, or gray, brown

and black?  The thing seems important, for we have to

live in our minds all the time. A nd our habitual thoughts

get into a kind of association with our surroundings,

so that when a man gets back to his cell he fi nds himself

all mix ed up again with the thoughts or moods he has

left there in the air or clinging about the walls.

Imagination is a great power we use very little.

Conseq uently it’ s very weak and needs practising up.

H ope is one form of imagination getting to work. To

hope that the mind will one day fi ll up with light, that

the brain and heart will as it were get hung with blue and

gold instead of gray and black, — is a way of working

the imagination. In fact it seems to me that a right

sort of hope is that subtle spiritual something that the

one.
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THE NEW W'AY 3

My mind wants to know how much income some
fellow's got. or why he isn't at business today. or whether
he's been sent on an interesting errand that I'd like to
have had, or why he's been given a job I wanted. None
of your bmvineas, I say. Get on with your development.

You see there's plenty of will-work waiting besides
what you do on the body—when it wants to loll in
an arm-chair instead of passing to the next duty. or go
on eating when you know it's eaten enough.

And then you come to the next layer. A million
things distract your mind and eat up your life-force
that you can't see for one that you do see. All this
morning there was a
little catch in the back
of my mind that I was
hardly conscious of. just
knew there was some-

thing unpleasant away
in there grumbling to it-
self though I was think-
ing of other things. I
couldn't exactly give my
full attention to any-
thing. At last I said to
myself, What is thatany-
how? And I reached in
and pulled it out into
full view. It was just
an unpleasant little duty
1 have to do tomorrow. These things all the time.

Well, there are some things in the mind, say another
fellow's trick or a good worry. that are full in view.
There are other things, like the one I've said. that are

only half in view and yet hamper the mind. And I'm
just getting on to it. there are about eight thousand
things still deeper, that are not in view at all, invisible
shreds and specks and clouds of memory and anticipation
and so on, that are under the floor of a man's conscious-
ness and can't be pulled out into sight, which yet. —

taken all together—make up an utter drag on real
mental freedom and power and development.

But yet they must be cleared out.
How's that going to be done? Well in the first place

a lot of this fine work will be done by the exercises I've
been speaking of. They'llbite in deeper than you'd think.

But the real cure for the lot rests on the fact that
they all center about I. And as fast as a man can get
over thinkingabout I so much, turn it out of his mind,
live bigger than I—where do I come in? I'm not
getting justice; I'm being put upon: I want; I don't
like—just so fast will be clean up the back places of
his mind, the dark corners, the attics. the forgotten cup-
boards, clean them up and clear out the hats and hugs
and spiders.

And as fast as he does this he's winning freedom.
And after the freedom is peace and light—whieh are

the two states (or one state) in which a man can really
get to know something about life. get real wisdom.

I.-.;I'i~.;-. »;,- GO; -816

 
ANOTHER VIEW OF THE MAIN BUILDINGS. TO THE

RIGHT IS THE ARYAN MEMORIAL TEMPLE

But the whole thing turns on having an iron will.
to be got by small practisings all the time. That's why
I'm grateful for my failings and weaknesses; they're
practise material. S‘l‘L'DEN't‘

J

Alchemy
A I'.u=nn mom INSIDE

HE dream of the ulchemists was to make gold out
of lead. to turn the dull. base metal into the royal
There were various schools of them. Some took

their task literally,hunt-
ing for a subtle che-
mical somcthing. which,
put to work upon the
lead. should gradually
transform it in theheated
crucible. The possibility
that a few of them may
have succeeded is not
withoutsome warrant in
rem-nt discoveries of che-
mical science.

But for others this
chemical process was a
symbol. They were
speaking of a spiritual
something. which. put to

work upon the common human nature, ‘lead.’ should
gradually transform into the godlike, into ‘gold.'

People think more about the look of sehoolrooms
than they used to. They know that bright, lofty rooms,
light-tinted walls with a few pleasant pictures, taste-
fully curtained windows letting in plenty of sun, and
some flowers here and there on the tables and desks.
have their effect upon the children's spirits and health
and make the teachers’ work easier.

And the prisoner knows that if the same principle
were considered in the fittings of his cell. the dining
room and workshops. his mental atmosphere would be
a good deal hettered.

Let us go in a little deeper. How are our m.inda
fitted up? Are the colors blue and gold. or gray, brown
and black? The thing seems important. for we have to
live in our minds all the time. And our habitual thoughts
get into a kind of association with our surroundings,
so that when a man gets back to his cell he finds himself
all mixed up again with the thoughts or moods he has
left there in the air or clinging about the walls.

Imagination is a great power we use very little.
Consequently it's very weak and needs practising up.
Hope is one form of imagination getting to work. To
hope that the mind will one day fill up with light, that
the brain and heart will as it were get hung with blue and
gold instead of gray and black. —is a way of working
the imagination. In fact it seems to me that a right
sort of hope -is that subtle spiritual something that the

one.

3 Q l:_ '2] _L‘
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better class of old alchemists were speaking of as the

thing competent to alter the ‘lead’  of human nature

into ‘gold.’  It is a kind of light going into our dark

places and clearing out the shadows and glooms. It

weakens out that everlasting I, I, which gives us so

much pain and trouble. It makes us kindlier, more

ready to see good, more tolerant, wishful to throw out

to others the light we have lit up in ourselves, less sel-

fi sh, more ready to give and share. It makes present

restrictions much lighter and life easier. A nd it pro-

duces a line of uplifting thoughts which gradually dis-

place all the old grim, hostile, despairing thoughts with

whieh we have fi lled our minds and darkened the at-

mosphere of our cells.

Y ou may say, —  hope for what?  W ell, hope that

all this will happen. _It is so imagining it that it at once

begins and goes on growing. It will make us spiritual

alchemists and bring back some of the j oy of childhood

and a second youth. It will make our cells even pleasant

places to come to— yes, smile as you likel— because

they will be associated at last with so much that we

shall have thought and felt along this new line in them.

W e shall go around with minds that are right good to

live in. A nd we shall be more and more independent

about what happens or doesn’ t happen.

el

The B lue and Gold S tar

H E  ‘Don’ t W orry S ociety’ :— ~now that’ s a funny

business. If a man decides to stop worrying,

why not j ust stop it?  W hy j oin a S ociety?

Just because B rotherhood is a fact in nature. It’ s

a power, and such a man instinctively knows it. H e’ s

going to use the power for his own help. H e’ ll feel in

company when he’ s trying to stop his worrying, and his

efforts will have much more success. A nd apart from

this particular thing he has in hand, the same sense of

being in company will make him happier. In fact the

feeling of brotherhood-and comradeship is the greatest

of all sources of permanent happiness. It’ s a deep natur-

al feeling, rooted in a fact;  and that’ s why those who

have it, being in tune with nature, have power and

happiness. E ven when two men are but shareholders

in the same Company there is j ust a gleam of the same

principle at work between them.

A  man can always get another in with him in this

brotherhood business. Give somebody a right friendly

look and word, and you’ ll feel good over it for the rest

of the day. A nd he too. Y ou’ ve used the principle

and get the benefi t of it.

Get two fi ghting schoolboys to stop their fi ght, make

it up with each other and shake hands, and they’ re

probably friends for life, anyhow for their school life.

They’ ve found that it’ s pleasanter that way, in fact

downright happiness. It is a fuller comradeship.

A  man I know has a small gold star on a blue enamel

background over his bed. I asked him what the ini-

tials on it stood for, once, and he said, “O h, that’ s my

B rotherhood star.”  It was part of the badge of an A s-

sociation that had ceased to be, years before, but the

man said it reminded him of a pledge he had once taken

to himself. H e said he had come to a determination

that now and then every day he would make the feeling

of brotherhood in his mind and heart and as far as pos-

sible take every opportunity to speak and act accord-

ingly. It was of this that the blue and gold star re-

minded him when it caught his eye or came across his

memory in the day. The picture of it shining in his

mind had come to be a real power in itself, by associa-

tion, able to help him to the feeling he had associated it

with.

This man was an ex ample of the power of a. high

thought, steadily repeated, to alter and refi ne the whole

nature. It had even bettered his general health. H e

never knew depression;  he was never lonely, and no-

thing made him unhappy. People came to him when

they were in any sort of trouble and never went away

without help and encouragement.

O f his religion I do not know much, nor ex actly what

label you would put on it. “There’ s not much of reli-

gion that will go into words,”  he said once. “B ut if a

man will stand in the place in himself where he feels

kindliness towards others and look up from there to the

Power that sends its everlasting kindliness down to him,

he’ ll presently begin to know what religion is.”

B rotherhood is easily got, and when got it leads to

more than you would imagine. It’ s a light through,

in the dark places of life. H old it up and keep it up,

and there’ s not a demon in one’ s nature, not a dark mood

or impulse, that won’ t be presently wilted to death under

its rays. The Don’ t W orry people are all right;  but

if men will use this Do along with any Don’ ts they may

fi nd useful, they can accomplish a thousand other good

results in addition to the one they’ re after. S TUDE N T

J‘

The Veil of B irth and Death

B Y  L . R .

O W  in the regions where the gods dwell in light

and peace, the E arth was known as a far-off,

sorrowful place. B ut that it refl ected the sun-

shine, it might have been overlooked in the great heavens

fi lled with starry worlds, many of them bright with an

inner light of their own.

Though the earth was fair and wonderful, somehow

things had gone wrong upon it. S o the gods, moved

by pity, had pledged themselves to share with the be-

wildered children of men their own light, and to carry

it to them little by little even if it took until the end

of time. F or they lived in the very light itself.
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4 THE NEW WAY

better class of old alchemists were speaking of as the
thing competent to alter the ‘lead’ of human nature
into ‘gold.’ It is a kind of light going into our dark
places and clearing out the shadows and glooms. It
weakens out that everlasting I, I, which gives us so
much pain and trouble. It makes us kindlier, more
ready to see good, more tolerant, wishful to throw out
to others the light we have lit up in ourselves, less sel-
fish, more ready to give and share. It makes present
restrictions much lighter and life easier. And it pro-
duces a line of uplifting thoughts which gradually dis-
place all the old grim, hostile, despairing thoughts with
which we have filled our minds and darkened the at-
mosphere of our cells.

You may say, —— hope for what? Well, hope that
all this will happen. _It is so imagining it that it at once

begins and goes on growing. It will make us spiritual
alchemists and bring back some of the joy of childhood
and a second youth. It will make our cells even pleasant
places to come to—yes, smile as you like!——because
they will be associated at last with so much that we
shall have thought and felt along this new line in them.
We shall go around with minds that are right good to
live in. And we shall be more and more independent
about what happens or doesn’t happen.

.93

The Blue and Gold Star

HE ‘Don't Worry Society':—now that's a funny
business. If a man decides to stop worrying,
why not just stop it? Why join a Society?

Just because Brotherhood is a fact in nature. It's
a power, and such a man instinctively knows it. He's
going to use the power for his own help. He'll feel in
company when he's trying to stop his worrying, and his
efforts will have much more success. And apart from
this particular thing he has in hand, the same sense of
being in company will make him happier. In fact the
feeling of brotherhoodiand comradeship is the greatest
of all sources of permanent happiness. It's a deep natur-
al feeling, rooted in a fact; and that’s why those who
have it, being in tune with nature, have power and
happiness. Even when two men are but shareholders
in the same Company there is just a gleam of the same

principle at work between them.
A man can always get another in with him in this

brotherhood business. Give somebody a right friendly
look and word, and you'll feel good over it for the rest
of the day. And he too. You've used the principle
and get the benefit of it.

Get two fighting schoolboys to stop their fight, make
it up with each other and shake hands, and they’re
probably friends for life, anyhow for their school life.
They’ve found that it’s pleasanter that way, in fact
downright happiness. It is a fuller comradeship.

s L-hi glc

A man I know has a small gold star on a blue enamel
background over his bed. I asked him what the ini-
tials on it stood for, once, and he said, “Oh, that's my
Brotherhood star." It was part of the badge of an As-
sociation that had ceased to be, years before, but the
man said it reminded him of a pledge he had once taken
to himself. He said he had come to a determination
that now and then every day he would make the feeling
of brotherhood in his mind and heart and as far as pos-
sible take every opportunity to speak and act accord-
ingly. It was of this that the blue and gold star re-
minded him when it caught his eye or came across his
memory in the day. The picture of it shining in his
mind had come to be a real power in itself, by associa-
tion, able to help him to the feeling he had associated it
with.

This man was an example of the power of a high
thought, steadily repeated, to alter and refine the whole
nature. It had even bettered his general health. He
never knew depression; he was never lonely, and no-

thing made him unhappy. People came to him when
they were in any sort of trouble and never went away
without help and encouragement.

Of his religion I do not know much, nor exactly what
label you would put on it. “There’s not much of reli-
gion that will go into words,” he said once. “But if a

man will stand in the place in himself where he feels
kindliness towards others and look up from there to the
Power that sends its everlasting kindliness down to him,
he’ll presently begin to know what religion is.”

Brotherhood is easily got, and when got it leads to
more than you would imagine. It’s a light through,
in the dark places of life. Hold it up and keep it up,
and there's not a demon in one’s nature, not a dark mood
or impulse, that won’t be presently wilted to death under
its rays. The Don't Worry people are all right; but
if men will use this Do along with any Don’ts they may
find useful, they can accomplish a thousand other good
results in addition to the one they’re after. STUDENT

J!

The Veil of Birth and Death
Br L. R.

OW in the regions where the gods dwell in light
and peace, the Earth was known as a far-otf,
sorrowful place. But that it reflected the sun-

shine, it might have been overlooked in the great heavens
filled with starry worlds, many of them bright with an
inner light of their own.

Though the earth was fair and wonderful, somehow
things had gone wrong upon it. So the gods, moved
by pity, had pledged themselves to share with the be-
wildered children of men their own light, and to carry
it to them little by little even if it took until the end
of time. For they lived in the very light itself.
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Thus it came about that, one by one, an endless

line of Pilgrims left their bright home and bravely made

their way earthward. W ithout fear or favor they took

on human life j ust as they found it, entering alike into

hovel and palace and all kinds of places and claiming

kinship with rich and poor, with bad and good, with

ignorant and learned,— for all were sorely in need of

light. Mayhap they were guided in their choice by

the heart light of mother love, which, alike in homes of

cosy comfort or of cheerless want, guarded tiny living

garments of earth matter made ready for them to wear.

Thus mother-love brings light to the earth.

These baby bodies that

the incoming souls took on

were fresh and sweet;  but

everything was so different

from the ex istence of j oyous

freedom they had left behind.

that often the fi rst breath

came with a protesting cry of

dismay. Then, as the tender

touch of sheltering mother

arms pillowed the Pilgrim’ s

head upon a loving heart,

every sense was soothed, as

by a fragrant memory of that

foregone home of light and

peace.

In long after years, ma-

ny a man and woman S oul lost sight of the light they

came to bring, and lost faith in their fellows;  but few ever

forgot that fi rst touch of reality on earth which makes

mother’ s love akin to the vital peace of the unseen world.

To fall asleep in her arms was ever blessed rest;  and often

the aged, when dying, looked back to the beginning and

longed to lay a weary head again on mother‘s breast as

their eyes closed in a last long sleep.

The line of homeward bound Pilgrims was as con-

tinuous as the incoming stream, and to all of them the

mystery and plan of endless ex istence were an open

book. A s familiar scenes faded and the senses ebbed

from the dying, there came the liberating j oy of freedom

from a body which, at best, was but humanized dust.

_ The only sting of death was the bitter regret felt by the

released Pilgrim, who saw recorded upon the screen of

time the full meaning of every event in the j ourney j ust

ended, and realized where he had failed to use L ife’ s

chances when he was fi tly embodied for E arth’ s work.

B ut with this backward look, the outgoing S oul renewed

its pledges, resolving that the nex t time, the light should

burn more brightly than ever.

A s Death stilled the Pilgrim’ s senses into a wise

silence, the meaning of everything was so clear it seemed

as if the S oul could not be confused or bewildered or

forget itself, however deeply it might be veiled in fl esh.

B ut so it must be, until the light in every human heart

shall overcome all darkness and delusion.

To the glorious, unconq uerable S oul, the change into

W H E R E  TH E  N E W  W A Y  IS  PUB L IS H E D

petty, unclean and unsatisfying E arth-life is like the

smothering darkness of Death;  while release from the

body is a royal rebirth into native light and freedom.

The curtain between the two worlds marks the time

and place for Pilgrims coming and going, to change

their garb. B ut to L ife, which is older than Time it-

self, and is ever pulsating throughout space and in every

atom of matter as well, the veil of B irth and Death no

more begins or ends progress than do the fi gures on a dial.

The incoming Pilgrims still remember who they are,

for a little while, so that the fresh purity and sweet trust

~60utbreathed from baby bodies helps the diseased and

weary world with renewed

hope and courage. B ut as

their bodies grow and their

senses become stronger, even

those who love them best let

them drift into the unwise and

bewildered ways of an un-

happy world. The confused,

insistent claims of the body

and its brain-mind drown the

S oul harmony in countless

discords. E ven so, there are

flaming moments when the

heart light warms and thrills

the whole being with its native

sense of pure creative power

which yet shall make this

world anew, as fair and wonderful within as it is without.

I

S omewhere to L ive

MA N  should see to it that he has somewhere to

live in his old age.

I was moved to that refl ection on fi nding my-

self rheumatic this morning. A nd conseq uently out of

temper, and not seeing things straight, and being shut

in. I was in the cell rather than in the open air.

A n early riser will know what I mean by that last

sentence. B eside the outer silence and peace due to

people not having yet begun to stir, there is a silence

and peace of the mind in the ' fi rst while after sunrise,

due to the common day-thoughts not having yet begun

to stir. It is a sense of inner peace or largeness, well

lit-up, though;  and also as if there was a good deal of

high mind-work going on somewhere beyond the brain

that was too big or too high for the brain to be able

to understand.

Gradually the body and brain get to business and

shut this early large-thinking man up small inside them.

The day begins. B ut it is a much better day, all along,

if the man has been up attending to that while of peace

and silence and largeness. F or that was a spell of true

life, and if a man persists with it day after day he comes

to understand what true life is, the life that did not be-
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T_HE NEW WAY 5

Thus it came about that. one by one, an endless
line of Pilgrims left their bright home and bravely made
their way earthwarrl. Without fear or favor they took
on human life just as they found it. entering alike into
hovel and palace and all kinds of places and claiming
kinship with rich and poor, with bad and good, with
ignorant and learned, —for all were sorely in need of
light. Mayhap they were guided in their choice by
the heart light of mother love. which, alike in homes of
cosy comfort or of cheerless want, guarded tiny living
garments of earth matter made ready for them to wear.
Thus mother-love brings light to the earth.

These baby bodies that
the incoming souls took on
were fresh and sweet; but
everything was so different
from the existence of joyous
freedom they had left behind.
that often the first breath
came with a protesting cry of
dismay. Then, as the tender
touch of sheltering mother
arms pillowed the Pilgrim's
bead upon a loving heart.
every sense was soothed, as

by a fragrant memory of that
foregone home of light and
peace.

In long after years, ma-

ny a man and woman Soul lost sight of the light they
came to bring, and lost faith in theirfellows; but few ever

forgot that first touch of reality on earth which makes
motl|er‘s love akin to the vital peace of the unseen world.
To fall asleep in her arms was ever blessed rest; and often
the aged, when dying, looked back to the beginning and
longed to lay a weary head again on rnother‘s breast as
their eyes closed in a last long sleep.

The line of homeward bound Pilgrims was as con-
tinuous as the incoming stream. and to all of them the
mystery and plan of endless existence were an open
book. As familiar scenes faded and the senses ebbcd
from the dying, there came the liberatingjoy of freedom
from a body which, at best, was but humanized dust.
The only sting of death was the bitter regret felt by the
released Pilgrim, who saw recorded upon the screen of
time the full meaning of every event in the journey just
ended, and realized where he had failed to use Life's
chances when he was fitly embodied for Earth's work.
But with this backward look, the outgoing Soul renewed
its pledges, resolving that the next time, the light should
burn more brightly than ever.

As Death stilled the Pilgrinfs senses into a wise
silence. the meaning of everythingwas so clear it seemed
as if the Soul could not be confused or bewildered or

forget itself, however deeply it might be veiled in flesh.
But so it must be. until the light in every human heart
shall overcome all darkness and delusion.

To the glorious, unconquerable Soul, the change into

l_.n;.?.'I ‘:4. ‘I .‘
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petty, unclean and unsatisfying Earth-life is like the
smothering darkness of Death; while release from the
body is a royal rebirth into native light and freedom.

The curtain between the two worlds marks the time
and place for Pilgrims coming and going. to change
their garb. lint to Life, which is older than Time it-
self. and is ever pulsating throughout space and in every
atom of matter as well. the veil of Birth and Death no
more begins or ends progress than do the figures on a dial.

The incoming Pilgrims still remember who they are.
for a little while. so that the fresh purity and sweet trust

—~outbrenthed from baby bodies helps the diseased and
weary world with renewed
hope and courage. But as
their bodies grow and their
senses become stronger, even
those who love them best let
them drift into the unwise and
bewildered ways of an un-
happy world. The confused,
insistent claims of the body
and its brain~mind drown the
Soul harmony in countless
disc-ords. Even so. there are
flaming moments when the
heart light warms and thrills
the whole being with its native
sense of pure creative power
which yet shall make this

world anew. as fair and wonderful within as it is without.

I

Somewhere to Live

MAV should see to it that he has somewhere. to
live in his old age.

I was moved to that reflection on finding my-
self rheumatic this morning. And consequently out of
temper, and not seeing things straight. and being shut
in. I was in the cell rather than in the open air.

An early riser will know what I mean by that last
sentence. Beside the outer silence and peace due to
people not having yet begun to stir. there is a silence
and peace of the mind in the ‘first while after sunrise,
due to the common day-thoughts not having yet begun
to stir. It is a sense of inner peace or largcness, well
lit—up, though; and also as if there was a good deal of
high mind-work going on somewhere beyond the brain
that was too big or too high for the brain to be able
to understand.

Gradually the body and brain get to business and
shot this early large-thinkingman up small inside them.
The day begins. llut it is a much better day, all along.
if the man has been up attending to that while of peaceand silence and largeness. For that was a spell of true
life. and if a man persists with it day after day he comes
to understand what true life is, the life that did not be

M x‘ M’:-
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gin at birth nor is broken by the coming of death.

W ell, I was rheumatic and livery and woke late,

woke already shut into the body and brain with my

rheumatism and a poor temper and poor-tempered

thoughts and feelings. N othing but me, no ME . I

call that larger fellow of the fi rst while ME ;  my day’ s

personal fellow— a rather disagreeable person— me.

N ot everybody gets rheumatic as the years pass on.

B ut of course the body wears stiff;  its doings among

its nerves and brain and organs get slow and awry;

it' s getting necessarily rusty. To a certain ex tent a

man must put up with this.

B ut it needn’ t affect him very much if he has learned

where to live, if he has developed a bill. If he has been

content to remain a mere me, why of course there is

nothing of him but what is affected by the rusty con-

ditions of his body, though he may get accustomed to

them in a way. S till, he' s a shut-in.

The idea is, to have the other and larger life all ready

to retire to. Y ou are then in the body, but also in a larger

world. The body may be uncomfortable and perhaps

crippled in some way visible or not, but this will not only

not seem important but will be a positive help to the

will in opening up the other life wider and wider.

Therefore let us at all times be developing a blue sky

of our own to live under, with a glowing sun in it, or else

the stars and a silver moon. S TUDE N T

.s

The Inner Chamber

T was years ago that I fi rst read W hitman. B ut,

toiling here and there through the pages, I found

nothing (or very little) to which‘I responded.

L ately, by some impulse, I pulled out the volume

again. A nd now I found that here and there he was

voicing the very soul and inwardness of my mind.

W hat he said was now in me, awaiting the very words

in which he said it. Poetry and all fi ne reading draws

out into clear light what was previously hidden in us.

It makes a man known to himself. The outer man

has often no understanding at all of the inner man

and his wealth, though the inner man is also himself.

The poetry that appeals gives the inner a voice and

a shape that can be heard and seen and understood by

the outer. A nd so also of music. N either can give

outright. They only interpret and make manifest.

A s we live, think, suffer and endeavor — — especially

suffer! —  the inner man grows, deepens. S o we fi nd

as the years go by that the old pleasures are empty;

we are beyond them, greater now than they. S urely

nothing to lament in that, the very sign of growth!

A nd now the book, the poetry, that once was nothing

-to us, is aglow with meaning. W e have ripened, we

are ready for the message, the message from the inner

to the outer. If we are wise in our life, in our readings,

in our meditations, seeking daily the inner silence of

aspiration, we can as it were at last transfer ourselves

from the outer to the inner and fi nd peace and wealth

— and this without leaving the outer or omitting any

duty or any kindly service and attention to others.

W hitman lived his last fi fteen years of life paralysed

but ‘uncomplaining,’  they say. There was no ‘com-

plaint’  j ust because the inner life had come out and

become the outer and fi lled up the outer with its fullness.

S TUDE N T

J'

The Passing of R evenge

MA N  hits or insults you, and you hit him back

without a thought. That’ s ordinary, unregenerate

human nature. ‘

A nd being human nature, it is, on the whole, S o-

ciety’ s treatment of the criminal. The criminal has in

some way wronged S ociety or some one or more members

of it and after certain technical procedures S ociety hits

him back.

Until recently, and mostly yet, it hit him back with-

out a thought, instinctively: that is, without consider-

ing whether the back-blow was the way of wisdom.

It dealt out the instinctive back-blow that the ordinary

man renders for an insult._ It calls the blow ‘punish-

ment,’  and it grades the hardness in a rough sort of

way;  but the name does not essentially alter the pro

ceeding. .

\Vhich is really a suffi cient argument against or

condemnation of ‘punishment’ ;  for very few would

q uestion that the instant revengeful back-hit of human

lower instinct is wrong.

B ut if ‘punishment’  is wrong, then there won’ t and

can' t be good results from it. O f the two desired re-

sults —  that the wrong doer shall be hit, and that crime

shall be lessened— there will only be the fi rst. Crime

is not lessening but increasing. O ur method is not stay-

ing the increasing diffusion of criminality, nor causing

the criminal, after release, to be less likely than before

to commit his crime. A s much as he is less likely, is the

result, not of the ‘punishment’  awarded, but of the

agony of ex posure and disgrace. The treatment itself.

dispiriting, unmanning, resentment-making, tells in favor

of subseq uent crime.

A s we said, crime is increasing. The treatment of

it is wrong and we are accordingly getting the inevitable

results of wrong doing.

The proper treatment of crime seems to most people.

once they seriously take it up, an insoluble problem.

B ut note this rather signifi cant fact: That as soon

as it began to dawn upon some minds that the better-

ment of the criminal, physical, mental and moral, and

not revenge, not the back-blow, was the proper motive

to'  start with — — then some new ideas began to come

and we had the parole system, the indeterminate and

suspended sentence, j uvenile courts, etc., etc.

A nd we say that in proportion as the revenge treat-
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6 THE NEW WAY

gin at birth nor is broken by the coming of death.
Well, I was rheumatic and lively and woke late,

woke already shut into the body and brain with my
rheumatism and a poor temper and poor-tempered
thoughts and feelings. Nothing but me, no IVIE. I
call that larger fellow of the first while IVIE; my day's
personal fellow—a rather disagreeable person—me.

Not everybody gets rheumatic as the years pass on.
But of course the body wears stiff; its doings among
its nerves and brain and organs get slow and awry;
it's getting necessarily rusty. To a certain extent a
man must put up with this.

But it needn’t affect him very much if he has learned
where to live, if he has developed a ME. If he has been
content to remain a mere me, why of course there is
nothing of him but what is affected by the rusty con-
ditions of his body, though he may get accustomed to
them in a way. Still, he's a. shut-in.

The idea is, to have the other and larger life all ready
to retire to. You are then in the body, but also in a larger
world. The body may be uncomfortable and perhaps
crippled in some way visible or not, but thiswill not only
not seem important but will be a positive help to the
will in opening up the other life wider and wider.

Therefore let us at all times be developing a blue sky
of our own to live under, with a glowing sun in it, or else
the stars and a silver moon. STUDENT

J

The Inner Chamber

T was years ago that I first read Whitman. But,
toiling here and there through the pages, I found
nothing (or very little) to which'I responded.

Lately, by some impulse, I pulled out the volume
again. And now I found that here and there he was

voicing the very soul and inwardness of my mind.
What he said was now in me, awaiting the very words
in which he said it. Poetry and all fine reading draws
out into clear light what was previously hidden in us.
It makes a man known to himself. The outer man
has often no understanding at all of the inner man
and his wealth, though the inner man is also himself.
The poetry that appeals gives the inner a voice and
a shape that can be heard and seen and understood by
the outer. And so also of music. Neither can give
outright. They only interpret and make manifest.

As we live, think, suffer and endeavor —especially
suffer!— the inner man grows, deepens. So we find
as the years go by that the old pleasures are empty;
we are beyond them, greater now than they. Surely
nothing to lament in that, the very sign of growth!
And now the book, the poetry, that once was nothing

-to us, is aglow with meaning. We have ripened, we

are ready for the message, the message from the inner
to the outer. If we are wise in our life, in our readings,
in our meditations, seeking daily the inner silence of
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aspiration, we can as it were at last transfer ourselves
from the outer to the inner and find peace and wealth
—-—and this without leaving the outer or omitting any
duty or any kindly service and attention to others.

Whitman lived his last fifteen years of life paralysed
but 'uncomplaining,’ they say. There was no ‘com-
plaint’ just because the inner life had come out and
become theouter and filledup the outer with its fullness.

STUDENT

J

The Passing of Revenge
LIAN hits or insults you, and you hit him back
without a thought. That’s ordinary, unregenerate
human nature.-

And being human nature, it is, on the whole, So-
ciety’s treatment of the criminal. The criminal has in
some way wronged Society or some one or more members
of it and after certain technical procedures Society hits
him back.

Until recently, and mostly yet, it hit him back with-
out a thought, instinctively: that is, without consider-
ing whether the back-blow was the way of wisdom.
It dealt out the instinctive back-blow that the ordinary
man renders for an insult._ It calls the blow ‘punish-
ment,’ and it grades the hardness in a rough sort of
way; but the name does not essentially alter the pro-
ceeding.

Which is really a sufficient argument against or
condemnation of ‘punishment’; for very few would
question that the instant revengeful back-hit of human
lower instinct is wrong.

But if ‘punishment’ is wrong, then there won't and
can’t be good results from it. Of the two desired re-
sults—— that the wrong doer shall be hit, and that crime
shall be lessened——there will only be the first. Crime
is not lessening but increasing. Our method is not stay-
ing the increasing diffusion of criminality, nor causing
the criminal, after release, to be less likely than before
to commit his crime. As much as he is less likely, is the
result, not of the ‘punishment’ awarded, but of the
agony of exposure and disgrace. The treatment itself.
dispiriting, unmanning, resentment—making, tells in favor
of subsequent crime.

As welsaid, crime is increasing. The treatment of
it is wrong and we are accordinglygetting the inevitable
results of wrong doing.

The proper treatment of crime seems to most people.
once they seriously take it up, an insoluble problem.

But note this rather significant fact: That as soon
as it began to dawn upon some minds that the better-
ment of the criminal, physical, mental and moral, and
not revenge, not the back-blow, was the proper motive
to‘ start with—then some new ideas began to come
and we had the parole system, the indeterminate and
suspended sentence, juvenile courts, etc., etc.

And we say that in proportion as the revenge treat-
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ment is seen through and becomes distasteful, in pro-

portion to the numbers whose minds thus change, will

new and right ideas present themselves and j oin on to

the few we now have. A nd at last, when the revenge

idea is wholly gone, we shall fi nd the absolutely right

treatment, the only treatment that will give the steady

diminution of crime which we want to see.

The revenge instinct is wholly vicious and only in

proportion as we get rid of it will our minds clear up and

come in sight of methods of treatment which are wise

and humane and conseq uently fruitful. \Ve can re-

main blind as long as we choose. B ut there is a little

eye-opening here and there. S TUDE N T

J!

Myself

B Y  E DGA R  A . GUE S T

H A VE  to live with myself, and so

I want to be fi t for myself to know.

I want to be able, as days go by,

A lways to look myself straight in the eye;

I don' t want to stand, with the setting sun,

A nd hate myself for the things I' ve done.

I don' t want to keep on a closet shelf

A  lot of secrets about myself,

A nd fool myself, as I come and go,

lnto thinking that nobody else will know

The kind of a man i really am;

I don' t want to dress up myself in sham.

I want to go out with my head erect,

1 want to deserve all men' s respect;

B ut here in the struggle for fame and pelf

I want to be able to like myself.

i don' t want to look at myself and know

That I' m bluster and bluff and empty show.

never can hide myself from me;

see what others may never see;

know what others may never know;

I never can fool myself, and so,

W hatever happens 1 want to be

S elf-respecting and conscience free. — S elecled

I— nl— iu-n

a!

The Unconq uerable

H E  battle is not lost so long as you have a leg to

stand on and a gun to fi re. E ven in destruction

and death the real hero rises unconq uerable.

Men may take your money from you, deprive you

of liberty, lock you in ‘prison, torture you;  but they

cannot defeat you, even as naked hands cannot smother

the high fl ame. F ate itself, the plotting stars, the plan

of destiny, cannot overcome you, if you are of good

courage. B y and by the universe retires before the soul

that will not fear.

\Vhatever theologies say, there is but one unpar-

donable sin in nature;  it is to be afraid.

Courage is the primal virtue. It was the fi rst fl ower

of mastery to bloom in the human race. It is the uni-

versal virtue. There have been savage tribes who have

known not so much as a name for some of the moral

ex cellencies of our civilization;  there has never ex isted

a tribe who did not revere courage.

There are always reasons for giving up. A rguments

for self-pity _are thick as blackberries.

The world is crowded with thorns and cruelties,

causes for tears. Courage is the divine unreason;  a-

gainst a rock, the waves of disaster beat in vain.

S ay to yourself: I am the unconq uerable. I shall

arrive. In the center of creation sits not an enemy, but

my F riend. I shall arrive, what time, what circuit

fi rst, I ask not. In some time, H is good time, I shall

arrive. L et come what will, I shall never say I am beaten.

I am not a negligible molecule, a mote in the sunbeam,

a worm;  I am a man;  and so help me God, I shall play

the man— Dr. F rank Crane. (S elected)

.8

O utlook

O T to be conq uered by the headlong days,

B ut to stand free: to keep the mind at brood

O n life' s deep meaning, nature' s altitude

O f loveliness, and time' s mysterious ways;

A t every thought and deed to clear the haze

O ut of our eyes, considering only this,

W hat man, what life, what love, what beauty is,

This is to live and win the fi nal praise.

Though strife, ill fortune and harsh human need

B eat down the soul, at moments blind and dumb

W ith agony;  yet, patience— there shall come

Many great voices from life' s outer sea,

H ours of strange triumph, and, when few men heed,

Murmurs and glimpses of eternity. — S clecled

JI
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THE NEW WAY ‘I

ment is seen through and becomes distasteful, in pro-
portion to the numbers whose minds thus change, will
new and right ideas present themselves and join on to
the few we now have. And at last, when the revenge
idea is wholly gone, we shall find the absolutely right
treatment, the only treatment that will give the steady
diminution of crime which we want to see.

The revenge instinct is wholly vicious and only in
proportion as we get rid of it will our minds clear up and
come in sight of methods of treatment which are wise
and humane and consequently fruitful. We can re-
main blind as long as we choose. But there is a little
eye-opening here and there. STUDENT

Jl

Myself
BY EDGAR A. GUEST

HAVE to live with myself, and so

I want to be fit for myself to know.
I want to be able, as days go by.
Always to look myself straight in the eye;
I don't want to stand, with the setting sun.
And hate myself for the things I've done.
I don't want to keep on a closet shelf
A lot of secrets about myself,
And fool myself. as I come and go,
lnto thinking that nobody else will know
The kind of a man I really am:
I don't want to dress up myself in sham.
I want to go out with my head erect,
I want to deserve all men's respect;
But here in the struggle for fame and pelf
I want to be able to like myself.
I don't want to look at myself and know

That I'm bluster and bluff and empty show.
I never can hide myself from me;
I see what others may never see;
I know what others may never know;
I never can fool myself, and so,
Whatever happens I want to be
Self-respecting and conscience free. —Selecled

J

The Unconquerable
HE battle is not lost so long as you have a leg to
stand on and a gun to fire. Even in destruction
and, death the real hero rises unconquerable.

Men may take your money from you, deprive you
of liberty, lock you in ’prison, torture you; but they
cannot defeat you, even as naked hands cannot smother
the high flame. Fate itself, the plotting stars, the plan
of destiny, cannot overcome you, if you are of good

» C0 glc

courage. By and by the universe retires before the soul
that will not fear.

Whatever theologies say, there is but one unpar-
donable sin in nature; it is to be afraid.

Courage is the primal virtue. It was the first flower
of mastery to bloom in the human race. It is the uni-
versal virtue. There have been savage tribes who have
known not so much as a name for some of the moral
excellencies of our civilization; there has never existed
a tribe who did not revere courage.

There are always reasons for giving up. Arguments
for self-pity are thick as blackberries.

The world is crowded with thorns and cruelties,
causes for tears. Courage is the divine unreason; a-

gainst a rock, the waves of disaster beat in vain.
Say to yourself: I am the unconquerable. I shall

arrive. In the center of creation sits not an enemy, but
my Friend. I shall arrive, what time, what circuit
first, I ask not. In some time, His good time, I shall
arrive. Let come what will, I shall never say I am beaten.
I am not a negligible molecule, a mote in the sunbeam,
a worm; I am a man; and so help me God, I shall play
the man.——Dr. Frank Crane. (Selected)

J3

Outlook

OT to be conquered by the headlong days.
But to stand free: to keep the mind at brood

On life's deep meaning, nature's altitude
Of loveliness. and time's mysterious ways;
At every thought and deed to clear the haze
Out of our eyes, considering only this,
What man. what life, what love, what beauty is,
This is to live and win the final praise.
Though strife, ill fortune and harsh human need
Beat down the soul, at moments blind and dumb
With agony; yet. patience—there shall come
Many great voices from life’: outer sea,
Hours of strange triumph, and, when few men heed,
Munnurs and glimpses of eternity. —SeIecl¢d
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The N otebook of Q uotes

GE T hold of the powers you haven’ t by using those

you have. A ll the I can’ ls in life come from non-use

of the easy and plentiful I cans. A  man who can’ t get

over his bad temper can make himself give the others

a friendly, pleasant good— morning as he comes to break-

fast. A  man who can’ t get up in the morning with the

bell can stop lazing in the chair when there are duties

to be done, can stop that day-dreaming and do something

or take a book, can stop that slouching and walk like

a man.

eating can sit upright at table and do his'  eating like

a gentleman. In other words, all self-controls that are

diffi cult can be reached through the self-compulsions

that are easy. Use the will where you can make it work,

and in time there will be no places where you can’ t. The

best moral tonic and character-builder I ever heard was:

— —  W here there are several duties confronting you, select

the one you least want to do and get at it smartly. There

is no j elly-fi sh that cannot get a backbone.

-— — E rom a Psychology llIanual.

To have one thought instead of another, this one

instead of that— is the key to progress of every sort,

in mind and character. Thoughts are either the wings

or the clogs of the mind;  they color it, build or unbuild

it. W atch them, select;  rej ect. Persevere till the watch-

fulness becomes automatic.

A  MA N  who holds down rising anger does far more

than simply check an outburst of unruly passion. The

force controlled is not merely suppressed, it is trans-

formed and raised, and travels outwards as a subtle

radiation of the soul whose infl uence is unimaginably

great. — P. L .

W H A T a man does instantly reacts upon his nature

and he becomes the product of his deeds.

A N Y O N E  can carry his burden, however heavy, till

nightfall. A nyone can do his work, however hard, for

one day. A nyone can live sweetly, patiently, lovingly,

purely, till the S un goes down. A nd this is all that

life ever really means.

GE T over the habit of talking to yourself, of letting

your mind talk to you, if you want peace. F or the mind

may suddenly remember something or imagine something

or anticipate something that will stir up anger or annoy-

ance or dread or longing or irritation. A nd out of that

a q uarrel or a foolish deed may arise that you may re-

gret for the rest of your life. A  man’ s ordinary thoughts

as he works are usually of no more use to him than the

fl ies that buzz about his face and are j ust as worrying.

Get slowly the diffi cult power of commanding mind-

peace, mind-silence, at will. It can be got. A nd then

the deeper, fuller nature ' opens;  the mystery of life be-

comes plain;  the mind becomes changed and its thoughts

come into harmony with the thoughts of the soul.

A  man who can’ t get over that habit of over- '

IF  you want to grow in mind or character, stop talk-

ing of or thinking of another man’ s weaknesses or short-

comings. N ot only is the mental energy you do it with

the same that you need for your building, but it is the

same at work destructively, undoing any constructive

work you have already accomplished with it. Mind

your own business is something we should say to our-

selves ten times for once we say it to another. Con-

tempt, dislike, and anger, are our constructive force

turned enemy.

‘Tuls golden day' ~how can a man think that in

this grimy, clattering workshop?

W ell, it' s j ust a fi ght between the workshop and you.

If the workshop wins, you' ve got a leaden day to live

through. If you win your thought, even a moment,

even merely try to win it, you' re that much more of

a man, that much too many for things to down. That’ s

what ‘things’  are for, in a big view. They' re a rough

matchbox  for a man to strike his will alight on. Y ou

can’ t strike it alight on a velvet cushion.

Y es, the conditions are painful, humiliating, repres-

sive,— -anything you like. B ut, sometime, each of us

will get out of them. W ell, why not get out of them what-

ever they can give us that’ s any good to us?  S tring up

the will tight in refusal to let them depress us. B y that

we get their j uice. B y that we use them instead of letting

them ride us. A  pain is a pain, but when it’ s over it’ s

j ust as well to be able to look back and say you’ re glad

you took it the way you did. If it' s going to be there

anyhow, use it. Use or be used, —  that’ s an alternative

always ofl ’ ered to all men by all circumstances.

A L L  things went unhappily with me so long as I

was minded to resent inj ustice;  but when I changed

my mind and left all to God, then things went well with

me ever after. — L innaeus

TH E  universe of things ought to be considered as

ordained principally for this: That through it, as through

a highway or some natural stair provided with fi rm and

fi x ed steps, a man may proceed and ascend within the

sanctuary of his own self, where he may see and know

himself, and fi nd;  with wonder and surprise, his own

infi nite value, power, and the inestimable riches hidden

within himself. — R aymond of S abunde

CO N CE N TR A TIO N  of thought, one-pointedness, as the

H indfl s called it, is something to us almost unknown-

O ur minds are like kaleidoscopes of thoughts in constant

motion;  and to shut our mental eyes to everything

else, while dwelling on one thought only, has become to

most of us almost as impossible as to apprehend one

musical note without harmonics. — bIa:r Miiller

E VE R Y TH IN G we do becomes -a part of us. W e are

better or worse every hour;  we are never morally sta-

tionary, because, whether we think, speak, or act, “' 9

are fashioning ourselves and making our destiny.
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The Notebook of Quotes
GET hold of the powers you haven’t by using those

you have. All the I can'!s in life come from non-use
of the easy and plentiful I cans. A man who can’! get
over his bad temper can make himself give the others
a friendly,pleasant good-morning as he comes to break-
fast. A man who can’t get up in the morning with the
bell can stop lazing in the chair when there are duties
to be done, can stop thatday-dreaming and do something
or take a book, can stop that slouching and walk like_
a man. A man who can’! get over that habit of over-

eating can sit upright at table and do his’ eating like
a gentleman. In other words, all self-controls that are
difficult can be reached through the self-compulsions
that are easy. Use the will where you can make it work,
and in time there will be no places where you can't. The
best moral tonic and character-builder I ever heard was:
—- Where there are several duties confronting you, select
the one you least want to do and get at it smartly. There
is no jelly-fish that cannot get a backbone.

—I','rom a Psychology Ilianual.

To have one thought instead of another, this one
instead of that——is the key to progress of every sort,
in mind and character. Thoughts are either the wings
or the clogs of the mind; they color it, build or unbuild
it. Watch them, select; reject. Persevere till the watch-
fulness becomes automatic.

A MAN who holds down rising anger does far more
than simply check an outburst of unruly passion. The
force controlled is not merely suppressed, it is trans-
formed and raised, and travels outwards as a subtle
radiation of the soul whose influence is unimaginably
great. ——P. L.

WHAT a man does instantly reacts upon his nature
and he becomes the product of his deeds.

ANYONE can carry his burden, however heavy, till
nightfall. Anyone can do his work, however hard, for
one day. Anyone can live sweetly, patiently, lovingly,
purely, till the Sun goes down. And this is all that
life ever really means.

G1-:'r over the habit of talking to yourself, of letting
your mind talk to you, if you want peace. For the mind
may suddenly remembersomethingor imagine something
or anticipate something that will stir up anger or annoy-
ance or dread or longing or irritation. And out of that
a quarrel or a foolish deed may arise that you may re-

gret for the rest of your life. A man's ordinary thoughts
as he works are usually of no more use to him than the
flies that buzz about his face and are just as worrying.
Get slowly the difficult power of commanding mind-
peace, mind-silence, at will. It can be got. And then
the deeper, fuller nature ‘opens; the mystery of life be-
comes plain; the mind becomes changed and its thoughts
come into harmony with the thoughts of the soul.

4
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IF you want to grow in mind or character, stop talk-
ing of or thinkingof another man’s weaknesses or short-
comings. Not only is the mental energy you do it with
the same that you need for your building, but it is the
same at work destructively, undoing any constructive
work you have already accomplished with it. Mind
your own business is something we should say to our-
selves ten times for once we say it to another. Con-
tempt, dislike, and anger, are our constructive force
turned enemy.

‘Tins golden day'—how can a man think that in
this grimy, clattering workshop?

Well, it's just a fight between the workshop and you.
If the workshop wins, you’ve got a leaden day to live
through. If you win your thought, even a moment,
even merely try to win it, you’re that much more of
a man, that much too many for things to down. That’s
what ‘things’ are for, in a big view. They're a rough
matchbox for a man to strike his will alight on. You
can’t strike it alight on a velvet cushion.

YES, the conditions are painful, humiliating, repres-
sive,——anything you like. But, sometime, each of us

will get out of them. VVell, why not get out of them what-
ever they can give us that's any good to us? String up
the will tight in refusal to let them depress us. By that
we get their juice. By thatwe use them instead of letting
them ride us. A pain is a pain, but when it’s over it's
just as well to be able to look back and say you're glad
you took it the way you did. If it's going to be there
anyhow, use it. Use or be used, — that's an alternative
always offered to all men by all circumstances.

ALL things went unhappily with me so long asl
was minded to resent injustice; but when I changed
my mind and left all to God, -then things went well with
me ever after. —Linnaeus

THE universe of things ought to be considered as

ordained principally for this: That through it, as through
a highway or some natural stair provided with firm and
fixed steps, a man may proceed and ascend within the
sanctuary of his own self, where he may see and know
himself, and find,‘ with wonder and surprise, his own

infinite value, power, and the inestimable riches hidden
within himself. —Rag/mond of Sabunde

CONCENTRATION of thought, one-pointedness, as the
Hindus called it, is something to us almost unknown.
Our minds are like kaleidoscopes of thoughts in constant
motion; and to shut our mental eyes to everythiIl.t'
else, while dwelling on one thought only, has become-10
most of us almost as impossible as to apprehend on?

musical note without harmonics. —Ma.1.' Illiiller

EVERYTHING we do becomes a part of us. We art‘

better or worse every hour; we are never morally sta~

tionary, because, whether we think, speak, or act, Wt’

are fashioning ourselves and making our destiny.
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H ow to Make the B ed

“ CO UL DN ’ T bother to do it as carefully as that.”

I was speaking to my tent-mate who was making

his bed with his usual attention to ex act fl atness

and neatness.

“W hy not be an ex pert in bed-making as well as

anything else? ”  he said. “It costs nex t to nothing.

The bed’ s got to be made. May as well get something

h
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out of a necessary j ob. A t a cost of two more minutes

than you spent on yours I' ve accomplished q uite a deal,

in fact several deals, moral, mental, spiritual, aesthetic,

psychological— want any more of it? ”

“H ire a hall, Jim,”  I said. “This is too much wisdom

to give out to one man. ‘ The R ev. James B onney will

deliver his famous lecture on bed-making. Illustrative pic-

tures. F ive reels.’  ”

“W ell,”  he said meditativer as he lit his pipe and
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How to Make the Bed out of a. necessary job. At a cost of two more minutes
than you spent on yours l‘ve accomplished quite a deal,

“ COULDN'T bother to do it us carefully as that." in fact several deals, moral, mental. spiritual, aesthetic.
I was speaking to Iny tent-mute who was making psychological — want any more of it?"

his bed with his usual attention to exact flatness “Hire a hall. Jim." I said. “This is too much wisdom
and nealness. to give out to one man. ‘The Run James Bouncy will

“Why not be an expert in bed-making us well as deliver his famous lecture on bet!-makirzg. Illnxfralive pic-
anything else?" he said. “It costs next to nothing. lures. Five reel.-1.‘ "

The bed's got to be made. May as well get something “Wel|," he said meditatively as he lit his pipe and
s
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sat down, “I’ ve sometimes thought I’ d like to be a rever-

end for a while so as to deliver a few discourses on a tex t

that’ s never had a fair run. I mean ‘W hatsoever thy

hand fi ndeth to do — ’  you know the rest. N ow that’ s

as full of meat as an egg. I used to keep it stuck up

over my bed. A nd that' s why I began to think it meant

bed-making as well as anything else.

“A ny fellow can j ust do what he’ s got to. It' s the

ex tra touch a man gives to his j obs that presently lifts

him out of the any-fellow ranks into the commissioneds.

“There’ s a string of things that a man’ s got to do every

day, duties of one sort or another. N ow I say that if

a man fi ings his whole mind into every one of them as

if he were practising to be an ex pert at each, he’ ll be

ten times more of a man at the end of a year than a man

that puts his best j uice only into what he likes doing.

“It’ s obvious that he can’ t lose anything at this

game. H e' s keeping himself fi t all over, mind and body.

H e builds something into his nature with everything

he does. A nd when playtime comes he gets more fun

out of the play because he’ s trained himself to throw

himself head and ears into every j ob. H is will’ s growing

all the time because he keeps it toned up against the

laziness and slackness we’ re all born with. H is mind

learns to concentrate and his body to be dex terous and

strung up. If a man’ s mind is on tone, so is his body.

H is muscles are taut, not slack. H e walks upright and

alert, like a man, and his digestion and health generally,

are good. If he uses his eyes, ears, fi ngers and what

not to the full on everything he’ s got to do, they get

keener and better fi t for everything else. B ecause his

will’ s growing he comes to be able to control himself

in every direction. Then, because he' s trained his mind

to come to heel all the time and not fly around so much,

it gets out of the way of hunting up thoughts that worry

and are bad for him, and it becomes a reliable instru-

ment for his thinking and study. It’ ll get to the bottom

of things he wants it to think of. A nd it’ ll stay q uiet

when he wants to enj oy music or a bit of fi ne landscape.

“A nd he lives about four times as much as the other

fellow because he travels faster and sees more scenery.”

“S ees more scenery? ”  I said.

“Y es, it’ s something like this:

“F ellows are apt to complain of their lives being

monotonous — - same old things everlastineg to do. I’ m

beginning to get on to a q ueer law about life. It looks

to me, and looks the more like it the more I look, that

these ‘same old things’  cling on to fellows j ust because

they don’ t stand up and meet them right. I mean be-

cause they don’ t do them with that ex tra touch, don’ t

threw themselves right in. They don’ t ex haust the situ-

ation. It looks to me that when a fellow does do this,

does go right into his monotonous j obs and ex haust

them— why, after a certain time they q uit, drop off

him and he passes on to something better, even if it

does take the gods a little time to notice what he’ s doing

and promote him. A nd all this is in addition to the

fact that j obs done so as to get something out of them

for will and mind and character, done with tone to them,

mostly .cease to be burdensome. A  man partly forgets

what' he’ s doing in the way he does it. I

“A  fellow’ s got to meet a given lot of ex periences

till he does meet them. Then they q uit. Just you look

and see if that don’ t seem to be so. S louehing and shy-

ing at duties is the way to have them stick like barnacles.

“S o according to this everything a fellow does should

be done with a tone, done full chorus. If he says good-

morning let him put some friendly j uice into it. If he’ s

got to walk twenty yards let him walk them, not slouch

them. .

“A nd there’ s the philosophy of bed-making. B e an

ex pert at it, and at saying good-morning, and at playing

a ball game, and at learning F rench and the big drum,

and, when necessary, in resting in an arm chair and

thinking of nothing but rest and relax ation. B ut you

get so that you don’ t need much of that. This line of

work presently gives the strength it goes along with.

and a margin over as a tonic— Tm: O TH E R  F E L L O W

6‘

H ow to Treat Things

A  \VA R DE N ' S  A onaass

’ VE  been a warden a good many years, boys, as you

I know, and I’ ve always tried to make things as easy

as the good running of the place and the state regula-

tions permitted. I’ ve been in plenty of troubles myself

and hundreds of men here, fi rst and last, have told me

more or less about their own lives and their thoughts

about life in general. A nd so, what with one thing and

another, a kind of philosophy of lifeand how to live has

grown up in my mind that I think you won’ t mind my

telling you. It works in my case and I believe it will

in yours, and living by it is teaching me more about

my own nature every day. There’ s more to a man.

there’ s more goes on in a man, and he’ s got more powers

—  undeveloped as they may be — —  than most of us think.

A nd it’ s right living that opens up this larger nature

to our knowledge.

The q uestion is, how to deal with the troubles of life.

The easy places we needn’ t now talk about.

I always found that if you speak hopefully to your-

self about things and don’ t worry they respond after

a bit. The ‘Don’ t W orry’  people are on to the secret

to a certain ex tent, some of them perhaps altogether;

but in general their prescription is incomplete. Mere

not-worrying is compatible with laziness, and though a

mentally lazy man, going according to the ‘don’ t worry’

formula, may secure himself an easy time for a while.

sooner or later there’ s endless trouble for him. H e' s

merely in arrears with his worrying, not settled with it.

“O h, you’ ll work out all right somehow.”  A  man

who had often been in diffi culties of almost every kind

told me once that if he said that to things when they

were at their tightest and seemed to be getting more
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2 THE NEW WAY

sat down, “I’ve sometimes thought I’d like to be a rever-

end for a while so as to deliver a few discourses on a text
that’s never had a fair run. I mean ‘Whalsoever thy
hand findeth to do—’ you know the rest. Now that's
as full of meat as an egg. I used to keep it stuck up
over my bed. And that's why I began to think it meant
bed-making as well as anything else.

“Any fellow can just do what he’s got to. It's the
extra touch a man gives to his jobs that presently lifts
him out of the am -fellow ranks into the commissioneds.

“There’s a string of thingsthata man's got to do every
day, duties of one sort or another. Now I say that if
a man flings his whole mind into every one of them as

if he were practising to be an expert at each, he'll be
ten times more of a man at the end of a year than a man

that puts his best juice only into what he likes doing.
“It’s obvious that he can't lose anything at this

game. He’s keeping himself fit all over, mind and body.
He builds something into his nature with everything
he does. And when playtime comes he gets more fun
out of the play because he's trained himself to throw
himself head and ears into every job. His will‘s growing
all the time because he keeps it toned up against the
laziness and slackness we're all born with. His mind
learns to concentrate and his body to be dexterous and
strung up. If a man’s mind is on tone, so is his body.
His muscles are taut, not slack. He walks upright and
alert, like a man, and his digestion and health generally,
are good. If he uses his eyes, ears, fingers and what
not to the full on everything he's got to do, they get
keener and better fit for everything else. Because his
will’s growing he comes to be able to control himself
in every direction. Then, because he's trained his mind
to come to heel all the time and not fly around so much,
it gets out of the way of hunting up thoughts that worry
and are bad for him, and it becomes a reliable instru-
ment for his thinkingand study. It’ll get to the bottom
of things he wants it to think of. And it'll stay quiet
when he wants to enjoy music or a. bit of fine landscape.

“And he lives about four times as much as the other
fellow because he travels faster and sees more scenery.”

“Sees more scenery?” I said.
“Yes, it’s something like this:
“Fellows are apt to complain of their lives being

monotonous —same old things everlastingly to do. I'm
beginning to get on to a queer law about life. It looks
to me, and looks the more like it the more I look, that
these ‘same old things’ cling on to fellows just because
they don’t stand up and meet them right. I mean be-
cause they don’t do them with that extra touch, don’t
throw themselves right in. They don’t exhaust the situ-
ation. It looks to me that when a fellow does do this,
does go right into his monotonous jobs and exhaust
them—why, after a certain time they quit, drop off
him and he passes on to something better, even if it
does take the gods a little time to notice what he’s doing
and promote him. And all this is in addition to the
fact that jobs done so as to get something out of them

 
«C0 glc

for will and mind and character, done with tone to them,
mostly cease to be burdensome. A man partly forgets
what‘ he’s doing in the way he does it. I

“A fellow’s got to meet a given lot of experiences
till he does meet them. Then they quit. Just you look
and see if that don’t seem to be so. Slouching and shy-
ing at duties is the way to have them stick like bamacles.

“So according to this everythinga fellow does should
be done with a tone, done full chorus. If he says good-
morning let him put some friendly juice into it. If he’s
got to walk twenty yards let him walk them, not slouch
them.

“And there’s the philosophy of bed-making. Be an

expert at it, and at saying good—morning, and at playing
a ball game, and at learning French and the big drum,
and, when necessary, in resting in an arm chair and
thinking of nothing but rest and relaxation. But you
get so that you don’t need much of that. This line of
work presently gives the strength it goes along with.
and a margin over as a tonic.—Tm=: Oman Fi:LLow

.53

How to Treat Things
A WAaDr.N's Annaass

’VE been a warden a good many years, boys, as youI know, and I’ve always tried to make things as easy
as the good running of the place and the state regula-

tions permitted. I’ve been in plenty of troubles myself
and hundreds of men here, first and last, have told me
more or less about their own lives and their thoughts
about life in general. And so, what with one thing and
another, a kind of philosophy of lifeand how to live has
grown up in my mind that I thinkyou won’t mind my
telling you. It works in my case and I believe it will
in yours, and living by it is teaching me more about
my own nature every day. There’s more to a man.
there's more goes on in a man, and he's got more powers
— undeveloped as they may be — than most of us think.
And it’s right living that opens up this larger nature
to our knowledge.

The question is, how to deal with the troubles of life.
The easy places we needn‘t now talk about.

I always found that if you speak hopefully to your-
self about things and don’t worry they respond after
a bit. The ‘Don’t Worry’ people are on to the secret
to a. certain extent, some of them "perhaps altogether:
but in general their prescription is incomplete. Mere
not-worrying is compatible with laziness, and though II

mentally lazy man, going according to the ‘don't worry"
formula, may secure himself an easy time for a while.
sooner or later there’s endless trouble for him. Ilcis
merely in arrears with his worrying, not settled with it.

“Oh, you’ll work out all right somehow.” A man
who had often been in difficulties of almost every kind
told me once that if he said that to things when the_\'
were at their tightest and seemed to be getting more
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threatening for him all the time— if he said that and

' q uietly went ahead in that sort of trust and did the best

with them they did “work out all right somehow.”

H e was no lazy man, mind or body, and he did his

best with the situation as he came face to face with it.

A nd this he regarded as half the prescription, the other

half, neither half working without the other. “S peak

kindly to things,”  he said, “and treat ’ em right, and

they’ ll presently respond like an animal. S ail straight

up to a cliff face that looks impassable, and you’ ll fi nd

a way will open and let you through. Don’ t worry

things by worrying about them, and they’ ll treat you

right .in the end.”

The philosophy of the matter is that the running

of things is not accidental. They correspond with the

man they come up to meet. L ook them straight in

the face and ask them what they’ re trying to do to you

and why. W hat’ s in you that they’ re responding to

and corresponding with?  Then you get their message.

They’ re telling you something about yourself, something

you need to look after. -

Don’ t worry them by W orrying about them. Y ou

owe them duties, j ust as you owe duties to an animal

you keep. Do every last duty to the full, like a man,

by all circumstances and people, and you make circum-

stances your friend. Y ou’ ve got a right to trust them

because you’ re doing your duty by them. They serve

you. Y ou’ re bigger than they. Directly you’ ve got

their message well into you they’ ll bow and open a way

for you to pass.

I don’ t say no misfortunes will happen to a man that

takes this line. W e' ve all of us slipped up on our duties

in the past, for one thing. W e haven’ t treated things

right and so they come up again in some form to give

us the chance to give them a better deal, come up bunched

sometimes and conseq uently very uncomfortable. Treat

them right now, anyhow;  respect their rights now;  don’ t

worry them;  and even the worst of them, given that

prescription— both halves of it— will “work out all

right somehow.”  W hen a man stands up to his duties

of all sorts he’ s standing in that part of his nature where

he is bigger than things and is the guide of things. B ut

it’ s such an unaccustomed and mostly undeveloped part

of his nature that he can’ t see the guidance he is doing.

Till his eyes open, the eyes of that part of his nature,

and he gets light, he must j ust work on in the dark.

B ut there’ s always light enough to see his duties if he

keeps on at the nearest ones, each as it comes. The

confusing thing is that the way through diffi culties and

troubles opens in front so apparently accidentally and

casually that for a long time it’ s impossible for him

to believe that by doing his duty, trusting, and not

worrying, it is his own hand that is opening it. H e’ s

like a magnet approaching a lot of iron fi lings. They

fall into order as it nears, without it’ s seeming to do

anything at all. A  man is a magnet, and the will with

which he keeps serene and does his duty is his magnetism.

\Vith that he’ s boss all the time. R E PO R TE R

N ovember 30 '

S till, Christmas in a month.”

“My dear boy, never look back.”

“I wasn’ t;  I was looking forward.”

“L ooking forward, in the way you were doing it,

is really looking back. Y ou look back to what you

have-had and then throw it ahead and see it coming

again. W hat do you get by looking either ahead or

behind?  Much more unrest and unhappiness than plea-

sure.”  _

“Y ou mean live in the moment as it comes to you,

like an animal, no yesterday, no tomorrow? ”  ‘ I

“W ell, things do come to us rather than we to them.

W Vhen we talk of our past we really mean the past of

things, the things or events that have gone. W hen

we talk of our future we mostly mean the future of events,

things that will come. The terms past and future refer

to what fl ows, not to ourselves whom it fl ows past. In

this connex ion it’ s the show, the outward, that does

the fl owing. W e are the spectators of the passing pano-

rama. W e have a past,,present and future independent

of the past, present and future of the show or fl ow of

outward events. , W hy not pay some attention to that?

There are two worlds, the within and the without, and

we stand in both, but so absorbed in the outer that we

forget the inner. More really' , we stand in that inner

all the time and look out of it upon this outer, having

forgotten where we actually are. W e only increase the

forgetfulness by this constant looking backward and for-

ward, remembering and anticipating. The proper treat-

ment of the passing show is to take it as it comes, merely

reacting properly to it.

“F rom another point of view you may say that at

birth a part of us steps out of that other world into this

show world and develops here a body and senses and

special sort of mind to deal with what he fi nds. B ut

part of us remains in the other, unnoticed by the part

preoccupied here.

O ur j ob is to get aware of that other. A nd the fi rst

thing is to stop bothering with the outer past and future

and step back into the living inner present. W hat that

inner world may be like and what that part of us that

lives there is like cannot at once be understood with

that other part of the mind that has been specially de-

veloped to contact and deal with the outer show.”

“Then how’ s a man going to get any notion of the

other? ”

“H e must fi nd a bridge between the two parts of

his mind and walk across. H e must fi nd that bit that’ s

common to the two and use it as a key. If this outer

world and the part of mind with which we deal with it

were suddenly wiped out, only the other remaining, we

should fi nd that in that inner world and in that part

of our minds that lives there we all felt like brothers,

comrades. A ll our hard feelings towards each other,

all our sense of separate interests, are this side of the bridge.

“ ‘ N  ,E L L , it is the day after. A  year till nex t time.
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THE NEW WAY

threatening for him all the time—if he said that and
‘quietly went ahead in that sort of trust and did the best
with them they did “work out all right somehow.”

He was no lazy man, mind or body, and he did his
best with the situation as he came face to face with it.
And this he regarded as half the prescription, the other
half, neither half working without the other. “Speak
kindly to things,” he said, “and treat ’em right, and
they’ll presently respond like an animal. Sail straight
up to a cliff face that looks impassable, and you'll find
a way will open and let you through. Don't worry
things by worrying about them, and they’ll treat you
right in the end."

The philosophy of the matter is that the running
of things is not accidental. They correspond with the
man they come up to meet. Look them straight in
the face and ask them what they’re trying to do to you
and why. What's in you that they're responding to
and corresponding with? Then you get their message.
They’re telling you somethingabout yourself, something
you need to look after. -

Don't worry them by worrying about them. You
owe them duties, just as you owe duties to an animal
you keep. Do every last duty to the full, like a man,
by all circumstances and people, and you make circum-
stances your friend. You’ve got a right to trust them
because you’re doing your duty by them. They serve

you. You're bigger than they. Directly you’ve got
their message well into you they'llbow and open a way
for you to pass.

I don’t say no misfortunes will happen to a man that
takes this line. \’Ve've all of us slipped up on our duties
in the past, for one thing. \Ve haven’t treated things
right and so they come up again in some form to give
us thechance to give thema betterdeal, come up bunched
sometimes and consequently very uncomfortable. Treat
them right now, anyhow; respect their rights now; don’t
worry them; and even the worst of them, given that
prescription—both halves of it—will “work out all
right somehow.” When a man stands up to his duties
of all sorts he's standing in that part of his nature where
he is bigger than things and is the guide of things. But
it’s such an unaccustomed and mostly undeveloped part
of his nature that he can't see the guidance he is doing.
Till his eyes open, the eyes of that part of his nature,
and he gets light, he must just work on in the dark,
But there's always light enough to see his duties if he
keeps on at the nearest ones, each as it comes. The
confusing thing is that the way through difficulties and
troubles opens in front so apparently accidentally and
casually that for a long time it’s impossible for him
to believe that by doing his duty, trusting, and not
worrying, it is his own hand that is opening it. He’s
like a magnet approaching a lot of iron filings. They
fall into order as it nears, without it’s seeming to do
anything at all. A man is a magnet, and the will with
which he keeps serene and does his duty is his magnetism.
\Vith that he's boss all the time. REPORTER

a
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November 30 '

“ ELL, it is the day after. A year till next time.
Still, Christmas in a month.”

“1\r'Iy dear boy, never look back."
“I wasn’t; I was looking forward."
“Looking forward, in the way you were doing it,

is really looking back. You look back to what you
have-had and then throw it ahead and see it coming
again. What do you get by looking either ahead or
behind? Much more unrest and unhappiness thanplea-
sure.

,

“You mean live in the moment as it comes to you,
like an animal, no yesterday, no tomorrow?"

.“\Vell, things do come to us rather than we to them.
When we talk of our past we really mean the past of
things, the things or events that have gone. When
we talk of our future we mostly mean the future of events,
things that will come. The terms past and future refer
to what flows, not to ourselves whom it flows past. In
this connexion it’s the show, the outward, that does
the flowing. We are the spectators of the passing pano-
rama. We have a past,_present and future independent
of the past, present and future of the show or flow of
outward events.

_
\Vhy not pay some attention to that?

There are two worlds, the within and the without, and
we stand in both, but so absorbed in the outer that we

forget the inner. More really, we stand in that inner
all the time and look out of it upon this outer, having
forgotten where we actually are. We only increase the
forgetfulness by this constant looking backward and for-
ward, rememberingand anticipating. The proper treat-
ment of the passing show is to take it as it comes, merely
reacting properly to it.

“From another point of view_ you may say that at
birtha part of us steps out of that other world into this
show world and develops here a body and senses and
special sort of mind to deal with what he finds. But
part of us remains in the other, unnoticed by the part
preoccupied here.

Our job is to get aware of that other. And the first
thing is to stop bothering with the outer past and future
and step back into the living inner present. What that
inner world may be like and what that part of us that
lives there is like cannot at once be understood with
that other part of the mind that has been specially de-
veloped to contact and deal with the outer show.”

“Then how’s a man going to get any notion of the
other?"

“He must find a bridge between the two parts of
his mind and walk across. He must find that bit that's
common to the two and use it as a key. If this outer
world and the part of mind with which we deal with it
were suddenly wiped out, only the other remaining, we
should find that in that inner world and in that part
of our minds that lives there we all felt like brothers,
comrades. All our hard feelings towards each other,
all our sense of separate interests, are thisside of thebridge.
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“B ut even on this side we do sometimes feel like

brothers, comrades— when we are at our best. S o in

that feeling and thought, brotherhood, sympathy, com-

passion, kindliness, we have a state or action of the

mind that is common to both its parts. B y encouraging

it, cultivating it, as it were walking on it as on a bridge,

we can gradually become aware of the other without

leaving here.

“In that other world is light, light in its highest

term. A nd in this world when we look for instance at

the sun our minds fi ll with the conception of light. W ith

light, therefore, we have a thought and state that is

also common to both worlds and by which, as by the

feeling of brotherhood, we can begin to link up with the

other and get ourselves across understandingly. H ar-

mony, music, likewise. There are some kinds of music,

some tunes, that carry a man as we say ‘out of himself’ ,

much as harmony of color will do for others. ‘O ut of

himself’  means into his other self, the other world.

“S o it is the rest of ourselves that we want, the part

that lives in light .and harmony, in the other world, the

within and beyond world. It is that that we need to

fi nd and to feel the presence of and connect up with.

It can be done. Then this one is no more a pain. W e

have found the other in this one. all through it.”

S TUDE N T

'  3

W hat A fter Death?

(F rom a letter)

H A VE  often thought that we can get some idea of

after-death states by a study of during-life states.

Memory, sleep, and awakening, must be clues.

O ur past mostly comes up in memory all fair-hued.

B ut memory does its magic by selection, not distortion.

It picks out the happier scenes and moments of our

past, neglecting what came between, and from these

makes a new whole which is at once true and false. My

boyhood, as it now lives again in my mind, is all glee

and green fi elds and early summer mornings and romps

by the river after school. The little sorrows and dis-

appointments and losses that intermix ed with this are

not painted in, though I can recall some of them if I

will. I say ‘little,’  but the sorrows were keen enough

then;  yet memory, left to itself, manages to drop them

out on the whole. It does not give me the wet days

and the clouds. It is by reason, rather than by memory,

that I know that lights and shades alternated in the

life of that boy j ust as they do in the life of this man,

the shades predominating;  for as that is my somewhat

unhappy nature, so it was his. S o I am not really de-

ceived by this trick of spontaneous memory in leaving

out all or nearly all the shadows. B ut I can understand

from it that if death comes to us as a deeper sleep, neces-

sary as a rest for the life-weary mind, the dreams that

fi ll that sleep-time will reproduce the happier moments

only of the life that has closed, and from those selected

moments will fi ll in and complete a picture the utter re-

freshingness of which j ust depends on this selection.

I am certain that death is sleep;  but what opens

for us on the new morning when that sleep has done its

work and all the fi bers of the mind are cleaned and cleared

and refreshed by it I know not. W herever the resumed

life will be lived, it is at any rate a new opportunity.

A nd it is a new and refreshed and stronger man facing

the opportunity. F or our present pains do teach and

develop, though we may not be able in words to say

what or how. They do slowly transform and deepen

character, provided we do not let them embitter us.

Indeed I do not see how character could be deepened

and enriched and made noble and tender in any other way.

S o the pains do their work and sink into the deep

background of memory, not to come forward among

the dreams of the sleep that follows death. B ut the

j oys do;  they are there in their live pure colors for the

refreshment of the after-death sleeper. A nd the new

life opening when that sleep is done must contain and

ex hibit all the good and all the strength that had been

acq uired throughout the old one.

F or me, then, there is nothing to dread in death.

I accept the program set for us. believing that wisdom

and compassion underlie it all and that all is arranged

for our growth. In this reasoned faith it is possible to

take everything that comes. A nd as, little by little,

this faith clears and tranq uilizes the mind, we begin to

be able to get gleams of light and insight that may enable

faith to give place to actual vision and knowledge.

Death stands above me. whispering low

I know not what into mine ear;

O f his strange language all I know

Is, there is not one word of fear.

at

The S tory of the Day

H E  afternoon is for most of us the heavy part of

the day. W ork has to be done more or less against

the grain.

The morning goes pretty well. The mind seems

freer, not so weighted with the body.

A nd in the evening, if there is something worth read-

ing at hand or something light to do or see, the time

goes all right.

A lmost anybody that is accustomed to take note of

his feelings would say about the same as the above.

B ut very few either inq uire into the meaning of these

changes of feeling or try to take advantage of them.

The body does not fully wake up till midday. The

early sun wakes up the brain and senses, but the main

interior activities concerned with digestion and assimila-

tion to some ex tent hang fi re till noon. Y ou’ ll fi nd

your dog lying around sleeping most of the morning-

A nd ex periments on even the plants have shown that
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4 THE NEW WAY

“But even on this side we do sometimes feel like
brothers, comrades—when we are at our best. So in
that feeling and thought, brotherhood, sympathy, com-

passion, kindliness, we have a state or action of the
mind that is common to both its parts. By encouraging
it, cultivating it, as it were walking on it as on a bridge,
we can gradually become aware of the other without
leaving here.

“In that other world is light, light in its highest
term. And in this world when we look for instance at
the sun our minds fill with the conception of light. With
light, therefore, we have a thought and state that is
also common to both worlds and by which, as by the
feeling of brotherhood, we can begin to link up with the
other and get ourselves across understandingly. Har-
mony, music, likewise. There are some kinds of music.
some tunes, that carry a man as we say ‘out of himself’,
much as harmony of color will do for others. ‘Out of
himself’ means into his other self, the other world.

“So it is the rest of ourselves that we want, the part
that lives in light and harmony, in the other world, the
within and beyond world. It is that that we need to
find and to feel the presence of and connect up with.
It can be done. Then this one is no more a pain. We
have found the other in this one. all through it."

STUDENT
' J

What AfterDeath?
(From a letter)

HAVE often thought that we can get some idea of
after-death states by a study of during-life states.
Memory, sleep, and awakening, must be clues.

Our past mostly comes up in memory all fair-hued.
But memory does its magic by selection, not distortion.
It picks out the happier scenes and moments of our
past, neglecting what came between, and from these
makes a new whole which is at once true and false. My
boyhood, as it now lives again in my mind, is all glee
and green fields and early summer mornings and romps
by the river after school. The little sorrows and dis-
appointments and losses that intermixed with this are
not painted in, though I can recall some of them if I
will. I say ‘little,’ but the sorrows were keen enough
then; yet memory, left to itself, manages to drop them
out on the whole. It does not give me the wet days
and the clouds. It is by reason, rather than by memory,
that I know that lights and shades alternated in the
life of that boy just as they do in the life of this man.
the shades predominating; for as that is my somewhat
unhappy nature, so it was his. So I am not really de-
ceived by this trick of spontaneous memory in leaving
out all or nearly all the shadows. But I can understand
from it that if death comes to us as a deeper sleep, neces-
sary as a rest for the life-weary mind, the dreams that
fill that sleep-time will reproduce the happier moments

. G0 gli’

only of the life that has closed, and from those selected
moments will fill in and complete a picture the utter re-
freshingness of which just depends on this selection.

I am certain that death is sleep; but what opens
for us on the new morning when that sleep has done its
work and all the fibersof the mind are cleaned and cleared
and refreshed by it I know not. Wherever the resumed
life will be lived, it is at any rate a new opportunity.
And it is a new and refreshed and stronger man facing
the opportunity. For our present pains do teach and
develop, though we may not be able in words to say
what or how. They do slowly transform and deepen
character, provided we do not let them embitter us.
Indeed I do not see how character could be deepened
and enriched and made noble and tender in any otherway.

So the pains do their work and sink into the deep
background of memory, not to come forward among
the dreams of the sleep that follows death. But the
joys do; they are there in their live pure colors for the
refreshment of the after-death sleeper. And the new
life opening when that sleep is done must contain and
exhibit all the good and all the strength that had been
acquired throughout the old one.

For me, then, there is nothing to dread in death.
I accept the program set for -us, believing that wisdom
and compassion underlie it all and that all is arranged
for our growth. In this reasoned faith it is possible to
take everything that comes. And as, little by little.
this faith clears and tranquilizes the mind, we begin to
be able to get gleams of light and insight thatmay enable
faith to give place to actual vision and knowledge.

Death stands above me. whispering low
I know not what into mine car;

Of his strange language all I know
Is, there is not one word of fear.

.50

The Story of the Day
HE afternoon is for most of us the heavy part of
the day. Work has to be done more or less against
the grain.

The morning goes pretty well. The mind seems
freer, not so weighted with the body.

And in the evening, if there is somethingworth read-
ing at hand or something light to do or see, the time
goes all right.

Almost anybody that is accustomed to take note of
his feelings would say about the same as the above.
But very few either inquire into the meaning of these
changes of feeling or try to take advantage of them.

The body does not fully wake up till midday. The
early sun wakes up the brain and senses, but the main
interior activities concerned with digestion and assimila-
tion to some extent hang fire till noon. You'll find
your dog lying around sleeping most of the morning.
And experiments on even the plants have shown that
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their electrical currents and responses to stimulation

are slow and sluggish till the sun is in midheaven at noon.

Till midday, therefore, the interior bodily processes

do not make much of a drag on the mind, do not much

attract its attention, leave it free for its own working.

B ut by noon or soon after, they all come alive and

the mind is drawn in, feels the bodily conditions much

more than in the forenoon and especially more than in

the early morning. A nd as none of us is right healthy

and most of us very far indeed from real health — ev_en

read something light and interesting rather than some—

thing calling for much mental effort during the hour

or so before bedtime.

B ut before actual sleep comes to be demanded we

have a period when the mind is free from both pulls if

we would but notice it. It has not yet q uite got the

pull towards sleep. A nd it is mostly free from the pull

of interior bodily doings. In this q uiet period it is very

receptive of impressions made upon it, impressions coming

from what is read or thought, and impressions from

L omaland Photo &  E ngraving Dept.

TH E  ‘S IN GE R  MIDGE TS ’  VIS ITIN G L O MA L A N D

These little people comprise representatives of several nations.

being graduates of E uropean universnies,

though we may have no defi nite trouble with a name and

needing treatment and conseq uently call ourselves well

— these faulty conditions all through the body disturb

the mind likewise, weight it down or infect it with some

drab mood. A nd presently the products of slow or

faulty digestion make the case worse.

B ut in the evening the body has come to a reckon-

ing with itself and temporarily closes the account. The

bodily currents slow down and ease O H . The various

organs slacken their work and the muscles relax . The

brain is no longer so much called upon or worried by

the interior doings of the body. Its active particles

take on a fi ner vibration and as the evening goes on

they no more want to be compelled to do hard think-

ing than the muscles to do hard work. They are getting

ready for sleep. That is why we feel the inclination to

They are not only highly educated, the maj ority of them

but socially most charming and cultured.

the higher nature, the soul. A ll these are seeds, ger-

minating during the hours of sleep, getting ready to

become active elements among the fi rst thoughts of the

nex t day, capable of making the nex t day a blessing or

a curse to us, making it sunlit or heavily blackened

with clouds. That is why the last few minutes of read-

ing and thought are so important. They are the time

of tuning ourselves to the soul and getting aware of its

presence and light.

S o don' t study or read novels right up to bedtime.

Don’ t talk your mentality away during the fi rst two

or three hours of the day. K eep its mainspring tense

in silence as far as you can.

A nd regard the afternoon as the great battleground,

the training ground for will. Put the will into it so

that it goes with snap and vim against any weight of
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THE NEW WAY 5

their electrical currents and responses to stimulation
are slow and sluggish till the sun is in midheaveu at noon.

Till midday. therefore. the interior bodily processes
do not make much of a drag on the mind. do not much
attract its attention. leave it free for its own working.

But by noon or soon after, they all come alive and
the mind is drawn in. feels the bodily conditions much
more than in the forenoon and especially more than in
the early morning. And as none of us is right healthy
and most of us very far indeed from real health —even

read something light and interesting rather than some-
thing calling for much mental effort during the hour
or so before bedtime.

But before actual sleep comes to be demanded we
have a period when the mind is free from both pulls if
we would but notice it. It has not yet quite got the
pull towards sleep. And it is mostly free from the pull
of interior bodily doings. In this quiet period it is very
receptive of impressions made upon it. impressions coming
from what is read or thought, and impressions from

Lolulonl Photo I Engraving Dept.
THE ‘SINGER MlDGETS' VISITING LOMALAND

These little people comprise representatives of several nations. They are not only highly educated. the majority of them
being graduates of European universities. but socially most charming and cultured.

though we may have no definite trouble with a name and
needing treatment and consequently call ourselves well
—these faulty conditions all through the body disturb
the mind likewise, weight it down or infect it with some
drab mood.
faulty digestion make the ease worse.

And presently the products of slow or

But in the evening the body has come to a reckon-
ing with itself and temporarily closes the account. The
bodily currents slow down and ease oil’.
organs slaeken their work and the muscles relax.
brain is no longer so much called upon or worried by

The various
The

the interior doings of the body. its active particles
take on a finer vibration and as the evening goes on

they no more want to be compelled to do hard think-
ing than the muscles to do hard work. They are getting
ready for sleep. That is why we feel the inclination to

i
Go. -glc

the higher nature. the soul. All these are seeds, ger-
minating during the hours of sleep. getting ready to
become active elements among the first thoughts of the
next day, capable of making the next day a blessing or
a curse to us. making it sunlit or heavily blackened
with clouds. That is why the last few minutes of read-
ing and thought are so important. They are the time
of tuning ourselves to the soul and getting aware of its
presence and light.

50 don't study or read novels right up to bedtime.
Don't talk your- mentality away during the first two

or three hours of the day. Keep its inainspring tense
in silence as far as you can.

And regard the afternoon as the great battleground,
the training ground for will. Put the will into it so
that it goes with snap and vim against any weight of
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resistance. In other words make its very diffi culty tell

on your side instead of against you. (N . B . B ut you

need not make the diffi culty worse by so bolting the

food at your midday meal half masticated that its mis-

digestion and your subseq uent poisoning by it are in-

sured.) M. D.

J

The Call to Men

H E N  we talk of a man, like that, with an em-

phasis, what are we chiefl y thinking of and

admiring in him?

More than one fi ne q uality, of course;  but q ualities

of character, not of mind. W e don‘t say a man is a

man because of his mathematical powers or musical

culture or skill in languages or cookery, though he may

have these acq uirements.

A mong the.q ualities we think of as going to make

a man, must always be will. There is no true manhood

unless a great will is there at the back to support and

develop the rest. There may be all sorts of fi ne instincts

and impulses, but unless a will is there to stay them and

give them blood and put them through, they don’ t

give a man the noble title of man.

W ill has no power to select a line of conduct. Judg-

ment does that. W ill is the power to keep the line a-

gainst resistance. A ll the real resistances are within. It

is easy enough to act along lines of desire. That is not

really acting at all. It is being carried, pulled. The

man who wills holds himself against this pull. H e has

determined on his line.

W ill is the mate of imagination. A  man imagines

himself as different from and stronger than his desires,

above them. W ith his will he makes that good. A nd

this imagined picture or thought of himself presently

starts helpfully into action on its own account. F or

if he holds it steady in his mind and keeps repeating it

from day to day, keeps it sustained, it will itself attract

some will into it and thus do half the work of becoming

an actuality.

The man works his will at two places. A t one place

he keeps sustaining his thought of himself as boss among

his desires;  at the other he enforces his thought upon

them or kicks them aside.

O ne of these desires, acting as spokesman as it were

or agent of the rest, will try to get him to stop making

and holding that picture. It may work under the form

of laziness or inertia, or under the form which says,

“O h, what’ s the use? ”  W hat’ s the use because I know

I can’ t win?  or, W hat’ s the use of winning?  W hy not

have a q uiet life and take myself as I fi nd myself?

S o this spokesman or agent is the great enemy and

‘gets’  the man who won’ t be man enough to be a man

or won’ t own to himself that he is being fooled and nose-

led by a part of himself that he ought to trample down

and walk over and reduce to its proper subordination.

W hat does ‘ouglit’  mean here?  O ught is another

form. of the word owe. A  man owes it to the L ight to

strive upward, since were it not for what the L ight (of

his soul) has done for him and within him he would

still be nothing better than an animal in the wild. A nd

no man ever makes an effort that does not work out as

much for the general progress as for his own. N or can

any one be a ‘slacker'  in this spiritual battle without

chilling the hearts of some weaker than himself whom

yet he may never have outwardly seen or known. W e

are all linked invisibly and all the single skirmishes are

parts of one great battle. S TUDE N T

J!

. Unnoticed S ignals

O B IE  very fi ne poetry had been appearing in our

S  prison magazine, musical, full of meaning and in-

spiration, and lofty in ex pression. N obody, not

even the editor,,knew who had written it. There were

guesses, of course, but when the truth somehow at last

leaked out we found that nobody had guessed aright.

It was a little q uiet fellow that no one had even thought

of. H e didn’ t mix  much with the rest of us and hardly

ever conversed with anyone. B ut though he kept so

much to himself there was always a friendliness and

pleasantness with him so that we liked him without

very well knowing why.

“I suppose I’ m two men, like the rest of us,"  he

said to me once after the secret was out and I was ask-

ing him about his poetry. “Two lives, better, perhaps.

There' s one life, or one of me, out here in the yard and

the workshops, the life of the day. A nd there’ s another

when I get alone in the cell, the life when the poetry and

all the thoughts and feelings that belong to it come in

on me. That’ s the real me, the real life and the real me.

I suppose it’ s running along all the time, but I only

really know it and get it— I mean it only comes right

into me—  when I take up a pencil and try to ex press

it in words and thoughts. I seem to take it up where

I left off the night before. A nd it isn’ t lonely, either;

I seem to come closer to the rest of you than when I

am actually among you. I seem to be telling the rest

what’ s in me.”

“Y ou think everyone has this other life? ”  I asked-

“Y es, it’ s there. B ut it can’ t get out, can’ t make

itself known to them, at least not so that they clearly

recognise it. I don' t q uite know how I came upon it-

I never had very fi rst class health and so I got to be a

good deal of a reader, as a boy. E merson — prose and

poetry— seemed to wake me up more than anything

opened up thoughts and feelings in me that I couldn‘t

put into words. I guess it was through him and writers

like him that the place in me where those thoughts and

feelings are, waked up. O r I waked up to them. T here

must be some way for everybody to get at his inner life

if he could only fi nd it out. ’ Twouldn' t be the same
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6 THE NEW WAY

resistance. In other words make its very difliculty tell
on your side instead of against you. (N. B. But you
need not make the difliculty worse by so bolting the
food at your midday meal half masticated that its mis-
digestion and your subsequent poisoning by it are in-
sured.) M. D.

J9

The Call to Men

HEN we talk of a man, like that, with an em-

phasis, what are we chiefly thinking of and
admiring in him?

More than one fine quality, of course; but qualities
of character, not of mind. We don't say a man is a

man because of his mathematical powers or musical
culture or skill in languages or cookery, though he may
have these acquirements. ‘

Among thequalities we think of as going to make
a man, must always be will. There is no true manhood
unless a great will is there at the back to support and
develop the rest. There may be all sorts of fine instincts
and impulses. but unless a will is there to stay them and
give them blood and put them through, they don't
give a man the noble title of man.

Will has no power to select a line of conduct. Judg-
ment does that. Will is the power to keep the line a-

gainst resistance. All the real resistances are within. It
is easy enough to act along lines of desire. That is not
really acting at all. It is being carried, pulled. The
man who wills holds himself against this pull. He has
determined on his line.

Will is the mate of imagination. A man imagines
himself as different from and stronger than his desires,
above them. With his will he makes that good. And
this imagined picture or thought of himself presently
starts helpfully into action on its own account. For
if he holds it steady in his mind and keeps repeating it
from day to day, keeps it sustained, it will itself attract
some will into it and thus do half the work of becoming
an actuality.

The man works his will at two places. At one place
he keeps sustaining his thought of himself as boss among
his desires; at the other he enforces his thought upon
them or kicks them aside.

One of these desires, acting as spokesman as it were

or agent of the rest, will try to get him to stop making
and holding that picture. It may work under the form
of laziness or inertia, or under the form which says,
“Oh, what's the use?" What’s the use because I know
I can’t win? or, VVhat’s the use of winning? Why not
have a quiet life and take myself as I find myself?

So this spokesman or agent is the great enemy and
‘gets’ the man who won't be man enough to be a man

or won’t own to himself that he is being fooled and nose-
led by a part of himself that he ought to trample down
and walk over and reduce to its proper subordination.

« C0 glc

What does ‘ought’ mean here? Ought is another
form of the word owe. A man owes it to the Light to
strive upward, since were it not for what the Light (of
his soul) has done for him and within him he would
still be nothing better than an animal in the wild.’ And
no man ever makes an effort that does not work out as
much for the general progress as for his own. Nor can

any one be a ‘slacker’ in this spiritual battle without
chilling the hearts of some weaker than himself whom
yet he may never have outwardly seen or known. We
are all linked invisibly and all the single skirmishes are

parts of one great battle. STUDENT

J

_

Unnoticed Signals
Ol\IE very fine poetry had been appearing in ourS prison magazine, musical, full of meaning and in-

spiration, and lofty in expression. Nobody, not
even the editor, knew who had written it. There were

guesses, of course, but when the truth somehow at last
leaked out we found that nobody had guessed aright.
It was a little quiet fellow that no one had even thought
of. He didn’t mix much with the rest of us and hardly
ever convcrsed with anyone. But though he kept so

much to himself there was always a friendliness and
pleasantness with him so that we liked him without
very well knowing why.

“I suppose I'm two men, like the rest of us," he
said to me once after the secret was out and I was ask-
ing him about his poetry. “Two lives, better, perhaps.
There's one life, or one of me, out here in the yard and
the workshops, the life of the day. And there’s another
when I get alone in the cell, the life when the poetry and
all the thoughts and feelings that belong to it come in
on me. That's the real me, the real life and the real me.

I suppose it‘s running along all the time, but I only
really know it and get it — I mean it only comes right
into me-— when I take up a pencil and try to express
it in words and thoughts. I seem to take it up where
I left off the night before. And it isn't lonely, either:
I seem to come closer to the rest of you than when I
am actually among you. I seem to be telling the rest
what’s in me.”

“You think everyone has this other life?" I asked.
“Yes, it's there. But it can’t get out, can’t make

itself known to them, at least not so that they clearly
recognise it. I don't quite know how I came upon it.
I never had very first class health and so I got to be :1

good deal of a reader, as a boy. Emerson — prose and
poetry —seemed to wake me up more than anything.
opened up thoughts and feelings in me that I couldn't
put into words. I guess it was through him and Writers
like him that the place in me where those thoughts and
feelings are, waked up. Or I waked up to them. There
must be some way for everybody to get at his inner life
if he could only find it out. ’Twouldn't be the same
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for all. I suppose that anything any man fi nds the

highest for him would be his way. It might he love of

children, or j ust love of his mother;  or music;  or love

of giving service and help or spreading cheerfulness and

encouraging down-hearted fellows;  or getting on top of

the worst part ofhimself. B ooks, like me with E merson,

might do it;  or general thinking over the meaning of

things with the hope that something in him that knew

would give him light, might be a man’ s way. A  man’ s

religion, if he really had it, rightly taken, is a sure way.

“I don’ t always know what people men mean when

they talk of the soul. B ut the soul, to me, is that part

of a man that’ s always in this inner life" .

“Must be hard for some men to get at,”  I said.

“Perhaps it is. A nd yet not if a man wants to. H e’ s

only got to fi nd out what way gives him the surest touch

of it, and go ahead getting that touch as often as he can,

trying to remember the feel of it, and thinking about it

when he’ s alone. A nd every man gets touches of it all

along that he doesn’ t notice.”  R E PO R TE R

J

The Mind of God

N I) behold there was a palm-tree by the well in

the desert outside my tent. A nd I looked upon

it through the open space of the tent door.

I thought: There beyond is the palm-tree, and here

within, in my mind, is a picture of the same.

It seemed to me that my mind presently went forth

from me, carrying within it its thought-image of the

tree. It went forth toward the tree and drew near to

it and enveloped it in such wise that the mind-image

of the tree and the tree itself blended and became one.

A nd my mind understood then that even as it had

held within it its thought-image of the tree, even so was

the real tree a living image in the mind of God. A nd

all things whatsoever, I perceived, were live images cre-

ated in the mind of God and placed before us that we

might see and so comprehend somewhat of the mind

of God. The mind of God compasseth and fi lleth all

space, and within it as images are all things. W e see it

not, but only the images we call things. A nd because

the mind of God is divinely alive and creative, all the

images ex isting therein are alive with H is life. It is

because their essence is mind that they can enter and

become known to human minds. A nd until we know

them as mind we call them ‘matter,’  which is but a word

for mind unrecognized as mind.

S o my mind withdrew itself from the palm-tree and

came back to me. A nd I was no more lonely. W as

not the mind of God shining to me in the sun and moon

and stars?  W ere not the trees and the young lambs

its living containments?  N ay, was not I myself, were

not all men, drawing the breath of body and mind and

soul, within the mind of God, brothers all, living, off-

spring of one F ather-L ife?

S o I thought, and was happy— A rabian

A n A rabian S tory

B Y  S m E owm A R N O L D

* * * * *

H A S T seen

The record written of S alah-ud-Deen

The S ultan?  how he met, upon a day,

In his own city on the public way,

A  woman whom they led to die. The veil

W as stripped from off her weeping face, and pale

H er shamed checks were, and wild her dark fi x ed eye,

A nd her lips drawn with terror at the cry

O f the harsh people, and the rugged stones

B orne in their hands to break her, flesh and bones;

F or the law stood that sinners such as she

Perish by stoning, and this doom must be.

H igh noon it was, and the hot khamseen' s breath

B lew from the desert sands and parched the town.

. and one dog by a well,

N igh dead with thirst, lay where he yelped and fell,

Claring upon the water out of reach,

A nd praying succor in a silent speech,

50 piteous were its eyes. W hich when she saw,

The woman from her foot her shoe did draw,

A lbeit death-sorrowful, and looping up

The long silk of her girdle, made a cup

O f the heel' s hollow, and thus let it sink

Until it touched the cool dark water' s brink:

S o fi lled th' embroidcrcd shoe, and gave a draught

To the spent beast, which whined, and fawned, and q uaffed

H er kind gift to the drcgs;  nex t licked her hand,

W ith such glad looks that all might understand

H e held his life from her;  then, at her feet

H e followed close, all down the cruel street,

H er one friend in that city.

B ut the king,

R iding within his litter, marked this thing,

A nd how the woman, on her way to die,

H ad such compassion for the misery

O f that parched hound: “Take off her chain, and place

The veil once more above the sinner' s face

A nd lead her to her house in peace! "  be said.

l' The law is that the people stone thee dead

F or that which thou hast wrought;  but there is come,

F awning around thy feet, a witness dumb,

N ot heard upon thy trial;  this brute beast

Testifi es for thee, sister!  whose weak breast

Death could not make ungentle." — S elecled

_ .3
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THE NEW WAY 7

for all. I suppose that anything any man finds the
highest for him would be his way. It might be love of
children, or just love of his mother; or music; or love
of giving service and help or spreading cheerfulness and
encouraging down-hearted fellows; or getting on top of
the worst part of himself. Books, like me with Emerson,
might do it; or general thinking over the meaning of
things with the hope that something in him that knew
would give him light, might be a man's way. A man's
religion, if he really had it, rightly taken, is a sure way.

“I don't always know what people men mean when
they talk of the soul. But the soul, to me, is that part
of a. man that's always in this inner life”.

“Must be hard for some men to get at,” I said.
“Perhaps it is. And yet not if a man wants to. He's

only got to find out what way gives him the surest touch
of it, and go ahead getting that touch as often as he can,
trying to remember the feel of it, and thinkingabout it
when he’s alone. And every man gets touches of it all
along that he doesn't notice.” REPORTER

J

The Mind of God

ND behold there was a palm-tree by the well in
the desert outside my tent. And I looked upon
it through the open space of the tent door.

I thought: There beyond is the palm-tree, and here
within, in my mind, is a picture of the same.

It seemed to me that my mind presently went forth
from me, carrying within it its thought-image of the
tree. It went forth toward the tree and drew near to
it and enveloped it in such wise that the mind-image
of the tree and the tree itself blended and became one.

And my mind understood then that even as it had
held within it its thought-image of the tree, even so was
the real tree a living image in the mind of God. And
all things whatsoever, I perceived, were live images cre-
ated in the mind of God and placed before us that we

might see and so comprehend somewhat of the mind
of God. The mind of God compasseth and filleth all
space, and within it as images are all things. We see it
not, but only the images we call things. And because
the mind of God is divinely alive and creative, all the
images existing therein are alive with His life. It is
because their essence is mind that they can enter and
become known to human minds. And until we know
them as mind we call them ‘matter,’ which is but a word
for mind unrecognized as mind.

So my mind withdrew itself from the palm—tree and
came back to me. And I was no more lonely. Was
not the mind of God shining to me in the sun and moon
and stars? Were not the trees and the young lambs
its living containments? Nay, was not I myself, were
not all men, drawing the breath of body and mind and
soul, within the mind of God, brothers all, living, off-
spring of one Father-Life?

So I thought, and was happy.—Arubian

» G0 glut

An Arabian Story
By SIR EDWIN ARNOLD

* ill I! III II

HAST seen
The record written of Salah-ud-Deen
The Sultan? how he met, upon a day,
ln his own city on the public way.
A woman whom they led to die. The veil
Was stripped from off her weeping face, and pale
Her shamed checks were, and wild her dark fixed eye.
And her lips drawn with terror at the cry
Of the harsh people. and the rugged stones
Borne in their hands to break her, flesh and bones;
For the law stood that sinners such as she
Perish by stoning. and this doom must be.
High noon it was. and the hot khamseen's breath
Blew from the desert sands and parched the town.

. . .
and one dog by a well.

Nigh dead with thirst, lay where he yelped and fell,
Gluing upon the water out of reach.
And praying succor in a silent speech.
So piteous were its eyes. Which when she saw.
The woman from her foot her shoe did draw.
Albeit death-sorrowful, and looping up
The long silk of her girdle. made A cup
Of the heel's hollow, and thus let it sink
Until it touched the cool dark water's brink;
So filled th'embroidered shoe, and gave a draught
To the spent beast, which whined. and fawned. and quaffed
Her kind gift to the dregs: next licked her hand.
With such glad looks that all might understand
He held his life from her: then, at her feet
He followed close. all down the cruel street.
Her one friend in that city.

But the king.
Riding within his litter, marked this thing.
And how the woman. on her way to die.
Had such compassion for the misery
Of that parched hound: "Take off her chain, and place
The veil once more above the sinner's face
And lead her to her house in peace!" he said.
"The law is that the people stone thee dead
For that which thou hast wrought: but there is come,
Fawning around thy feet. a witness dumb.
Not heard upon thy trial; this brute beast
Testifies for thee, sister! whose weak breast
Death could not make ungentle."—Selecled

.
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The Guide-B ook

Q UE S TIO N : I would like to have a concrete practice

pointed out to me as something to begin with in self-discipline.

R E PL Y : B egin by trying to conq uer the habit, al-

most universal, of pushing yourself forward. This arises

from personality. Do not monopolize the conversation.

K eep in the background. If someone begins to tell you

about himself and his doings, do not take the fi rst chance

to tell him about yourself, your opinions and your ex -

periences. Do not ask a q uestion unless you intend to

listen to the answer and inq uire into its value. Try to

recollect that you are a very small affair in the world.

Y our only greatness lies in your inner true self and it

is not desirous of obtaining the applause of others. If

you will follow these directions for one week you will

fi nd they will take considerable effort, and you will begin

to discover a part of the meaning of the saying, “Man,

know thyself.” — —  W . Q . Judge in The Path

Man, made of thought, is eternally thinking. H is

chains are through thought;  his release is due to nothing

else. H is mind is immediately tinted or altered by

whateVer obj ect it is directed to. B y this means the

soul is enmeshed in the same thought or series of thoughts

as is the mind— W . Q . Judge

TH A T which the mind ponders upon, into the like-

ness of that it is changed. This is the old secret of j oy

and of sorrow, of bondage and of freedom, of the soul' s

darkness and light— H indu

L IF E  is a mirror;  if you frown at it, it frowns back;

if you smile, it returns the greeting.—

— W illiam. M akepeace Thackeray

PUTTIN G away slander, he abstains from calumny.

W hat he hears here he repeats not elsewhere to raise a

q uarrel against the people here;  what he hears elsewhere

he repeats not here to raise a q uarrel against the people

there. Thus he lives as a binder together of those who

are divided, an encourager of those who are friends. . . .

Putting away bitterness of speech, he abstains from

harsh language. W hatever word is humane, pleasant

to the ear, lovely, reaching to the heart, urbane, pleasing

to the people, beloved of the people— such are the

words he speaks. . . . -

Putting away foolish talk, he abstains from vain

conversation.

A nd he lets his mind pervade one q uarter of the world

with thoughts of L ove;  and so the second, and so the

third, and so the fourth. A nd thus the whole wide world,

above, below, around, and everywhere, does he continue

to pervade with heart of L ove, far-reaching, grown great

and beyond measure.

— F rom a B uddhist S cripture, translated by R hys-Davids

IF  we look at the fi eld of operation in us of the so-

called advantages of wealth and position, we see at

once that it has to do with the brain and nothing else.

F oods, clothes, sightseeing and the like concern the

brain, not the soul or character. A s the brain is a por-

tion of the unstable, fl eeting body, the whole phantasma-

goria disappears from view and use when death comes

and the bodily inhabitant departs. B ut imagine the

same brain and body not in places of ease, imagine that

a good part of life has to be hard struggle, the doing

of duty, not the pleasing of the senses;  this ex perience

will burn in, stamp upon, carve into the character more

energy, more power and more fortitude. It is thus

through the ages that great characters are made.

— — W . Q . Judge

W IIY  does the tree throw up in the spring a million

opened leaves to the sun?  B y the very same leap and

outgoing glow of conscious life that makes the child

shout as he races through the meadow. It is the out-

going of spirit into matter as the life of matter. E very

movement of nature has its refl ection, its counterpart,

its ex planation, in the consciousness of the heart of man,

and he is spiritual who can read out his heart into nature.

In the heart glows that one eternal life that is the real

life of nature. Think what the years will do if we try

only for a little, daily, to seek sanctuary in the heart,

The little cares of life will begin to take their proper

insignifi cance, and the small resentments at daily in-

j uries cease to be. Charity for all men will soften our

thoughts and words, for we shall see that what they do

comes from their being unaware of the light we have

begun to fi nd— The Path

IMA GIN E  a tree “of which two leaves observe each

other ex ternally for a long enough time, mutually ex -

clusive, and without any suspicion that they have a

life in common. The ‘self-consciousness’  of one of the

leaves, deepening inwardly (down the twig or branch)

at last reaches the point whence the ‘self’  of the other

leaf branches off — —  and becomes aware of unity with

the other. Instantly its ex ternal observation of its fellow~

leaf is transformed;  it sees a thousand meanings in it

which it never saw before. Its fellow-leaf is almost as

much an ex pression of self as itself is;  for both now

belong to a larger self— that of the spray or branch

from which they depend.”  -— E dward Carpenter

IN  TH E  H E A R TS  0F  H E A R TS

O UR  God is never so far off

A s even to be near.

H e is within;  our spirit is

The home he holds most dear.

S o all the while I thought myself

H omeless, forlorn, and weary,

Missing my j oy, I walked the earth,

Myself God’ s sanctuary. — ' F . W . F aber (S elected)
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8 THE NEW WAY

The Guide-Book

QUESTION: I would like to hate a concrete practice
pointed out to me as somethingto begin within self-discipline.

REPLY: Begin by trying to conquer the habit, al-
most universal, of pushing yourself forward. This arises
from personality. Do not monopolize the conversation.
Keep in the background. If someone begins to tell you
about himself and his doings, do not take the first chance
to tell him about yourself, your opinions and your ex-

periences. Do not ask a question unless you intend to
listen to the answer and inquire into its value. Try to
recollect that you are a very small affair in the world.
Your only greatness lies in your inner true self and it
is not desirous of obtaining the applause of others. If
you will follow these directions for one week you will
find they will take considerable effort, and you will begin
to discover a part of the meaning of the saying, “Man,
know thyself.”—W. Q. Judge in The Path

Man, made of thought, is eternally thinking. His
chains are through thought; his release is due to nothing
else. His mind is immediately tinted or altered by
whatever object it is directed to. By this means the
soul is enmeshed in the same thoughtor series of thoughts
as is the mind.—-W. Q. Judge

THAT which the mind ponders upon, into the like-
ness of that it is changed. This is the old secret of joy
and of sorrow, of bondage and of freedom, of the souls
darkness and light.—Hindu

LIFE is a mirror; if you frown at it, it frowns back;
if you smile, it returns the greeting.-

—William Makepeace Thackeray
I’U'rr1Nc away slander, he abstains from calumny.

What he hears here he repeats not elsewhere to raise a

quarrel against the people here; what he hears elsewhere
‘he repeats not here to raise a quarrel against the people
there. Thus he lives as a binder together of those who
are divided, an encourager of those who are friends.

. . .

Putting away bitterness of speech, he abstains from
harsh language. Vllhatever word is humane, pleasant
to the ear, lovely, reaching to the heart, urbane, pleasing
to the people, beloved of the people—such are the
words he speaks. . . .

‘

Putting away foolish talk, he abstains from vain
conversation.

And he lets his mind pervade one quarter of the world
with thoughts of Love; and so the second, and so the
third, and so the fourth. And thus the whole wide world,
above, below, around, and everywhere, does he continue
to pervade with heart of Love, far-reaching,grown great
and beyond measure.

— From a Buddhist Scripture, translated by Rhys-Darids

, « C0 -gle

In we look at the field of operation in us of the so-
called advantages of wealth and position, we see at
once that it has to do with the brain and nothing else.
Foods, clothes, sight-seeing and the like concern the
brain, not the soul or character. As the brain is a por-
tion of the unstable, fleeting body, the whole phantasma-
goria disappears from view and use when death comes
and the bodily inhabitant departs. But imagine the
same brain and body not in places of ease, imagine that
a good part of life has to be hard struggle, the doing
of duty, not the pleasing of the senses; this experience
will burn in, stamp upon, carve into the character more

energy, more power and more fortitude. It is thus
through the ages that great characters are made.

—W. Q. Judge
W'}{Y does the tree throw up in the spring a million

opened leaves to the sun? By the very same leap and
outgoing glow of conscious life that makes the child
shout as he races through the meadow. It is the out-
going of spirit into matter as the life of matter. Every
movement of nature has its reflection, its counterpart,
its explanation, in the consciousness of the heart of man,
and he is spiritual who can read out his heart into nature.
In the heart glows that one eternal life that is the real
life of nature. Think what the years will do if we try
only for a little, daily, to seek sanctuary in the heart,
The little cares of life will begin to take their proper
insignifieance, and the small resentments at daily in-
juries cease to be. Charity for all men will soften our

thoughts and words, for we shall see that what they do
comes from their being unaware of the light we have
begun to find.—The Path

IMAGINE a tree “of which two leaves observe each
other externally for a long enough time, mutually ex-
clusive, and without any suspicion that they have a
life in common. The ‘self-consciousness’ of one of the
leaves, deepening inwardly (down the twig or branch)
at last reaches the point whence the ‘self’ of the other
leaf branches off — and becomes aware of unity with
theother. Instantly its external observation of its fellow-
leaf is transformed; it sees a thousand meanings in it
which it never saw before. Its fellow-leaf is almost as
much an expression of self as itself is; for both now
belong to a. larger self—that of the spray or branch
from which they depen ."—Edward Carpenter

IN rm: Hamrs or H1-yurrs

OUR God is never so far off
As even to be near.

He is within; our spirit is
The home he holds most dear.

. . .

So all the while I thought myself
Homeless, forlorn, and weary,

Missing my joy, I walked the earth,
Myself God’s sanctuary. —F. W. Faber (Selected)




